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Abstract 
The rise of unemployment in industrialised countries since the mid-1970s, 
and its likely persistence into the foreseeable future, have stimulated 
general debate about the future roles of work and leisure. Several 
writers have claimed that in future leisure may, in part at least, form 
a 'solution' to the problems of societies in which there is a shortage 
of paid work. There is, however, substantial evidence that in a contem- 
porary Britain leisure is of limited use as an immediate solution to the 
problems of unemployed people: when they become unemployed their leisure 
is more likely to reduce than increase in scale and quality and very few 
are able to develop a lifestyle in which leisure fulfils the role 
previously occupied by work. Despite this, since the early 1980s there 
has been a growth in public sector schemes providing special opportunities 
for unemployed people to take part in sport and recreation and the view 
persists that leisure has a special role in the lifestyles of unemployed 
people. 
This thesis assesses the response to a local authority scheme for the 
unemployed, established as an experiment by Leicester City Council in 
partnership with the Sports Council. The research examines the scale 
and pattern of attendance at the scheme and identifies wide variations in 
the participation patterns of users, few of whom became regular 
participants. The lifestyles of a sub-group of 'committed' frequent users 
were examined in more detail to identify the distinctive characteristics 
of those for whom the scheme had apparently become a regular feature in 
their lives. All of the sub-group of committed users had developed a 
generally 'active' lifestyle, untypical of that usually associated with 
the unemployed. Participation in the sports scheme was only one aspect 
of this. Most were also involved in more purposeful activities such as 
educational courses and voluntary work, these activities being more 
important to them and more of a 'work substitute'. 
The findings indicate that only a minority of unemployed people are 
likely to participate frequently in active forms of recreation and that 
those who do are also likely to be active in other ways. For those who 
do take part in recreation activities, such activities fulfil the 
'normal' role of leisure: they do not provide a substitute for work or 
become an adequate basis for an alternative lifestyle in which the 
centrality of work is replaced by the centrality of leisure. 
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Chapter 1 Unemployment: A challenge to leisure? 
1.1.1 The well-worn path: problems of leisure definitions 
The debate about the meaning and conceptualisation of 
'leisure' is well-rehearsed. As the multidisciplinary 
field of leisure studies has expanded, definitions of its 
subject matter have become more diverse. This diversity 
reflects both the complexity of the phenomenon and the 
range of approaches brought to bear upon it: 
'The fact that the phenomenon o £e rune hays neievance to Asa 
many di6e tent 4 phe a o6 . 2-L e is te6tec ted in the many wa yes the -tvcm . ice uo ed. Each systematic ws etc oý the te-'zm a--temp-s 
to give it a. pec-iat f tavou t, ao pec-iai z e-t o6 mean ngz that 
ne6uL speciloicaUy to the . situation dea. et with and the uzen' 
viewpoint. ThLo is the caps e with any muPtid t. mewsiavcat concept. ' 
(Neulinger, 1981) 
Whilst acknowledging that different disciplines will rightly 
conceptualise 'leisure' in different ways, there is nonethe- 
less a need to establish common ground. Three main types 
of leisure definition have emerged in which leisure has been 
defined in terms of activity, time, or state of mind 
(Stockdale, 1985). Neulinger (op cit) has reduced this to a 
two-fold classification, distinguishing between 'objective' 
definitions, which include 'quantitative, residual or 
discretionary-time concepts', and 'subjective' definitions 
which emphasise the importance of the individual's mental 
state. 
The 'objective' definitions are those in which leisure is 
defined in terms of time and/or activity. Within the 
subjective category lie views of leisure as either an end 
in itself ('a state of being in which activity is performed 
for its own sake ... needing no further justification or 
utilitarian function' (Murphy 1975, quoted in Neul i nger 1981) ) or 
one in which people seek personal and spiritual betterment 
2 
through the pursuit of leisure, typically through a'heavy 
emphasis upon contemplation, engagement in debate and 
politics in a search for knowledge and cultural enlighten- 
ment' (ibid). The essential element in 'subjective' 
definitions of leisure is that of freedom of choice: 
leisure activities must be those which are freely chosen, 
as distinct from those which are obligatory or essential. 
More complex definitions combine the subjective and 
objective elements and are comprehensive if somewhat un- 
wieldy - as exemplified by Kaplan (1975) : 
' Leýi, sw'te, we m-igh, say, consLo-s o nelativeiy use e4-detecmined 
activity- expe,, Lience that 4a. P u into one' ,s economica. ly knee-tim 
not a, that , iss seen as £ei s utce by the pa tt i. c ipavr to , that -/s 
pis ychotog LcaJy pteaoavi in antic iipaL-ion and tecottec t on, that 
po-ten aey co v etc s the whot e tang e o6 commitment and inten/s it y, 
that co tain/s chaýr. acte't tLc nanms and const=intz, and that 
p tov-ideas o ppan tun is {pan ten eation, pen s anal gnww, th, and 
4vL, ce/S to oche zo. ' 
(Kaplan, op cit) 
Existing definitions of leisure have recently been criticised 
for their failure to relate to the experience of the 'actor' 
- the person who is experiencing leisure - in the interests 
of clarifying the concept for the observer: 
'AP. though cwztcent de6iv tcions v4 teivsune ate co' eci in bnwad 
tehmz, they fait to captune the 4w? d. iverus-i ty of the 
expetr t. evcce o teiswLe. ' 
(Stockdale, 1985) 
Stockdale (op cit) concluded that this diversity was such 
that 
'It is doub tj u. 2 wce then, at the penceptuat Levee, a uvü. 6ied 
domain o6 Luvs une exL s. ' 
(ibid) 
This discrepancy between the work of academics and the 
experience of their research subjects was recognised by 
Kaplan: 
01 
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'But the 6undamevt at point is neuen to be tost: £eisune to 
the pa icipant, £'üae h-ivo ne ig-. on and his Zove, is what he thinks it is, became on that kind o6 azzumption he acts 
out hiv6 -f, L6e. ' 
(Kaplan, op cit) 
Roberts (1970) goes some way towards explaining this dis- 
crepancy and the resulting tendency, especially amongst 
sociologists, to define leisure negatively rather than 
positively: 
'The diveue zigvü. ýicance that 6nee time po6zezz bot dß. 6 6 event pop te mafza a de%j. nLt, on o6 to u Le in -tv mss o6 itz positive chwtac to tLc s di6ý4'cut. Ve6ining to vsune 
nega t ivety, by di66etcentiating it Gnom a c, ivLtie 6 pu tzued 
by v, in tue o6 -the. üc economica ty and zoc, ia, Jy obtc:. ga ton. y 
na-tune, given wo a wonk. ing basi, s Gnom which to study the 
, subject. ' 
(Roberts, op cit) 
While recognising individuality, leisure definitions have 
also sought to take into account a broader social context. 
Critcher and Clarke (1985) criticise fellow sociologists for 
concentrating too much on leisure as 'an act of individual 
consumption and/or the satisfaction of psychological needs' 
while failing to recognise leisure 'as part of the social 
process' (Clarke and Critcher, op cit). They insist on the need 
to appreciate the communal dimension of leisure, the way in 
which leisure can be 'one of the ways in which particular 
ideas of community' are expressed. But this is only one 
aspect of Clarke and Critcher's critique of sociological 
contributions to the debate on leisure; more fundamental 
is their concern that the historical context of leisure 
should be considered. They express discontent with 'the 
professional segregation of history and social sciences 
(you study the past, we'll study the present') (which) in- 
volves an attempt to divide the subject-matter - society 
and its processes - which is profoundly unsatisfactory' 
(ibid) 
. In this way 
they are in agreement with Roberts (1978) 
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who stresses the need to produce an historically relevant 
definition. Roberts questions the conceptual basis of 
an attack by De Grazia on popular culture: 
'It is centa-. nt y Legitimate to debate the quatit y o6 
co vtempoiw y mass cti tune, but pain, tZa s to ev h ate 
it with concepts fanged in antiquity that have tutee 
netevance to modenn t- ma .' 
(Roberts, 1978) 
This historical dimension is echoed by Coalter, Long and 
Duffield (1986): 
' Because to nsune hooted in complex soci. ae, economic and 
cuitunat tetatLouhips its meaning, context and zocixe 
4igvºi6icance atce hizton caZey vah iabee. ' 
(Coalter, Long and Duffield, op cit) 
What then is the nature of contemporary leisure? 
'In industn aE . societies De dune is di Betcent 6nam ear eien. 
-tuna and must be appnapit ateJy conceptua L d, and this 
mean, 6-1I -i, seeing £eLsute ao non-worth. ' 
(Roberts, 1978) 
1.1.2 The work-leisure relationship 
Why is the relationship with work such a salient character- 
istic in contemporary debate on the nature of leisure? 
Clarke and Critcher (1985) dismiss the notion that the de- 
bate is fuelled only by the current problems of high levels 
of unemployment: 
'L etis une has an uncanny habit o6 becoming a mat tVt o6 pub. is 
debate when fange numbe. n, ate sudden y Ze6-t with a tat a6 
'time on theitt hand '. But this . 'taws 6 otunat on o6 un. em p. ea ymen t 
into te-vsune is onPy pos/sib. 2e becautse oa much mane pto6ound 
. set o ide" about the netatiawsh ip between £e. üsune and worth. ' 
(Clarke and Critcher, op cit) 
To Parker (1983), those relationships are fundamental to an 
understanding of leisure: 
5 
' OJo' 2-. 2eLo wie teta tio"hips vLe not the one y i, mpan to t 6ea tune o the '-tudy o . fie i/5cze but, though complex, they CM a eh. ain, e y one o6 the most im po tan i. ' 
(Parker, 1983) 
At the conceptual level the relationship between work and 
leisure is two-fold. There is, firstly, the 'objective' 
relationship between work and leisure, in which leisure 
is seen as 'free time' which in turn is considered to be 
non-work time. In fact, time free from work is only one 
form of free time: Narhstedt is amongst those for whom the 
essential element which transforms free time into leisure 
is 'the concept of individual freedom within free time', 
freedom which is 'not just opposed to work (ie. paid 
employment), but to other obligations as well, social and 
otherwise' (Narhstedt, 1972). Stockdale (1985) emphasises 
that individual objectiv s or residual leisure definitions 
vary in the extent to which they take account of this: 
they 
' ... gyp-. caJJ y 6ocu3 on the anti the, 3-üs between wo tk and to üsune ... 
but vatcy a. 5 a 6unc t on o theft conception 
o wo'th and the extent to which a ti non-wo is can be seen 
" te. - 6uhe. 
' 
(Stockdale, op cit) 
De Grazia (1962) warns against treating the relationship 
between work and leisure as identical to that between work 
and free time. Neulinger (1981) points out that by their 
very nature, residual definitions sustain the now outdated 
work-leisure dichotomy: 
'The %eaUy setu ouz . tmpticatLon oý equating £eL5u Le with 
6 Lee time -üs ... not the pofen 
iat con6w ovL o zchoeav 
and %a eancheAz , 
but that the equation puffs teils wLe in 
oppoz ton to worth ... Such a 
dichotomy might at one 
paint have i enved a cuse6u. e puhpose. But coed it ovi-. o in 
out 4o cA-e-ty have changed. ' 
(Neulinger, op cit) 
A definition of leisure as non-work is therefore an over- 
simplification: leisure may occur within 'non-work' time 
and activity, but will not necessarily do so. 
6 
Secondly, there is the subjective, qualitative relationship 
between work and leisure, in which leisure experience is 
regarded as dependent on the contrast offered by the work 
experience. The work-leisure dichotomy contrasts the essen- 
tial features of leisure with those of work and not only 
assumes that the two are opposites, but that this contrast 
with work is essential to the experience of leisure. 
There is some support for the view that work and leisure 
are indeed 'opposite' in nature: Stockdale's study of 
perceptions of leisure (1985) found that there was minimal 
overlap between the attributes of leisure and those of work. 
The work of Young and Wilmott (1973) described 'work' and 
'leisure' as 'binary' words, ie. in 'the category of words 
which can only be understood in relation to each other' 
(Young and Wilmott, Op cit) and found that the two were substan- 
tially different. The relationship between them was however 
complex: the two words were neither mutually exclusive nor 
collectively exhaustive - ie. the contrast between the two 
was not absolute, and these two categories did not by them- 
selves encompass all activities (ibid). 
Although leisure has a number of characteristics which are 
in opposition to those of work, it does not necessarily 
follow that leisure is reliant on its opposition to work: 
if this were the case, those who did not have 'work' - 
usually assumed to be 'paid employment' - would not be able 
to experience leisure. For its critics, this is a corner- 
stone in the argument that the work-leisure dichotomy is 
an inadequate explanation of leisure. Kaplan (1975) gives 
the example of the American negro: 
'Many have neue t been empto yed, and many have neven £Aived in a 
ne ighbounhood on home in which going to and tetunn ing snom a 
job by ýa-theu and 6n iend s ways ze6- ev-, dent and bui into the 
evenyday tea ity o6 the gnowing child ... Iý, 
in 6act, . eeA une hays no meaning except ass contka t to work va. 2um, thew these 
young negno ez have ne-thetc ... 
' 
(Kaplan, op cit) 
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The work-leisure relationship is no longer regarded as an 
adequate basis in itself for defining contemporary leisure. 
Roberts (1978) identifies other factors and attributes 
greater influence on the leisure behaviour of individuals 
to the family and other forms of social networks; work 
may have a role in these, but not necessarily a dominant 
one. The work of Rapoports (1976) highlighted the paramount 
influence of the family on the leisure behaviour of 
individuals. Yet despite these developments within leisure 
studies, definitions of leisure which are based on the work- 
leisure dichotomy have retained a certain currency: 
'AP, tho ug h attempts to de {. ý' ne teiz une in -tvv s o6 its A et a do u trip (an tack o to eat ono "p to Wo'uz constitute a . 5omewha-t £, im-c ted 
, then, scat endeavouA, they seem to have been (netat-ive ey) 
/succa s Ewe in con-tnibwting to ow undvi Land Lng o6 behauioun 
and zitua ou ... ' 
(Parker, 1975) 
Parker (1975) anticipated and welcomed the development of 
studies of the work-leisure relationship which took greater 
account of the role of the individual: 
one i, 5 &6t with a vague bee Lng that ! someone ought 
by now to have developed wortk and . 2eisurce tin- an action 6name o6 ne6 enence (... bays ed upon the £nd t' dual on 
)Lote-p-2aye)L'. 6 deb. nLt.. on o6 meaning, £e. hiz pe)LceptLonc 
and mo-iva t ionaJ pews peeve) ... I 
believe that most 
phognez6 hats been and can be made along the. £ . na .' 
Neulinger (1981) has produced a classification of subjec- 
tively defined forms of experience which implicitly contrasts 
work and leisure but moves away from the narrow definition of 
work as paid employment. He identifies six categories dis- 
tinguished by the degree of 'perceived Freedom' and whether 
motivation is internal, external or both. The experiences 
range from unconstrained, intrinsically motivated 'pure 
leisure' to constrained, extrinsically motivated 'pure job', 
the latter being the category most akin to the normal per- 
ception of paid employment. In this scheme 'work' is act- 
ivity undertaken under constraint, but not necessarily for 
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extrinsic benefit: 'pure work' is obligatory activity which 
nonetheless provides intrinsic satisfaction. 
Neulinger's classification incorporates a subjective element 
in work-leisure definitions. The trend towards acknowledg- 
ing the individual nature of leisure experience itself chal- 
lenges the influence of the work-leisure dichotomy. 
Neulinger points out that 
'a nes-. dua, t- at objective deý-. nLtion o teizune can no tongetc 
cape with most a6 the c'tLt, icat is. 5uu oý a post- ind"t)iat 
, society and ... a subjec ivety-aný. evrted conceptuat. isatian 
a6 te-vsuýce -iss mane and mane taking itsp. Lace ... A switch to a subjective de6iniit ion w ... 
help nemove the banden 
o6 the woA k-te, üs une dichotomy ... ' 
(Neulinger, op cit) 
Nonetheless, in industrial society the work-leisure rela- 
tionship remains an essential component in the broader under- 
standing of contemporary leisure. The complexity of this 
relationship has been demonstrated by Zuzanek and Mannell 
(1983) who have identified seven major social science per- 
spectives. These have been: 
a. the statistical and time-budget perspective, 
concerned with changes in allocations of time 
to work and leisure; 
b. the socio-economic perspective, 'which always 
assumes a conscious or implicit trade-off between 
foregone earnings and the desire for more free 
time'; 
c. the socio-organisational and planning perspective, 
'mostly concerned with optimal scheduling and 
planning of time in the rapidly changing environ- 
ment of technologically advanced societies'; 
d. the sociological and socio-historical perspective, 
concentrating on changing attitudes to work and 
leisure rather than changing allocations of time; 
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e. the socio-occupational status approach, examining 
the relationship between work-derived status and 
leisure behaviour; 
f. the study of the direct effects of work, concerned 
with whether the nature of work affects the nature 
of leisure behaviour and leisure experience; 
and finally 
x4 
g. the socio-psychological perspective, which address' 
similar issues to those of the direct effects of 
work but are primarily concerned with the relation- 
ships between work-attitudes and leisure-attitudes 
rather than with the more practical effects of the 
structural characteristics of work on leisure. 
(Zuzanek and Mannell, op cit) 
From these approaches three main hypotheses about the 
nature of work-leisure relationships have emerged: 
Identity de ns nuib eo any situation whe)r, e worth and -2e-üs wt. e ý eatutc. e zim. i c, t ist uc uAu, behaviou t and putcpo sets . Conttat-t meaºvs a deýknLt ion o6 the content oý one s phete as the absence on 
oppo -U eo the o theIL. Sepanatene4o sum/s up a /situation o6 
min imat contact an. -. n6tuence between the ýs phetes. ' 
(Parker, 1975) 
Zuzanek and Mannell (1983) have reduced this to a two-fold 
classification, disregarding the third, 'segmentalist' view. 
In the first relationship - ie. 'spillover' or 'congruence' 
- the individual displays the same characteristics and 
values at work at leisure, 'and thus carries his skills, 
attitudes and personality attributes from one area of be- 
haviour to another' (Zuzanek and Mannell, op cit). In the 
second, described as either 'contrast' or 'compensation', 
leisure 'provides the individual with an independent source of 
satisfaction, personal involvement and cultural development' 
(ibid). The two categories can be extended to four if the 
'ideological assumptions of its proponents' are taken into 
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account: these may be either 'pessimistic', believing 
technological change is producing less satisfying work, or 
'optimistic', believing that change is producing different, 
but more rewarding work. Ultimately, however, these two 
writers can give only a much-qualified assessment of the 
relative validity of the three relationships originally 
postulated and they conclude that 'combining evidence for 
any of the three hypotheses suggests that the present state 
of affairs resembles the outcome of a hung jury' (ibid). 
The exact nature of the work-leisure relationship o/n every- 
day life therefore remains ambiguous. In proposing his three- 
fold classification Parker (1975) implies the dominance of 
work - ie. 'spillover' is the spillover of work values to 
leisure, rather than vice versa, and, similarly, 'contrast' 
is the provision of contrast to work leisure, not to 
leisure by work. The assumption that the relationship is 
directional in this way is not specifically refuted elsewhere. 
Little consideration has been given to two alternative ex- 
planations - that the direction could be reversed, and 
spillover/contrast originate from the characteristics of 
leisure; or, alternatively, that the stimulus for the charac- 
teristics could be a third more fundamental source. An 
individual may approach work and leisure with equal energy - 
or apathy - stemming from his or 
her basic personality, 
without either work or leisure (or any other sphere of 
life) 
being the source of such behaviour; he or she may seek 
contrast in different spheres of life without 
these being 
stimulated by the experience within one particular sphere. 
While the precise nature of the relationship between work 
and leisure, is unclear its importance as a 
factor which 
may influence leisure is widely acknowledged. 
This impor- 
tance is heightened by current changes affecting the nature 
of work and broader social changes which challenge, 
in 
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particular, the view of our society as a work-oriented 
one. Prominent among the social changes is the actual 
increase in the numbers of people in the population who 
do not have paid work, notably the unemployed and retired 
people, and the corresponding increased and somewhat over- 
due attention being given to other groups, especially women, 
for many of whom paid work has for a long time been a minor 
part of life. This combination of practical and attitudin- 
al changes has encouraged greater awareness of the fact 
that, far from being a condition of the majority, in Britain 
at any one time less than half the population are in paid 
employment. Simultaneously, changes are occurring within 
work: even for those in employment, the amount of work 
available is decreasing; types of work are changing, with 
decreases in manufacturing and increases in service indust- 
ries; the content of jobs is being affected by technological 
developments which have created new forms of work and made 
previous forms redundant; the pattern of working life is 
changing, through reductions in working hours, the modifi- 
cations of shift systems, the lengthening of holidays and 
the lowering of the retirement age. 
Such substantial changes have wide-ranging implications for 
society as a whole, for the development of work and, conse- 
quently, for the nature of leisure. The effect of these 
changes has been much discussed by writers who anticipate 
the need for practical and attitudinal changes to minimise 
the trauma for a society supposedly relinquishing the cen- 
trality of work. A key assumption is that leisure may assume 
much of the role which work has shed. 
1.1.3 Unemployment and the 'leisure solution' 
Clarke and Critcher (1985) rightly note the attention which 
high unemployment directs towards the 'leisure' debate. 
Although in one respect the unemployed are merely the most 
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recent, most conspicuous, largest and most 'political' 
example of a group excluded by work-leisure definitions 
of leisure, in another sense unemployment has a deeper 
significance. The advent of high unemployment across the 
industrialised nations highlights the worst features of a 
society without employment. In the eyes of many commen- 
tators, it also puts an unprecedented burden on contem- 
porary leisure. 
The unemployed are not the only sector of the population 
without paid work. They are, however, the only non-working 
sector which is expected to work and in abstract they 
themselves, for the most part, share this expectation of 
employment and a lifestyle based on its rewards. The 
unemployed are the only group in society negatively defined 
by work: others who are not in paid employment, such as 
housewives, students and the retired, have a label which 
reflects a positive identity; the unemployed have only a 
negative one (Kelvin and Jarrett, 1985). The unemployed are 
largely regarded as a sector of society for whom a 
substitute for work must be found. Almost inevitably, 
this has led to special expectations of leisure. Jenkins 
and Sherman (1979; 1981) assume that unemployment, and any 
other diminution of work-time, brings an automatic increase 
in leisure: 
'Given the k otü. ca ty high £eveL aý unempto yment in a. U 
. nduzt, t 
: a, P. üs ed cozen tü. eo and the pnezzune ... 4a', a4 
hotc teh. 
wo/L1a ng week, the demand ban Zeiz uAe wLU gnaw. ' 
(Jenkins and Sherman, 1981) 
Jenkins and Sherman consider leisure in 'objective' terms: 
they discuss leisure demand in terms of increasing leisure 
time and supply in terms of providing opportunities for 
leisure activity, suggesting that an increase in the latter 
is a substantial part of the solution for a society with 
the problems of the former. The nub of their argument, 
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expounded in both The Collapse of Work and The Leisure Shock, is 
that the reduction of available work requires a change in 
attitudes which blurs the rigid distinction between work 
and leisure, allowing 'leisure' to assume the status of a 
legitimate central life interest. The most immediate and 
conspicuous group to whom this general change applies 
are the unemployed, whose well-documented problems demand 
a rapid solution (Jenkins and Sherman, 1981). This approach 
is shared by a number of writers who have explored the 
potential of leisure as an anAwer to the problems of un- 
employment. Stokes (1983) proposes the development of a 
philosophy which replaces the centrality of work with a 
broader range of 'constructive' activities including leisure, 
education, household activities-and the informal economy, 
but suggests that changes to leisure will be required to 
allow it to fulfil this role: 
'No eonge)t can Zeisuh. e be cows-. deiced a tesiduaZ pod o 
naat-. ve- y unatcgani, 5 d activity. It mutt be ttteated 
z etio uoy, sttuc tuAed and used so that peo pie may develop 
theme potentia .. and 
feet they axe making a co vt ibutio n to 
. socc:. ety. ' 
(Stokes, 1983) 
Writers who have adopted a more 'subjective' stance, focus- 
ing on the individual, express fundamental objections to 
the notion that leisure either should or can be seen as a 
solution to the problems of unemployment. Roberts (1978), 
referring to the unemployed and the retired, points out that 
'Lack of work t ends to reduce individuals' capacities for 
self-determined behaviour' (Roberts, op cit). To Kelvin (1980), 
this is the fundamental stumbling block: the adoption of a 
leisure-based lifestyle by the unemployed requires exactly 
the personal qualities which the experience of unemployment 
undermines: 
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'The demandd, 6 o6 worth ate peAceived as demands made o6 
one' 1s extenn. at Litua-t<ov., which . tose e6 , üs {grin aL 
pnac t icat punpo s eis inucapable. In cont'Lcvst, the demands 
o6 a te-LSWce activity cute demands which one makes o6 
o nez eZ6 - theist 6 ounce i6, a/s it wette, kn tennat ... ' 
(Kelvin, 1980) 
Kaplan (1975) questions whether leisure can be experienced 
at all without the contrast of work experience or other 
obligatory activity: 
'The meaning o6 £eLowte L that it ha's to have been earned 
on it . vs accompanied by 'e ti igs o6 gui t; theh. e L 
neazon to believe that a gu, i. - 6ynee I ei, 5ute wU tequi t. e 
commLtment, s pav, a, JeJ to wonta. ' 
(Kaplan, op cit) 
These cirumstances seriously challenge assumptions that 
leisure may provide an alternative lifestyle for the 
unemployed. Definition is important. In practical terms 
leisure is expected to substitute for work by providing 
alternative forms of activity. But can leisure be 
experienced in the absence of employment, amongst those 
who desire employment? Will, for example, involvement in 
'leisure activities', such as sport and recreation, be 
accompanied by the positive feelings which make that ex- 
perience 'leisure'? Or will leisure appear in its outward 
forms, but essentially different in nature? To substitute 
for work, and fulfil the functions normally attributed to 
work, the essence of leisure must change. But at a time 
when leisure is increasingly being subjectively defined, 
can a phenomenon which bears the outward appearance of 
leisure but contains the inner features of work be described 
as leisure at all? Finally, if leisure 'becomes' work, 
where do the unemployed find leisure? 
1.2 Leisure in contemporary society 
'The gnow-th o6 £ei une is one o6 the main cmAen o o6 change 
undenwa y in advanced ind"iti i. a.. 4oci. e tLeo .' 
(Roberts, 1978) 
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The changes affecting leisure, which are stimulating 
academics and theorists to seek ever more sensitive defi- 
nitions and conceptualisations, are also evident in much 
more tangible forms. The growth of leisure is apparent in 
three areas: in increases in leisure time, increases in 
leisure participation, and increases in leisure expenditure. 
1.2.1 The growth of leisure time 
The notion that 'leisure' is synonymous with what is vari- 
ously described as 'uncommitted', 'free' or 'discretionary' 
time has been discredited by those who feel that this 
simple equation neglects the quality and use of such time. 
Nonetheless, time is one dimension of leisure and a study 
of the amount of free time which people have gives a useful 
indication of the parameters within which leisure is most 
likely to occur. 
Patmore describes 'the rhythm of leisure opportunity' as 
having 'a four-fold component - by day, week, year and 
working life' (Patmore, 1983). During the twentieth century 
the time available for leisure within each component has 
increased - although the increase has perhaps not been as 
great, or as recent, as current consciousness of a 'leisure 
society' might imply. 
One of the main causes of change in the amount of time 
available for leisure has been decreases in work-time. 
Gratton and Taylor (1987) point out that 
'The simptels t dec üsian an indi. vidua . can maize which 
a44ec is the quantity o4 £e-vsute time avaiJabte iz 
the dec ü on to join the Iabaun 6otcce. ' 
(Gratton and Taylor, op cit) 
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Although the working week has decreased since the Second 
World War - from an average of 48 hours in 1951 to 43 in 
1980 - the 
decrease has made little difference to the 
working day (Patmore, 1983). The reduction has mainly been 
manifested in the wide-spread adoption, since the 1960s, 
of a five-day week, and the establishment of the two-day 
weekend which is the 'individual's greatest leisure 
opportunity' (ibid). Much greater change has taken place 
in the working year, through increases in holiday entitle- 
ments for most workers. Between 1960 and 1980 the 
length of the annual holiday almost doubled: in 1960 97% 
of the work force were entitled to 2 weeks but by 1983 
95% were entitled to 4 weeks (Social Trends, 1984). Finally, 
the length of the working life is decreasing, with in- 
creasing numbers of older workers taking early retirement: 
in the last 10 years the labour force activity of men 
aged 60 to 64 has shrunk by 25°0, and that of 55-59 year- 
olds by 10% (Gratton and Taylor, 1987) . Early withdrawal from 
the labour force may be voluntary or involuntary; for 
those who are taking early retirement: 
'T hi, s may be a£e üs utce choice, but in many ca, 6 eis it is 
an enhanced one. ' 
(Gratton and Taylor, op cit) 
In Britain the main recipients of enforced leisure in the 
1980s have of course been the unemployed . Unemployment 
releases several hours each day which would normally be 
allocated to paid work but which, according to residual 
definitions become instead leisure time. Criticism of 
residual definitions is probably at its strongest when 
this case is taken into consideration: the idea that free 
time during unemployment is 'leisure' is unconvincing, 
with research showing that for the majority of the unem- 
ployed excessive und ccupied time is a major problem. 
Roberts (1978) criticises the expectation that leisure should 
be some form of 'solution' to the problems of either unem- 
ployment or retirement: 
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Fnequentt y it , iss wEgued that the pnabtemz o6 the tet toed 
and unemp/a yed ate uzen. ta. Uy pnabtem4 o4 deve op ivig 
4 at 6ac-tan y ups eis o' £2e-is une time. 16 . leis une we to ark unidime"ionae phenomenon, ýsimp. ýy non-work, -these ivc- 
ý enence o wout d 6v-PJaw. With a mane necteL tLc de6LvütLo n, howev ii., we can zee that tceaL ing the Out-o -wo th as a 
. ne une c ears s makes a tnavuty oý teisune and dis-ants the pnedLcamen t4 o the Lnd. ivLdua o conceAned. ' 
(Roberts, 1978) 
Further evidence of increases in leisure have been identi- 
fied in changes in the use of time in daily life. 
Gershuny and Thomas (1981), using extensive time-budget data 
collected by the British Broadcasting Corporation in 1961 
and 1974-75, examined in detail the daily use of time for 
leisure and other activities. They found that in 1974/75 
men spent on average 5 hours 58 minutes each day, and 
women 5 hours 50 minutes, on 'leisure' - just under a 
quarter of daily time (Table 1.2.1). They identified sub- 
stantial increases in time spent on leisure in 1974/75 
compared to 1961: women had increased their leisure time 
by 67% and men by 16%. These increases were compensated 
for by reductions in time spent on paid and unpaid work. 
Table 1.2.1 Use of time by men and women, 1974/75 
Table shows average time spent each day, for a 7-day week 
Type of Activity Men Women 
Subsistence 10 hrs 46 min 11 hrs 8 min 
Paid work 5 hrs 47 min 2 hrs 33 min 
Unpaid work 1 hr 29 min 4 hrs 29 min 
Total committed time 18 hrs 2 min 18 hrs 10 min 
'Leisure time' 5 hrs 58 min 
Adapted from Gratton and Taylor, 1987. 
5 hrs 50 min 
The above sources all confirm that the time available for 
leisure is increasing. The increase is, however, 
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disproportionately concentrated on those for whom large 
amounts of free time are more likely to be problematic 
than enriching. Whether a society with 'leisure time' can 
become a 'leisure society' depends on the use to which 
this time is put. 
1.2.2 The use of leisure time* 
How do people use their leisure time? The prominence of 
active, often site- or facility-based forms of leisure in 
leisure policy and planning can deflect attention from the 
fact that much leisure activity is informal and most 
leisure time is spent in the home. For the population as 
a whole, 63.8% of leisure time is spent at home with some 
variation between the sexes and different age-groups: in 
general, women spend slightly more of their leisure time 
at home than men and younger people somewhat less than 
older (Glyptis, McInnes and Patmore, 1987). 
The prominence of home-based and social activities in day- 
to-day leisure behaviour is illustrated in Table 1.2.2. 
For each of the two highest-ranked categories of activities, 
'watching television and/or listening to the radio', and 
'social activities and hobbies', the participation rate is 
10010. Far fewer take part in more active forms of 
recreation, with less than 40% participating in 'outdoor 
sports' - the highest-ranked of the 'active' categories 
of leisure. Facility-based forms of recreation, often 
dependant on public sector providers, rank relatively low. 
In particular, participation rates for individual sports 
are low: only 6 sports have a participation rate higher 
than 2% for the 4 weeks prior to interview. Even within 
the 'outdoor activities' category, 'informal' recreation is 
prominent: the most popular individual activity was 
'walking for 2 miles or more'. If 'walking' is excluded, 
the participation rate falls to 27% (General Household Survey, 1983). 
*Unless otherwise stated, participation data quoted in the section is drawn from the 
General Household Survey 1983). 
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Table 1.2.2 Participation in types of leisure activities, 
England and Wales, 1983 
Type of Activity 
TV and radio 
social activities and hobbies 
outdoor sports (including walks) 
open air outings 
indoor sports 
sight-seeing 
entertainment 
watching sport 
% participating 
in 4 weeks before interview 
(most popular quarter) 
100 
100 
41 
26 
23 
20 
17 
8 
Source: General Household Survey, 1983 
The prominence of informal and social activities is empha- 
sised in Table 1.2.3 which shows annual participation rates 
for the most popular individual activities. 
Table 1.2.3 Participation rates for the most popular leisure activties, 
England and Wales, 1983 
Type of Activity 
watching TV 
visiting/entertaining friends 
listening to the radio 
drinking/eating out 
listening to records/tapes 
reading books 
gardening 
D-I-Y 
knitting/sewing 
walking 
Participation rate 
(annual % 
98 
91 
87 
66 
63 
56 
44 
36 
27 
19 
Source: General Household Survey, 1983 
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Since the early 1970s the General Household Survey has con- 
sistently identified variations in leisure participation 
within the population. Some of the strongest variations 
occur amongst sports participants. Participation in 
sport as a whole has tended to be highest among the 16-19 
group and to decline with age, although some activities 
(walking and squash for both sexes, bowls and golf for men 
and keep fit/yoga for women) attract older participants. 
Participation is also lower for manual workers than non- 
manual workers. 
Pariticipation in non-sporting leisure activities is similarly 
varied. Young people are particularly likely to use com- 
mercial forms of entertainment including going to the cinema, 
amusement arcades and fun fairs and they also participate 
more than older people in games of skill, dancing and 
hobbies and spend more time listening to records and tapes. 
Older people have greater involvement in voluntary work, 
bingo (mostly women), football pools and other forms of 
gambling (mostly men) and the 60+ age group is more likely 
to attend clubs and societies. The differences between the 
sexes follows traditional patterns of activity: women have 
higher participation rates for knitting, dressmaking, 
reading and bingo while men more often go out for a drink, 
do D-I-Y, or spend time on other hobbies. 
There have been a number of changes in leisure participation, 
although the statistical details of these are obscured by 
inadequate data. Most commentators however agree that there 
has been conspicuous growth in participation in active 
recreation. One of the key influences on participation has 
been the spread of car-ownership, which rose sharply in the 
1960s: by 1980 cars accounted for 80°0 of all passenger 
transport (Patmore, 1983). This increase in personal mobility 
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had 'a tremendous impact' on recreational activity, not 
least in improving access to the countryside (Patmore, 1983). 
Increased car ownership is one of the factors which contri- 
buted to the rise in participation in outdoor sports during 
the 'affluent' 1960s (Sports Council, 1982). Participation in 
indoor sport has also risen, precipitated by increases in 
provision during the 1970s (Sports Council 1982). In contrast 
to active participation in sports, sports spectating 
(excluding television spectating) has declined in recent 
years: in 1983 8% had spectated in the 4 weeks prior to 
interview compared to 10% in 1980. The decline has been 
evident in both sexes with the drop in football spectating 
particularly prominent. In general, men are more likely to 
spectate than women but there is little other variation 
among the population by either socio-economic group or by 
age, although spectating is less common in those over 60 
years of age. 
The decline in on-site sports spectating has been influenced 
by increased opportunities to view sport on television in 
the privacy of the home (Sports Council, 1982). There are a 
number of other ways in which opportunities for home-based 
leisure are increasing (Glyptis, 1984): 
' S&andand, 5 oý combo. Lt impnave (eg. the whale house made matte 
woable -thnaugh the i, vsta. Q, ea. ian o cent a2 heating).. the 
avast abitit y o4 pace incnea/s eis (a/s 4amLj and hours ehot d 
. 6ize dectiea/se) , 6amitia became mane 4o aUy se 6-, su66 c tent, 
and the hang e o4 equipment and 4 ehv Lce o6ot home- based 
£eýizune divetusiý ie/s . To the common- place to eevi/sion, nadio, 
necond- p1ayvi, hobb iez, DT Y equipment, boo , games and pets 
must now be added in inwtea -ing numbeA exenc ze machv. ne. 4, 
TV game, video equipment and mictco computeu .' 
(Glyptis, 1984) 
Participation in in-home, often informal leisure is under- 
represented in participation data which concentrates on 
more easily definable leisure 'activities'. Evidence of 
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growth of leisure both within and outside the home can 
be found in records of leisure expenditure. 
1.2.3 Trends in leisure expenditure 
In the last decade leisure expenditure by consumers has 
risen slightly faster than consumer expenditure as a whole 
(Gratton and Taylor, 1987), increasingly by 22% between 1974 
and 1984. By 1984 leisure items accounted for 30°0 of all 
consumer expenditure. Within leisure expenditure the main 
category was 'alcoholic drink consumed away from the home', 
which accounted for 22% of total weekly household leisure 
spending, followed by 'television, radio and musical in- 
struments' and 'holidays' which accounted for 18% each 
(Table 1.2.4) (Family Expenditure Survey 1984; quoted in Gratton 
and Taylor, 1987). There were very large differences in 
leisure expenditure by households with different incomes: 
in 1984 leisure expenditure made up 11.8% of all expen- 
diture by households with a weekly income of up to £100, 
but 18.5% of the expenditure of those with a weekly income 
of more than E300 (Social Trends 1984; quoted in Gratton and 
Taylor, 1987). 
Gratton and Taylor point out that as leisure spending is so 
diverse, different types of leisure items are subject to 
varied influences: consequently, although total leisure 
has risen steadily, expenditure on individual items has 
fluctuated. Expenditure on alcohol increased steadily from 
1964 to 1976, but has declined since; expenditure on tele- 
vision and other audio-visual entertainment also increased 
until the mid-1970s, declined until 1981, but has since 
been increasing again (Gratton and Taylor op cit). Sports ex- 
penditure, including sports goods, subscriptions and 
admission charges, has shown a steady increase. 
Cinema 
admissions and sports spectating - two areas of out-of-home 
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Table 1.2.4 Household Expenditure on selected leisure items 
Alcoholic drink consumed away from home 
Meals consumed out 
Books, newspapers, magazines, etc. 
Television, radio, and musical 
instruments 
Purchase of materials for home 
repairs etc. 
Holidays 
Hobbies 
Cinema admissions 
Dance admissions 
Theatre, concert, etc admissions 
Subscriptions and admission charges to 
participant sports 
Football match admissions 
Admissions to other spectator sports 
Sports goods (excluding clothes) 
Other entertainment 
Total weekly expenditure on above 
Household leisure spending 
» LJ) 
O0 
5.30 // 22% 
3.18 13% 
2.42 10% 
4.36 18% 
2.66 11°0 
4.28 18°0 
0.08 18°0 
0.09 0.3% 
0.13 0.3% 
0.20 0.8°0 
0.53 5°0 
0.05 0.2% 
0.03 0.1°0 
0.47 2% 
0.30 1 °0 
24.08 
Source: Social Trends. 17,1986 
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leisure - have declined, reflecting increased opportuni- 
ties to enjoy similar forms of leisure in the home through 
television and video viewing. 
The pattern of expenditure for different forms of leisure 
is clearly complex: spending on sports and holidays are 
notable areas of increase, but several others have shown 
decline. The overall trend has been a slow but steady in- 
crease in total spending on leisure during the last decade. 
1.2.4 A leisure society? 
Since the Second World War there have been increases in 
leisure time, leisure participation and leisure expenditure 
and although these increases have been fragmented and some- 
times very gradual, together they indicate the growing role 
of leisure in contemporary society. The increases have 
however been unevenly shared by the population, and there 
are conspicuous mismatches between the three different 
areas. Increases in leisure participation are most evident 
amongst the better-off and longer-educated sectors of the 
population, who tend to be employed in relatively secure 
jobs least susceptible to unemployment; being employed, 
they have less free time in which to pursue their leisure 
than those who do not work. The main recipients of increased 
- and enforced - leisure time have 
been the unemployed and 
the retired. Both of these groups lack the financial and 
other resources to take full advantage of their increased 
opportunity for leisure. 
1.3 Unemployment in Britain 
During the. 1970s and 1980s, as unemployment has risen in 
scale, so has its prominence as a social, economic and 
political issue. When registered unemployment stood at 
1.4 million at the time of the 1979 General Election, 
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Gallup Polls found that more than a third (38%) of a sample 
of voters named unemployment as 'one of the two most 
urgent issues facing the country' (Daily Telegraph, 27th May 
1986); only the cost of living, chosen by almost half the 
poll's respondents (48°0), was more frequently mentioned 
than this.. 
Within two years unemployment had doubled; within three 
it had passed the 3 million mark; four years later, at 
the time of the 1983 election, registered unemployment 
totalled 3.1 million. The same poll now found that 90% 
were concerned about unemployment. 
1.3.1 The growth of unemployment 
For the first twenty years after the Second World War 
unemployment in Britain averaged less than 2% - about 
400,000 people out of work (Sinfield, 1981) . By January 1986 
3.4 million people in Great Britain were registered as 
unemployed making up 12.3% of the working population 
(Employment Gazette, March 1986). * The increase had not been 
a constant one: it 'occurred in a series of bursts ... in 
1967,1971,1975-76 and 1980' (Preston, ed. Crick, 1981), and 
as Fig. 1.3.1 illustrates there were occasional, but 
usually relatively minor, reversals to this upward trend. 
Despite these reversals, unemployment increased nearly 
four-fold between the late '60s and the late '70s and the 
milestones of 1 million, 2 million and 3 million registered 
claimants were passed in 1975,1980 and 1983 respectively. 
The official unemployment count from which these figures 
are drawn is useful as an indicator of trends, despite 
inconsistencies in the method of its compilation. The 
*Unless otherwise stated, unemployment statistics are those of the Department of 
Employment. 
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official definition of 'unemployed' has been changed 
frequently - 14 times between 1979 and 1987 (Guardian, 13th 
January 1987), each time producing a short-term reduction 
in the total number recorded as unemployed. As a 
measure of the actual level of unemployment the count is 
therefore less accurate and over the years has progres- 
sively excluded certain categories of people it previously 
embraced. A number of agencies and institutions have 
provided alternative estimates of the level of unemployment, 
but as these often originate from those with an interest 
both in inflating the figures and in undermining the 
credibility of official counts they too must be treated 
with caution. Since the early 1980s, however, a number of 
writers have estimated that the 'hidden unemployment' in 
Britain may total as much as 12 million, made up of the 
non-registered unemployed, those who are registered but ex- 
cluded from the official total, and those who are 'kept off 
the register by short-term working and special employment 
schemes' (Labour Party, 1982). Even a moderate interpretation 
of these alternative estimates suggests that the level of 
unemployment in Britain for most of the 1980s has been at 
least 4 million, or 14.5% of the working population. More 
extreme estimates indicate a total of 5 million out of 
work, equivalent to more than one in six of the workforce. 
The rise in the number of unemployed people in Britain is 
the most frequently used indicator of the increased scale 
of unemployment in this country. Increased unemployment 
has however another dimension: throughout the last decade 
the increase in total numbers who are unemployed has been 
accompanied by an increase in the duration of unemployment. 
The duration of unemployment is obviously dictated by the 
point at which people leave unemployment: an increase in 
the duration of unemployment will in itself produce an 
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increase in total unemployment, even if the rate at which 
people are becoming unemployed remains constant. In these 
circumstances the total number unemployed will increase 
because fewer are leaving unemployment, a point made 
recently by the Manpower Services Commission: 'Male 
unemployment has not risen because more men become unem- 
ployed, but because having become unemployed they are re- 
maining so for longer spells. ' (MSC Labour Market Quarterly 
Review, February 1986). As the duration of unemployment 
has lengthened, an increasing proportion of the unemployed 
have fallen into the category of 'long-term unemployed' - 
ie. those who have been unemployed for a minimum of a year: 
in July 1986 the long-term unemployed accounted for 41% 
of all claimants, compared to 25% in 1979. Once entrenched 
in long-term unemployment, chances of gaining work diminish: 
'the prospects of leaving unemployment are highest for 
those with an unemployment duration of less than 13 weeks 
and lowest for those unemployed more than 2 years' (ibid). 
As people who have been unemployed for a very long time 
are less likely to obtain work than those who have been 
unemployed for a shorter period, the growth of long-term 
unemployment has recently been concentrated among the 
longest duration groups: for example, the proportion of 
all claimants unemployed for more than three years increased 
from 8% in July 1983 to nearly 18% in July 1986, when they 
numbered 575,000 (ibid). 
Unemployment in Britain has increased sharply in the last 
decade, both in terms of the number of people who become 
unemployed at all and the amount of unemployment they ex- 
perience. While there was evidence that by 1986 the rate 
of increase was levelling off, few claim that the slowing 
of the upward trend will lead to a return to previous levels 
of employment: high levels of long-duration unemployment 
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are likely to persist in the forseeable future and with 
them the multiple ill-effects which unemployment has on 
individuals and the wider community. 
1.3.2 The selective impact of unemployment 
The dominant characteristic of unemployment in contemporary 
Britain is its selectivity. Unemployment is not experienced 
uniformly by the country, economy or population: 
' Ecavcorn o-tzs and pubic poPicy mafzez debate the question: 
how much unempeoymevrt can the countty stand? Sttictey 
, 5peafaing, it is not "the country" that , iss being a/sfzed to "island u . emp? oyment" . Unemp. 2o ymev t 
doe not, Like ai)L 
poIut-ion on. God'. 5 gentte na.. n, bait un 6otm1 y upon 
evenyone ... ' 
(Liebow, 1970; quoted in Sinfield, 1981) 
Geographical variations in the overall and long-term 
unemployment rates exist both between regions and within 
them: in June 1986 regional unemployment rates ranged from 
9.6% in the South East of England to 18.3% in the North 
and 21.5% in Northern Ireland. There were some large dif- 
ferences within regions: 'in Scotland, for example, 
unemployment rates at June 1986 varied from 6.3% in the 
Shetland Islands to 25.5% in Cumnock and Sanquhar ... ' 
(Social Trends, 1987). 
There may be sharp contrasts between neighbourhoods within 
relatively short distances of each other: within urban 
areas unemployment is likely to be higher within the inner 
city and some social services staff will testify to even 
greater concentrations, referring to single streets where 
50% or even 100% of 'working' adults are without work. 
Concentrations of unemployment may reflect the collapse of 
particular' forms of local employment, such as the closure 
of the steel industry in the north-east and the 
decline of 
employment within the textile industry 
in the East Midalnds, 
and this form of mass-redundancy will often compound 
the 
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problems of unemployment by flooding the labour market with 
large numbers of workers with similar but unusable skills. 
The main way in which the selectivity of unemployment is 
manifested is in its concentration on certain types of 
people: 
'It i/s impo tont to emphas-vs e that the most tLkay to be 
unempto yed ane pea p.. e in taw-paying and ij i ecune jobs, the 
ve)cy young and the oZde/5- in the tabout 6otce, peop- e. 
6h. Gm ethnic ohL tacAai m-. notr t t-. eis, peopte {nom among the 
d vsabted and the handicapped, and gene/tatty -tho e with the 
te"t zk /s and tLving in the mols-t depne sus ed atcea-s. 
Unemptv yme. ktt /stA i. km , and s , Ltaa most hates hey and 4neque ty, -those who one among the poo ez t and teaz-t 
powv u, Z in the taboan. {ponce and in society as a whale. ' 
(Sinfield, 1981) 
Department of Employment figures show that unemployment 
correlates with a number of demographic characteristics. 
Proportionally more men than women are unemployed: in 
January 1986 men accounted for 69°0 of the registered un- 
employed and women for 31°0, the respective unemployment 
rates for the sexes being 14.1°ö and 9.3%. Registered 
female unemployment is believed to be an underestimate of 
actual female unemployment as women who do not qualify for 
unemployment benefit may fail to register although they 
are both without work and seeking it. 
There are strong variations in the impact of unemployment 
on different age-groups. The very young, aged 16-19, have 
relatively low levels of unemployment as a high proporiton 
of this group, although without paid employment, is 
absorbed by MSC-funded training schemes and does not 
appear in unemployment statistics. With the exception of 
teenagers, higher levels of unemployment are found amongst 
the young than amongst older age-groups, although the 
unemployment rate rises for those near retiring age 
(Table 
1.3.1). 
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i able 1.3.1 Unemployment by age, April 1986* 
Age Unemployment rate 
(°ö 
Under 18 21.3 
18 - 19 21.6 
20 - 24 16.9 
25 - 29 13.7 
30 - 34 10.7 
35 - 44 7.7 
45 - 54 8.8 
55 - 59 10.7 
60 + - 
All 11.8 
There are further age-related variations in the pattern 
of unemployment which individuals experience. While young 
people are more likely to be unemployed, they are also 
more likely to cease to be unemployed; this repeated 
movement on and off the unemployment register, through 
short-term employment and time spent on training schemes, 
is a key feature of youth unemployment (Roberts, 1982) and 
multiple incidences of unemployment are much more common 
for the young than for older workers. Although the separate 
periods of unemployment experienced by the young span 
many months and total more than a year, the young of both 
sexes are therefore much less likely to feature among the 
long-term unemployed than older workers as the definition 
of long-term unemployment is based on the duration of a 
single, current spell of unemployment and the fragmented 
pattern of many young people's lives will exclude them from 
this. The positive relationship between increased age and 
increased duration of unemployment holds true across all 
ace groups for men and women with the exception of males 
within the 'early retirement' years (Table 1.3.2). 
*Source : Employment Gazette 
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Table 1.3.2 
, 
Length of unemployment by age and sex, April 1986 
°o of age-group 
Males Females All 
Under 25 years old 
< 26 weeks 47 51 48 
26 < 52 weeks 23 25 24 
52 + weeks 31 24 28 
25 - 54 year olds 
< 26 weeks 32 44 35 
26 < 52 weeks 16 23 18 
52 + weeks 52 33 46 
55 and over 
< 26 weeks 29 20 28 
26 < 52 weeks 18 15 18 
52 + week 52 65 54 
All ages 
< 26 weeks 36 45 39 
26 < 52 weeks 18 24 20 
52 + weeks 45 31 41 
Source Employment Gazette June 1986. 
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Table 1.3.3 Unemployment by socio-economic group 
Socio-economic group ö of economically active % of economically active 
Males Females 
Professional 1 6 
Employers and managers 7 1-8 
Intermediate non-manual 4 9 
Junior non-manual 6 8 
` Still manual 40 39 
Semi-skilled manual 28 15 
Unskilled manual 13 5 
Source : General Household Survey 1984 
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Unemployment is more likely to affect workers in the lower 
socio-economic groups. The 1984 General Household Survey found 
that unskilled workers were more likely to have been 
unemployed than skilled and professional workers and that 
there was also a higher incidence of multiple spells of 
unemployment among men in manual occupations than among non- 
manual workers (Table 1.3.3). Although one of the features 
of current unemployment in Britain has been a rise in un- 
employment amongst socio-economic groups previously re- 
latively unaffected by it (Sinfield, 1981), the overall 
balance of unemployment remains biased towards the less 
skilled worker for whom the chances of re-entering employ- 
ment are particularly low (Allen et al, 1981). 
The monthly national unemployment statistics do not include 
details of unemployment rate and ethnic origin. The 1984 
General Household Survey found that coloured males were more 
likely than white males to have experienced unemployment 
in the 12 months prior to interview and this evidence is 
backed by a number of local studies (eg. Leicester City Council 
Survey of Leicester 1983) and research into the multiple prob- 
lems of inner urban areas (Hasluck, 1987). Unemployment 
amongst ethnic minorities is particularly high for the 
young, and notably so for young West Indian males. 
The foregoing evidence shows that there are three dominant 
features of contemporary unemployment in Britain. Firstly, 
the impact of unemployment is highly selective: certain 
types of people are very much more likely to be unemployed 
than others. It is tempting to assume, therefore, that the 
unemployed are similar to each other. This belies the 
second characteristic: in the 1980s the net of unemploy- 
ment has be'en cast wider than in previous times and embraces 
wide variations amongst the unemployed: 
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'We must avoid . habe i ing pea pf. e az unempta yed. The 
chanactetc , s- is o{y out p&esent situation -üs that it h" 
a66ected a, U c2a, sseo and conditions o men and women; 
the unempto yed one ass vat ied ass the net o6 ups ... Ual('-Fze others peap. ee, and unt foe the situation in the 
thit ties ... it .L , cmpoti tart to )temembvL that unempta yed 
peop, 2e have vvLy £ tt. 2e in common; most o3 them ace vent' 
hal-Ld up and most oý them have ýs ome s paA. e time du ing the 
day but otheh. w, üs e they ne6tec t the whale no -, s ec t io no 
, society in -thew educat io na. - expetü. ence, -oc Lo- economic gnaups, inte at/5 etc ... ' 
(Hudson, 1983) 
Thirdly, the selective pattern of unemployment leads to 
stereotyping which in turn disguises the fact that 
unemployment is largely an individual experience: not 
only do the unemployed differ from each other in many of 
their characteristics, but they also experience unemploy- 
ment separately. Unemployment is an isolating experience: 
if it is shared, it is likely to be shared with people with 
whom links other than unemployment exist - friendships 
amongst the young, kinship amongst older workers. 
Unemployment affects certain sub-groups of the population 
- but it is experienced individually, and it is through 
the largely separate experiences of more than 3 million 
people that the costs of unemployment are borne. 
1.3.3 The experience of unemployment 
(The unempea yed) ane not simpZy units o empto yabi. t ty who 
can thAough the medium o the dale, be put in coed stmage 
and taken out again immed is-te ey they ate needed. White they 
ate in coZd sto'Lage, . th, ing, 5 a)Le tike ey to happen to them. ' 
(Kelvin and Jarrett, 1985) 
Numerous accounts of the experience of unemployment give 
only too clear an impression of the things which are 
'likely to happen' to the people who cannot obtain jobs 
(eg. Tiffany, Cowan and Tiffany (1970), Hill et al (1973), Marsden 
and Duff (1975)). So consistently have these writers described 
unemployment as overwhelmingly depressing for all but an 
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exceptional minority that in 1982 a workshop of the 
Leisure Studies Association Conference on 'Work and Leisure' 
concluded that further research into the lifestyles of the 
unemployed was unnecessary because of the wealth of data 
already available (Parker et al, 1982). Others have however 
questioned the validity and universal applicability of this 
descriptive work, criticising its 'suspect and imprecise 
methodology' (Stokes and Cochrane, 1984), and warning about 
the disproportionate impact which reports of small-scale, 
qualitative studies may have: 
'Aw obi. ognaph caZ and ca, se-histony evidence hays made a 
deep npnMsian ... 
but impact on the imagination, howeven 
va Ld in it z on tight, L not an adequate test o 
,sc ievc t-Ljic vaZidLt y; and the ýs ci enti6ic vat d-i ty o6 any oý 
thus ke s eatcch, and aU o6 it, . üs no mote than that which in 
othetc contexts wowed be negatcded a-s that oa pi tot study. ' 
(Kelvin and Jarrett, 1985) 
Hartley (1980) has summarised some of the particular method- 
ological weaknesses in the research upon which studies such 
as Marsden and Duff's are based, mentioning in particular 
the problems of isolating the effects of unemployment from 
those of other factors such as poverty, the danger of 
assuming consistency in the experiences of different types 
of unemployed people, and the inadequacy of assuming that 
research findings of the 1930s are necessarily relevant to 
unemployment fifty years later. Since the late 1970s there 
has`) been a resurgence of research into the experience of 
unemployment and its effects on the individual. A number of 
steps have been taken to avoid the methodological weak- 
nesses of some earlier work in this field. These include 
the use of longitudinal studies to give clearer indications 
of causality than implied by correlations obtained from 
cross-sectional studies; the use of carefully matched 
employed control groups; and the use of larger samples and/ 
or more methodical data-collection in both quantitative and 
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and qualitative research. A number of studies by socio- 
logists have concentrated on particular types of unemployed 
people (eg. the young; managers; the long-term unemployed) 
in recognition of the diversity of the unemployed, and have 
been correspondingly cautious about claiming that the 
findings of such studies are applicable to other sub-groups. 
Alternatively, other writers have used stratified samples 
to ensure a representative cross-section from which more 
generalised conclusions may be drawn. In addition to more 
academically-oriented study, government departments and 
other agencies have undertaken a wealth of policy-related 
research, the main emphasis of which has been on the practical 
effects of unemployment. Together the explanatory and 
descriptive work of the last decade provides a wide-ranging 
if still incomplete and fragmented picture of the main 
characteristics and effects of unemployment in Britain in 
the 1980s. 
Foremost amongst the characteristics associated with unem- 
ployment is financial hardship. The link between unemploy- 
ment and poverty is very strong: 'Researchers have 
stressed that it is difficult, probably impossible, to 
separate the effects of unemployment and poverty' (Roberts, 
1982). In 1976 the unemployed were twenty-one times more 
likely to be in poverty than those households where the main 
wage-earner was in work (Sinfield, 1981), and the relative 
financial position of the unemployed has deteriorated over 
the last decade. Popular and governmental belief that 
state benefits paid to the unemployed are so high as 
to act 
as disincentives to work are not supported 
by available 
statistics: very few working people receive an 
increased 
income when. they become unemployed 
(10% in 1976) (The Times, 
7th November 1976) and for most, income while out of work is 
low in absolute as well as comparative terms 
(Clarke, 1982). 
There are substantial practical consequences 
for everyday 
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life: as unemployment continues the unemployed are likely 
to adopt an inferior diet, economise on heating, be unable 
to replace clothes and to maintain and repair essential 
household items (Clarke, op cit) . As unemployment strikes 
low-wage earners in particular, even those who receive a 
high proportion of their wage through benefit payments 
are likely to receive low actual income. (Sinfield in Jones 
and Stevenson (eds. ), 1982). 
As with other aspects of unemployment, different people 
are affected in different ways and the long-term unem- 
ployed are likely to be the most severely hit. The link 
between unemployment and poverty is particularly strong for 
this group: indeed this is a basic tenet of government 
policy, for 
... we 
have decided as a Society that pea pte who zuýýen 
pnotonged unempZoyment no Longe t metü 4uppo becauze Oi 
the-Lt unempto yme. v . They can oney cea. 
hm a estate bene6it 
becauze they ane pock a-s weU ass unemployed. ' 
(Sinfield in Jones and Sevenson, eds, op cit) 
The long-term unemployed suffer from the compounding effect 
of a prolonged period on low income, which includes an 
actual reduction in income after one year: when they have 
been registered as unemployed for 12 months they are no 
longer eligible to recieve unemployment benefit but may k' 
qualify instead for the lower rate, means-tested, supple- 
mentary benefit. For most, increased financial stress is 
an unavoidable feature of long-term unemployment 
(Clarke, 
1982). 
At the other end of the spectrum, school-leavers are often 
less affected by the financial impact of joblessness than 
other unemployed people. Many are protected from a drop 
in 
their day-to-day standard of living by continuing to reside 
in the family home. The young unemployed are less likely 
to have the financial responsibilities of maintaining 
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themselves and dependants which the older unemployed often 
bear, and in the short term an unemployed school-leaver's 
personal income is likely to increase, although being lower 
than that of his or her working contemporaries (Roberts, 1982). 
There are, nontheless, ways in which the financial con- 
straint of unemployment are particularly restricting for 
the young: it delays their advance into 'adult' lifestyles 
by making it difficult for them to establish an independent 
life, possibly moving out of the parental home (Hendry, et al 
1984). When asked about their reasons for wanting to leave 
school, the most frequent response from a sample of 
Scottish school-pupils was for the social and financial 
independence of working life. For these school leavers, 
'-theL& view o6 the 6utune seemed to amount to a 'package 
deaf' whene bath woitia and incAeasing-2y . 6o phiztica-ed obo'un, 
a6 -e-<. owLe wou d chea-te 6ace zo an adult U, e-ztyte. 
ThL view vý wo tk and . ne une in po --school Ube o vi i. ng 
, statues and independence is, in theL . eyes, neces. 5aki dependent on 6. ind. c. ng a job. ' 
(Hendry et al, op cit) 
The varied, predominantly negative effects of unemployment 
are closely interrelated. Kelvin and Jarrett 
(1985) suggest 
that there may be a strong relationship between an unem- 
ployed person's level of income and his or her 'overall 
coping response' to unemployment. The apparent 
deteriora- 
tion in attitude and psychological well-being which occurs 
with prolonged unemployment has been described 
by several 
writers. Initially many unemployed people 
display an 
optimistic, 'holiday' attitude: many become particularly 
active, undertaking jobs around the home, paying regular 
and frequent visits to the Job Centre, and 
devoting consider- 
able time and energy to the search for employment 
(Clarke, 
1982). As unemployment continues, both the pattern of 
activity and the attitudes which underlie 
it are likely to 
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change: optimism gives way to more negative feelings and 
the activities previously undertaken lose their attractive- 
ness and meaning. This progressive decline has been de- 
scribed by psychologists as a progression through a series 
of distinct stages from an unbroken, optimistic attitude 
to a 'broken', fatalistic frame of mind (eg. Eisenberg and 
Lazarsfield, 1938). More recently, however, the 'stages' 
concept has been criticised: Kelvin and Jarrett (1985) claim 
that only the evidence for a final stage, of fatalism and 
apathy, is sufficiently robust and that attempts to generalise 
about earlier stages lead to over-simplification. The exis- 
tence of this final state, which they consider to be related 
to reduced (financial) resources, is however important - for 
it has an impact on the way in which individuals ultimately 
cope with unemployment: 
' Pno onged uvicempZo yment ... 
(Lo) a po tQ tLat ZeveUetc o6 
indtividuai dß. 66vLencees ... the 
d, ß. 66e't nce which d. iz-, engu., sh 
. &td-. v-, duaLs nequ, itce the mean to expnez6 them: when one' z 
nezouncez baneY2y teach what one needy {ion sub5i, 5tence, theAe 
-iss . scant ma tg n ion seZ6-exp)Le6 ion: and when one cannot dtti. ve 
even t, 5 accoh. dAngg to one' z own peed o pozition, one cameos to be 
dir iven by these events, much tike everybody eLse who , i5 ex- 
po ed to them. ' 
(Kelvin and Jarrett, op cit) 
Reduced income, itself an increasing constraint as unemploy- 
ment is prolonged, is a contributing factor to another key 
characteristic of unemployment - that of inactivity. Many 
free-time activities are abandoned because they can no 
longer be afforded, especially sociable activities, such 
as going for a drink, and some of the more constructive, 
work-like activities such as decorating, D-I-Y and car 
maintenance for which the cost of materials is prohibitive. 
The loss of these activities robs the unemployed of 
aspects of their former lives over and above the loss of the 
activities themselves. It reduces both their involvement 
in meaningful activity, and the amount of social contact 
they have (Clarke, 1982). Some may feel that isolation goes 
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beyond the day-to-day lack of social contact to a more 
fundamental exclusion from society, confining them to 
contact with other unemployed people with whom they form 
'a separate structure divorced from the mainstream of 
social activity. ' (Allen et al, 1979). 
Through these changes the stereotype of unemployed daily- 
life emerges: loss of activity, increased amounts of time 
spent in the home, increased amounts of time spent alone, 
the loss of meaning in daily activities and the erosion of 
time-structure in daily life. As active pursuits diminish, 
passive ways of spending time increase: more time is spent 
asleep, watching television, and reading the newspaper, and 
longer periods of time are spent on routine tasks of personal 
and household maintenance. Evidence of the way in which the 
unemployed behave - the activities they do, the time they 
spend on them, the manner in which they carry them out - 
offers a powerful insight into the experience of unemploy- 
ment, demonstrating the interaction of practical, psycho- 
logical and social characteristics of unemployment through 
the portrayal of daily life. Once again there are variations 
in these experiences and the differences are most evident in 
the lifestyles of the young unemployed. Roberts (1982) 
describes ways in which the young may experience opposite 
'effects' of unemployment from those familiar to most unem- 
ployed people: 
'Within areas wheAe youth unempto yment i/s cvncentAa ted, it 
has become a notmal expo fence, which te/5, sews the stigma. 
In these to ca. t i e. -s , coping with unem pto yment 
Lo mane tiFzeZ y 
to bind 79tiend6 than is o a-te vic tim s ... among adu. 
e tos , 
unempIo ymevrt reduces soc. iat £nte'tc omze. In covtttta t, 
unempta yed young pee p/ spend mane time with . ththt. pee 
than when they one wanFüng. ' 
(Roberts, 1982) 
Roberts points out that for this age-group, the 
divergence of 
their lifestyle from that of their employed counterparts is 
much less than for the older unemployed; 
the relatively 
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inactive way of life which the young unemployed adopt is a 
variant of the adolescent lifestyle, rather than a completely 
different one: 
The. bo tedom o6 youth unemptoymen can be exaggena-ted. C ompaAed with young wo tketvs , unempta yed teenag az pend mane time at home, in and out o6 bed, and on the zt- Lee-s, genvta, J y 'hanging wLound'. Many com pti .no time on the it hands, and oS the absence o6 £e wane ýaci, Pi, t-. es which they can a6ýo d. But these young pea p. 2e one mo4. / y 6ham homes, a LLeaz and so c La .. z i. ata whewe tevets o6 necneat<ionc activity one genetutUy tow, 
and where 'doing nothing in paAticutatz. ', which is not atwayes dead time, accounts {ion a great deat o adoZe/5cent Zei/sune. 
Thi/s ZeeurLe styte can ab/sUnb addLtiona. 6nee time when 
ind u. vidua, P. ý a)Le unempEo yed. ' 
(ibid) 
This is not to claim that the young invariably find unem- 
ployment problem-free. Hendry et al found wide variations 
in the attitudes and behaviour of young Scottish unemployed 
people, relating to the overall attitudes to unemployment 
which could be broadly described as considering it 'a voca- 
tional', 'a vocation' or 'an ordeal'; the majority con- 
sidered it an ordeal. There is, however, little evidence 
to suggest that the young find unemployment harder to endure 
than do older age-groups (ibid), despite the youth-orientation 
of much governmental unemployment policy which suggests that 
this is the group which should elicit most action and 
concern. The opposite case is more intuitively and empiri- 
cally compelling: 
I... 4 pett, 5 on the dote appeati 6ar. £esz devastating ban z chop-- 
teavmt than wo'thLvcg ceam aduttz with 6amL yt pon bZLiti a, 
tike ti6e-gong Estee men and dvc e, who have anchv'. ed the it 
. idewti6ie, s in the/se occupations. ' 
(Roberts, 1982) 
For most of the unemployed the total effect of these 
different but interlocking factors is generally depressive: 
although 'unemployment does not inexorably demoralise all 
its actual victims, or propel potential victims towards ex- 
tremist politics', many of the unemployed 'experience a 
loss of confidence and self-esteem, boredom, depression, 
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pessimism and lethargy' (ibid). In recent years psychologists 
and social psychologists have attempted to make a more 
rigorous assessment of the psychological effects of unemploy- 
ment described in qualitative studies. 
This work has been much influenced by the psychological re- 
search into the effects of unemployment on the well-being 
and personality characteristics of the jobless conducted 
during the 1930s. Jahoda et al (1933) suggested that the nega- 
tive psychological effects of unemployment were a result of 
'work deprivation', the unemployed being denied five essential 
forms of experience associated with work: time structuring, 
shared experiences outside the family, goals and purposes be- 
yond personal concern, personal status and identity, and 
enforced activity. This explanation has been both supported 
and criticised by later writers who have confirmed the 
validity of the categories but denied that these are depen- 
dent on work. Haworth (1984), commenting on Miles' work on 
the use of time by unemployed men, felt that while supporting 
the importance of the categories of experience delineated 
by Jahoda, it was not a crucial test of whether these were 
tied to employment. Fryer and Payne (1984) similarly felt 
that the significance of Jahoda's work lay in the fact that 
'Jahoda has highlighted categories of enduring human need' 
which were not necessarily dependent on work (Fryer and Payne, 
op cit). 
Contemporary psychological research has investigated in con- 
siderable detail the psychological and social psychological 
characteristics and effects of unemployment. Recognising 
the diversity of response to unemployment, researchers have 
tended to concentrate on particular sub-groups of the un- 
employed and usually on particular psychological factors 
(eg. 
Warr, Banks and Ullah's work on black and white teenagers 
(1985); Warr and Jackson's (1984) and Hepworth's (1980) studies 
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of unemployed men of all ages). These studies have appeared 
to produce contradictory findings about the general psycho- 
logical effects of unemployment: for example, Hartley's 
study of the impact of unemployment on the self-esteem of 
managers found that self-esteem was not lower amongst un- 
employed than employed managers, and did not decline as dura- 
tion of unemployment lengthened (Hartley, 1980), while Warr, 
Banks and Ullah found that 'distress levels were significan- 
tly higher than among comparable employed samples', and 
'respondents were likely to describe their unemployment as 
a causal factor' (Warr, Banks and Ullah, op cit). Prompted by 
their own diverse findings in their work on unemployed people 
aged 18-30, Haworth and Evans (1987) make a general observa- 
tion about psychological research into unemployment: 
'White it may be convenient to u 6e genetic -tvmz zach as mental health and psycho og icae wefl-be Lng, it . iss nevetcthe eezz Axnpantant to d, ß. 66enentLa e between various aspects o6 we, -- 
being 
... 
' 
(Haworth and Evans, 1987) 
Kelvin (1980; with Jarrett, 1985) sees the central problem for 
psychological enquiry as the unemployed person's self- 
concept - the effect of unemployment on the way in which 
the individual sees himself. In a review of psychological 
contributions to the understanding of the effects of 
unemployment, Kelvin and Jarrett (1985) expand this idea by 
considering the light shed by psychological research on 
the general relationship between unemployment and the self- 
concept, on the unemployed person's perception of himself, 
and on the way the unemployed individual is seen by others. 
They describe unemployment as affecting the individual's 
self-concept by removing familiar structures and experiences, 
a process which leads to 'a kind of psychological disloca- 
tion' (Kelvin and Jarrett, op cit). As a consequence the 
individual becomes both increasingly self-conscious, 
'sometimes to a level which becomes disabling', and also 
'exceptionally dependent on how he is seen, and perceives 
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himself to be seen, by others (ibid). This may contribute 
to several aspects of experience of being unemployed. 
Perceptions of others may worsen the reaction to social 
isolation and the tendency to become unusually aware of 
oneself includes an increasing obsession with inactivity 
and time (ibid). 
Kelvin and Jarrett suggest that it is through an under- 
standing of the individual's self-concept that the pro- 
gressive deterioration associated with unemployment may 
be understood: 
'We have to go beyond the 6ina. 2 'stage (o 6 unemp.. oyrment) and 
account 6vrc the tnan, ýotrmat on which tun" an ndiv iduat 
who once act.. vee y saug to change his condition into one 
who ivs passively nesigned to it ... Thee tema 
" the 
gae. otion oA how an individual who began by 6eeLLng in cont w-e 
came to ý eet hetpýezz. ' 
(Kelvin and Jarrett, op cit) 
A number of writers have studied the effects of unemploy- 
ment on aspects of the self-concept. Stokes and 
Cochrane (1984) concluded that job-loss was likely to 
precipitate 'a generalised negative perception of self', 
although women appeared to be less affected in this respect 
than men. Tiggeman and Winefield (1984) attempted to dis- 
tinguish between the short- and long-term psychological 
effects of unemployment on school-leavers, finding that 
'the unemployed were generally less well-adjusted than 
their employed counterparts', but emphasising that the 
differences were not attributable to negative effects of 
unemployment, but to improvements which occurred 
in the 
outlook of the employed after they had left school. 
Significant differences were found between the two groups 
for both short-term 'mood questions' and those related 
to 
'more stable personality characteristics'. An unexpected 
finding was that there was no significant difference 
be- 
tween the employed and unemployed in respect of 
locus of 
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control: it had been anticipated, in accordance with pre- 
vious research, that the unemployed would display a 
stronger external control orientation than the employed, 
but it was found that the difference between the two 
groups was very small. These findings questioned whether 
there was a causal link between unemployment and decline 
in the psychological well-being of unemployed people and 
further research by the same writers (Winefield and Tiggemann, 
1985) sought to establish the distinction between predis- 
posing factors and effects of changes in status for the 
same age-group - ie. between psychological characteristics 
aleady evident in those who subsequently become employed, 
unemployed, or continued studying, and psychological factors 
emerging after - and possibly caused by - change in status. 
Finding that some factors were 'predisposing, some 'effects' 
and some both, and that furthermore only selected factors 
distinguished between the unemployed and other groups, the 
authors cautioned that 'the results of this study show that 
the psychological effects of unemployment are by no means 
simple'. They suggested that 'clearly further longitudinal 
data are needed ... before the psychological effects of un- 
employment can be ascertained with any certainty' 
(Winefield and Tiggemann, op cit). Other writers have produced 
comparable - but equally tentative - conclusions about the 
extent to which unemployment may cause psychological de- 
cline. 
The increase in psychological research into the effects of 
unemployment has produced a large but diverse and sometimes 
contradictory body of knowledge. 
Kelvin and 'Jarrett (1985) issue a strong warning about this 
uncertain state of affairs: 
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'We know a£t to about the pisychotog icat and sociae 
pys chotogicc co n. 6equence, s o6 unempto yment, and we sha i 
be able to coy t-c1. bw e. to an unde tandA. ng o6 -the. e 
pno bte n and the it zotutio n aAs we gnadua. 1y bust d up 
out body oý knowedge. No one gains, however, when the 
4 eves e o6 ung enc y o4 the pro bP em mean-o that mr. 2 y6 indingz 
are pnezen-ted and seated ass £6 they weite u tabt hed 
Zaw6. ' 
(Kelvin and Jarrett, op cit) 
The extent to which some psychologists are now finding that 
the 'bad' psychological effect of unemployment is not as 
clear-cut as previously implied, does not necessarily mean 
that the everyday life experience of unemployed people is 
in any way pleasurable. More importantly, 'Although there 
are justifiable methodological and conceptual criticisms 
of research into unemployment ... it is not in serious dis- 
pute that research shows that unemployment can impair 
psychological health in many people' (Haworth and Evans, 
1987). Kelvin (1980) proposes this explanation: 
'T he. te is no need to pops-tu fa-te az en, 5 e o6 guZU, dvt. -ü ed 
{nom the Pno tutant WonFa Ethic, to account ion dii4tun- 
b-Lng e66ect-o o5 unemptoymen-t on the indýviduat. OUo)Lk 
. vs p is ychotogA. caJ y so . import tart to a peon' 4 Setý- 
concept because it is the flounce o6 an enotcmouls 'Lange 
oý expecta-Lon4. Expecta -Longs "/socia-ted with wo'th de- 
p ine, in the 4stAic t sense o4 that wo'. d, much o4 an 
indiv,. duaI'4 pozitLon in time and space, and a ho4-t o4 
. social . etationzh p1s, 
both at wotch, and beyond , it. 
Cowsequen y, anyone who hays been negu.? avrfy employed 
but becomes unemployed, 1-Lndz that many o6 hüs pnev, iowo y 
moz-t bays-. c expec tationz ate no £ongvt vat d; and anyone 
who hays nevetc had negutan empto yment (an unemp! o yed 
, schoo. e-leaven, son. example) 4 mpfy cannot build up some 
o4 the most wwdety -shared and . 6tab1e sets o6 expectations 
which Industr tat 4oc, Lety o66en'i ... To 
be unemp. 2oyed 
Lo to be out o4 pace, out o6 time, and out o4 much o6 
the soa at L-. 4e o6 one'4 6eJ. ows; it L- on at . east 
it cetc to in y ha, been to be an ou ideh.. ' 
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1.4 Time, leisure and unemployment 
The 'leisure alternative' is widely advocated by the growing 
literature on potential adaptations to a future society in 
which less work will be available. There are various 
interpretations of how this alternative could come into 
being but most writers also recognise that there are ob- 
stacles. Their own writings are tacit acknowledgement of 
these barriers and are intended to contribute to stimulating 
necessary change in underlying attitudes. The basic premise 
is that the increase in non-work time will ultimately 
produce a 'leisure society', but at present, and probably 
for the forseeable future, there are two particular problems 
to be overcome. The first is that the increase in non-work 
time is unevenly distributed in society; the second is 
that the form which this increase takes is frequently that 
of unemployment. 
While it is obvious that a decrease in work time leads to 
an increase in non-work time, it is questionable whether 
'non-work time' can be equated with 'leisure'. Whether 
such a transformation of terms and concepts can be a mere 
formality in present-day western society is positively 
doubtful. Shamir (1984) summarises contemporary opinion on 
the strength of Protestant Work Ethic as a barrier to the 
evolution of a leisure society: 
'Many soc iah' c tü t ie6 . see the Ptotatavº, t Won. h. Ethic a6 an 
o bls tacee in the way oý ind. ividuat we. U- be . ng and soc 
is 2 
pnogtce '5. Accond-Lng to -these cA4-tics, the c en . at ty o6 
wo. tk in oW oct. e ty and the monat value attached to wonti 
cAea to a .5oc La. 2 ct ima to in which an 
indiv Ldua e who do m 
not worth (in the Asen e o6 being employed) 6aca Immen e 
pno b. 2 em s ... The Pnote 
tan t ethic and neic ed notcms axe 
zo deepP y tooted in outs 4o cie ty that the ., ndividuat' 4 
. 6o cAiaJ. status and se 
el image axe £a g e4y based on hivs worth 
no. ft and any deviation in -th 4 phe to -L6 mew both with 
exterinat 4o cAiat pnezz w e4 and in texnaP anxie . eis . 
Thehej5one the Pnote4-tan-t wok Ethic 6tandýs in the way o6 
tind 
. v-. 
duae -sehn-dutt iUmeº'r . 
(Neu - nget, 1974) and to 
dens cab'e 4oc-iaf changg. 
e4 (MacaAov, 1980) .1 
(Shamir, 1984) 
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Kelvin and Jarrett (1985) are however sceptical of the status 
attributed to the Protestant Work Ethic: 
'The cuLtunat natim' oa Pica. tutanv Wanda Ethic hays been wide ey 
"zumed, and seated ass use 6-evident ... In e66ec t, the Pkotatan tW ov Lk Ethic , its no tv ng en just an idea d-vs cu, 5, sed by 
academ ices, it hay became patt to pubZ. t. c opinion. It hay 
became so ma in y because -thaise who write and tatha about 
' pub! ic opinion' negutatc fy expta in that opinion in tetcmm o6 
the (. Uo'th Ethic, and in doing so they have dL-oem-. naffed the 
concept o -th. vs ethic. Repealed necourvse to the Pnv-te-s-tan-t 
Wan Ethic " an ' ex ptana t io n' ha, 5 thus made it -tn to a ze e6- 6u 6i, Uing pkophesy ... In 6ac t, the Ptotestan-t CQonfa Ethic Lo the cta/s-sic examp, 2e o6 am y-th ... ' 
(Kelvin and Jarrett, 1985) 
Kelvin believes that there are much more practical factors 
which prevent the unemployed from adopting a leisure-based 
lifestyle. In his view, attributing their failure to do so 
to the power of the work ethic is to over-complicate the 
explanation: the direct consequences of unemployment are 
of far greater significance to the individual (Kelvin, 1980). 
There are also additional obstacles inherent in a leisure- 
based lifestyle: 
'Le-vsutce activ. itim which have became emot<iona. J /s. 4. gni6icant 
to an -indA. v. Ldua1 may become much mote demanding and ýsttms {ul- 
than WOitk: bot emotiona Jy signi6icant teisute ac ivitieo 
nequ. Ae not on. Jy that one meet the demandhs o the ac tiv. c t<. a 
ass such, but abo that one cvntinuouzZy genetatC4 ban, onuet6 
the pnezzonus to meet them. TheAe -üs no doubt that this may 
be mo iatiy adm. i'rabte; nevextheeas it -üs aLso veAy diýýicut .' 
(Kelvin, 1980) 
For this reason, 
Panado xicaJ a. 6 it may . 6ouvcd, aL eLo ujie Ethic 
Lo potevL-t is 2y 
much mane pwL an ica e than a Woida Ethic. ' 
(Kelvin, 1980) 
The suggestion that leisure demands a psychological capa- 
bility which the unemployed may be unable to supply is 
supported by the qualitative studies of the unemployed. 
These describe daily life as typically characterised by 
inactivity, lethargy, apathy and boredom. There has 
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however been little empirical study of the relationship 
between unemployment and leisure: as Bunker points out, 
'Thene has been a pnepondenance o wonLk 6ocuzzing on the 
mone emo-t- onaJ a/spect/s v6 unempto yment and ... it might (now) be wo c th ditec Ling a gnea tetc amount o /La each 
at behav. iowta e ca ws equence, s .' 
(Bunker, 1984) 
Research into the role of leisure within unemployment is a 
starting point from which to better assess the potential of" 
leisure as unemployment. 
1.4.1 The leisure activities of unemployed people 
The leisure participation statistics which provide a 
starting point for the analysis of the leisure behaviour of 
the population as a whole are singularly unhelpful in 
throwing light on the leisure behaviour of the unemployed. 
The General Household Survey does not, in its published form, 
separately identify the unemployed. Yet by the early 1980s 
the unemployed had been firmly labelled as a low participa- 
tion group in active recreation (Sports Council, 1982 inter alia), 
and subsequently have been targetted by leisure providers 
at national and local level in attempts to increase their 
participation. While few would seriously question that, 
on the whole, the unemployed do display low levels of 
leisure participation, it is a challenging exercise to 
muster evidence of this which is of comparable quality to 
national leisure participation statistics. 
Descriptive accounts of unemployment vividly evoke the 
picture of a day-to-day 'unleisurely' existence. Nationally, 
the 1984 Family Expenditure Survey indicates below-average 
participation in leisure by unemployed people. Households 
in which the head-of-household is unemployed have much lower 
levels of leisure spending in all categories than those in 
which he or she is employed. Spending levels may not, of 
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course, directly relate to activity levels; they do however 
imply that there is a difference between the leisure be- 
haviour of those who work and those who do not, and that 
this difference takes the form of lower levels of activity 
by the unemployed. 
The General Household Survey provides circumstantial evidence 
of low participation by the unemployed by providing infor- 
mation about the types of people who feature most numerously 
in the unemployed stock. As seen in section 1.2.2, lower 
participation rates for most forms of active leisure are 
found amongst the unemployed. There are variations across 
different types of leisure activities and by different 
demographic groups; table 1.4.1 summarises the main per- 
tinent variations. The General Household Survey figures do not 
of course give any indication of how unemployed people 
within one demographic group may differ in their leisure 
behaviour from those in the same group who are working. 
It is possible that the increase in non-work time may en- 
courage increased leisure participation; the unemployment 
literature would suggest the opposite effect. The 
General Household Survey does, however, show that the majority 
of the unemployed are drawn from sectors of society with 
relatively low participation rates in active recreation. 
Further insight into the leisure behaviour of the unemployed 
can be obtained from a large-scale time-budget database held 
by the BBC (1984). This allows comparisons to be made be- 
tween the use of time by unemployed people and by the rest 
of the population. The data was collected for half-hour 
intervals and is presented in the form of the prop©rCtion of 
the sample (or specified sub-sample) spending their time in 
particular ways during the day: it shows, for example, 
that 41% of the population were awake at 7 a. m. but only 14% 
of the unemployed. Useful in itself, this data does not 
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Table 1.4.1 Variations in leisure participation by demographic characteristics 
Type of activity Above average participation groups** Below average participation groups! -- 
Outdoor sports, games and 
physical activities 
Indoor sports, games and 
physical activities 
Open-air outings 
*M les 
*Professional workers 
*Employers and managers 
*Non-manual workers 
*Students 
*16-44 year olds 
-Aales 
*Professional workers 
*Employers and managers 
'Non-manual workers 
*Students 
*l6-44 year olds 
-Males 
*Professional workers 
*EinployerS and managers 
-Non-manual workers 
*25-59 year olds 
*Females 
*Skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled 
manual workers 
*45 age group 
-Females 
*Skilled. semi-skilled and unskilled 
manual workers 
-45 + age group 
-Females 
ISkil. led, semi-skilled and unskilled 
manual t orkers 
'Students 
16-24 year oldsage group 
Sight-seeing *Professional workers *Skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled 
*Employers and managers manual workers 
*Non-manual workers *l6-24 year olds 60+ age group 
*Students 
*25-59 year olds 
Entertainment *Professional -Skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled 
*Employers manual workers 
*Non-manual workers *45 + age group 
*Students 
*l6-44 year olds especially 16-24 
age group) 
Social activities and all groups participate 100% in activities 
in this category; variations for 
hobbies individual acti'. ities. 
Based on data from the General Household Sur, -e,, 
1983. 
**Groups with above 
/belovi. 
average proportion particiating in activitiv 
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permit direct comparison with other forms of participation 
data as it does not identify the total proportion 
participating in specified activities and therefore cannot 
yield even a daily participation rate. It does, however, 
give a minimum participation rate, because the maximum 
percentage who took part in an activity at one time is the 
minimum figure for those who took part at all during the 
day. The data quoted here refers to time use, in winter, 
on weekdays only. 
A number of points arise from the time-budget data, some 
of them challenging widely-held beliefs about the use of 
time by the unemployed. Firstly, the data does not fully 
support the stereotype of unemployed people sleeping until 
very late in the day: around 50% of them are awake by 
8.30 and more than 80% by 10 am, and only 10°0 are still 
asleep at 11 am and less than 5°o at noon (Fig. 1.4.1). The 
data does however show that, as generally believed, the 
unemployed are more house-bound than the population as a 
whole (Fig. 1.4.2): throughout the day, more than half the 
unemployed are at home, and except for 4 hours (noon - 3pm 
and 8-9 pm) more than 70°% are. For the population the 
figure is continually below 70% between 9 am and 4 pm - 
the hours of the typical working day. However, although 
the unemployed are less house-bound than other non- 
employed groups, when those spending time spent at work 
are excluded, the unemployed are more likely to be 'else- 
where' (ie. neither at home nor at work) than the rest of 
the population (Fig. 1.4.3). While it is logical to compare 
unemployed lifestyles with those of their employed counter- 
parts, the sharp contrast between the two groups exaggerate 
the extent to which the unemployed lead an 'abnormal' life. 
Little attention has been paid to the similarities which 
exist between the lifestyles of the unemployed and those of 
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other non-employed groups, for whom a more home-based way 
of life is not usually regarded as a matter of concern. 
There are several similarities between the unemployed and 
the population in the amount and sequencing of time 
allocated to different types of activities. The two groups 
show very strong likenesses in the use of time for non- 
leisure activities such as eating and drinking, meal 
preparation, housework, and doing shopping and errands. 
There are also similarities in the patterns of participation 
in leisure activities by the unemployed and the population. 
The highest daily participation by both groups was, 
predictably, for television viewing (Fig. 1.4.4). The very 
close match between the unemployed and the population was 
unexpected: it is certainly at odds with the descriptive 
stereotype which portrays the unemployed as voracious 
daytime television viewers. The persistence of normal 
viewing patterns may reflect scheduling of programmes which 
fails to take into account the addition of the unemployed 
to the traditional daytime audience. Participation in other 
home-based and/or informal leisure activities was usually 
higher for the unemployed than for the rest of the population, 
but the timing of activities during the day was similar for 
the two groups. Participation in out-of-home activities was 
lower than in-home activities, but again showed slightly 
higher participation by the unemployed. 
The pattern of activity suggested by the BBC data somewhat 
surprisingly portrays the unemployed as relatively active - 
there are several instances of higher participation in 
activities by the unemployed than the population, including 
a number of 'active' and out-of-home pursuits, many of which 
require financial outlay. The discrepancy between this and 
accepted wisdom is, so conspicuous that it raises questions 
about either the validity of the data or the validity of 
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accepted wisdom. The explanations may lie in the following 
factors. Firstly, gross levels of activity are low: for 
example, although the sports participation rate for unem- 
ployed people in the evening is higher than that of the 
population, only 3% of the unemployed participate at this 
time. Secondly, for the non-work activities the daytime 
'population' effectively excludes the employed, most of whom 
are at work, and is composed largely of other groups known 
to be relatively inactive - such as housewives, the retired 
and the disabled - compared to whom the relative activity 
of the unemployed is less surprising. Thirdly, the data 
excludes weekend participation, when many of the population 
engage in their more active leisure pursuits. 
The time-budget data indicates that unemployed people have 
a very similar pattern of time-use to that of the rest of 
the population: they engage in particular activities at 
similar times to those who are not unemployed. In this 
respect the unemployed do not appear to adopt an 'alterna- 
tive' lifestyle, but one which is very close to that of the 
rest of the population (and is likely, of course, to have 
been their own previous lifestyle if they have been 
employed). Why is a lifestyle which is in so many ways 
similar to that of the rest of the population so problematic 
for the unemployed? 
There are a number of additional dimensions of time-budget 
analysis which the 1984 BBC data does not - in its 
published form - provide. Kelvin, Dewberry and Morley- 
Bunker (1984) and Miles (1984) have undertaken research into 
the use of time by the unemployed which has placed greater 
emphasis on the duration and frequency of events - ie. the 
amount of time spent on a single instance of an activity, 
and the frequency of participation in it. This form of 
analysis complements the BBC data by identifying the 
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activities in which a 'typical' unemployed person is likely 
to engage, and the amount of time he or she is likely to 
spend on them. A third study by the BBC, concentrating on 
television viewing by the unemployed, provides a small 
amount of supplementary information about their use of 
time . (BBC, 1980). 
The two main studies are hindered by some differences 
in the classification of activities and by the use of 24- 
hour (Kelvin et al) and 192 hours (Miles) time-budget days. 
Both revealed a waking day of approximately 152 hours, with 
the young unemployed (16-20s) likely to sleep for almost an 
hour longer than older respondents. The third (BBC) study 
found that most respondents were up by 9 am but that some 
people who had only recently become unemployed could be 
much later risers, as could people in the lower (C2DE) 
social classes. Of the waking day, most time was spent in 
the home: about 68% (102 hours) in the Kelvin study and 
an estimated 56% (83/4 hrs) in Miles'. Kelvin et al found 
that out-of-home time declined steadily from almost 6 hours 
per day for the 16-20s to about 44 hours for those over 45 
but Miles found no significant differences between age- 
groups. 
Housework and shopping were most frequently mentioned in the 
BBC study as the way in which respondents spent their day, 
followed by looking for work (40%) and walking (25°0) . 
However, the amount of time allocated to these was not 
identified. Kelvin and Miles both found that leisure 
accounted for the largest part of waking time spent in the 
home - almost 52 hours per 
day, or 51°0, in the Kelvin study 
and about 42 hours, or 52% of the waking day, in Miles' 
work. These studies both defined 'leisure' very 
broadly, 
Kelvin using a basic residual definition according to which, 
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after accounting for subsistence and household activities, 
leisure 'vaguely encompasses almost everything else'. 
Kelvin found that there was no significant age or sex 
difference within the leisure category. Predictably, 
both studies found that watching television was the leisure 
activity to which by far the greatest amount of time was 
devoted - between 2 and 3 hours as a main activity, and 
between 4 and 5 hours in total (Kelvin). In both studies 
relatively little time was spent on active leisure. 
Kelvin and Miles confirm that the unemployed tend to spend 
most of their time in the home, most of their leisure 
watching television, and very little of it engaged in 
active pursuits, either in or out of the home. A number 
of writers have been concerned with the extent to which 
unemployment causes low leisure participation; several 
studies have reported in general terms decreases in 
activities by unemployed people. Kelvin et al (1984) in- 
vestigated this through the use of an index of change, 
finding that five categories of activities increased 
(watching television, housework, reading, practical 
activities and hobbies), two decreased (social life and 
'going out'), and that there was no change in five others 
(games playing, religious activities, creative activities, 
community activities and out-door). Changes in sports 
participation were examined under the categories of 
'playing', 'on-site spectating', and 'television spectating'. 
The only increases were in television spectating; there 
were decreases in participation in five of nine named 
sports and no change in another four; for 'on-site 
spectating' there was a decrease for one sport and no 
change for two more. Overall, activities were most likely 
to increase if home-based rather than out-of-home, if 
solitary rather than social, if cheap rather than expensive, 
and if passive rather than active. These findings parallel 
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those in Raymond's (1984) study of the effects of unemploy- 
ment on the leisure behaviour of unemployed American 
steelworkers, which identified a decrease in 33 out of 41 
leisure activities with the few increases occurring in 
'home centred' and 'family centred' activities. In 
general, participation in activities dropped as duration 
of unemployment increased, with participation in 'expensive', 
'moderately expensive' and 'away from home' activities 
falling while participation in 'free' activities and those 
taking place at home rose. 
Unemployment is clearly associated with a decline in the 
amount and type of leisure activities in which the unem- 
ployed engage. This poses obstacles for those who see 
leisure as a 'solution' to unemployment and further problems 
are apparent when the quality, as well as quantity, of 
leisure activity is taken into account. Kelvin et al (1984), 
who were specifically concerned with the extent to which 
leisure could fulfil some of the functions normally 
associated with work, concluded that leisure provided very 
few benefits for the unemployed: 
' ... the centnaý 4 
indL. ng o6 outs enqui yL dean: the 
' teizune' ac tiv, i t-. vs o6 the unempto yed ... ate at 
be1st 
pa ,ia ti, vez 6vt banedom, and mostty, ban most oý 
the 
unempto yed, they utie inadequate " that. ' 
(Kelvin et al, 1984). 
The research conducted by the BBC into daytime television 
viewing provides an insight into the quality of leisure 
for the unemployed. Television viewing is by far the most 
time-consuming leisure activity of the unemployed, although 
the study found that there were a number of variations in 
the viewing habits of different types of unemployed people. 
In the morning, unemployed people who had been out of work 
for longer, were of lower social class, younger and less 
educated were more likely to watch, while afternoon viewing 
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was much more evenly spread - only the very recently 
unemployed, the upper middle class, and those educated 
beyond the age of 20 never watched then. There were also 
variations in the types of programmes watched at 
different times of day: news and current affairs were 
most preferred for morning viewing, films for the after- 
noon, and there was a slight tendency for serious or 
factual programmes to be preferred in the morning and 
entertainments or fiction in the afternoon. Fifteen per 
cent said they would watch between 9 am and 11 am, and 5% 
would not watch between 2 pm and 4 pm, but by far the 
majority watched at some time during the day at least 
occasionally, (BBC, 1984). 
Despite this high level of viewing, it was evident that 
the quality of the experience could be very poor. The 
report suggested that 
' <i you aAe unempfo yed, at c: me, 5 you w- L pkobabty be i. mpe. Ued 
to watch out o6 sheet bvtiedom when -theAe i6 Cite taY y nothing 
ea e you can think o to keep yvu of occupied ... This may induce you to keep -. yA. ng the -tetev, üs-. an when you know the 
pkognammu wi p&obabty not be to yawn t iking. Enjoyment 
tam existing aýtvtnoon scheduiels . vs at best intuLmittent. At the ! owe -t 1evet, theAe6ote, home unemployed pevp. ee wi-U ýind -themes etveis viewing z mpf y to ýL up (and pvthaps divide 
up) nothing-to-do-acme ... ' 
(BBC, op cit) 
A minority of unemployed people appeared to obtain positive 
enjoyment from their viewing, which could provide 
opportunities to 'push aside reality and give themselves 
over to adventure' or provide simulated companionship. 
For most, however, the television viewing which occupies 
up to 80% of unemployed people's free time in the home 
appeared to be simply a means of filling the day which 
offered very few of the positive benefits usually associated 
with 'leisure'. 
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Kelvin et al (1984) attributed the failure of leisure to 
relieve the day-to-day ill-effects of unemployment to 
three key factors. Firstly, there was the absence of ex- 
ternally imposed time structure: as Kelvin suggests 
elsewhere, the unemployed are psychologically ill-equipped 
to generate their own structure (Kelvin, 1980). Secondly, 
leisure activities appeared to lack meaning and purpose: 
this was highlighted by the disproportionate importance, 
effort and time which respondents attributed to other 
minor but genuinely purposeful activities, such as posting 
a letter or completing household jobs. Finally, financial 
constraints limited participation, especially in purpose- 
ful leisure (such as do-it-yourself) and sociable 
activities; exclusion from the latter contributed to a 
general feeling of social unease which was a compound of 
a sense of stigma, having nothing to talk about, and 
financial embarrassment. Amongst other things, it was 
evident that unemployment had not led to a 'flowering of 
participation' in the 'committed activities' such as 
creative, community and religious activities which are 
'ostensibly and "conventionally" most likely-looking 
alternatives' to work (Kelvin et al, 1984). The quality of 
leisure declined in unemployment; the idea that leisure 
could be anything more, notably an alternative to work, 
receded into the realms of fantasy. Leisure in unemploy- 
ment did not realise its own functions, let alone take on 
those of employment. 
1.4.3 Leisure in unemployment 
The evidence is that leisure in unemployment is a relatively 
unsatisfactory phenomenon: far from replacing the functions 
of work, it loses its own functions through a reduction in 
quantity, quality and diversity and a corresponding dimuni- 
tion in the benefits accrued. Yet the view persists that 
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leisure has a special role to play in the 
group: in the absence of paid employment 
require things to do and need alternative 
creativity and commitment. As these alte 
of a non-work kind the assumption is that 
fore be forms of leisure. 
lives of this 
unemployed people 
outlets for 
rnatives are to be 
they must there- 
There are additional reasons for promoting leisure within 
unemployment. Engagement in activity can moderate the 
psychological ill-effects of unemployment. Swinburne (1981), 
Fryer and Payne (1984), Feather and Bond (1983) and Warr 
(1984) have all investigated the links between psychological 
well-being and involvement in activity by the unemployed 
and concluded that the two are positively correlated; more 
recently, 'Kilpatrick and Trew ... found a significant 
relationship between psychological well-being and life- 
style with a progressive decline in mental health being 
paralleled by decreasing activity and withdrawal into the 
home' (Haworth and Evans, 1987). 
Haworth and Evans have distinguished between general 
activity and involvement in more meaningful pursuits: 
their findings from a study of unemployed people in the 
18-30 age group 
' 4sugge4-t that being gene'LaUy active ... 
5 bene6ic c: a2 in . tems 
o6 the mane vo ea e. dimenziovt4 o6 men tat hea th ... 
bwt. tha, 
, st'ta tuned, puApo sive of pe 6 orLaL y meaning 6u. 2 activity ... i's 
neca, satcy bon sustaining the mane stabZe a5 pec to 
ps ycho agicat wett-being. ' 
(Haworth and Evans, 1987) 
The above writers all emphasise the importance of a sense 
of purpose in the activities undertaken, which the unem- 
ployed may, have to generate themselves. Haworth and 
Miller (1986), however, found that 
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' intýü. "ica. Uy motivated ind. cü vudat/s co d nes pond to 
unemp1 o yment not by 5eek ing o ppoAtunit, ie s to nepZace 
emp. ea yme vt by ' wo th' , but by taking the oppo't tun, i ty to do th., ngos which cJ hough not punposeýut " conventianafty 
de6». ned, they enjoy. ' 
(Haworth and Miller, op cit) 
Haworth and Evans (1987) found that an apparently 'positive' 
approach to unemployment, in which the individual 
participated in active pursuits, could in fact be rooted 
in negative attitudes: 
'Same individuatz zhow p'ositi've ' appnaach' behaviour in 
engaging in activities, but 6olt a-theta, engagement in 
activity appeairo to a i6e mote ao a cantequence o6 the 
avoidance o6 negative expetL, iencez. ' 
(Haworth and Evans, op cit) 
While several writers have identified minorities of 
'active' unemployed people, few have attempted to explain 
the distinctive behaviour of these subjects. Shamir 
(1984) has suggested that a distinguishing characteristic 
may be high work-orientation. This may encourage, rather 
than hinder, participation in non-work activities: 
'it was bound that i ndividuaa with a high degnee oý 
be. tie6 in the Pnotestaºtt Wo ,, Lk Ethic (PtQE) on, high wonFa 
invotvement (WT NV) tuen to nonwohf2 ac tt. vitie, 5 mope 
e"it y white unempto yed and detcive mote pzychotogicai 
bene6 t Gnom 'uch ach-. vit ie o than £ndividuaL tow on 
PWE and WINV. ' 
(Shamir, op cit) 
These conclusions suggest a spillover effect from work to 
unemployment. The findings do not support the argument 
that the centrality of work prevents the unemployed from 
turning to leisure activities as work substitutes: on 
the contrary, it was those who were most work-oriented 
who adopted such 2 course. Involvement in work and strong 
belief in the Protestant Work Ethic may be facets of a 
more fundamental personality characteristic: the people 
who can generate strong commitment for work activity 
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appear capable of transferring this commitment to 
another sphere of their life. It may be that others, 
who do not have - and perhaps have never had - that level 
of commitment to their employment are equally unable to 
generate it for nonwork activities. 
Research into the role of leisure in unemployment is to 
date inconclusive but suggests that leisure is most 
likely to feature productively in the lives of the un- 
employed when the individual can generate self-motivation 
and perceives the activity as 'meaningful'. Haworth and 
Evans (1987) suggests that the 'leisure solution' to 
unemployment might therefore take the form of Stebbin's 
(1982) 'serious leisure', ie. 'activity which has an 
element of obligation and hence traction, built into it' 
(Haworth and Evans, 1987). But the answer does not lie 
solely with the individual: there are direct and indirect 
requirements of wider society too. In the long term, 
popular attitudes towards the unemployed - including 
those of the unemployed themselves - must change if they 
are to allow the pursuit of a nominally 'leisurely' 
lifestyle. In the short term, leisure policy may provide 
a direct impetus to the development of such lifestyles: 
, scustain i. ng activity £evea . 
kiwugh the p/ ovision o 6nee 
6 aci .t <i 4 bax unempLo yed pea p/ e 
hays a gnea-t deaf to 
recommend it, at £ea/st dining the pnezent extended 
economic deptiezzion. ' 
(Warr and Payne, 1983) 
Chapter 2 examines the extent to which policies for 
the 
unemployed encourage their participation 
in leisure 
activities. 
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Chapter 2 Leisure and the unemployed: The policy context 
Since the beginning of the 1980s the unemployed have 
become a prominent target group for public sector leisure 
provision at both local and national level. While 
differing in their approach, leisure services providers 
throughout the country have aimed to encourage participa- 
tion by the unemployed in a range of recreational 
activities, often of a sporting kind. Such provision has 
been intended to bring a number of benefits to both the 
unemployed themselves and the communities in which they 
live. 
Leisure, however, cannot be divorced from the rest of 
life - and in the case of the unemployed that 'rest of 
life' is substantially affected by other areas of policy. 
The unemployed are a very 'managed' sector of the population. 
Government policies affect the financial resources of the 
unemployed; they put constraints on their use of time; 
they embody certain assumptions about unemployed people 
which affect both the attitudes of the population at large 
and those of the unemployed themselves. Unemployment 
policy is supportive of the work ethic and critical of 
those without paid employment; it does not encourage the 
unemployed to use their time for leisure. 
Government unemployment policies have far-reaching effects 
on the everyday life of unemployed people and the direct 
and indirect influence of these policies may have a greater 
effect on the leisure behaviour of the unemployed than 
policies specifically concerned with leisure provision for 
this group., General unemployment policies are more than 
a back-drop to leisure provision for the unemployed; they 
have profound effects on unemployed individuals; and they 
set the parameters within which leisure providers must 
operate. 
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2.1 Policies for unemployment 
2.1.1 Unemployment and State Policy to 1974 
In Britain central government directly affects unemployment 
through three areas of policy: economic strategy, manpower 
policies, and the social security system. Today by far 
the most influential of these are its economic policies: 
-a nemp e-a ymenv tis to be neduced the key note mu-6t 
be" ptayed by the mactcw-economic pot-. c- e4 oc 9oiv nment 
... o-hei pafic i. ez ne. 2ated to the unempto yed cannot 
, sublst tu-te 6o& th- o. ' 
(Berthoud et al, 1981) 
This recognition of the link between levels of unemployment 
and national economic policies is a twentieth-century 
phenomenon; it is absent from earlier policy. In the nine- 
teenth century unemployment policy was administered at 
local level by public, charitable and private agencies 
responding to the problem when and where it arose; these 
were primarily concerned with problems of social admini- 
stration, and few experts addressed themselves to the 
economic aspects of the issue. The philosophy of state 
intervention during this period was embodied in the 1834 
Poor Law Act, the central principle of which was that 
'the 5itua , i. on o6 the unempta yed on the whale 4haU not be made tea eey of appan. ewtt y ass etig ib.? e ao the zituat ion 
oý the £abaunen o6 the £awut ctasz. ' 
(Beveridge, 1930) 
The system of relief established by the Poor Law was 
deterrent in its nature, requiring recipients of relief to 
enter the workhouse or to perform 'tasks of work' if they 
were to qualify for 'outdoor' relief. Funds raised by 
private individuals and charitable agencies outwith the 
provisions of the Act were administered with more gen- 
erosity although many, like the Poor Law itself, required 
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those who sought assistance to carry out certain tasks. 
There were fears that the more generous funds of this 
kind undermined the work ethic by making the assistance 
offered too accessible: one fund in operation in 1860-61 
was criticised for being 'largesse pure and simple' 
(Beveridge, op cit), while another in operation in the 
1880s was judged to have had a long-term detrimental 
effect on the local work-force: 
'The. ane men expe)t cenced in v 61s v. vingr and dea Lng with 
d-üs c. e/s/s who say that East and South London have 
, 5cahcay yet [din 79702 necovetced Lynam that ongy o' 
neLf, e6 . 
(Beveridge, op cit) 
In the opening years of the twentieth century the first 
steps were taken towards establishing a nationally 
administered policy for unemployment which encompassed the 
economic dimensions of the problem. The Labour Exchange 
Act (1909) and the National Insurance Act (1911) not only 
established the precursors of today's Job Centres and 
Unemployment Benefits system, but opened the way for the 
state to intervene in and manipulate the labour market. 
It was during the inter-war years that two forms of unem- 
ployment policy familiar today were first developed: 
macro-economic policies affecting the level of unemployment, 
and manpower policies which included selective labour- 
market intervention. Financial assistance for the 
unemployed and their families ceased to be a matter for 
local responsibility but continued to embody the 'disin- 
centive' philosophy of previous legislation. 
The first comprehensive exposition of the principles which 
underlay national unemployment policy for thirty years 
after 1945 appeared during the Second World War. During 
the major review of the social services carried out in the 
early 1940s three principles upon which state unemployment 
policy should be founded were set forward by Beveridge 
(Beveridge, 1944) 
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1. Unemployment should be kept to an 'irreducible 
minimum', calculated to be an unemployment rate 
of 3°0 of the work force. 
2. Financial assistance for the unemployed should be 
administered through a two-tier system under which 
the majority of the unemployed were wholly 
supported by an adequate level of limited term 
financial benefits to which they had contribu- 
ted when working. Means-tested National Assistance 
should be available at a lower level for those 
who failed to qualify for Insurance Benefit, or who 
had abnormal needs for which insurance benefit 
alone is inadequate. It is important that insur- 
ance benefit should be high enough to raise a 
person above the poverty line and that an adequate 
differential should be maintained between the 
Insurance and National Assistance Benefits. 
3. Government manpower policies should concentrate on 
the efficient organisation of the labour market to 
reduce frictional unemployment through the 
efficient operation of the Labour Exchange and by 
assisting labour mobility, both between different 
industries and between different areas of the 
country. Manpower policies should include 'a 
systematic distribution of public work to ste*ady - 
the demand for labour and smooth out seasonal and 
cyclical fluctuations'. (Beveridge, 1944) 
These three principles, which placed responsibility for all 
aspects of unemployment policy on the state, were untested 
during the next two decades. Favourable economic conditions 
between 1948 and 1967 kept the level of unemployment below 
the 'irreducible' 3n; for most of that period it was below 
2ö. Married women and immigrant workers were actively 
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encouraged to enter the labour market to meet the manpower 
needs of industry. The low level of unemployment, with 
its correspondingly low profile as a political issue, 
meant that certain weaknesses in the reformed benefit 
system went unnoticed and uncorrected. The most impor- 
tant of these was that the limited-term insurance benefits 
were not paid at a high enough level to maintain the 
recipient above the poverty line. This deficiency was 
remedied only partially by the introduction in 1966 of the 
Earnings Related Supplement (ERS) which provided additional 
relief for the first six months of unemployment. 
In the late 1960s and early 1970s unemployment began to 
emerge as a major social, economic and political issue. 
In 1972 the total registered unemployed in Britain rose 
to, 825,000 or 3.8°0 of the work-force - low by 1980s 
standards but at the time sufficiently high compared to 
previous years to induce government action. In 1973 
Edward Heath's Conservative Government abolished the 'wages 
stop' rules which had ensured that an unemployed person's 
income was no greater than it would be if he were in full- 
time employment- -a post-war survival of the principle 
of less eligibility expressed in the Poor Law 140 years 
earlier. 
At this time the groundwork was also being carried out for 
establishing a new agency to coordinate manpower policies, 
leading to the creation of the Manpower Services Commission 
on ist January 1974. Neither of these initiatives by the 
Heath government embodied a new approach to unemployment. 
The wages-stop rules were abolished as part of a general 
overhaul of the benefits system when Family Income 
Supplement 'was introduced. The Manpower Services Commission 
was almost wholly concerned with meeting the needs of 
employers and offering retraining opportunities to existing 
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workers. Employment policy at this time increasingly con- 
centrated on the restructuring of industry as an essential 
step in achieving the accepted economic goal of full 
employment. 
2.1.2 The acceptance of high unemployment since 1975 
Since the early 1970s the British economy has suffered high 
inflation, low productivity, rising unemployment and decli- 
ning international competitiveness. The uncertainty engen- 
dered by world-wide recession has been compounded by the 
rapid development of advanced technologies: policy-makers 
have been unable to predict the degree or direction of 
future economic change. Their reluctance to do so is exem- 
plified by the report of the Confederation of British 
Industry (CBI) published in 1981: 
'The o n,. y ceti taA. nt y is the vacs tnuz oý the uncetr tan-tiez ahead, 
and the unpned. Lctabit ty oj what is tky to happen in the 
tong-terror ... the one thing o' which we can be zune is that the pace oý change and adaptation iz Fzet y to inc eaz e. ' 
(CBI Discussion Document, March 1981) 
1975 represented a watershed in economic policy: in a year 
in which an additional 500,000 people entered the unemploy- 
ment register and the total number of unemployed rose above 
1 million for the first time since the war, the Labour 
government abandoned the economic goal of full employment. 
The administration's policies were subsequently dominated 
by attempts to reduce the annual inflation rate, in 1975 
standing at 26%; where possible, efforts were made to con- 
tain the concomitant rises in unemployment. The two sub- 
sequent Conservative governments have appeared more willing 
to accept substantial and longer term rises in unemployment 
as a cost of restoring Britain's economy and her inter- 
national competitiveness. 
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The consequences of these shifts in economic policy were 
that between 1975-1984 inflation fell from 26% to 5% while 
registered unemployment rose from 0.8m to 3.2m. The most 
dramatic increases occurred under the Conservative govern- 
ments, with unemployment doubling from 1.2m to 2.4m between 
1979 and 1981 (and continuing to rise thereafter) while 
inflation dropped from 21.4% in 1980 to a low of 4.2% in 
early 1983. Recently it has become apparent that as infla- 
tion has stabilised and other aspects of the economy have 
shown improvement, the increase in unemployment has con- 
tinued; the argument that general economic recovery will 
generate substantial employment opportunities has seemed 
increasingly tenuous. Criticism from the Trades Union 
Congress (TUC), a traditional opponent of Conservative 
governments, has been supported by similar reservations ex- 
pressed by the CBI, itself formerly a strong supporter of 
deflationary policies. 
The TUC consistently opposed restraints on public sector ex- 
penditure in the late 1970s and 1980s; increasingly it 
emphasised the need for investment in job-creation to combat 
the consequences of high unemployment. These policies were 
embodied in the Congress's 1983 economic review, The Battle 
for Jobs. By contrast the CBI, representing the major 
business and industrial interests of the country, advocated 
the restoration of international competitiveness as the only 
long-term effective solution to the unemployment problem. 
Whilst acknowledging the social consequences of unemployment 
the CBI initially concerned itself primarily with the loss 
to the labour market which was represented by a high propoor- 
tion of jobless adults. The CBI's first change of policy 
occurred in late 1981, when unemployment had doubled in two. 
years and the Confederation's own estimate forecast a total 
of 3.5m unemployed by the end of the following year. Such 
levels of unemployment were felt to be unacceptable and 
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the CBI urged the government to undertake modest-reflation 
of the eco no mY. 
Similar criticisms of government policy have been made by a 
wide range of agencies and individuals in the last few years. 
Amongst these critics have been the Church of England, lead- 
ing industrialists, members of the judiciary, and a number 
of charities concerned with the welfare of the poor. 
Parliamentary opposition has come not only from the ranks 
of the opposition, but from within the Conservative party; 
not only from the back benches of the House of Commons, but 
from former Cabinet Ministers. Despite the growing weight 
of advice from within and outside the Establishment, the 
government has maintained its course. The Conservatives 
have consolidated policies initiated by the Callaghan ad- 
ministration of 1975-1979. Full employment has ceased to 
be the goal of economic strategy, and the government has 
confined its influence to two less fundamental aspects of 
the unemployment issue: the system of financial support for 
the unemployed, and a range of manpower policies which aim 
to make the unemployed employable. 
2.2.1 Essential support: Financial assistance for the unemployed 
Financial payments to the unemployed are based on two con- 
tradictory perceptions of unemployment which have influenced 
providers of such assistance for more than 150 years. The 
unemployed are the subjects of both concern and disapproval 
and present-day social security payments, like their nine- 
teenth century counterparts, are used both to support those 
in need and to forcefully encourage those who are wilfully 
unemployed, to seek work. The unemployed are in this way 
'managed' through 
'The d, i44enentiat use aS 4ociae 5ecuv: ty beyond -i tss ' atLveey 
neutnat nahe v6 be »Lc 6 . nanc-iat suppo t 
6vtc 6amities tempotaAiiy 
without income. ' 
(Berthoud et al, 1981) 
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The system of financial payments to the unemployed provide 
them with essential support for day-to-day existence. The 
ways in which the administration of these payments may be 
used to discourage voluntary unemployment are several: 
procedures for claiming benefit are lengthy and complicated; 
conditions of eligibility to claim discourage short-term 
claimants; lower levels of benefit are paid to those re- 
maining unemployed for too long; benefits are with-held 
for a period to punish certain forms of behaviour (eg. 
leaving employment without good reason); a ceiling is 
applied to benefit levels in relation to wage levels to 
eliminate discentives to work. To encourage the unemployed 
to obtain work lump sum payments may be made to facilitate 
labour mobility, and forms of benefits can be paid to (for 
example) those near retirement age, which remove them from 
the unemployment register. 
Social security payments to the unemployed are the most 
conspicuous form of national unemployment policy: 'the 
dole' is a focus fur public attitudes to the unemployed 
and the strength of these attitudes can exert influence 
on this and other areas of unemployment policy. In recent 
years national opinion polls have indicated that while 
the public regard unemployment as the most important social 
issue facing the country, attitudes towards unemployed 
people remain unsympathetic - and many of the criticisms 
which are levelled at the unemployed centre on the 
benefit system. Critics of the system express a number 
of reservations concerning its detrimental effect on the 
willingness to work, foremost of which is the belief that 
the welfare state in general, and payments to the unemployed 
in particular, have contributed to the rise in unemployment 
by making it unnecessary to work in order to maintain an 
adequate standard of living: the unemployed are believed 
to receive a higher income from state benefits than they 
could earn in employment. Related to this is the belief 
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that unemployment is therefore in many cases voluntary: 
jobs are available which the unemployed could obtain if 
they were willing to do so. 
The unsympathetic attitudes of a large proportion of the 
population to those who are unemployed have been reinforced 
by the images portrayed by the media and in particular by 
the popular press. Disproportionate news coverage has been 
given to stories relating to abuse of the social security 
system: in 1976 more than 30% of local and national 
television and press coverage of welfare and social 
security affairs related to such abuse: only 10% of 
claimants were known to have made fraudulent claims 
(Golding and Middleton, 1978). A contradiction lies at the 
heart of popular 'scroungerphobia': 
'the veh. y Zack o evidence o tah. ge vcumbe z o6 (6nauduweyi, t) 
ca, sa ... i, 5 taken a. 6 p1woj that -thene must 
indeed be a 
hidden depth vzS svciat . 5ecuALty abuse. ' 
(Golding and Middleton, op cit) 
This was the line adopted by the Daily Express when the 
1977 government-sponsored Co-ordinating Committee on 
Social Security Abuse reported that the amount of benefit 
being claimed fraudulently was equivalent to approximately 
11 pence in every £50 paid: 
'It L6 the o {y 6ic., t. ai 6igwte bays ed upon {fcaud, 6 which have 
been 4ound aut. Nobody Fznom how much . dangen the 
ýigutce wou.. d be i6 we could falze into account the 
uvcd &s co v etted 6iddI e t1o and . th iev a. ' 
(quoted Golding and Middleton, op cit) 
The strength of feeling against the unemployed held by 
large sectors of the population has influenced politicians 
and policy-makers. Furnham (1983) found that while employed 
people recognised the stigma and sense of shame suffered by 
unemployed social security claimants, they also felt that 
the unemployed did not put enough effort into finding work. 
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Furnham noted that the most accurate indicator of people's 
attitudes to the unemployed were not their age, sex, level 
of education or political allegiance, but whether they 
themselves were working or unemployed: employed 
people were likely to hold a number of negative, inaccu- 
rate beliefs about the unemployed. The prevalence of 
such attitudes allowed both Labour and Conservative 
governments to pursue relatively unsympathetic policies 
towards the unemployed - despite the admission by each 
while in office that their policies were directly contri- 
buting to a rise in unemployment. The political importance 
of hostility to the unemployed was identified by political 
commentators in the late 1970s at local as well as national 
level: at the 1976 Workington by-election the Labour 
candidate was judged to have lost the seat as a result of 
'the aversion of the ordinary working person to so-called 
social security scroungers' (The Sunday Times, 14th November 1976). 
The blame which the public attached to politicians 
concerning their policies towards the unemployed was not 
for their pursuit of economic policies which caused an 
increase in unemployment, but for treating too well the 
idlers who chose not to work. The unemployed have been 
acceptable targets for policies to reduce public expendi- 
ture: as a result expenditure on the payment and admini- 
stration of benefits has been minimised, conditions of 
eligibility have been tightened, and one of the few areas 
in which social services expenditure has been increased has 
been the funding of DHSS 'Fraud Squads' concerned with 
the detection of social security abuse. Economies first 
made by the Labour administration under James Callghan 
have been more vigorously implemented by Margaret Thatcher's 
Conservative ministries. 
The Labour government fo 1974-1979 had mixed success with 
its measures to reduce expenditure on payments to the 
"I 
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unemployed and to others eligible for state benefits. 
Its attempts between 1976 and 1979 to reduce these costs 
by making benefits liable to taxation and by placing 
restrictions o-n-those paid to pensioners were unsuccessful. 
The government had more success in resisting pressures to 
increase benefits, amongst them those of the Poverty Study 
Group which in 1977 reported that 
' 4s hotr t--te, m bene6its - such ao those paid to the unempeo yed 
and zicfa - 4houPd be naffed to the h,. ghetc £eve, t o6 tong- 
tu mc ea. imavh tos such as pensioneu. ' 
(Poverty Study Group, 1977) 
By 1979 the average unemployed person was worse off than 
in 1971. The expense of administering benefits was 
minimised by maintaining existing levels of staffing in 
Benefits Offices (despite the substantial increase in the 
number of claimants) although as early as 1975 The Times 
had reported the need for an increase in staff and office 
space in benefit offices. The number of staff involved in 
fraud detection was however increased by 33% between 1974 
and 1979. 
The Conservative governments successfully pursued a more 
severe policy towards the unemployed than their predeces- 
sor had done. In April 1979, a month after the General 
Election had brought the Conservatives to power, 'dawn 
raids' were carried out on social security queues in the 
south followed by a promises in -October that the Government 
would further clamp down 'on the work-shy and Social Security 
scroungers' (The Times, October 1979). In February 1980 the 
number of Unemployment /review Officers investigating illegal 
claims was doubled when a new campaign against 'fiddling' was 
launched. In other respects staffing levels continued to 
fall despite ever-increasing numbers of claimants. From 
September 1979 payment of benefits every fortnight replaced 
k 
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the previous system of weekly payments - thus relieving 
some of the pressure on benefit office staff - but over 
the next two years the ratio of staff to claimants fell 
from 1: 85 to 1: 187. Benefit levels for many of the 
unemployed were lowered in November 1980 when National 
Insurance Benefit was cut by 5°0; due to the rise in long- 
term and youth unemployment only 38°0 of the registered 
unemployed at this time qualified for this higher level 
of payment. In February 1981 the living standards of the 
unemployed reached a ten-year low (The Times, 15th December, 
1981) and two months later unemployment benefit fell to its 
lowest value relative to wages for 30 years (The Times, 
2nd February, 1982). One of the more immediate causes of 
this decline was the withdrawal in January 1982 of the 
Earnings Related Supplement (ERS). This was expected by 
the Government to produce annual savings of £360 million 
at existing levels of unemployment, and contributed signifi- 
cantly to the Government's estimated saving of £6.5 billion 
on the cost of social security between 1979 and 1984. 
Like the Callaghan administration, the second Thatcher 
government resisted pressure to raise the level of 
benefits paid to the long-term unemployed, despite the 
fact that in this instance the proposals emanated from 
the Social Security Advisory Committee, the government's 
own independent 'watchdog'. Increases in benefit levels 
as a whole were held to 5% below the rate of inflation in 
1980,1981 and 1982. Where large numbers of claimants had 
been wrongly underpaid through errors on the part of the 
Department of Health and Social Security, the department 
was for several years able to avoid compensating claimants 
on the grounds of the high administrative expenses involved 
until this policy was judged illegal by the High Court in 
1984 in a test case brought by the Child Poverty Action 
Group. 
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The combined effect of modifications to the social 
security system since 1975 has been to further lower the 
economic and social status of the unemployed. Measures 
affecting the administration of payments have concentrated 
on rooting out abuse. Certain changes in the nature of 
unemployment have not been accommodated. The increase in 
long-term unemployment has resulted in a situation in 
which the majority of the unemployed are ineligible for 
unemployement benefit and are dependant instead upon means- 
tested benefits administered under the supplementary 
benefits scheme which was not designed for the support of 
the long-term unemployed. Many who receive their benefits 
from this source have an income below the poverty line. 
Continuing increases in both the numbers unemployed and 
the duration of unemployment, combined with strong 
controls on public expenditure, are increasing poverty 
amongst the unemployed. 
2.2.2 Manpower policies and unemployment 
The development of manpower policies designed to minimise 
unemployment has been based on theories of the effective 
operation of the labour market. Since 1974 these policies 
have increasingly come under the control of the Manpower 
Services Commission (MSC) with additional incentives taking 
place through regional development funds, job protection 
policies, employment subsidies and other employment 
services. Manpower policies received considerable impetus 
under the Heath government in the early 1970s when 
attempts were made to overcome perceived deficiencies in 
the deployment of the workforce by improving labour mobility, 
enhancing opportunities for workers with redundant skills 
to undergo retraining, overcoming discrimination against 
certain types of workers, and providing work experience 
opportunities. The changing role of the Manpower Services 
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Commission illustrates the way in which these measures, 
designed to serve the workforce as a whole, have been 
increasingly dominated by the special needs of the unem- 
ployed. 
The MSC was set up under the terms of the 1973 Employment 
and Training Act to bring coordination and direction to a 
range of national manpower policies which had formerly 
been largely a series of tactical reactions to particular 
problems as they emerged. The Commission,;, composed of 
representatives from industry, trade unions, local 
government and education, assumed control of a number of 
areas which had previously been the responsibility of the 
Department of Employment and the Secretary of State for 
Employment. Chief amongst these responsibilities were the 
Training Services Agency (TSA), concerned with the 
provision of skill-training appropriate to the requirements 
of the labour market, and the Employment Services Agency 
(ESA) through which employers could advertise vacancies 
and job-seekers learn of available opportunities. No 
special provision for the unemployed existed within the 
structure of the Commission, although the services of the 
TSA and the ESA were available to both employed and unem- 
ployed people. 
The establishment of the MSC coincided with the onset of 
high unemployment, and as the rate of unemployment rose 
the Commission was given increasing responsibility for 
this issue. Increased investment in MSC was cited as evi- 
dence of the government's commitment to the problem: 
`M n. "teAz have been happy to point to h ang £evetz 
oý MSC expevid, c, tuAe ao an index o6 . theit concvtn bon 
anemp. 2o ymen-t. 
(Cohen, 1983) 
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Between 1975 and 1980 the Commission°s annual expenditure 
rose fom £249 million (1975-1976) to £727 million (1979- 
1980), with operating costs for the first five years total- 
ling £2616 million compared to an initial projection of 
E, 1316 million (MSC Annual Report 1975,1976,1980). 
In its first ten years MSC provided three major programmes 
to assist the unemployed - the Job Creation Scheme 
(1975-1978), the Youth Opportunities Programme (1978-1983), 
and the latter's successor, the Youth Training Scheme 
(from 1983; in revised form from 1986). The schemes 
illustrate changing attitudes to the nature of the unem- 
ployment problem and the measures appropriate for its 
relief, and represent substantial shifts in government 
policy in response to the continuing rise in unemployment. 
MSC's first major initiative to assist the unemployed was 
the Job Creation Scheme which ran for four years. It had 
originated in the Commission's Contingency plans for higher 
unemployment (MSC, 1974a) submitted to the Secretary of 
State for Employment in 1974, and the theoretical basis for 
the scheme was outlined in the MSC publication There's work 
to be done (MSC, 1974b). The measures were intended 'to act 
directly on the level of unemployment without stimulating 
inflation or unduly increasing government expenditure' (ibid) 
and the Job Creation Scheme was set up to assist those 
who would otherwise be unemployed by providing work through 
projects which would directly benefit the local community. 
The main targets were the under-24s among whom the - 
unemployment rate was exceptionally high. The Job Creation 
Scheme and other concurrent smaller-scale projects were 
'short term responses to existing unemployment' , based on 
the assumption that high unemployment would prove temporary; 
all individual Job Creation Schemes were programmed to 
finish by the end of 1978. In the event the continued in- 
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crease in unemployment led to MSC becoming more heavily 
involved in the problems of unemployment. 
The 'short-term' Job Creation Scheme was succeeded by the 
'medium-term' Youth Opportunities Programme as MSC 
acknowledged that 'unemployment will remain high relative 
to previous levels for several years to come' (MSC 
Annual Report, 1978). Like its predecessor, YOP provided for 
the young unemployed - and especially for school leavers - 
for whom places were available on 'work preparation' and 
'work experience' schemes. Between 1979 and 1981 the 
number of places on the programme doubled from 220,000 to 
440,000 as YOP was extended to eventually guarantee the 
unem Toyed 
offer of a place to allXschool leavers, and to all other 
young people up to the age of 18 who had been unemployed 
for 12 months or more. The slightly older unemployed were 
catered for separately through the Short Term Employment 
Programme (STEP) which provided 25,000 temporary jobs of 
one year's duration. 
Although YOP was intended to be a more comprehensive set 
of measures than JCS, its declared end product was similar: 
to improve the employability of young people and help them 
to find permanent employment. The proportion of YOP 
trainees who, having completed the programme, found jobs, 
declined as the scheme progressed, from a peak of 70% 
entering employment and 10% full-time education in 1979- 
80, to a total of only 50% going on to work, further edu- 
cation or another YOP scheme in 1981-82 (MSC Annual Report 
1980; 1982) . The Youth Opportunities Programme differed , 
from 
the JCS in two respects: it gave higher priority to the 
very young unemployed (ie. school-leavers), and the train- 
ing which it offered was work-related in a more general 
sense rather than job-specific as under the previous 
project. 
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From its first year of operation MSC's central role in 
unemployment initiatives steadily led it into areas of 
policy which had been peripheral to its original purposes. 
The first extension of the Commission's powers came in 
1975 when it was granted job-creation powers to facilitate 
the Job Creation Scheme; such powers for MSC had 
previously been opposed by Heath's Conservative government, 
the Labour Party, and the Confederation of British Industry, 
and supported only by the T. J. C. With the advent of MSC's 
third major initiative, the Youth Training Scheme (YTS) 
MSC entered the arena of post-school education, and in 
doing so established '-a permanent bridge between school and 
work'. This initiative, described as the 'most significant 
educational policy of the last ten years' was carried out 
with only minimal involvement on the part of the Department 
of Education and Science (MSC Annual Report, 1983). 
YTS represented a further shift from job-specific training 
towards a joint education-and-training package. Unlike 
former schemes it was formulated with the recognition that 
increased unemployment was largely a consequence of 
structural change in the economy rather than a result of 
the 'unemployability' of young people. In other respects 
the scheme was in the mould of its predecessors, notably 
in its assumptions that work opportunities would 
increase. It was also similar in itsconcentration of the 
most comprehensive measures on the young unemployed. In 
this it reflected the fact that youth unemployment has been 
generally regarded relatively sympathetically by public 
and policy-makers alike, the young apparently being perceived 
as the innocent victims of the recession and a generation 
facing a bleak and possibly workless future. Further impetus 
to alleviate the problems of this group came from fears of 
the social consequences of high youth unemployment. The 
combined effect of these considerations has been to 
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concentrate manpower policies on a minority of the unem- 
ployed whom several commentators believe suffer relatively 
little from the consequences of unemployment. For the 
majority these policies do little to prevent unemployment 
being a profoundly corrosive experience. 
2.3 Trends in recent government policies for unemployment: 
the implications for leisure 
A number of common threads have run through the unemployment 
policies of the last decade. Policies have been intended to 
discourage people from becoming unemployed: the standard of 
living sustainable at even the higher levels of state 
benefit is very low; eligibility for such payments [Tas been 
repeatedly restricted by legislation. Substantial invest- 
ment has been made in schemes to improve 'employability' 
through training and retraining programmes intended to meet 
employers'needs. Despite evidence that much unemployment 
is structural in origin and outwith the control of individ- 
uals, efforts to improve the situation have concentrated on 
encouraging unemployed people to seek work. A significant 
proportion of unemployment is believed by government to be 
at least partly voluntary, and the increase in benefit office 
fraud squads reflects the determination to prevent abuse of 
the social security system by these people. Attempts to 
alleviate unemployment - as opposed to attempts to discour- 
age it - have been aimed primarily at the young and again 
oriented towards future work opportunities, although in 
recent years this group too has been increasingly affected 
by restrictive legislation. 
The implications of these policies for leisure-time and 
leisure behaviour of the unemployed are hard to assess. 
There are aspects of existing unemployment policies which 
impinge upon the use of, time by the unemployed (mainly 
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through the requirement to be 'available for work' to 
qualify for unemployment benefit) and thus discourage 
their involvement in non-work activities: the '21-hour' 
rule, which restricts the amount of time which may be 
spent on educational activities (including time spent in 
private study at home), is an example of this. Variations 
in the interpretation and enforcement of benefit regulations 
can cause differences at local level: assurances from 
claimants undertaking voluntary work that such work will 
cease immediately if employment becomes available have 
been accepted by some area offices but rejected by others. 
Only one area of policy appears to encourage the unemployed 
to take part in some form of leisure: several MSC projects 
provide for limited and controlled participation in such 
activities as part of a 'social and life skills' component 
of work training for young people. 
In the last ten years, while unemployment has risen and its 
structural roots been acknowledged, government policies 
have demonstrated if anything a hardening of attitudes 
towards the unemployed. These policies have had both direct 
and indirect effects on the leisure behaviour of unemployed 
people: generally they have constrained, discouraged and 
reduced participation in leisure pursuits. But while 
unemployment policies have concentrated on the importance 
and value of work and have discriminated against alternative 
lifestyles, leisure policies have been moving in the 
opposite direction. In its early beginnings leisure was a 
mere adjunct of services for health and education before it 
developed independently to promote sport and recreation for 
the population at large. More recently, in response to the 
social issu'es of the time, leisure services have sought to 
provide for the disadvantaged groups of society, including 
the unemployed. Amongst the obstacles which they face in 
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providing for this group are some of the restricting effects 
of the other, more fundamental, welfare policies which 
affect the lives of unemployed people. 
2.4 Leisure policy and the origins of sports provision for the unemployed 
The Leicester 'STARS' sports leadership scheme for the 
unemployed, with which this thesis is concerned, was one of 
three national pilot projects set up by the Sports Council 
in conjunction with other agencies in 1981. While the 
immediate background to the projects was the growing concern 
with high levels of unemployment, the schemes had roots in 
the leisure policies of the previous two decades. Two 
elements were especially conspicuous. Firstly, by provi- 
ding for a sector of the community with low levels of 
participation in sport, the projects continued the attempt 
to provide for latent as well as expressed demand; the 
'sports leadership' approach was a relatively new method of 
provision designed to achieve this aim. Secondly, the 
rationale underlying the schemes went beyond the aim of 
providing the intrinsic benefits of participation for the 
unemployed: it `-also embraced the belief that sport had a 
wider role to play as part of the solution to contemporary 
social problems. 
2.4.1 The changing rationale for leisure provision 
The early history of government involvement in leisure 
provision is well documented (eg. Patmore, 1983; McIntosh 
and Charlton, 1985). Local authorities in Britain have for 
more than a century been permitted to provide for leisure 
and recreation as an extension of their measures to promote 
public health and well-being but it is only in recent years 
that central and local government have been directly in- 
volved in the promotion of leisure per se: 
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'Not tilt the 19604 did the modenn concept o6 necAea ion - that L6, teisui. e activity bon its own sake %athv than to 
make heaf thien on mane mota wo'thvts - . lead to a mote compnehenzive view v; 6 what pub/, Lc . 2e-une bodLe/s shou d do by way oý £e 6u)Le pnov. üs ion. ' 
(Chairman's Policy Group, 1982) 
Policies for promoting 'the modern concept of recreation' 
have themselves undergone a number of changes in the last 
three decades. In the late 1950s post-war predictions 
that leisure time would increase prompted the diverse 
agencies involved in leisure provision to consider the 
implications of the expected changes for their own areas 
of concern. The most cogent expression of the need for a 
comprehensive reassessment of the role of leisure and 
recreation in contemporary society came from the work of 
the Central Council for Physical Recreation (CCPR) which 
in 1957 set up the Wolfenden Committee to 
'", seso the 6ac an a66ecting the deve opment o6 games, . spotrt, s 
and outdook ac tiv, c, t, ia in the United Kingdom and to make 
tcecommenda tio" to the CC PR a4 to any pa ct icae mea-? w eis which 
zhowed be taken by statu tan y ah. vo untarry bodies in an. deh that 
-the, s e activities may p. ea y the it 6u U paint in p'como t-Lng the 
g ene)ut weJ $ie o6 the community. ' 
(Sport in the Community, 1960: the report of the Wolfenden Committee) 
The Committee's report, published in 1960, is generally 
acknowledged as a milestone in the development of policies 
for sport and recreation. Its publication preceded - and 
to an extent precipitated - discussion and activity in 
both Houses of Parliament between 1960 and 1965. The 
Committee concentrated on sport and physical recreation. 
This emphasis has been repeated by later government-sponsored 
reports which have likewise been confined to active, 
resource-based forms of recreation including sport, country- 
side recreation and water-based activities; they have 
excluded from consideration informal, hbme-based leisure, and 
forms of recreation such as the arts and non-vocational 
education. 
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The Wolfenden Committee viewed the role of government as a 
restricted one: it was important that sport should* be 
substantially 'self-managed' by those participating in it, 
and that the government's role should be a non-directive, 
enabling one. The Sports Council, formed in 1965, repeated 
this philosophy, emphasising that while government had an 
important role to play in providing opportunities for 
recreation it could not dictate how or indeed whether they 
are used: 
'The S pon tes Council maintained that in .6 pofe t a-o in o-theft. £e-vsune ac t-i. vit-. eis men and women maust be 6 , tee to enjoy -therm eivez " they tike but that 6acititiu bon 
necnea tLon mco-t be avaitabte on a e-e. ' 
(McIntosh and Charlton, 1985) 
At an early stage central government focussed upon 
facility provision as a key component of state leisure 
policy. In 1965 the Department of Environment commissioned 
a study to investigate 'the present pattern of participation 
in outdoor and physical recreation ... among people living 
in urban England and Wales' which would provide 'some 
measure of the latent demand for sporting and games 
facilities which at present remains unsatisfied' (Sillitoe, 
1969). In this reference to latent demand lies an early hint 
of attempts to stimulate, rather than just service, recrea- 
tion demand. 
This gradual progress towards a more interventionist approach 
became more pronounced in the late 1960s when the United 
Kingdom, as a member-country, implicitly adopted the Council 
of Europe's policy of 'Sport for All'. The involvement of 
central and local government in the area of recreation was 
now based on the following reasoning (Rigg, 1986, inter alia). 
Firstly, changes in society, including an increase in people's 
leisure time, were believed to require an increase in the 
opportunities for participation in leisure and recreation. 
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It was believed that government had a particular role to 
play in the promotion of sport and physical recreation, 
which were held to be beneficial for those who took part 
in them, as existing opportunities to participate were 
inadequate to meet current expressed and latent demand. 
Government therefore had an important role to play in 
providing additional facilities for sport and recreation 
which other sectors of the market would not provide. 
Participation in leisure being, however, dependant on free- 
dom of choice, the government should respect the individ- 
ual's right to decide whether or not to use the available 
facilities and should not attempt to influence the 
population to do so. 
The practical consequence of this policy was that by the 
beginning of the 1970s government involvement in leisure 
policy was primarily concerned with increasing the provision 
of facilities for sport and active recreation. On the face 
of it, this policy retained the 'enabling' ethos of previous 
years - but in practice it was hard to see how a policy 
expressed by the slogan 'Sport for All',. could avoid a more 
interventionist approach if the 'all' proved reluctant to 
participate of their own accord. The policy was formally 
adopted in 1972 and the campaign document issued at its 
launch emphasised the Sports Council's concern to promote 
participation amongst the whole population, whether sports 
enthusiasts or not: 
'The Spo tos Council had now adapted a pot icy o motivation, 
"to make az ubs-tan t. iat 4hi. 1. in public opinion and cAea-te 
a change oý heax-t". ' 
(McIntosh and Charlton, 1985) 
The adoption of this 'policy of motivation' was of prime 
importance. The development of Sports Council policy for 
recreation during the 1970s shows a shift from a 
facility- 
based, demand-oriented approach to one based on the assumption 
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that all people have certain needs to take part in sport, 
although these may be unexpressed. The recognition of 
unexpressed needs prompted and legitimised a more directive, 
interventionist approach to sports promotion. The en- 
couragement of sports participation amongst the community as 
a whole required a broader rationale than the provision of 
opportunities only to those known to be interested in 
participating. There are of course commonsense limits to 
how literally 'sport for all' should be taken as an aim for 
leisure policy - but the adoption of such an all-embracing 
slogan gave both impetus and justification to more 
directive strategies for leisure provision. In these 
developments lie the roots of the specific initiatives to 
involve non-participants, including the unemployed, in sport 
and recreation. 
2.4.2 The wider role of sport 
The development of sports provision during the 1970s was 
underwritten by two contradictory attitudes. There was, on 
the one hand, a strong move to establish leisure provision 
as an area of state provision in its own right and the 1973 
report of the House of Lords Select Committee emphasised 
that it was essential that leisure services were recognised 
as a legitimate component of the welfare state: 
'Unt'ie teizulr. e -üs accepted ass an ezz entLat ingnedi n- o . Qi4e 
-theke w1 be no 4a tiz 4ac tone puvision o . nectcea . an 4ac ititiez . P&oiiJ s ion 4ot nechea, on mwo-t be tAeated ass a 
4s oci. a, 2 . 6etc. v, ce .' 
(Select Committee on Sport and Leisure, 1973) 
At the same time, however, increased attention was being 
directed at the potential of recreation provision to 
alleviate some of the pressing social issues of the day. 
In 1974-75 the Sports Council's annual report mentioned 
three functions, other than providing enjoyment, which sport 
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could offer: opportunities for socialisation, especially 
for the young; a means for bridging gaps between ethnic 
groups; and a way to ameliorate juvenile delinquency, 
violence and vandalism. Claims that sport and other forms 
of physical recreation can alleviate a range of individual 
and social problems and contribute to community well-being 
have a long-standing pedigree. They have been reiterated 
in the main statements of post-war leisure and recreation 
policy including the Wolfenden report and the 1973 report 
of the House of Lords Select Committee. In 1975 the White 
Paper claimed that 'by reducing boredom and urban frustra- 
tion participation in active recreation contributes to the 
reduction of hooliganism and deliquency among young people'. 
The conviction and authority with which such assertions are 
made is not however backed by empirical evidence of these 
positive effects -a discrepancy which has been noted by 
academics and policy-makers who are reluctant to see this 
rationale adopted as a primary justification for investment 
in recreation provision. The Sports Council Advisory Group, 
'a constructive critic on both research and policy', meeting 
in 1973 and 1975 to consider 'sport as a socialising medium, 
and the social element of sport as it particularly relates 
to sports provision and policy', concluded that: 
'Spant is an enjoyable pnedominantey 5ocriab- e human activity 
in Lt4 own tight and in need o no LnZ r. umentae arc de6en ive 
ju 5ti61ca-Lon. ' 
(Sports Council, 1973) 
The Advisory Group stressed that claims that sport may help 
to alleviate social problems should not be the main 
rationale for promoting it: 
' ... 16 caw at e66ect/s can 
be demorvs sated 
vb jec - ue fy an zub 
jec t<ive ey, which n. educe 
. 6o c. at costs 
(, such as tceduced hooliganism 
time oýý wonlz and . 2oweA heat th and io ci. at 
tkL6 would be a ma Jon. and a stAong ca-oe 
ne s owLcu to 4 pan t and necAea--Lon. ' 
adq ua-et y, whe-the it 
human s uý ýe Ling o 
o vandal m, £o 
4e ice coztz), then 
vc d t. v ett-. ng mote 
(ibid) 
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The claim that participation in sport can bring widely felt 
social benefits was and remains a powerful and attractive 
one. In the mid-1970s it was especially appealing for an 
emerging branch of the social services threatened with 
lack of credibility and minimal funding at a time of public 
expenditure constraints. The cautionary note sounded by 
the Advisory Group was a minority opinion. Increasingly 
the Sports Council and other agencies became involved in the 
promotion of sport and recreation as part-solutions to 
pressing social problems. 
The 1975 White Paper on Sport and Recreation introduced 
the concept of 'Areas of Special Need' for 'those inner 
urban areas in which recreational deprivation is associated 
with a conjuncture of other forms of social and environmental 
deprivation' and from the late 1970s recreation providers, 
in line with other agencies of central and local government, 
focussed their attention on the problems of the cities. 
The 1977 White Paper Policy for the Inner Cities stressed the 
need for a combined approach to the problems of inner 
urban areas. The single reference to the role of leisure 
services emphasised the instrumental role of provision for 
young people: 
'Youth and community z ehvicez have an . impotc Cant patt ,t to play 
in Annen w ban anea5, but move genena. PJ y in he eping young 
peopZe to make -theiA way into adu. et 4oc i, e-ty (and in Aso doing 
help to teduce crime and vandatizm) . LoacJ. authonit. eo may 
wiz h to pno vide jj oh 4 ome enhancement o6 zetc. v, i. ca whvte that 
L o6 high pnLiotity in the area concerned. ' 
(Policy for the Inner Cities, 1977) 
In the same year a separate statement by the Department of 
the Environment on the recreation needs of the inner cities 
laid a similar emphasis on the role of active recreation in 
preventing disorder. The Department's report Recreation and 
. 
Deprivation in Inner Urban Areas (1977) identified five groups 
within urban communities as priorities for recreation 
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provision: young people; the elderly; the disabled and 
handicapped; women; and members of ethnic minorities. 
Despite the growing prominence of unemployment as a general 
social problem and as a problem in the inner cities in 
particular the report did not regard the unemployed per se 
as a primary concern; an annexe to the main text 
considered the problems of unemployed teenagers. The report 
stated more explicitly than the White Paper the importance 
of recreation provision in maintaining social order among 
young people: 
'T hehe ate many young pea pte, panticw&vr y boys, whom society 
may negwtd as 'tnvubtesome' and (4o t whom) necc. ea on 4acitit u and ptcagnammao may be tootzed upon as ways o 
neducA. ng and. -4soc Lat behaviour. ' 
It added that there was a requirement for 'exciting' activities 
' . 6macfa ing o toughnu s and dangen. ... which consume eneng y and pnavide can-t&o/J d awtte 6 bat aggnuzive an over, - 
vigono behaviour. ' 
(Department of Environment, 1977a) 
The Sports Council's Advisory Group continued to resist this 
approach as a rationale for sports provision. In 1977 the 
Group again warned that sport should be provided as a worth- 
while activity in itself; the effectiveness of active 
recreation in preventing unrest was unmentioned. The 
Advisory Group supported the inclusion of sport in a 
comprehensive social policy for the inner cities, but stressed 
that this was because of the importance of leisure to indi- 
viduals: 
'Good homes and 4atLo1y<. ng jabs atie vi tat; but . there Ls 
p/ evr ty o4 ane cdotat and Heus ewLch evidence that als zoo n 
ass these atie pttovided, human beings expect and need a{ 
ba, 2anced pnavizon 4an ti 6e, inc, euding te-izuu .' 
(Sports Council, 1977) 
Despite reservations about the rationale, the Group there- 
fore supported the inclusion of sport in policies for areas 
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with acute social problems. It recommended that in terms 
of provision for sport, the requirements of the Inner 
Cities would be best served through a three-fold community- 
orientated approach through the provision of additional 
facilities (which need be neither new nor major) at neigh- 
bourhood level, the identification of particular sectors 
of the community on whom resources should be concentrated, 
and the use of sports leaders to encourage participation 
amongst the more reluctant members of these groups (ibid). 
Towards the end of the decade these principles were 
implemented, piecemeal, in two ways: from 1978 onwards 
some 50 schemes were developed with professional soccer, 
cricket and rugby clubs which allowed public usage of pre- 
viously inaccessible private facilities; and by 1981 the 
Sports Council had grant aided 834 recreation projects in 
the Areas of Special Need designated in the 1977 urban 
policy White Paper (Sports Council, 1982). These approaches 
to sports provision were to become increasingly prominent 
in policies and practice in the 1980s. 
2.4.3 Sports provision in the 1980s 
The twin strands of sports policy outlined in the previous 
two sections found their most coherent expression in the 
Sports Council's 1982 strategy document, Sport in the Community 
... The next Ten Years. The primary aim of the strategy was to 
promote participation, increasing the number of participants 
in indoor sport by almost a third, and those in outdoor 
sport by approximately a quarter, during the decade 1983-93 
(Sports Council, 1982). This explicit statement of the inten- 
tion to increase participation confirmed the move evident 
in the 1970s: sports policy had shifted from an 'enabling' 
stance to the deliberate stimulation of higher demand. 
Forced by financial constraints to make 'invidious choices' 
(ibid), the Sports Council's strategy was to concentrate 
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initiatives on selected low participation groups amongst 
the young (13-24) and older (45-59) age-groups. Within 
these groups special attention was to be paid to teenagers, 
school-leavers, parents with young children, low income 
households including the unemployed, ethnic minorities and 
the old and retired (ibid). 
Retrospectively, the rationale which had underlain the 
instigation of the three experimental unemployment schemes 
in 1981 - and, shortly after, the Action Sport projects 
started in 1982 - was clearly evident in the Council's 
proposals for the use of demonstration projects within the 
strategy. In a few lines the document confirmed the links 
which existed between the policies for the 1980s and the 
more tentative initiatives of the 1970s, identified the 
importance which would continue to be attached to urban 
areas, and through a single veiled reference implied, yet 
again, that sport had a significant role to play in the 
prevention of civil unrest: 
'(The Spo z. s Council) ... can pnavide a 
caneýuUy s tec ted demon t ation pno je 
wLU invite pa zt ne hip4 between £a cat 
au thoA. iti ,, to cat authoJ i ti. e ,4 patz t 
Ungani, sat4ion and comme. n cat opvutton s 
1983-87. 
beginning with 
^s. The Counc f. 
education 
cZubls, voIu taty 
... in the pelü. ad 
>ý 
The dernono t. ti. on pno jec s ... w 
be concev t'ta ted in 
aneao o6 gnea-tes-t need, and they wLU be concen-t'ated on 
the twtget gnoupz. In 1982 the MinizteA bon Spott oa-. d 
'the jyLv. t ptioti ty bon inctcea4S- ng pa i, c ipat ion in 
the inneA city and among the young. Th. üs S a-teg y w-I I 
do both these thingz, based on spec iat pnognammvs iot 
the , innen. city, which 
have nun z ince 1976. The £nne& 
city wo'Ja haz been given a patticu. Lat w&gency by the 
d, zt tbancu in 1980-81. ' 
(Sports Council, 1982) 
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2., 5 Leisure provision for the unemployed 
As in other areas of leisure services work there is no 
stated national policy towards leisure provision for the 
unemployed - despite substantial and increasing public 
sector involvement in this area. Attitudes towards the 
unemployed vary. For some leisure providers the growth 
of unemployment is a welcome challenge, and an opportunity 
to demonstrate their importance in alleviating the 
problems of disadvantaged sectors of the community. For 
others the unemployed are a burden, difficult to provide 
for but too prominent a social problem to be ignored. 
Since the early 1980s the majority of British local 
authority leisure departments have been addressing the 
needs of the unemployed by running a variety of schemes 
designed to encourage their participation in sport and 
physical recreation. The exact rationale for making such 
provision has differed from one authority to the next. 
For many the stated motive has been to provide the unem- 
ployed with easy access to worthwhile leisure opportunities 
by making these available at a reduced price, cost being 
perceived as a major barrier to their leisure participation. 
In some cases these s-c-he-mes have been seen as little more 
than a 'healthy and harmless' way for the unemployed to use 
their time; in others they have been regarded as 
opportunities for some form of personal development through, 
for example, the acquisition of new skills or, more infor- 
mally, the chance to mix with other people and enjoy social 
contact. In a minority of cases the needs of the unemployed 
have been no more than a secondary consideration: the main 
concern of the authority has been to maximise off-peak 
usage of its facilities and the unemployed, who are avail- 
able at off-peak times, have been a convenient group to 
attract. 
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Providing leisure opportunities for the unemployed has also 
seen as a way of avoiding forms of anti-social and 
disorderly behaviour which are associated with high unem- 
ployment and in particular with the disaffection of the 
young unemployed. Some authorities hint at such consider- 
ations but are reluctant to say whether they have been a 
major influence on policy. Others are more explicit: 
'It wa-o ap patr. ent that i. anything ways. to be done to 
avoid d, tunbance o in the area, then same-th {ing had to 
be done quick . y. Theke waz unant. mouz agreement that -th. Ls 4 hou d be -tackled by pJLo vid ing 4oh, ac tivit eis 
which would pneve. nt the bee Lngs o6 bonedom and 
6nu5tna 
. on 
boie, ing O. 'VL. Thee tanned out to be 
ac tiv. ct-(ez a iS a ke. ctcea do na e Ott. Ze-c u to na-tuu. ' 
(Glyptis and Riddington, 1983) , 1, 
The resurgence of unemployment at the end of the 1970s 
combined with the impetus of inner city riots in 1980-81 
prompted widespread action by public sector leisure pro- 
viders. A 1982 review of local authority sports provision 
for the unemployed in England and Wales (Glyptis and Riddington, 
op cit) suggested that either such provision was already 
widespread when the national demonstration schemes were 
launched in late 1981, or that many authorities had 
initiated schemes in the intervening period, some at least 
partially in response to the riots. In most cases provision 
was relatively unsophisticated: it appeared that the con- 
cern to provide leisure opportunities for the unemployed had 
outstripped knowledge of what should be made available, and 
how (ibid). Three years later a similar study (Glyptis and 
Pack, 1987, forthcoming), extended to include the whole of the 
United Kingdom, showed that the trend had continued: local 
authority sports provision for the unemployed had increased 
" in both sca-le and complexity in the three years between the 
two reviews (Table 2.5.1). 
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Table 2.5.1 Local authority sports provision for the unemployed 
Type of provision Authorities making provision (°a) 
1982* 1985** 
No provision 40 29 
1. Off peak concession for all 7 7 
2. Price concession for unemployed 42 33 
3. Organized sessions - 5 
4. Concession cards 5 14 
5. Leadership 5 9 
Other 1 3 
100 100 
* England and Wales 
*"United Kingdom 
Source: Pack, Kay and Glyptis, 1986. 
By the summer of 1982 more than half the authorities in 
England and Wales were involved in leisure provision for 
the unemployed. The minority who were not making any 
provision were mainly those located in areas where unem- 
ployment was a less acute problem, although some authorities 
simply did not consider the unemployed to be a priority for 
provision. Those who did not operate schemes specifically 
for the unemployed but provided for them through generally 
available reduced off-peak charges favoured both the non- 
discriminatory nature of the concession and thee-a-se of 
administering it. Some felt that a general concession of 
this kind could be more beneficial for the unemployed than 
comparable concessions available only to them: a general 
concession which required no proof of unemployment status 
avoided the stigma felt by many at being identified as un- 
employed. 
Authorities operating schemes subscribed to one or more of 
the rationales identified - the desire to benefit the 
unemployed by providing 'meaningful' leisure, benefit the 
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authority by utilising off-peak capacity, or benefit the 
community by providing acceptable outlets for potential 
anti-social behaviour. The decision to make provision in 
some cases reflected genuine sympathy for the unemployed, 
in others was more motivated by the management benefits 
to be gained in terms of increased participation, and in 
a few cases seemed to be a response to local political 
pressure and the need to be seen to be providing for the 
unemployed. The question of what form provision should 
take was likewise influenced by practical matters and did 
not necessarily reflect either knowledge or conviction 
that a particular type of scheme would provide the best 
service. 
The management implications of the various forms of provi- 
sion differed greatly. The most popular, the reduced 
charges schemes, which usually required proof of unemploy- 
ment to be provided at every visit, incurred few 
additional costs especially for authorities which already 
operated some form of discretionary charging. The more 
sophisticated concession card/leisure pass system, which 
required proof of status only at the time of initial 
registration, was felt to benefit the users because it 
would impart a sense of belonging, an almost 'club-like' 
feeling, which was absent from simple reduced-charges 
schemes; the concession card scheme however required 
considerable staff time devoted to the issuing and reissu- 
ing of cards. By far the most elaborate schemes, and the 
ones which required most resources, were those which used 
sports leaders. These schemes set out to develop 
participation by the unemployed through the efforts of teams 
of sports leaders who would work in the community, estab- 
lishing contact with unemployed individuals and groups, and 
motivating them in this way to take part in sport. 
Several of the 16 sports leadership schemes in operation 
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in 1982 had been set up on the direct initiative of the 
Sports Council and were staffed by trainees employed on 
Manpower Services Commission projects. These partnerships 
suggested that most local authorities were unable to 
establish large-scale projects without the assistance of 
outside agencies. 
The advantages and disadvantages of the different types 
of scheme are listed in Table 2.5.2. Very few authorities 
experienced any problems in operating their schemes: only 
8 of 316 respondents mentioned any difficulties. These 
were of three kinds: poor response by the unemployed, 
abuse of identification systems, and bad behaviour by 
unemployed participants. The small number of problems 
identified may be deceptive. One area in particular raises 
doubts: it is not clear whether some authorities received 
a low response from the unemployed but, having considered 
this likely from the start, were neither surprised nor per- 
turbed by it. (Glyptis and Riddington, op cit). 
Most of the local authority schemes sought to involve the 
unemployed by removing barriers to participation. Usually 
these barriers were financial ones: every scheme involved 
either reduced charges, low charges or, in a minority of 
cases, no charges. As noted above, some schemes avoided 
asking participants to identify themselves as unemployed in 
case this discouraged them from taking part. The sports 
leadership projects were more ambitious, although in concept 
they were no more than a natural extension of leisure 
services' concern for disadvantaged groups -a concern 
which predated the escalation of unemployment at the end of 
the 1970s. Where the sports leadership schemes did differ 
from other forms of provision was in the expectations which 
some providers held about the role which the schemes could 
play in the lives of unemployed people. The benefits which 
"I 
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Table 2.5.2 Characteristics of main forms of sports schemes for the unemployed 
Type 
Off-peak price concessions for all users 
Advantages 
*Ease of administration 
*Avoids stigma of singling 
out unemployed 
*May increase off-peak usage 
Disadvantages 
Price concessions for the unemployed 
Concession cards 
Leadership schemes 
Organised sessions 
Sessions specifically for the 
unemployed, usually within existing 
facilities led by existing staff. 
*Some evidence of low take-up 
*Allows greater control over the *Proof of unemployment required 
concessions given than - may discourage users 
reductions for all users 
*Flexibility - may allow free 
or reduced charges, at all or 
reduced charges, at all or 
selected times 
*Attraction of 'club-like' 
membership scheme 
*Proof of unemployment status 
only required when initially 
applying for card 
*Administration may be time- 
consuming 
*May overcome problems of lack *Expensive 
of motivation amongst *May still attract low take-up 
unemployed *'Relatively new area of provision 
*Allows provision to be tailored - few guidelines available in 
to needs of target group early 1980s 
*Like sports leadership schemes, *Usually small-scale, offering 
more tailored to the needs of limited opportunities to 
target group participate 
*Intended to fulfil social as 
well as recreational function. 
Source : Adapted from Pack, Kay and Glyptis, 1986. 
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providers believed would accrue to the schemes' users ranged 
from the redemption of self-respect to the development of an 
'alternative' life-style in which participation in the scheme 
filled many of the functions usually fulfilled by work. 
In addition to facing the problems of unemployment, the 
unemployed are mostly drawn from those sectors of the popula- 
tion which have low rates of participation in sport and 
active recreation. These include school-leavers, members 
of ethnic minority groups, semi-skilled and unskilled workers, 
and people nearing retirement age. Although it was important 
to overcome - as most local authority schemes sought to do - 
the recognised problems of lack of money and sense of stigma 
which hindered participation by the unemployed, it was 
questionable whether these well-known problems were the key 
to non-participation, and whether removal of these barriers 
would in itself encourage the unemployed to take part in 
sport. Schemes which concentrate on removing barriers imply 
that the motivation to participate already exists. Research 
into the effects of unemployment indicate the opposite - 
that the unemployed very quickly lose their motivation 
to carry out even the most routine and least demanding tasks, 
and that unemployment is an experience which induces apathy, 
lethargy and depression. Recreation schemes which ignore 
these effects and address only the tangible problems of the 
unemployed are likely to have limited success in developing 
participation amongst the members of this target group. 
By contrast, the schemes based on the principle of sports 
leadership addressed themselves directly to the question of 
motivation. 
The sports leadership approach is a more interventionist 
one than other methods of encouraging participation and 
it 
implies both that it is 'right' to encourage participation 
amongst those who may have shown no interest 
in taking part, 
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and that sports leadership is an effective way of doing so. * 
When applied to the unemployed the issues raised by the 
assumptions on which sports leadership schemes are based 
become complicated, reflecting the lack of knowledge about 
the relationship between unemployement and leisure, the 
role of physical recreation in the lives of the unemployed, 
and the role of leisure providers in offering specialist 
schemes for this group. The issues are of two types, some 
relating to the role of sport in the lives of unemployed 
people, and others connected with the appropriateness of 
sports leadership schemes as forms of leisure provision 
for the unemployed. The Sports Council's three experimental 
sports leadership schemes were set up in 1981 and were in- 
tended to fill some of the gaps in knowledge about providing 
recreation for the unemployed. 
The experimental projects predated any comprehensive review 
of local authority provision for the unemployed. They thus 
predated also attempts to identify the problems and issues 
encountered by projects already in operation. Although 
they were intended to yield research lessons which could 
establish guidelines about. provision for practitioners, the 
schemes were different from the types of provision which 
most local authorities were making. The three projects, 
one of which is the focus of this study, are described in 
detail in chapter 4. They embodied two aspects of Sports 
Council work - namely its role as an agency for sports 
development through the encouragement of opportunities for 
sports participation, and its position as a sponsor of re- 
search into a wide range of topics including those pertaining 
to the changing role of recreation in contemporary society. 
The 'Scheme's for Sport and Physical Recreation for the 
Unemployed' were therefore dual-purpose, intended both to 
*This argument, which also underlay the demonstration Action Sport projects launched by 
the Sports Council in the following year, is explored in more detail in the report of 
the monitoring of the Action Sport projects by the Policy Studies Institute (Rigg, 1986). 
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produce an immediate increase in recreation opportunities 
for the unemployed in the chosen localities, and to 
identify research lessons concerning the efficiacy and 
appropriateness of such forms of provision. They adopted 
the approaches previously encouraged in the inner cities: 
the use of leaders to stimulate participation; the involve- 
ment of participants and local community in the management 
of the projects; and the partnership of a number of 
agencies in their financing and administration. 
2.6 Issues in sports provision for the unemployed 
The widespread and increasingly sophisticated nature of 
sports provision for the unemployed confirms that participa- 
tion in recreation is widely believed to be beneficial for 
unemployed people. Yet the role of leisure in the lives of 
the unemployed is not yet known and most sources suggest 
that for the majority of the unemployed leisure and 
recreation constitute only a small part of day-to-day life. 
Prolonged periods of unemployment appear to reduce and 
constrain the activities of all but a very few; participa- 
tion in active recreation is especially limited, even 
amongst those who participated before becoming unemployed; 
and the unemployed are in any case to be found amongst the 
sectors of society which are least likely to take part in 
sport. Despite this academics continue to debate the 
potential of leisure to offer an alternative to work while 
leisure policy-makers and providers steadily increase their 
provision for the unemployed, many expecting that those 
without work will derive disproportionate benefit from 
activities which their employed counterparts may regard as 
no more than a pleasurable way to fill time. As the 
initiatives by leisure providers become more ambitious and 
interventionist, seeking to play a major role in the lives 
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of their users, they increasingly outstrip knowledge of 
their appropriateness for the unemployed. 
'Special' provision of sports opportunities for the unem- 
ployed by public sector leisure providers often amounts 
to no more than standard provision available at restricted 
times but at lower prices. Although the conditions of 
time and cost attached to participation are different, 
the leisure experience is ostensibly the same. Sports 
participation, which is promoted as being beneficial for 
the population at large, is believed to have additional 
benefits for unemployed people and for communities where 
unemployment is high. At the simplest level sport can 
provide a healthy and harmless way of spending time and 
thus benefit the unemployed for whom boredom and a lack of 
things to do are a major problem. Sport is considered to 
be especially appropriate for the young unemployed, pro- 
viding as it does an acceptable outlet for energetic 
behaviour and thus benefitting the community through the 
prevention of disorderly, anti-social activities to which 
unemployment is presumed to contribute. 
The introduction of sports leadership schemes as a form of 
provision for the unemployed acknowledges the problems of 
encouraging participation while simultaneously extending 
expectations of the role which leisure can play in the 
lives of those without work. Sport-, 'leadership schemes 
offer opportunities for participants to become involved in 
the scheme in several ways, from participating as a casual 
user to assuming the role of qualified sports leader. This 
form of provision is intended to be more comprehensive than 
conventional methods; it is also heavily oriented towards 
direct contact with individual users, employing work 
methods loosely based on outreach community work. 
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The assumptions which underlie sports provision for the 
unemployed in general, and sports leadership schemes in 
particular, are mostly unproven. Little is known about 
the potential role of sports activities in the lives of 
the unemployed. It is debateable whether, in the absence 
of work, the unemployed feel that any part of their time 
or activities constitute 'leisure'; it is more question- 
able still whether leisure can form the basis of an 
acceptable alternative lifestyle. 
Chapter 3 sets out the methodology adopted in the current 
research to investigate the role of sport and leisure in 
the lifestyles of the unemployed participants in the 
Leicester STARS sports leadership scheme. 
\ 
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Chapter 3 Research Methodology 
3.1 Background to the study 
The early development of leisure research in Britain has 
been succintly summarised by Rodgers: 
'In its veAy tapi d de ve o pment, in the UK, atom the mid- 
1960, s teL4wi tueatch puoued a vigot wwz, iý a wayward, 
efr'La-tic and uncetc taA. n, cowt. se. The Span, s Cvunc it seeking 
to ptace cvº : ac t4 4On. Lts rapid 1y gnawing nmeaA ch 
programme, 4ound that it was inetceals ing. 2y constn.. a-. ned by 
an inadequate academic and int eUec ua e ba e, in the 
Univeuit 
,e, Po! ytechnic/s and etzewhvLe. 06 cotvt e, there 
were a hew bit fight stau shining in a somewhat clouded 
4ittmcmen,, but not many. The SSRC eis-tab. L hed working 
patc. im on the state o6, and pnaýs pec to son., tectc. ea , Lon ne, seuh. ch; and they conctuded that the 6-. eed way one o6 
6nagmented, even conýw! e. d, activity and one that needed 
.. nvestmenz t to give it cvhetence and a 6Lzmen theane-cai 
base. From -the. o e diz cuzzio vs the SSRC JSpvh tz Counc it joint 
pane) way born ... 
' 
(Rodgers, 1982) 
The Joint Sports Council/SSRC (later ESRC) Panel on 
Recreation and Leisure Research, established in 1979 for a 
period of 5 years, was born out of the two agencies' 
awareness of the weaknesses in leisure studies at a time 
when leisure as a social phenomenon was growing in impor- 
tance. These weaknesses were of varying kinds. Some were 
institutional, reflecting attitudes similar to those 
which faced leisure practitioners in the early 1970s: 
leisure research lacked academic credibility and status, 
was regarded as a 'trivial' field of social enquiry, and 
consequently received little recognition in the research 
programmes of institutions whose financial resources were 
limited. Further problems stemmed from the interdisciplin- 
ary nature of the subject matter which led to individual 
researchers working in isolation within their own 
specialisms while at the institutional level leisure research 
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fell - as it continues to do - between the stools of 
funding bodies more familiar with the claims of established 
disciplines. What funding was available was more easily 
forthcoming for research of practical application which 
related to the range of specific, and often unconnected, 
problems which practitioners faced - but exercises such 
as these, while adding to the sum of research, did little 
to forward the field as a whole. These factors contributed 
to the academic weaknesses of the area, recognised by the 
panel at its inception and reiterated by Rodgers three 
years later: 
'Thene , vs sutety a ptimany need to 
coheh. ent Stnuc tute within Zeisune 
in won. Fa that wilt hetp to btüng a 
6namewan! i, a sha tpeiL intetiec tua f 
Zoo seJy air tLcutated body o wo tk. 
has a napi, dty expanding petiphety 
pkobtem-/s peci6ic wanz) but a moist 
th. eony. ' 
encounage a moJLe 
nez eanch, to <. nve ot 
. t-. gh tt conceptual 
cocuz, to a ver, y 
L eivs u)Le )La ecvtch 
(v ýc ap e-, sdud y and 
no cane o4 genena, 
(Rodgers, 1982) 
The limitations within leisure research in the late 1970s 
were not just of concern to academics: they were in- 
creasingly relevant to the work of leisure policy makers 
and providers who were being forced to develop policies 
on what the Panel described as 'a seriously inadequate 
conceptual and factual basis'. The Panel viewed the prac- 
tical and theoretical realms as complementary: 
'In a nu tos heL , the Pane-'z to 
Fz , iss to vioutc Lh the 
z avcgen academic and in. te. UeciuaI deve opmevit o 
Zeiz c &e ne s eanch what? e atz o4 eJw ing the needs o6 
potic y and management. ' 
(Sports Council/SSRC, 1977) 
The Panel emphasised that existing, essentially descriptive 
leisure research was unable to service the demands of more 
sophisticated leisure planning: 
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' Reisearsch has tended to 6ocu/s on vo1umm and pa , tm o6 existing paA tic ipat-Lon, pattenn, 5 o7 ten exteri ive. 2y 
conditioned by the oppon nLt iez oý ex-üs-ing pnoiL ion, 
with suppt y teading demand )Latheh, than te5 pond 1ng to it. ' 
(ibid) 
This problem was becoming more pertinent as public sector 
leisure provision grew in scale and diversity in recogni- 
tion of the complex needs of the population. The 
adoption of positive discriminatory policies to promote 
participation amongst those sectors of society whom the 
blanket provision of facilities had so far failed to 
attract was one attempt to introduce a more sensitive 
approach to provision - but for the most part these new 
policies were themselves untested: 
'To d ctüminate ob1ec iveey, to 5eßt ptü. otü t'a and to 
empto y nuauncu co5t-e66ec ti. vety, (public) au tko' t- eo 
nequi. Le a deep Finowt edg e and unde. utanding o6 human 
va- uez and o sociat and economic behav-. aust in the 
£e wte 1 Leid. That fznowfedge and andeutand ing v5, by 
and £ vt e, tacking. ' 
(ibid) 
The Panel's own research programme was designed to contri- 
bute to the conceptual and theoretical advancement of 
leisure studies while also addressing the implications for 
leisure providers of the 'current and powerful forces 
that are quickly and radically changing the shape of society 
(ibid). Fundamental research into leisure behaviour was 
particularly relevant to the trend in leisure services to- 
wards methods of provision which specifically targetted 
low-participation groups in the community. The emerging 
policies required greater understanding of leisure needs 
and aspirations of those such as the young, the elderly, 
inner city dwellers and the unemployed who had been singled 
out in this way. Research into these issues, together with 
more general research into aspects of leisure behaviour and 
their policy implications, would 'not only have an intrinsic 
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interest in themselves, but a fuller understanding of them 
would have profound implications for major segments of 
public expenditure'. (ibid) 
Prominent amongst the changes which the Panel recognised 
was the emergence of sustained high levels of unemploy- 
ment. 
the unempZo yed ... ane co n{ to yr ted with the cha. J eng e a' 6nee time, o indetQJvn . na to du cL on. It seems scancety necuzany to atr, gue the case, today, {'an an enquiAy into 
theme attitudes to the it situation and the ups e they make o6 
-theiA time .' 
(ibid) 
Provision for the unemployed was one area where the pres- 
sure - or perceived pressure - on the leisure services 
to respond to social issues outstripped understanding of 
the target group. The imbalance became more marked in the 
early 1980s as provision for the jobless became more 
widespread. On the one hand the general problems of unem- 
ployment are well-documented and readily understood: 
leisure providers, among others, rightly recognise boredom 
and lack of things to do as features of unemployment. 
The identification of these problems though is not in 
itself a rationale for providing recreation for the unem- 
ployed: promoting opportunities to take part in sport, 
for example, may be too simplistic a response to the problem 
if there are social, psychological or practical obstacles 
to participation which must first be overcome. The modest 
response to many sports schemes for the unemployed suggests 
that such barriers do exist. Until leisure providers 
understand the relationship between leisure and unemploy- 
ment factors which influence the leisure behaviour of unem- 
ployed people they are unlikely to achieve even their most 
modest aims of persuading the unemployed to participate in 
in 
'meaningful' leisure. Providers who hope that participa- 
tion in their recreation schemes will transform the 
experience of being unemployed are much less likely to 
succeed. 
As noted in chapter 1.4, the Panel's study of the lifestyles 
of unemployed people (Kelvin, Dewberry and Moreley-Bunker, 1984) 
portrayed the typical unemployed person as leading an in- 
active life - that is, one which was home-based, solitary, 
and limited in the types and frequency of activities 
undertaken. Leisure consisted primarily of passive 
activities such as watching television and reading the news- 
paper. In this way the project confirmed the stereotype of 
previous, more descriptive research. Very few of the 
unemployed could be regarded as 'active', and only a min- 
ority took part in physical recreation - ie. in the sort 
of leisure activities which most local authority providers 
were providing. For most unemployed people the experience 
of being unemployed for more than a few weeks had adversely 
affected their leisure participation and reduced the time 
spent on active and sociable leisure. For the majority 
leisure pursuits had a limited role in day-to-day life: 
they did not constitute the 'socially and psychologically 
satisfactory alternative to work' which some theorists 
had claimed (Kelvin et al, 1984). There were exceptions: 
both this research and that of- Miles (1984) into the use of 
time by unemployed men found considerable variations in 
the leisure behaviour of unemployed people. In each case 
small numbers of unemployed people were identified for whom 
leisure played a much more prominent part. 
As previously indicated, the limited leisure participation 
of the majority of the unemployed is relatively well- 
documented. Much less is known about those who are more 
active. Knowledge of the leisure behaviour of the 'active' 
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unemployed is minimal: very little is known about the types 
of activities in which they participate while unemployed, 
the time spent on these activities, the frequency or 
regularity with which they participate, or the benefits 
they perceive from doing so. The relationship between 
leisure behaviour and other aspects of lifestyle is 
similarly unexplored: do the differences between the 'active' 
and 'inactive' unemployed extend only to their leisure 
pursuits? Or are there other distinctions too, such as 
more structured use of time, less time spent asleep, and less 
tendency to prolong routine tasks to fill a day? A third 
uncharted area is the effect if any which becoming unem- 
ployed has on leisure behaviour. Those who are 'active' 
while unemployed may simply be maintaining a previously 
busy leisure lifestyle: alternatively, they may have in- 
creased their leisure participation since becoming 
unemployed: they may even have experienced a curtailing of 
activities, despite the relatively active life they lead 
compared to the majority of the unemployed. There may 
have been changes in the character and frequency of their 
leisure pursuits: they may take part in the same activities 
or different ones, more or less frequently, than they did 
when they were not unemployed. Finally, there is the 
effect of their leisure participation on the experience 
of being unemployed. Taking part in recreation may 
alleviate some of the problems of unemployment, as hoped by 
many providers, in ways that are as yet unknown; it may 
equally offer no more than a temporary release, a 
distraction from problems more fundamental than an excess 
of free time. For some there may be no distinctive 
relationship between leisure and unemployment other than 
the increased amount of time in which to take part in rec- 
reation activities: the experience of doing so may be no 
different from that in other circumstances. Even for the 
'active' it remains a matter of conjecture as to whether 
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leisure activities provide or contribute to an 'acceptable' 
alternative lifestyle to that focused around paid work. 
An understanding of these neglected aspects of the leisure 
behaviour of the unemployed is important for academics and 
practitioners alike. To date studies of the numerically 
greater 'inactive' unemployed have provided considerable 
information about the barriers which inhibit leisure par- 
ticipation during unemployment, but little about the 
factors which encourage it. The result is a partial in- 
sight into the issue and one which is of limited use to 
either academics who desire a fuller understanding of the 
relationship between unemployment and leisure, or to 
practitioners providing leisure opportunities for the un- 
employed. Research into those who are 'active' is 
necessary to provide an understanding of participation by 
the unemployed which will complement the relative richness 
of information about their non-participation. The 
continuing growth in scale and sophistication of recreation 
schemes for the unemployed, and their providers' increas- 
ingly ambitious claims about their importance to their 
users, make such a study all the more pertinent. Little 
is known about the users of provision for the unemployed: 
even the most basic information about their numbers and 
characteristics is lacking. Still less is known about how 
participation contributes to the experience of being 
unemployed for those who make it a substantial part of day- 
to-day life. 
3.2 Scope of the present study 
The present research examines the role of leisure in the 
lives of the 'unemployed through the study of those who 
participate in organised sports sessions. Particular 
attention is paid to those who because of the frequent 
and/or long-term nature of their participation can be 
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termed 'committed' participants. The research is based 
on a case-study of a sports leadership scheme which 
operated in the city of Leicester, initially on an ex- 
perimental basis, from 1981 to 1985. Chapter 4 describes 
the scheme's operation throughout that period. 
The Leicester Sports Training and Recreation Scheme 
(STARS) was one of three experimental projects set up in 
autumn 1981, initiated by the Sports Council and jointly 
sponsored for a three-year period by the Sports Council in 
conjunction with the Manpower Services Commission and 
local statutory and voluntary agencies. In line with 
developments of the late 1970s the three projects were 
sports leadership schemes, a form of provision which had 
been used for a number of low-participation target groups 
but one which in 1981 had been little used in work with 
the unemployed. The Sports Council's initiative reflected 
its concern that leisure providers were ill-equipped to 
meet the growing challenge of unemployment. The experi- 
mental schemes were intended to contribute to the provision 
available to the unemployed and, more importantly, to yield 
lessons about the method of provision which would be of use 
to providers elsewhere. To fulfil the research function 
of the three projects, each incorporated a monitoring pro- 
gramme which was to provide feedback to the organisers 
during the lifetime of the schemes and an overall evalua- 
tion at the end of the three-year period of the lessons 
learned. 
The monitoring of the Leicester scheme, encompassing the 
scheme's operation and the response by the unemployed, 
formed the basis of the first stage of the present research. 
The evaluation was an exploratory exercise which addressed 
the two closely related areas of provision and usage. One 
part of the assessment was concerned with the sports 
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leadership scheme as a method of promoting sports 
participation by the unemployed and looked at the manage- 
ment and operation of the scheme. The evaluation 
included monitoring changes in the philosophy and 
practice of the scheme which took place during the three- 
year period. The complementary study of usage identified 
the key characteristics of the response to the scheme by 
the local unemployed population. The research sought in- 
formation about the number and type of users, the number 
of attendances they generated, and the attraction the 
scheme held for them. To provide a balanced picture of 
the response to the scheme, a survey of non-users was also 
undertaken: particular attention was paid to the reasons 
given for non-participation in the scheme to establish the 
extent to which this was associated with the scheme's 
operation, with the personal circumstances of the indi- 
viduals concerned, or with generally restrictive aspects 
of the experience of being unemployed. 
Together these aspects of the monitoring programme gave 
a picture of overall response to the scheme and 
provided substantial information about participation by 
individual users throughout the three years. The second 
stage used this preliminary analysis as a basis from which' 
to explore in greater depth the role of leisure in the 
lives of the 'active' unemployed by studying in detail 
those who could be considered 'committed' users of the 
STARS scheme. The concept of 'lifestyle' was adopted as 
a basis for data collection, 'lifestyle' being defined as 
'The aggregate pattern of day-to-day activities which make 
up an individual's way of life' (after Glyptis, 1981). The 
individual's 'leisure lifestyle' consisted of those 
activities within the total lifestyle which he or she 
defined as 'leisure'. Comparisons could be drawn 
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between the aspects of unemployed life which respondents 
regarded as 'leisure', and the 'leisure activities' 
promoted by the STARS scheme and other providers. By 
investigating the leisure histories and current leisure 
behaviour of the users the study placed leisure 
participation in the context of the overall lifestyle by 
exploring its relationship to other activities, the 
effect of unemployment on leisure, and the contribution 
of leisure to the day-to-day experience of being unem- 
ployed. The findings contributed to a fuller understanding 
of the interrelationship of leisure and unemployment at the 
level of individual experience. 
Four hypotheses were proposed : 
Hypothesis 1: 
'Committed users will have more active leisure 
lifestyles - and, therefore, more active 
total lifestyles - than those typically dis- 
played by the unemployed, in respect of : 
type of activities 
location of activities 
social context of activities' 
Hypothesis 2: 
'Leisure will be qualitatively different 
for 
committed users -a more positive aspect of 
life than for most of the unemployed' 
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Hypothesis 3: 
'The experience of unemployment will be less 
negative for committed users than for the 
unemployed as a whole' 
Hypothesis 4: 
'For committed users, leisure will be an im- 
portant contributor to their relatively good 
experience of unemployment' 
Together the four hypotheses addressed both the prominence 
of active leisure in committed users' day-to-day life and 
the broader role of leisure in unemployment. 
3.3 Data collection: Evaluation of the Leicester STARS Scheme 
For the purpose of the present study the evaluation of the 
operation of the Leicester scheme was primarily concerned 
with those aspects of management and operation with impli- 
cations for its usage, as opposed to those which affected 
internal organisation. The evaluation examined what the 
scheme sought to offer the unemployed, how it did so, how 
successful it was perceived to be by the providers, the 
rationales given for its success or failure, and the extent 
to which its achievements and/or limitations could be 
compared to those of other forms of provision for unemployed 
people. Information was required about the background to 
the scheme's establishment, its planning, implementation and 
operation, and changes in operation and policy which occurred 
during its lifetime. Five main areas were covered in detail: 
- The background to the three experimental projects 
- The rationale for establishing the Leicester scheme 
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- Setting up the scheme: 
- the agencies concerned 
- the aims and objectives 
- the resources and structure 
- The scheme in operation: management and operation, 
including: 
- management 
- staffing 
- policy 
- programme of activities 
- publicity 
- transport 
- funding 
- Development over the period of study: changes 
occurring during the first three years of 
operation in management and operation, with 
particular emphasis on those of direct relevance 
to users of the scheme 
A wide range of sources were drawn upon. Information 
relating to the background of the experimental projects 
was obtained from published and unpublished papers held by 
the Sports Council including internal memoranda, corres- 
pondence with Sports Council regions, and committee papers 
relating to the three projects. Comparable information 
about the origins of the Leicester scheme was obtained from 
similar sources within Leicester City Council and from the 
Sports Council East Midlands Region. Internal papers of 
this kind were a major source of information for events 
occurring before the monitoring programme started, and were 
supplemented where appropriate by talks with officers of 
the Sports Council, Sports Council East Midlands Region and 
Leicester City Council. 
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During the period of monitoring written sources generally 
provided a secondary source of information used as a 
backup to information obtained more directly from primary 
investigation. A substantial part of this aspect of the 
research was carried out through observation of the 
operation of the scheme including attendance at the monthly 
policy-making meetings of the scheme's steering group, 
attendance at weekly staff meetings primarily concerned 
with day-to-day matters and short-term planning, and 
observation of users and staff at activities sessions 
throughout the city. Formal interviews with staff were 
supplemented by numerous informal conversations which 
occurred during visits to activity sessions. 
It was anticipated from the outset of the research that as 
the scheme was an experimental project issues were likely 
to emerge in the course of its operation to which the 
monitoring should respond. This led to four small-scale, 
one-off research exercises being implemented addressing 
specific operational problems which arose. Two of these 
exercises were primarily concerned with usage of the 
scheme and are outlined in the next section. The other 
two exercises related to aspects of provision and comprised 
an assessment of the facilities used by the scheme and an 
evaluation of a specific publicity method. 
The assessment of facilities used for the weekly activities 
programme took the form of a self-completion questionnaire 
administered to the sports leaders who completed one 
questionnaire for each facility they used for their own 
sessions. The questionnaire covered physical characteristics 
of the facility such as heating and lighting of activities 
areas, changing facilities and availability of equipment, 
as well as other factors such as the attitudes of the 
facility staff and other facility users to STARS partici- 
pants. 
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The evaluation of publicity was carried out in conjunction 
with a large scale direct mailing promotion drive. This 
exercise was aimed at the young unemployed registered with 
the Careers Service in Leicester, which supplied the 
organisers of the STARS scheme with the names and addres- 
ses of approximately 3,000 people in their records, mostly 
between the ages of 16 and 20. The publicity sent in- 
cluded leaflets about the STARS scheme and additional in- 
formation relating to other services available to the un- 
employed, including the Careers Service itself. To 
evaluate the effectiveness of this form of publcity a two- 
part follow-up exercise was carried out which comprised a 
postal questionnaire survey, sent to a 10% sample of the 
3,000 recipients three weeks after the original mailing, 
and a short questionnaire survey of newcomers to the scheme, 
implemented by the sports leaders at sessions for the 6 
weeks after the publicity drive, to find out how first-time 
participants had heard about the scheme. 
3.4 Data Collection: The response by the unemployed 
The response to the scheme was monitored in ways which 
allowed the scheme to be evaluated as a whole and in its 
constituent parts. This accommodated the substantial 
variations which existed within the scheme such as the 
different types of activities offered, the different venues 
used and differences in the local environment. Two levels 
of data-collection were carried out, the first of these 
being the establishment of a base-line of quantitative in- 
formation about all users and the second the collection of 
more detailed information from samples of participants. 
The comprehensive but necessarily more general quantita- 
tive data thus provided a framework within which analysis 
of more selective information could be placed. 
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Four types of information were required about users of 
the scheme: 
- The level of usage - ie. the number of participants, 
both in the scheme as a whole and in individual 
sessions 
- The type of users - profile information concerning 
the age, sex and employment status of users, again at 
both levels of analysis 
- The nature of usage - frequency of participation by 
users: range of participation ie. number of dif- 
ferent types of activity session attended; turn- 
over at sessions; relative attractiveness of 
different parts of the scheme as indicated by patterns 
of usage 
- Users' reactions to the scheme: reasons for 
becoming participants; relationship to previous 
and other current leisure participation; perceived 
benefits from participation 
Information about the numbers and types of users indicated 
by omission, the missing groups in the participation profile. 
Additionally, a survey of non-users was required to 
establish: 
- Types of non-users 
- Awareness of the scheme 
- Perceptions of the scheme 
- Reasons for non-participation 
The design of the 
diverse nature of 
practical aspects 
quantitative info 
out by the scheme 
which they could 
study was substantially affected by the 
the information required and the 
of data collection. The collection of 
rmation about all users was to be carried 
staff and had therefore to, be in a form 
implement easily. Additional qualitative 
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data about users and non-users was to be collected by the 
author from sub-samples of users and the local unemployed. 
The two main forms of data-collection which were used 
were attendance records designed as part of the monitoring 
programme which were to be completed at all activity 
sessions - by the scheme staff - and questionnaire surveys 
of users and the unemployed community implemented by 
researchers. 
3.4.1 Attendance records 
The attendance records used in the monitoring were intended 
to provide a comprehensive and continuous record of usage 
of the scheme throughout the three years. The design of 
the attendance records had to satisfy two important 
practical considerations: they had to be acceptable to 
the Sports Leaders who would complete them at every activity 
session, and acceptable to participants who must be in no 
way discouraged by them from attending the sessions. 
The information required to establish levels of usage and 
types of users could be obtained through conventional 
'headcounts' of participants at each session - ie. by 
collecting total counts of the number of participants in 
each sex, age and employment status category. These would 
have required the Sports Leaders to ask the participants 
for their age and employment status on each occasion that 
they attended the scheme. The more complex form of 
attendance record which was ultimately adopted (Appendix la) 
was dictated by the desire to monitor the nature of usage 
by participants, especially the frequency of attendance. 
This required the identification of individual users. 
Attendance records were accordingly designed to obtain the 
following information: 
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- Details of the session to whic. h the record applied: 
the activity/activities provided; the venue; the 
time and day of the session; the name of the sports 
leader(s) present at the session; each date on 
which the session took place 
- Details of participants: the name (or nick-name), 
age, sex and employment status of each participant 
- Details of participation patterns: each attendance 
by a participant to be recorded under the appropriate 
date 
In terms of ease of implementation this form of attendance 
record had both advantages and disadvantages compared to 
less detailed record-keeping. The main disadvantage re- 
lated to the initial collection of names which could be 
a time-consuming business for the sports leaders, especially 
at popular sessions. As names were generally collected at 
the start of a session problems could arise if participants 
arrived late. There were compensatory advantages, one of 
which was that the enforced conversation required to obtain 
information from users could be used by the Sports Leaders 
as an opportunity to introduce themselves to new 
participants or to welcome back repeat attenders. The 
records also eliminated the need to ascertain age and em- 
ployment status at every attendance, these details only 
needing to be reaffirmed when a new sheet was started. 
In practice the records proved to be acceptable to the 
users and Sports Leaders alike. In their original form, 
before it was known whether the records would be practical 
to use, the attendance sheets took the form of A4 size 
sheets with space to record up to 5 attendances by a maximum 
of 25 participants; each record therefore covered a period 
of approximately a month for sessions which took place once 
a week and a shorter period for those which were more 
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frequent. When this type of record was shown to be use- 
able the sheets Were modified so that although appearing 
more complex they in fact required less work than the 
original version: in their final form they could accom- 
modate up to 20 attendances by each of 50 participants, 
ie., now covering a period of approximately 5 months for 
weekly sessions and requiring a less frequent collection 
of participants' names. An example of an attendance record 
of the later design is given in Figure 3.4.1. 
The distinctive feature of the STARS attendance records 
was that by identifying individual participants they 
collected sets of information about an individual's par- 
ticipation in the scheme over a period of up to 3 years. 
This greatly increased the range and sensitivity of the 
analysis which could be performed compared with simple 
'headcount' records. By collecting a complete set of pro- 
file data for each participant the records gave a more 
accurate representation of the user-profile than records 
which collected this information separately. The STARS 
records allowed for cross-referencing between sub-groups; 
they could identify not only young participants, male 
participants and unemployed participants but also young 
male unemployed participants. 
The information obtained from the detailed attendance 
records lent itself to a number of applications. Firstly, 
if the number of users and/or attendances was being used 
as an indicator of performance, the attendance record data 
could be used to ascertain whether quantitative targets had 
been met. The data could obviously be used in this way 
for the scheme as a whole and for individual sessions within 
lt. 
Figure 3.4.1 
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Secondly, the data identified the types of users who were 
attracted to the scheme in terms of age-group, sex and 
employment status. Again, the information could be 
applied at a number of levels. The overall profile of 
usage could be compared to that of the local unemployed 
population at either city or neighbourhood level to indi- 
cate whether the scheme was attracting a 'representative' 
cross-section of the local unemployed population as a 
whole or was more attractive to certain sub-groups; the 
profile of individual sessions could be compared to that 
of the scheme as a whole; aspects of sessions, such as 
the type of activity, the facility or the Sports Leader 
could be similarly compared. 
Finally, by identifying patterns of participation the 
attendance records introduced a new dimension into the 
quantitative assessment - one which could be an indi- 
cator of the quality of the scheme. The data enabled the 
frequency of attendances to be calculated as an average 
and for individual participants. It thus made it possible 
to ascertain whether the attendance total represented 
infrequent participation by a large number of users, fre- 
quent participation by a relatively small number, or some 
combination of the two. This analysis could be applied 
both to the scheme as a whole and to individual sessions, 
and with caution could even be extended to particular 
aspects of sessions - for example, the data might show 
that different sessions which shared a common feature (eg. 
those offering a particular activity, or run by the same 
sports leader, or held at the same facility) consistently 
attracted particularly high numbers of regular participants. 
In such cases the attendance record data could be used as 
an initial indicator which could be backed up by more 
detailed investigation. Assessment of the qualitative 
performance of sessions could thus take into account the 
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participation patterns of users. A session which appeared 
relatively unsuccessful because it attracted only a small 
total number of users might in fact generate very regular 
attendance by them; conversely a popular session with 
many participants may be unable to maintain their interest 
for more than one or two occasions. 
These types of analysis have a number of management 
applications. The information about total attendance and 
total numbers of users can be used as a measure of the 
scheme's performance. Information about frequency and 
pattern of participation indicates the type of satisfaction 
users derive from the scheme: management may choose to 
encourage regular participation by a smaller number of 
participants in preference to attracting a high number with 
a quick turnover. The attendance data can be used to 
direct marketing effort by identifying the types of users 
attracted by different aspects of the scheme. If action 
is taken to increase the participation by a certain type 
of user, the effects can be identified by examining the 
subsequent user profile - if, for example, trying to 
encourage more older participants to participate by provi- 
ding appropriate activities the attendance record data will 
show whether the profile changes in the sessions under 
consideration. Finally, the data may perform a control 
function: it may lead to the modification of the scheme's 
objectives in the light of experience. The experimental 
schemes were new forms of provision intended to establish 
guidelines - not least about what could be expected of that 
sort of provision. There were consequently no established 
yardsticks of performance for the schemes' management and 
the feedback during the three years led them to modify 
their levels of expectations of levels of usage. 
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The attendance record data are not confined to practical 
applications: they constitute a unique longitudinal 
leisure participation data-base which contributes to 
academic understanding of patterns of leisure participa- 
tion. The distinctive features are the identification 
of indiviAuals' participation patterns, over a period of up 
to three years. This differs from conventional data 
collected about leisure participation which has mostly 
dealt with aggregates at a set point in time and has not 
studied leisure at the individual level in the way in 
which the STARS attendance record data allows. 
In relation to the individual's entire leisure behaviour 
the data does have significant limitations. The records 
deal only with a sub-set of an individual's activities 
ie. those which are participated in as part of the STARS 
scheme; the data does not therefore put participation in 
the context of the whole life in the way that, for example, 
time-budget studies can - although it does, of course, 
have a longer time-span than can be collected through 
time-budget surveys. This baseline of participation data 
serves as a framework for identifying distinctive patterns 
of participation which may be investigated more fully by 
the use of other techniques. 
The attendance records were one of the two main forms of 
data-collection for assessing the response by the unemployed 
to the scheme. The records continued throughout the first 
three years of the scheme with some deterioration in quality 
during the final six months when the scheme, now well- 
established, was attracting greater numbers of users: at 
this stage the Sports Leaders found it difficult to keep up 
the records. The STARS attendance data nonetheless con- 
stitute the most comprehensive record of usage of public 
sector leisure provision collected to date. 
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3.4.2 Survey of Users 
Two main surveys were conducted to assess the response of 
the unemployed to the scheme. The first was a survey of 
users, conducted during the first year of the scheme's 
operation; the second was a survey of non-users among 
the local unemployed conducted over a period of three 
months in the second year. The implementation of these 
exercises was subject to certain constraints stemming from 
the author's involvement in monitoring both the Leicester 
and Birmingham demonstration projects on behalf of the 
Sports Council. This dual responsibility limited the amount 
of time which could be spent on the Leicester project and 
affected the timing of particular components of the moni- 
toring programme including the survey work. The monitoring 
programme was required to provide feedback to the organisers 
of each project throughout the three years and consequently 
the Leicester surveys were conducted early in the life of 
the project to provide feedback which could be used by the 
scheme management to modify the scheme, if appropriate, 
within the experimental period. 
The attendance record data provided a comprehensive but 
essentially descriptive record of the scale and type of 
participation by users. The data could identify relation- 
ships between user characteristics, session characteristics 
and participation patterns but could not explain aspects of 
user behaviour such as how or why they chose to take part 
in the scheme. The scheme might offer an opportunity to 
participate in new activities, to continue or restart 
activities done previously, or to increase participation 
in sports also undertaken elsewhere. The user survey was 
undertaken 'to provide complementary information which would 
give an insight into the background to users' participation, 
their reasons for taking part, and what benefits if any 
they felt they derived from participating. Additional back- 
ground material was sought about 
the unemployment history 
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of participants and their families. The amount, complexity 
and sensitivity of the information to be obtained meant 
that the survey had to be substantially interviewer- 
administered. 
Information was collected about: 
- Profile characteristics of users, including 
details of home and family 
- Details of employment/unemployment history 
- Awareness and access: knowledge of the scheme 
and methods of transport 
- Reasons for (initially) coming along to the scheme 
- Attitudes to the scheme 
- Previous and current sports participation outwith STARS 
- Previous and current leisure participation other 
than sport 
- Experience of being unemployed including 
advantages and disadvantages 
A number of considerations affected the design and imple- 
mentation of the survey. In general it was anticipated 
that the unemployed could be difficult to interview, partly 
on account of the sensitive nature of the topic of 
unemployment, partly through resentment of officialdom 
which is considered to be present amongst the young unem- 
ployed in particular, and partly because the survey might 
be assumed to be connected with statutory agencies such as 
the Department of Health and Social Security to whom 
participants might be unwilling to admit they were /taking 
part in sport while unemployed. Participants could only 
be contacted when attending sessions and there were a 
number of advantages in conducting the interviews there. 
One advantage was that the sports session had the benefit 
of being neutral ground; this could avoid the resistance 
participants might offer to the more intrusive alternative 
of the researcher coming into their home. Interviewing at 
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the session also made it unlikely that initially compliant 
respondents would disappear, deliberately or otherwise, 
between the time of contact at the session and subse- 
quent interview at another location at a later date. As 
far as possible interviews were conducted immediately 
after formally approaching the prospective interviewee, 
thus enabling a number of once-only attenders to be in- 
cluded in the survey. Finally, interviewing at the session 
ensured that questions about the session itself could be 
answered with a certain 'freshness', avoiding the 
possibility of details being forgotten if the interview 
took place some time after the participant had attended 
the session. 
The main disadvantage of conducting the interviews at the 
sessions was that the interview could be a fairly lengthy 
procedure and it could be difficult - or undesirable - to 
ask participants to give up a substantial part of the 
session to being interviewed when they had after all come 
to take part in sport. In those sessions which involved 
participants waiting for their turn to participate, inter- 
views could be conducted during the session with those who 
were waiting; at others, where all participants were 
actively involved throughout the session, interviews could 
only take place at the beginning or end of the session. 
The interviews were conducted between March-December 1982, 
commencing six months after STARS started. During this 
period the scheme was changing substantially both in opera- 
tion and in the number and types of users it was attracting. 
As an alternative to a fixed sampling frame which would 
quickly become outdated interviews were conducted with 
participants at all sessions of the scheme. It was initially 
intended to interview a minimum of 20 participants at each 
session, but as very few sessions attracted this many users 
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it was decided instead that where numbers of users were 
low, the number of interviews conducted should be at 
least equal to the average attendance at the session. 
This produced between 6 and 10 interviews for most sessions. 
Care was taken to include users of each sex, all ages and 
all ethnic groups where these were represented at the 
session. The attendance records showed retrospectively 
how the actual sample related to the overall user profile 
at the time of the survey and at later stages in the 
monitoring period; this is discussed in detail in chapter 
5. 
The survey was preceded by 'familiarisation' work by the 
researcher who attended the sessions for a number of 
weeks to chat to users informally and become accepted by 
them prior to beginning interviewing. The degree of 
cooperation which ensued in the survey suggested that this 
time was well spent in terms of familiarising the researcher 
with the different types of session and with the general 
approach to take to participants. The familiarisation work 
was of less value in building up relationships with 
individual participants: most sessions had a high turnover 
rate during the first year and after their first (and only) 
attendance many users were never seen again. 
The survey (Appendix lb) was piloted over a period of a 
month. This led to substantial changes in the structure 
and format of the questionnaire but little change in 
content. One of the surprising findings of the pilot 
survey was that quite personal, but factual, questions, 
such as those about the respondent's length of unemployment 
and level of income, could be used at the start of the 
questionnaire where they elicited a better response than 
more general, impersonal, open-ended questions which 
respondents found harder to answer. While it was clear 
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from an early stage that the unemployed users were more 
cooperative as respondents than had been anticipated it 
was nonetheless surprising that the response to sensitive 
questions was so trouble-free. 
The practical constraints on interviewing at the sessions 
- ie. limited access to participants - led to the 
restructuring of the original interviewer-administered 
questionnaire into a two-part survey (Appendix lc) . The 
first part of the new schedule was a self-completion 
questionnaire which was completed by participants at 
sessions at which the researcher was present and therefore 
on hand to deal with any problems and to query unclear 
answers if necessary. The self-completion questionnaire 
contained factual questions which provided information 
about participation at and knowledge of other sessions 
within the scheme, initial awareness of the scheme, method 
of travel to the session and details of the respondent's 
own, friends' and family's unemployment history. More 
detailed information was collected in the second part of 
the survey which was administered by the interviewer to 
as many as possible of those who had completed the first 
section. The second part of the interview included detailed 
history of sports participation, other current leisure 
participation, perceptions of and reasons for participating 
in the scheme and comments on the experience of being 
unemployed. The two-part structure increased the number 
of sets of 'part 1' information which could be collected 
within the time/manpower limits existing without apparently 
decreasing the number of complete surveys (ie. part 1 and 
part 2) which were gathered. 
The user survey gave an insight into the value of the scheme 
to the users which the attendance records data could not 
provide. The results 
indicated the importance of the scheme 
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to users and provided information about other aspects of 
leisure behaviour including participation in sports and 
non-sports activities outside the scheme. The interview 
had not attempted to explore the meaning of leisure 
participation per se to users, either at the time of 
interview or at other periods: the main emphasis was on 
the current picture of leisure participation and although 
respondents were questioned about the effect of unemploy- 
ment on their leisure participation their answers tended 
to describe the changes which had occurred rather than 
explain why they had come about. The results indicated 
that a much more detailed form of questioning was required 
to explain the link between leisure and unemployment for 
individuals which the user survey described. 
3.4.3 Survey of the local unemployed 
A survey of the registered unemployed in Leicester was 
carried out in April-July 1983 (Appendix ld). The survey 
was primarily intended to identify reasons for non- 
participation in STARS by the local unemployed and allow 
non-users' characteristics, unemployment history, home 
background and leisure behaviour to be compared to those 
of STARS participants. 
The survey was aided by the considerable cooperation 
offered by the Department of Health and Social Security in 
Leicester who allowed interviews to be carried out in 
Unemployment Benefits Offices. Further assistance was 
given in the selection of potential interviewees who met 
the agreed criteria for quota sampling, who were identi- 
fied by the counter staff, asked if they were willing to 
be interviewed, and if so, directed by them to the inter- 
viewer. 
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The survey was limited by manpower resources to being a 
small-scale exercise which would be indicative rather 
than representative of trends within the unemployed popu- 
lation of Leicester as a whole. The sample size was 
restricted to approximately 250, stratified to include 
respondents of both sexes and all ages. To overcome the 
sensitive problem of ensuring that the ethnic minority 
population was represented the survey was restricted to 
the unemployed from the Braunstone and Highfields areas 
of the city, the latter of which contained very high 
proportions of residents of Afro-Caribbean and Asian 
origin. Both areas were within the Priority Zones target- 
ted by the STARS scheme and both had very high unemploy- 
ment rates. 
The information sought in the survey was comparable to 
that requested of STARS participants. It included: 
- Profile characteristics including details of 
home 
and family 
- Details of employment/unemployment history 
- Participation in leisure activities, with 
the 
emphasis on sports participation 
- Awareness of STARS 
- Attitudes to STARS, including : 
- reasons, if any, for not attending 
STARS 
- aspects of the scheme which 
discouraged 
attendance, if any 
- factors which would encourage attendance, 
if any 
- views on providing a scheme of 
this sort for the 
unemployed 
- Attitudes to unemployment 
- Attitudes 
to leisure 
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3.4.4 Additional research exercises 
Two small-scale exercises of the kind described in section 
3.3.1 were carried out relating to aspects of usage. 
One of these was an exercise to ascertain reasons for 
participants dropping out of the scheme after a small 
number of attendances. The second was an exercise to 
identify the catchment of the scheme. 
The exercise to investigate reasons for dropping out of the 
scheme took the form of a postal questionnaire (Appendix le) 
sent to approximately 180 participants who had attended one 
of three sessions known from the attendance records 
to have a high drop-out rate. The participants were 
contacted by post after a four-week collection of addresses 
of users by the Sports Leaders in charge of the relevant 
sessions. The addresses were collected on a slightly 
modified form of the standard attendance record. The 
postal survey was implemented four weeks after the comple- 
tion of the address collection, with a second copy of the 
questionnaire accompanied by a reminder letter following 
three weeks later for those who had not responded to the 
original contact. The information collected included 
details about participation in the scheme, comments on the 
particular session at which the respondents' addresses 
had been obtained, comments on other aspects of the scheme 
and the reason given by those who stopped attending for 
doing so. The limitations of the method were realised: 
those who had dropped out of the sessions because they 
were dissatisfied with them were least likely to be in- 
terested in the scheme and consequently less likely to 
respond to the survey, whereas those who did respand could 
well still be participating. Others could have stopped 
attending for personal reasons unconnected with the scheme 
itself, such as ill-health or becoming unemployed: if this 
was the case these people were unlikely to provide reasons 
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which could help the scheme organisers reduce future levels of 
drop-outs. The results of the survey were therefore 
to be treated with caution. 
The separate exercise to establish the catchment of the 
scheme was again based on addresses collected by the 
Sports Leaders on modified attendance records over a 
four-week period. In this instance the address collection 
took place at all sessions. At each different type of 
session they attended users were requested to give the 
street and area in which they lived; the exact address 
including the house number was not required as no subse- 
quent contact was intended. The address collection allowed 
the catchment of each session to be established as well as 
that of the scheme as a whole. 
3.5 Stage 2: The committed user 
The second stage of the research used the findings of the 
first as a base from which to examine in greater depth 
the relationship between leisure and unemployment for 
individuals. It was decided to concentrate on one set 
of users - the 'committed' participants - for reasons 
already given: there is a relative abundance of research 
evidence of various types which illustrates the low 
prominence of recreation - at least of the organised kind - 
in the lives of most of the unemployed but none which 
investigates the extent, meaning and reasons for substan- 
tial participation in such activities by the minority. 
It had become apparent during the first stage of the 
research that there were substantial variations in the 
pattern of-attendance by users of the STARS scheme with 
only a small proportion taking part on a regular and 
frequent basis. This overall pattern persisted beyond the 
initial uncertain phase of the scheme's operation and was 
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still apparent when the scheme was considered to be 
operating successfully. An interesting feature was that 
the diversity of participation patterns did not reflect 
consistent success or' failure of particular sessions: 
although there were some sessions which on average 
attracted participants more frequently than others it was 
still true that the same session, over the same period, 
could attract very regular participation by some 
unemployed people compared to only a single attendance 
by others. These variations suggested that the differen- 
ces lay not in the type of session but in the different 
meaning and importance which participation had for users. 
The fieldwork for the second stage was undertaken in the 
fourth year of the scheme. The abandonment of the 
attendance records at the end of the third year precluded 
their use for prior identification of potential inter- 
viewees. The first stage of the research had identified 
certain types of users and patterns of usage which were 
studied in more detail in stage two; the analysis did 
not however examine individuals' total lifestyles and 
it was a requisite of the second stage that it should do 
SO. 
The possibility of studying respondents who had taken part 
and then stopped before long was considered but rejected 
for two reasons. Firstly, it was felt that a very low 
number of attendances by an individual was not enough to 
distinguish them from the non-participant unemployed and 
the information would therefore be of limited use. 
Secondly, such information as could be provided would 
relate primarily to dissatisfactions with the scheme, if 
these were what had caused the respondent to stop attending, 
or to other, probably practical, reasons for not participa- 
ting; neither of these would provide an insight into what 
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the scheme did provide in terms of benefits to its users 
although both might well highlight where it had 
failed. There were additional problems connected with 
identifying those who had dropped out of the scheme who 
could only be contacted if their personal details - 
including address - were available in the first place: 
for some this in itself could be a disincentive to attend. 
The study therefore concentrated on the 'commited' 
users ie. those who could be regarded as different from 
the stereotype of most unemployed people on the strength 
of their participation in STARS alone. The study there- 
fore addressed itself, as originally intended, to those 
for whom leisure constituted a substantial part of their 
life, and explored the meaning and value of participation 
to them and the relation it held to other aspects of their 
life. 
3.5.1 Data Collection: Committed users 
The data collection comprised four interlocking sections 
which were designed to give as complete a picture as 
possible of the past and present leisure behaviour of the 
respondent. These were a leisure history chart on which 
were recorded details of leisure participation and major 
life events for the period from leaving school to the 
present; a STARS participation chart, covering participa- 
tion in STARS activities from first attendance to the 
present; a recall time-budget diary covering the 
two 
week-days prior to the interview day; and a checklist of 
activities wich which to compare leisure participation 
when unemployed with participation prior to 
being unem- 
ployed. While each of the four components of 
the interview 
was valuable in its own right 
the strength of the research 
lies in the comprehensiveness of the factual and atittud- 
inal information collected. In addition to obtaining 
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specific pieces of information, each component had an 
equally important role as providing a basis for a detailed 
semi-structured interview which supplemented the informa- 
tion about leisure behaviour with the respondents comments 
on the importance and value of activities to him or her. 
The detailed checklist on which the interview was based 
is given in Fig. 3.5.1; the main categories of information 
obtained were: 
- Biographical details, recorded on the Leisure 
History Chart 
- Information about leisure activities, recorded 
on the Leisure History Chart, including types 
of activities undertaken, reasons for doing so, 
constraints if any on partilpation, frequency 
of participation, attitudes to specific activities 
and to leisure as a whole, nature and causes of 
changes in activities, for the following: 
- while attending school 
- leaving school 
- during adult life 
- when unemployed 
Equivalent questioning accompanied the Time Budget 
Diary and Activities Checklist parts of the 
interview schedule. 
- Information about 
STARS participation, obtained 
while completing the STARS Participation Chart, 
including reasons for participating in the scheme, 
details of participation, the role of the scheme 
in the respondent's lifestyle, and the effect if 
any on attitudes to unemployment and work. 
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- Information relating to the experience of 
being unemployed: feelings about becoming 
unemployed, the best and worst aspects of 
being unemployed, and the relationship between 
unemployment and leisure 
Eighteen interviews were carried out between August and 
December 1985. Each interview was long, most lasting 2 
hours or more with the longest taking just under 4 hours. 
The complex nature of the interview demanded that it 
should be undertaken in a quiet setting with only the 
interviewer and the respondent present: most interviews 
were therefore arranged at a STARS session and subsequently 
conducted in the respondent's home. The main criterion for 
selection was prolonged and/or frequent attendance at 
sessions, confirmed where possible by the staff of the 
scheme; in addition interviewees were chosen to represent 
both sexes, different age groups and different ethnic 
origin. Having made the initial commitment to undertake 
the interview respondents did not seem to be put off by 
the range of questions or the time involved. In two cases 
respondents were unwilling to be interviewed at home and 
interviews were conducted instead in a private office. 
3.5.2 The leisure history 
Firstly, to put current leisure activities in context, 
details of leisure patterns since leaving school were 
established. An attempt was made to relate leisure patterns 
to major life-events such as leaving school, getting married, 
or becoming unemployed. The technique used was an 
adaptation of that used by Hedges in the Personal Leisure 
Histories research project (Hedges, 1986) sponsored by the 
Sports Council/SSRC Panel in an attempt to develop a 
methodology which would overcome the problems of long-term 
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recall of leisure participation. In this study this 
approach allowed the relation, if any, between leisure 
participation and instances of unemployment to be 
recorded, in addition to allowing participation in the 
STARS scheme to be put in the context of previous and 
current sports and non-sports participation. Additional 
features could be observed - such as, for example, 
whether initial STARS participation preceded or coin- 
cided with other changes in leisure behaviour. 
The leisure history data was recorded on a series of A4 
sheets, each ruled vertically into five one-year blocks 
(Appendix 2a) . The main part of each chart gave room for 
recording leisure activities. The bottom quarter of 
each sheet had sections for recording, for each year 
since leaving school, the respondent's age, employment 
status, marital status, type of household and location 
of home. These details were collected before questions 
about leisure behaviour were asked. Respondents were asked 
to describe their main leisure activities during different 
phases of their life: as in Hedges' study {op cit), 
respondents' own perceptions of 'main' activities were 
accepted, without the application of a specific 
qualifying criteria such as frequency of participation. 
While completing the chart questions were asked as 
appropriate about the circumstances surrounding leisure 
participation such as reasons for starting a particular 
activity and its social context. Apparent relationships 
between leisure participation and life events were probed. 
Particular attention was paid to the general effect of 
becoming unemployed on daily life but care was taken not 
to influence respondents to exaggerate its effect on their 
leisure. 
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3.5.3 STARS participation chart 
The next stage was to seek detailed information about 
participation in the STARS scheme. A single sheet of A4 
sufficed as a chart (Appendix 2b) to cover the 4 years 
during which the scheme had been running, giving room for 
the details of up to 7 sessions to be recorded; 
additional sheets could be used for those who had attended 
more than seven different sessions although in practice 
none had. Information was sought about participation at 
each type of session which the respondent had attended, 
even if in some cases this was a one-off attendance. The 
chart sufficed to provide participation information 
comparable to that available during years 1-3 from the 
attendance records although the detail obtained on the 
chart was obviously less: no attempt was made to 
establish participation at individual occurrences of 
sessions. Once again an important aspect of this part of 
the data collection was the use of the chart as a basis 
for exploring more qualitative aspects of participation. 
These questions concerned amongst other things the 
importance the respondent attributed to participation in 
the scheme, the way in which he or she felt it contributed 
to daily life as an unemployed person, and any changes 
which had occurred in this respect since first becoming 
involved. 
3.5.4 Recall time budget diary 
The third aspect of the interview focussed on a more 
detailed examination of. the interviewee's everyday life. 
The main research tool was a recall time-budget diary 
(Appendix 2c) administered by the interviewer on which were 
recorded details of activities undertaken, their time, 
duration, and location, their social context and the in- 
terviewee's perception as to whether each activity could 
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be described as, for example, work, leisure, or personal 
care. The time-budget diary provided three levels of in- 
formation, these being information about overall lifestyle, 
about leisure activities within the lifestyle, and about 
scheme participation in relation to both of these. 
The number of interviews was small and did not lend itself 
to sophisticated statistical analysis of the data. 
The emphasis was upon qualitative aspects of data collec- 
tion: like the previous two parts of the interview, the 
diary was to be used as a focus for discussion exploring 
the meaning of different aspects of leisure to the 
individual. The characteristics of the current lifestyles 
of the 18 interviewees could nonetheless be compared in 
type to the time-budget research of Kelvin et al (1984) and 
Miles (1984) as well as to less quantitative descriptions 
of unemployed lifestyle in other research. 
The time-budget research method was particularly suited 
to the type of investigation being conducted. The 
expense and complexity of time budget surveys makes them 
an awkward tool for surveys of the population as a whole 
which have to be very large to generate useful sub-groups 
but they are correspondingly more suitable for pre- 
identified groups of respondents. The emphasis on the 
use of time by the unemployed as a general indicator of 
their quality of life (Hepworth, 1980, inter alia) makes the 
time budget approach especially appropriate for this 
group. The primary purpose of the research is to gain 
an understanding of the relationship between leisure and 
the lifestyle as a whole and it is this which makes the 
time budget diary an appropriate research tool: 
The.. pa At cu at vague of time budget diat, Le, in iLecA c on 
ne s eanch tLe S in the p- tutce that they give oj the 
Ae ation/sh p/5 between tec/teat. ion and a. heA ac ü, vLt ie/s 
e/specia Jy als negands the . eng-th o tarne zpen-t on kec cation 
puuu io and -thew dL ti ibwt on . tGvwughout a day an £angetc. 
pe . ad. ' 
(Burton, 1971) 
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Although well known within leisure research, the time 
budget technique is in some respects relatively undeveloped. 
One area where this is apparent is the forms of analysis 
which have been applied to time budget studies. With 
large samples there has been a tendency - possibly be- 
cause of the complexity of data-manipulation - to 
concentrate on aggregate participation frequencies. Even 
those at the forefront of leisure research methods suggest 
this, possibly through the ever-present need to justify 
leisure research by reference to its practical application. 
This is illustrated by an example given by T. L. Burton 
(op cit) in which he suggests that a time budget survey 
might be useful for leisure planners who could use it to 
establish how many people use an urban park at particular 
times of the day. If this is the piece of information the 
planners seek there are more appropriate ways of obtaining 
it: this application would employ an overly sophisticated 
technique to obtain a simple piece of information. The 
time budget is too comprehensive a form of data collection 
for most practical applications: the BBC has recently 
abandoned it after employing it for several years as a 
basis for audience research having decided that they can 
obtain the information they need for planning purposes 
through simpler forms of research. 
The time budget is a powerful research tool for application 
within leisure studies. The potential of this method lies 
initially in the insight it can offer academics into 
leisure lifestyle - insights which may then have implica- 
tions for practitioners. One area of development lies in 
the use of more sophisticated forms of statistical analysis 
which go beyond aggregated frequencies to explore patterns 
of time use. An alternative approach is to use the time 
budget as part of a package of research tools; as Hedges 
suggests: 
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'An integnated patt o any ma jot deve eopment o time budget technique must be the me oý other., compfementaty, methods 
o6 tees eanch to help give a better, under tand.. ng o4 the 
ezz ent c:. a e nature o ýj a ctiv. c tLe o than can be deAived tom dens utiptive time budge-s atone. ' 
(Hedges, 1974) 
Time budget surveys may be administered by an interviewer 
who requires the interviewee to recall the events of a 
time period prior to the interview, such as the previous 
two days, or may be completed by the subject during the 
time-period under study. One of the problems with the 
time-budget is that if completed during the period of study 
it may affect the behaviour of the respondent: 
'The Haw-honyce e64ect may be , impotctant in time budge, wa'Fa - the tees po nden t' z h. viow e. dg e that he -ivs ende z. o bis etwa , io n 
may aciec t what he doe ,5- 4ot exampte he may avoid peAiocLo 
o4 'doing nothing' and bAao ac t c. v. t t-. eis towands those 
ne4. eec i-Lng mot cued i. ' 
(Hedges, op cit) 
The danger of substantially influencing the behaviour of 
the interviewee may be particularly applicable to unem- 
ployed people who in theory have greater control over their 
own use of time than those who work because they have 
fewer time commitments. It seemed possible that the time 
budget could therefore affect the unemployed more than 
other types of respondents even to the extent of becoming 
a source of structure for them, leading them to plan their 
time in a way they would not otherwise do. The recall 
method, used successfully by Kelvin et al (1984), was there- 
fore chosen although it too has weaknesses: the 
respondent may still be selective in giving information 
about activities, retrospectively editing the record to 
exaggerate the time spent on 'good' activities, as suggested 
by Hedges; alternatively the inaccuracies may be 
accidental, stemming only from the respondent's faulty re- 
call of events. It was felt that although deliberate 
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editing might occur it might be reduced by the positioning 
of the time budget quite late in the interview procedure: 
it was anticipated that by this time the respondent would 
have become aware of the researchers' interest in the 
respondent's own behaviour and not in some external 
standard. The problems of subconscious inaccuracy of course 
remained. 
The time budget data was collected for only two days, a 
shorter period than many surveys of this kind. One 
important technical consideration was that the recall 
method imposes a time limit on the period which can be 
covered without loss of quality in the response. The limited 
amount of time budget data collected also reflected the 
primary concern of the research with the qualitative in- 
formation of the respondents' leisure lifestyles: the 
time budget diary, like the life history chart and the 
STARS participation chart, was as important as a focus 
for questioning about current lifestyle as it was for 
recording factual information about activities. As the 
research was not primarily concerned with the use of time 
per se, but as a framework for obtaining qualitative 
information about the role of leisure within unemployment, 
it was more important to allocate time to questions about 
current lifestyle than to concentrate on collecting large 
amounts of time budget material. It was further decided 
that weekends should be excluded: although research into 
unemployment suggests that for the unemployed one day is 
the same as the other there were a number of reasons for 
preferring weekdays including the availability of leisure 
provision for the unemployed and the absence of employed 
friends and relatives. 
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3.5.5 Activities checklist 
The final part of the interview was based on a comprehen- 
sive checklist of types of leisure activities (Appendix 2d) 
which had two functions within the interview schedule. 
As the leisure history had of necessity concentrated on 
the respondent's main leisure activities one of the 
uses of the checklist was to focus attention on activities 
which had been less prominent in the leisure lifestyle. 
The checklist was secondly used to compare the respondent's 
involvement in a wide range of leisure activities when 
unemployed with his or her involvement at other times. 
The checklist was based on that used by Gershuny and Thomas 
(1981) and modified by Glyptis_)McInnes and Patmore (1987). 
Although less time was spent probing the information collec- 
ted in the checklist than in other parts of the interview 
the checklist allowed the more detailed information which 
had been collected previously to be placed within the con- 
text of the total package of activities which made up the 
lifestyle. This overcame some of the limitations of the 
other components of the schedule: the leisure history could 
be affected by faulty recall, the time budget diary covered 
a short period which could be unrepresentative, and the 
STARS participation chart was limited to a very selective 
subset of activities. Supplementary questions were intro- 
duced for any new activities which emerged which the 
respondent felt should have featured in the leisure history. 
The most important function of the checklist was that it 
provided a summary of how the respondent believed his or 
her leisure participation had been affected by unemployment. 
In addition to providing more comprehensive - but less 
detailed -. information about changes in participation 
across the respondent's full range of leisure activities 
than that covered in the leisure history, the checklist had 
a secondary role: it acted as a 'safety net' 
to remedy omis- 
sions which might have occurred in earlier parts of 
the in- 
terview. 
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The activities checklist was the final component in the 
lengthy and complex interview conducted with committed 
users. Together the four components of the interview 
provided a wide range of information about respondents' 
past and current leisure behaviour. By incorporating 
both cross-sectional and longitudinal perspectives the 
research offered a more comprehensive assessment of the 
factors affecting committed users' response to unemploy- 
ment, and its effects on their leisure behaviour, tha that 
provided by other research. 
The next three chapters present the main findings relating 
to the operation of the scheme, the response to the local 
unemployed, and the role of leisure in the lives of com-. 
mitted users. 
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Chapter 4 The Leicester STARS project 
The three experimental sports schemes for the unemployed 
initiated by the Sports Council in 1981 were intended to 
fulfil two roles. Firstly, they were to provide informa- 
tion about participation by the unemployed through a moni- 
toring programme which would record the scale and type of 
response to the schemes from their local communities. 
Secondly, it was equally important that the projects should 
yield information about providing for the unemployed and so 
the monitoring was intended also to identify key management 
lessons which could subsequently be incorporated in guide- 
lines for others involved in the planning and management of 
similar products. 
This chapter outlines the management and operation of the 
STARS scheme, concentrating particularly on those aspects 
which most affected the opportunities delivered to the 
target group. 
4.1 The background to the experimental sports schemes for the unemployed 
In late 1980 the Sports Council invited proposals from its 
9 regional offices for experimental schemes which would 
provide opportunities for the unemployed to participate in 
sport and physical recreation. The Sports Council's 
initiative reflected increasing concern with the problem of 
unemployment, especially youth unemployment, and its likely 
consequences; although these moves predated the urban riots 
of 1981 there had already in late 1980 been small-scale 
civil unrest in inner city areas. The Sports Council's 
concern with unemployment and the role which sport could 
play in alleviating some of its undesirable effects was a 
continuation of a number of aspects of previous policy: 
during the 1970s the Council had directed resources towards 
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stimulating participation especially among low-participation 
groups, and had developed a number of initiatives to deal 
with the problems of the inner cities, young people and 
ethnic minority groups for all of whom unemployment was an 
important dimension. The experimental projects for the 
unemployed thus brought together a number of previous strands 
in Sports Council policy. The projects were to run for three 
years with Sports Council support, after which it was hoped 
that other partner agencies involved in their provision would 
be able to continue them. 
The Sports Council adopted six key criteria in selecting 
three schemes from seven proposals submitted by the regions: 
1. The scherqu 5hauid ca-ten Kok the nechLea_-. an needs o6 the 
unemptoyed o6 aU ages, -theitc 6amit ie., and the community ao 
a whote. 
2. The z chem e1s 5 ho uid pito v-. de u wide tang eoý ac. , ('-vitim which 
.s hawed inc ßude wa ten spon tes . 
3. The 6 chema ýshoutd genvu to empPo yment oppo tuvi t i. ez in 
necneation supeAvi ion, tec tat on pnamo : on, and manuat wont.. 
4. The schema show d be pnüvided thnoagh a paAtv. etushLp 
o6 ag encia dawn 6nam to ca. C aufhob tt t. es , the Manpowe1 
Senvica Comm 4- on and votuwtany bodig. 
5. The scheme/s 6 howP d be bays ed upon existing manpowe t and 
plant )Lu ou tce s to enabte these to deve op sublstant La y 
du, ting the ýi tzt yews. 
6. The schema 4houid be mon take. d to u s4eo4 theit deveiop- 
rneat and change, and to evat ua to in pair ti. cut at the S polt t2s 
Couvicit', s cov jtibution to such phvcas . 
(Minutes of Sports Council General Purposes Committee, 
16 February 1981) 
The selection of the three projects was made primarily on 
the basis of the individual merit of each proposal, but 
with additional consideration of the benefits to be gained 
in assessing the projects jointly as well as separately. 
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The key characteristics of the three schemes, in Leicester, 
Derwentside and Hockley Port, Birmi. ngham are given in Table 
4.4.1. There were close similarities between the projects, 
which would allow comparisons to be made - but there were 
also differences between them, deliberately incorporated into 
the design of the experiment to allow for the assessment of 
'different activities and different lessons ... in different 
environments'. 
In Leicester, the STARS project was a city-wide scheme 
utilising existing recreation facilities; its target group 
was an unemployed population of 30000 with considerable 
ethnic diversity. The Derwentside Recreation Scheme was 
similar in scale to the STARS project but very different in 
setting: it was based in the towns of Consett and Stanley, 
where the unemployment rate had risen to 25% in 1981 fol- 
lowing mass redundancies in the local steel industry. As 
the scheme was intended to serve the unemployed in the 
villages surrounding the two towns - themselves 5 miles 
distant from each other - it thus contained a rural element 
quite different from either of the other two projects. The 
third project, based at Hockley Port in Handsworth, Birmingham, 
was the only one of the three which was site-based and also 
the only one managed by a voluntary scheme. It differed in 
that it was intended to attract mainly the young unemployed, 
and especially those living in the immediate neighbourhood. 
Between them the three schemes therefore offered examples of 
different types of provision serving different unemployed 
populations. 
4.2. The structure of the Leicester STARS project 
The Leicester Sports Training and Recreation Scheme (known 
as the STARS scheme) was established in the summer of 1981 
as a joint venture between the Recreation and Arts Department 
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of Leicester City Council, the Sports Council, and the 
Manpower Services Commission. The Recreation- and Arts 
Department was to be responsible for the day-to-day 
operation of the scheme and shared with the Sports Council 
East Midlands Region responsibility for the medium- and 
long-term planning of the project. The Sports Council 
was the major funding body (Table 4.2.1), contributing just 
under £120,000 over three years to cover the costs of 
the purchase and maintenance of the sports equipment, 
transport and the Scheme Coordinator's salary. The Sports 
Table 4.2.1 Leicester scheme: expenditure (£) attributable to the Sports 
Council 
Estimated expenditure in: 
Salary and payroll costs of Coordinator: 
Hire of non-Local Authority premises: 
Minibus 
Running costs of Minibus: 
Additions to equipment pool: 
Programme costs 
(a) Specialist Staff 
(b) Consumable materials 
(c) Staff training 
(d) Advertising : 
Special events at National Centres and 
similar venues: 
1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 
7,500 10,500 11,000 
(9 months) 
3,500 6,000 5,000 
7,000 - - 
1,500 1,700 1,900 
10,000 5,000 2,000 
5,000 7,000 7,000 
5,000 10,000 10,000 
£39,500 £40,000 £36,900 
Council's support was to be matched 'in kind' by the 
Recreation 'and Arts Department in the form of access to 
the Department's resources including administrative back- 
up and the use of sports facilities and equipment. The 
N 
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Manpower Services Commission (MSC),. provided funding for 
a team of sports leaders to be employed on the scheme each 
year for three years. 
The scheme's overall aim was 'to develop participation in 
active recreation throughout the City of Leicester, 
especially among young people and the ethnic minorities in 
the Inner City Area': although unspecified, this statement 
was intended to apply to the unemployed population rather 
than to the city as a whole. Participation was to be increased 
through meeting four objectives; STARS was to 
1. gain accez. 6 to a wide Hang evý public and pk ate 6ac iez 
(/subs I'd t/sA. ng Lams poe t whence e/s/sentLa) 
2. ongan e conto z and evento at £ocaf and natLonat centneas 
Leading wheh, ev vL poz6 ib 2e to pno 6, ic ienc y and teadett 'p awcvzdIs 
3. pnvmote the teaching o6 .s FziU-z c /5 o ciated with the making 
and tcepaiit ng o6 4pon and outdoor putuou t6 equipment 
4. deve op the u. 5e o6 an equipment pooh 
(Submission to Sports Council by Sports Council, East Midlands 
Region, 1980) 
Nine staff were employed solely on the STARS scheme, con- 
sisting of a Coordinator and a team of 8 Sports Leaders who 
were appointed on one year contracts which were not normally 
renewable. MSC regulations governed initial recruitment of 
staff and candidates therefore had to have been unemployed 
for a minimum of six months to be eligible for the posts: 
as the STARS scheme had fairly specific requirements and 
hoped, amongst other things, to recruit a team which re- 
flected the ethnic mix of the city, it was some months be- 
fore all eight posts were filled. 
The Coordinator was responsible to the Project Development 
Officer of the Special Programmes Team within the Recreation 
and Arts Department of Leicester City Council. The 
Coordinator's office was not however in the main City Council 
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building: instead he was based at Granby Halls, a major 
sports and exhibitions hall close to the city centre, 
which served as a base for the whole team. After a year 
the Coordinator was relocated to the City Council offices 
with improved access to the support services of the Recreation 
and Arts Department, while the Sports Leaders retained the 
base at Granby Halls. 
The scheme was initially managed through a number of com- 
mittees and support groups whose powers and relative status 
were undefined: with time this system became more stream- 
lined. Four main groups emerged. Firstly, the broad 
parameters within which the scheme operated were laid down 
by the Resources Group, an internal committee of the 
Recreation and Arts Department which met quarterly and con- 
sisted of the Director of the Department, the Project 
Development Officer and the Coordinator. The Resources 
Group did not directly intervene in the development of 
policy. This was the responsibility of a second group, the 
scheme's Steering Group, which met at approximately monthly 
intervals and consisted of the representative of the 
regional office of the Sports Council, the STARS Coordinator, 
the Project Development Officer and the two researchers 
monitoring the scheme. Meetings of the Steering Group were 
normally chaired by another officer from the Recreation and 
Arts Department. Thirdly, the more practical, day-to-day 
management of the project was undertaken through weekly 
Team Meetings attended by the Coordinator and Sports Leaders, 
and occasionally involving one of the researchers. Finally, 
the Advisory Group was set up in the early stages of the 
scheme to provide a forum to involve other agencies also 
working with the unemployed and encourage cooperation be- 
tween them: it subsequently proved relatively ineffective 
and was disbanded in the first year of the scheme's opera- 
tion. 
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The scheme's resources consisted of its staff, access to 
Recreation and Arts Department support services and 
facilities, transport, equipment, and a budget for running 
residential trips and courses. The deployment of these 
resources is described in section 4.3. 
The scheme was to be evaluated by independent researchers 
who in addition to producing a final r-esearch report for 
the Sports Council (Glyptis, Kay and Donkin 1986x, 1986b) were 
to provide feedback to the scheme management throughout 
the lifetime of the project. The monitoring included the 
areas of usage, non-usage and management of the project and 
involved scheme staff in a certain amount of basic record- 
keeping. The research was comparable with that undertaken 
with the other two demonstration projects and it was inten- 
ded that lessons should be exchanged between the three 
schemes throughout the experimental period. After some 
initial confusion it was agreed that the results of the 
monitoring should be reported to the scheme management at 
meetings of the Steering Group, which could also request 
occasional one-off research exercises into matters of par- 
ticular concern. 
Overall, the STARS scheme was quite a small-scale project: 
although it represented a significant initiative within 
the budgets of the Sports Council and Leicester City Council 
it provided a mere 9 staff to promote sports participation 
among the city's 30,000 unemployed people. As an experi- 
mental project it was entering uncharted waters: little 
was known about the response which could be expected from 
the unemployed, or the forms of provision which would be 
most effective. 
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4.3 The scheme in operation: the first three years 
The STARS scheme came into operation in late summer 1981 
with the appointment of the Coordinator and seven of the 
eight Sports Leaders. The Sports Leaders were to provide 
sports sessions for the unemployed during the day on week- 
days at six venues throughout the city including the major 
city-centre facility (Granby Halls) and a number of smaller 
facilities in outlying areas. All activities were to be 
provided free of charge and to avoid discouraging users 
sensitive to the stigma of being unemployed, no proof of 
unemployment status was required. The scheme concentrated 
its resources on four of the city's Priority Zones in 
which high levels of unemployment were one aspect of dis- 
advantaged neighbourhoods. The team of Sports Leaders 
comprised six men (five of them white) and one white woman 
who were to promote activities in the four Priority Zones. 
Within the first few weeks of operation it was apparent that 
there were a number of underlying problems affecting the 
scheme. In retrospect it was clear to all parties concerned 
that the scheme had been launched too quickly and had 
allowed too little time for medium- and long-term planning. 
As an experimental, staff-based project STARS was an 
anomaly within the facility-orientated Recreation and Arts 
Department where it was initially the responsibility of 
officers within the Sports Section who, being more familiar 
with conventional approaches to leisure provision, were 
unable to either give the scheme the direction it required 
or to provide guidance for the enthusiastic but inexperien- 
ced Coordinator. Support from the Sports Council region 
was initially too remote to either identify or remedy these 
weaknesses within the management by the City Council and in 
the absence of direction from either source the scheme 
'grew like Topsy' in its first few months. There was a 
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feeling among the scheme staff that they were expected to 
produce early evidence of achievement, primarily in the 
form of large numbers of attendances, and this pressure 
increased very early on when it became apparent to them 
that, contrary to their expectations, the unemployed 
people of Leicester were not going to flood to the sessions 
in large numbers. Disappointing levels of attendance led 
to a rapid expansion of the activities programme in the 
scheme's first few weeks, partly in an attempt to increase 
participation, but also quite simply because nobody appeared 
to understand what else the scheme should be doing. 
Early in 1982 the officers within the Recreation and Arts 
Department and the Sports Council Regional Officer assigned 
to STARS all became increasingly concerned that while the 
scheme had grown rapidly in size it was completely lacking 
in direction: in the words of the Regional Officer, the 
scheme appeared to be out of control and the Coordinator in 
particular was 'in the middle of an ocean with no boat'. 
A period of reassessment and consolidation was called for 
which led to the establishment of the STARS scheme in a 
form which it was to retain with only minor modifications 
over the ensuing three years. Among the most significant 
changes which occurred was the transferral of the scheme 
within the Recreation and Arts Department from the Sports 
Section to the more innovative Special Programmes Team and 
the allocation of responsibility for it to two particularly 
committed officers within the department. From early 
1982 the scheme received substantially more direction and 
interest from both the City Council and the Sports Council 
than it had enjoyed during its opening months. This 
administrative reorganisation led to more considered dis- 
cussion of the scheme's development and in future months 
made the scheme more flexible and responsive when the need 
for change in its method of operation arose. 
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During the three years a number of changes took place in 
STARS. One of the earliest and most significant was the 
decision that the scheme should concentrate its efforts 
on attracting 'unattached' unemployed people - ie. those 
who were not in contact with other agencies. The STARS 
scheme had initially incorporated in its activities programme 
a number of sessions designated for groups from local 
MSC-run Youth Opportunities Programmes (YOP) which were 
expected to provide a nucleus of users for the scheme. 
It was soon found however that working with these groups 
was a poor use of resoures: high levels of staffing were 
required to provide varied activities for the large numbers 
involved, but the quality of sessions seemed poor and the 
young people, who were attending as part of their YOP time- 
table rather than because of their own enthusiasm, appeared 
to obtain little benefit from their participation. The 
scheme therefore decided to abandon sessions run specifically 
for these groups, although still offering POPS and other 
organisations the opportunity to participate in the standard 
weekly programme, and to concentrate instead on those 
unemployed people who were not in contact with any other 
services or agencies. 
The increased emphasis on the unattached unemployed brought 
with it a number of practical and attitudinal changes. On 
the practical side, unattached unemployed people were by 
nature harder to contact than those already involved with 
another agency, and contacting potential participants 
therefore became a larger part of the Sports Leaders' jobs. 
It was also apparent that early forms of formal publicity - 
leaflets, posters etc. - had limited effectiveness in 
stimulating participation and it was felt that a more 
personal approach was required to promote the scheme. The 
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Sports Leaders therefore became more involved in outreach 
work, contacting unemployed people directly and encourag- 
ing them to attend STARS sessions. This was a new area 
of work for all the Sports Leaders, most of whom had been 
appointed, as had then seemed appropriate, on the strength 
of their sporting interest, ability and qualifications: 
although it had been realised that interpersonal skills 
would be important in dealing with the scheme's possibly 
difficult target group, it had been expected that these 
skills would be deployed in a conventional Sports Leader/ 
Coach context. The switch to outreach work, in which the 
Sports Leaders have little or no experience or training, 
and for which most had little enthusiasm, was a major change 
in the scheme's work. 
The move towards outreach work by the Sports Leaders was 
more than a new method for publicising the scheme: it also 
reflected a fundamental change in attitudes within the 
Steering Group towards what STARS could and should offer 
the unemployed. Increasingly it was felt that although 
the level of attendance at STARS was gradually rising, it 
was obvious that there were limits to what sport could 
offer the unemployed. For some unemployed people, especially 
those who did not attend the scheme, sport appeared an 
irrelevancy compared to the pressing problems of poverty 
which many of them faced in their day-to-day lives. Even 
those who attended the scheme frequently, appearing to 
gain considerable satisfaction and enjoyment from doing 
so, were not having their lives transformed by their in- 
volvement in sport and many of these, too, were likely to 
have other unemployment-related problems. The STARS 
Steering Group increasingly began to view STARS as only 
one of the wide range of services available to the unemployed, 
and possibly a minor one at that: they began to question 
the validity of sport 'as an end in itself' and increasingly 
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saw STARS as an alternative method for contacting the un- 
employed people whom other services had failed to reach. 
As an extension of this, they began to see a role for 
STARS as just an initial point of contact through which 
participants could be given information about other 
services available to them and if appropriate referred to 
other agencies. Of course, if participants only wanted 
to take part in sport this option was clearly available 
to them: but the scheme should be able to provide a wider 
range of services for the unemployed. This task, too, 
fell on the Sports Leaders whose jobs increasingly resembled 
community work. 
The change from seeing sport 'as an end in itself' to 
'sport as a means to an end' was a very fundamental shift 
in the philosophy of the scheme. To what extent it was 
reflected in changes in the operation of the scheme is 
less clear-cut. Although the Sports Leaders tried, with 
greater or lesser enthusiasm and success, to embrace their 
new 'community' roles, STARS itself remained to all intents 
and purposes a sports scheme. During the second and third 
years the activities programme continued, expanding to 
include a more varied range of sports as it was realised 
that certain types of unemployed people were under- 
represented in the user profile: in particular, women and 
the older unemployed tended not to participate and to en- 
courage these groups to do so a number of less energetic 
activities, such as horse riding and archery, were included. 
The development of the activities programme during the 
three years 1s shown. in Fig. 4.3.1. The scheme also undertook 
a number of courses and residential trips, encouraged 
individual users to gain coaching and proficiency awards, 
and tried to encourage users to established sessions to 
form self-sufficient groups. Although the Sports Leaders 
were expected to provide a more diverse service, the scheme 
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Figure 4.3.1 'STARS' : Development of Activity Programme, Years 1- 3 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
Hamptons YOPS* 
Leicester City YOPS* 
Highlields Industrial Training Scheme' 
Enterprise YOPS* 
Thurnby Lodge Boys Club 
Self Defence, B1 Centre 
Swimming, St. Margaret's Pool 
Keep Fit, YMCA 
Boxing, Highlields Boxing Club 
Soccer, Victoria Park 
Boxing, Braunrtone Recreation Centre 
Swimming (Kirk Lodge) 
Boxing, Thurnby Lodge Boys Club 
Basketball, Granby Halls 
Braunstone Recreation Centre 
Tram olinin Granb Halls p g, y 
Moat Community Colle e g 
Roller skatin Granb Halls g, y 
Climbin Moat Communit Colle e g, y g 
Archery, Granby Halls 
Popmobility, YMCA 
New Parks School Gym 
Squash, New Parks 
Swimmin New Parks g, 
rave Sports Training Hall Bel g 
Horse-ridin g 
Canoe building 
Canoeing Aylestone Baths , 
d B d B l minton, La ies KF/ a e grave 
h b H ll S G , ran y quas a s 
A h A lest ne y rc ery, o 
Fi ll id G b H e. ran a s ve-a-s y 
nb H lls B d i t G a m n on, ra y a 
Netball, Granby Halls 
Five-a-side, Belgrave 
Weight training, Granby Halls 
Martial Arts, Granby Halls 
Aylestone Sports Training Hall 
Ladies K/F Badminton, Braunstone 
Fitness Training, YMCA 
Squash, Slater Street 
Swimming, Aylestone Baths 
t i C on ng Swimming, etc. oss 
d Centre h F eN hb i our oo e g oss 
n ne t B B d i t rau s o m n on, a 
College mmunit M tC Fi id y oa o ve-a-s e, 
Ladies Fitness Training 
Highfields Sports Training Hall 
arets Pastures St Mar F tb ll . g oo a , Colle e m nit C bi t B g om y on u a ng 
St t i S / i ree pence canoe ng, mming Sw 
Canoeing Leics. Outdoor Pursuit Cen:, e 
Running, Saffron Lane 
Linwood School 
Spence Street, Sports Training Hail 
Table Tennis, Belgrave 
Mens weight training, Granby Halls 
Popmobility. St. Matthews 
Ladies Sports, St. Matthews 
Canoeing, St. Mnrgarets Baths 
Archery, Saffron Lane 
Saffron Lane Stadium 
Swimming etc., Evington Pool 
YMCA 
I Sessions for 'attached' unempio'. =:. 
Nhere venue on1` is given, sessi: -s -, ere multi-activity. 
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itself remained firmly sporting - more so, in fact, than 
the other two projects. There were no attempts to change 
the product on offer other than through expansion and 
diversification of the activities available and by in- 
creasing the number of facilities at which STARS sessions 
were run. 
There were a number of persistent problems in the day-to- 
day operations of the scheme. Publicity was poor: it 
was frequently out-of-date, inaccurate, and throughout 
the first year it omitted to state that activities were 
provided free. As the scheme could only obtain publicity 
materials within the City Council these were often slowly 
produced. The standard of publicity improved with time, 
but never to a very satisfactory level. One recurring 
problem was the repeated failure of the Sports Leaders to 
promote the scheme internally, among existing users: as 
the monitoring confirmed, very few users knew of sessions 
other than those they themselves attended. The Sports 
Leaders never fully adopted the habit of distributing STARS 
publicity - especially leaflets giving the full weekly 
activities programme for the whole city - at sessions. 
Further problems were caused by the relatively poor status 
the scheme had within the Recreation and Arts Department 
which caused some problems in relations between the Sports 
Leaders and the facility staff with whom they came in' 
contact. A more important consequence of this from the 
point of view of users of the scheme was the tendency of 
facility management to cancel STARS sessions with little 
or no notice if special circumstances arose. Despite 
repeated protests about the importance of continuity to 
the scheme's unemployed users, virtually all sessions were 
cancelled at some stage in the project, sometimes unavoid- 
ably (eg. for building work) but sometimes simply to 
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accommodate another event. If sessions were cancelled 
at short notice there was no opportunity to forewarn 
existing users of the scheme and there was obviously no 
method under any circumstances of forewarning those who 
might have chosen to make that session their first ever 
attendance at STARS. 
Lastly, there was the problem of abuse of the scheme - 
ie. attendance by those who were not unemployed. This 
was more a problem in concept than in reality: in most 
STARS sessions the problem was under-use, rather than over- 
use, and the involvement of people who were not unemployed 
was not a practical problem. Far from detracting from the 
quality of sessions, the involvement of these people could 
add to it: when the scheme held evening marathon training 
sessions a number of employed people attended and this led 
to the formation of an independent running club with 
employed and unemployed members alike. The involvement of 
employed runners was sufficient to overcome the problems 
of continuity which seemed to hinder the development of 
self-sufficient unemployed-only groups. Nonetheless, the 
idea of abuse was one which periodically aroused concern 
among senior management in the Recreation and Arts 
Department and efforts were made to ensure that the 'more 
prestigious' STARS activities, such as residential courses 
for which direct costs were easily identifiable, were 
restricted to unemployed participants. 
In the course of the three years a number of the initial 
aims of the scheme were modified. The objective of making 
sports equipment was abandoned at an early stage as of low 
priority. The intention to concentrate on the young un- 
employed was not abandoned but nor was it actively pursued: 
the monitoring records showed that young unemployed people 
were the most numerous users of the scheme but this tended 
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to be regarded as a weakness rather than a strength of 
the project, with repeated attempts being made to involve 
older people. 
Finally, while it was hoped at the outset that sessions 
initially provided by STARS would become self-sufficient 
and could be handed over to their users for self-management, 
the experience of three years showed that this was a very 
rare occurrence: few unemployed people were willing to 
commit themselves to the regular organisation of sessions 
and on several occasions those who had been willing to do 
so obtained employment. 
In 1983 the scheme received a boost when, a year before 
Sports Council funding was due to end, it was taken on to 
the main programme of the Recreation and Arts Department. 
The Department now took over financial responsibility for 
employing six Sports Leaders, ending the scheme's dependence 
on the Manpower Services Commission for these posts. This 
change removed a major source of uncertainty both for the 
Sports Leaders themselves and for the scheme management 
who could now plan the future development of the scheme 
on the basis of their existing experienced staff. 
Following the transfer to main programme funding the STARS 
scheme became conspicuously more stable and successful 
than it had previously been, partly because early operating 
problems had been ironed out, partly because there were 
more realistic expectations about the level of response the 
scheme could expect from the local unemployed, and partly 
because the Sports Leaders felt confident of the successful 
methods of working in the community which they had developed. 
The Sports. Leaders' change of status greatly increased their 
security and professional confidence and was a major factor 
in the scheme's improved performance, just as their low 
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morale had at other times detracted from it. Their trans- 
fer to the department's payroll - which was accompanied 
by major salary increases when the content of their jobs 
was assessed and compared to similar City Council posts 
- was seen by them as an acknowledgement of the value of 
their work. This was a view shared by the Sports Council's 
Regional Officer: 
'Taking the STARS sta66 on to Le icaten City Coanc i e' 4 main 
pnagnamme iz a ma jo& step -towvLdLs the 6u tutce o6 the scheme, 
and a commendation o Lts vaiue. Thus should a Lo enswte 
zt'wngen 4uppot t bot the scheme 6Aom the City Councie. ' 
(Interview with Sports Council Regional Officer, East Midlands, 
September, 1985) 
At the end of its third year the Project Development Officer 
stated that 'the experiment is over'. In his view, STARS 
had achieved success through its ability to regularly 
attract a consistent number of participants and by develop- 
ing a method of working by which the staff knew they could 
get results, both in things they undertook themselves and 
things they did with other agencies. Having achieved in 
principle its initial aims, the scheme was now ready for a 
further reassessment to equip it to enter its next phase. 
In the light of the successful transferral to the host 
authority, the monitoring programme was extended by the 
Sports Council for a further year to evaluate the effect of 
the change to sole management by the Recreation and Arts 
Department. 
4.4 The fourth year 
The main lesson to emerge from the fourth year of the 
monitoring programme was that even an apparently successful 
scheme may be critically damaged if it is too reliant on 
the support of key individuals. Three staff departures - 
including those of the two officers directly responsible 
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for STARS - resulted in the scheme becoming the respon- 
sibility of an officer who was particularly sceptical 
about the value of a sports-based project in contributing 
to community development. This scepticism was conveyed 
in an early comment that 'We're not getting to know the 
community in Saffron Lane - we're just going in there and 
blowing a whistle twice a week'. By Easter 1985 it had 
been decided that the STARS scheme could not remain within 
the Special Programmes Team although the Sports Leaders 
could choose to do so if they wished to undertake other 
work; if they wished to remain with the scheme, they were 
to transfer, with STARS, to the Sports Development Unit. 
The STARS scheme entered its fourth year of operation as 
a scheme which had reached maturity, anticipating the 
development of new policies which would consolidate its 
existing work and embrace new areas of sports leadership. 
In the event the year saw the deliberate dismantling of 
the scheme; the Steering Group, which was likely to have 
opposed these developments, was not convened. By the end 
of 1985 the STARS staff had been redeployed, with the 
Coordinator, the clerical assistant and the two black male 
Sports Leaders remaining within the Special Programmes 
Team where they no longer had any direct involvement in 
STARS but were to become involved in broader-based community 
recreation initiatives. The scheme itself was transferred 
with the remaining Sports Leaders (three white males) to 
the Sports Development Unit. The sixth Sports Leader had 
left her post during the fourth year and the vacancy this 
created was retained within the Special Programmes Team. 
As the three Sports Leaders who remained with STARS were 
to be involved in additional Sports Development Unit 
projects including the launch of the department's major 
new initiative, a Passport to Leisure scheme, very little 
manpower was available for the STARS scheme. By the 
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end of the fourth year the scheme had at maximum the 
equivalent of one full-time Sports Leader working on it. 
The developments outlined above clearly completely changed 
the nature and scale of the STARS scheme - yet despite the 
decimation of its resources, the scheme continued, in 
name at least. This was effected by the transfer of 
responsibility for all STARS sessions to the management 
of facilities in which they took place. There were a 
number of drawbacks to this arrangement: 
a. many facilities' staff remained antagonistic 
towards the STARS scheme and were unenthusiastic 
about becoming responsible for it 
b. many facility staff were in fact antagonistic 
towards the unemployed and were reluctant to 
encourage them to use their facility 
c. the facilities could offer, at most, staffing 
for the sessions during allocated time: they could 
not offer outreach work, publicity, or the wider 
skills which the STARS staff had painstakingly 
acquired through more than three years of trial 
and error. 
d. while the three Sports Leaders within the Sports 
Development Unit could continue to undertake some 
outreach work, all felt that users would suffer from 
the lack of continuity if they were originally 
encouraged to go along to a session by one person 
only to find it was being led by someone else. 
e. finally, the Sports Leaders themselves were 
responsible for 'negotiating the transfer' of sessions 
to the facilities - that is, for telling facility 
staff that they were to take responsibility for STARS. 
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This lacked the authority and relative diplomacy 
of a senior management directive which would 
have been more appropriate for a major policy 
change of this scale. The manner of the transfer 
further soured the attitude of the facility staff. 
Despite these considerable drawbacks the weekly programme 
of STARS sessions continued to run although the scheme 
had effectively become no more than a series of free 
sessions for the unemployed, devoid of sports leadership. 
Although facility staff were responsible for the smooth 
running of STARS sessions they were unable - and for the 
most part unwilling - to replicate the group development 
work which STARS staff had previously undertaken, nor 
were they concerned to encourage individuals to obtain 
proficiency and coaching awards. STARS thus continued in 
name only, its resources distributed to different sectors 
of the Recreation and Arts Department. In philosophy and 
practice the scheme was extinct. 
4.5 Evaluating the scheme 
A full appraisal of STARS must take account of participation 
and non-participation in the scheme, matters which are 
considered in detail in the next two chapters. It is how- 
ever useful at this stage to summarise the main lessons 
which were learnt about providing sports opportunities for 
the unemployed through an experimental scheme of this type. 
One of the early lessons apparent from the STARS scheme 
was that the essence of a sports leadership scheme is the 
people who staff it - especially those who are employed as 
Sports Leaders. In the STARS scheme, as with many other 
subsequent sports leadership projects, these posts are filled 
by MSC trainees governed by the Commission's regulations. 
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These conditions were essentially incompatible with the 
demands of the posts. As well as affecting the quality 
of candidates eligible for appointment, MSC conditions 
stipulated that staff could only be appointed on one-year 
contracts. Although, exceptionally, MSC renewed the 
contracts of the STARS staff for a second year, the decision 
to do so was made at such a late stage that it did not 
prevent the Sports Leaders from experiencing the demotiva- 
tion and drop in morale often associated with the last 
two to three months of MSC appointments. This affected the 
operation of the scheme and produced noticeable drops in 
levels of attendances. If MSC had refused to renew con- 
tracts, the break in continuity as a new team of Sports 
Leaders replaced the established workers would have had a 
more prolonged effect on attendance. 
There were a number of lessons to be learnt about the 
management of experimental projects. The experimental 
nature of the project had a number of implications for its 
operation. There were advantages: the scheme was recog- 
nised as a new form of provision for which there were no 
established practices and this allowed it to experiment 
more freely than would otherwise have been the case. 
However, there were also disadvantages in this situation. 
It took several months for the scheme to begin to develop 
successful methods of working with the unemployed and it 
was only during the third year of operation that these 
became fully established. Successful methods were developed 
mainly through trial and error and if this led to failure 
it undermined the confidence of the Sports Leader(s) con- 
cerned. Whereas failure could be only too evident, success 
was harder to identify: with no yardstick by which to 
judge their performance the Sports Leaders seldom felt that 
they were successful. 
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Throughout its lifetime STARS failed to resolve this 
problem of evaluating success. In particular, the scheme 
failed to reconcile what was seen as a conflict between 
'quantitative' and 'qualitative' aspects of performance: 
there was a disconcerting tendency for quantitative 
measures to be applied when these were favourable and quali- 
tative dimensions to be considered when numbers of atten- 
dances were low. The problem was exacerbated by external 
pressure on the scheme. The STARS management were 
genuinely concerned with the quality of their provision: 
they knew, for example, that they could 'play the numbers 
game' by filling the weekly programme with football 
sessions which would consistently generate high numbers 
of attendances but chose not to do so in the interests of 
providing a more comprehensive programme which would cater 
for a wider range of unemployed people. During the first 
three years considerable emphasis was also put on quality 
within sessions, with attention being paid to group and 
individual development. Despite this, the scheme seemed 
to be continually judged quantitatively - ie. by the 
numbers attending - by those outside the management team. 
Usually this was not a rejection of the importance of 
quality - it was simply a case of asking the obvious question. 
Regardless of the rationale, it meant that the scheme 
management were repeatedly representing STARS to other 
people in terms of the numbers of participants it attracted 
and inevitably they too increasingly concerned themselves 
with the measures by which others judged it. 
Finally, the project exposed some 
Council's management of the three 
level. Both the Derwentside and 
experienced very similar problems 
Leicester. The fact that some of 
those concerning MSC regulations, 
weaknesses in the Sports 
pilot schemes at national 
Hockley Port projects 
to those encountered at 
these problems, such as 
were intractable did not 
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lessen the benefit to be gained from the exchange of 
information between the three schemes; if anything, 
it increased it. The Sports Council however showed 
minimal interest in the projects, individually or jointly, 
and was criticised by the Sports Council East Midlands 
Regional Officer for failing to do so: 'The schemes are 
national projects and national interest should be demon- 
strated'. 
Three main lessons emerged from the operation of the STARS 
project. The first, generally applicable to Sports 
Leadership schemes, was the importance of the Sports 
Leaders within the project. Secondly, there were a number 
of issues connected with the scheme's experimental status: 
of these the most important for sports leadership schemes 
in general was the need to establish methods for evaluating 
the scucess of the project as a whole and individual aspects 
of it. Finally, STARS highlighted some failures in project 
management by the Sports Council at national level, 
especially in respect of facilitating the exchange of in- 
formation between the projects. Chapters 5 and 6 consider 
how these and other factors affected the response to STARS 
by unemployed people in Leicester. 
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Chapter 5 The Response of the Unemployed 
Throughout its lifetime the STARS scheme failed to 
produce a precise definition of its target group. In 
practice the definition which evolved was very broad; for 
the scheme, 'the unemployed' included not only the young 
unemployed - the target group specified in written sub- 
missions to the Sports Council - but unemployed people 
of all ages, both sexes and all ethnic backgrounds, from 
all parts of the city. On several occasions the scheme's 
steering group confirmed that 'the unemployed' should 
include the non-registered unemployed, and no strict 
attempt was made to exclude those who were not unemployed 
at all; older schoolchildren, students, shiftworkers and 
part-time workers all participated in the scheme at some 
time, albeit infrequently and in small numbers. The 
scheme's primary target was nonetheless the unemployed, 
and especially the 'unattached' umemployed - those who 
attended as individual users, unassociated with any formal 
group or institution. 
5.1 The target population 
5.1.1 Leicester 
Leicester is a manufacturing city with a population of 
approximately 275,000 (Leicester City Council, Survey of 
Leicester, 1983) . Its present socio-economic profile is 
rooted in nineteenth century industrialisation which 
increased the scale and range of industries within the 
city. Between 1801 and 1901 the population rose from 
17,000 to 211,500 as first footwear and later engineering 
interests supplemented the existing textile industry. 
Further population increases during the twentieth century 
resulted from substantial immigration, although from the 
1950s the population began to fall again as the numbers 
moving out of the city increased. 
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From the early 1970s this decline was partly offset by an 
influx of ethnic minority groups who constituted 19% of 
the population by 1980*. By 1983 the total non-white 
population of the city was 72,000 (approximately 25°0). 
The coloured population of Leicester is mostly Asian, 
these numbering approximately 63,000 (22%), with another 
5,000 (2%) being of West Indian origin. An increasing 
proportion of each of these groups is British by birth; 
in 1983 28% of Leicester's Asian population and 51% of the 
West Indians had been born in the United Kingdom. 
Like many large cities Leicester has a number of socio- 
economic problems which are particularly acute in certain 
areas. The City Council has adopted the areal approach 
common to most urban policy, identifying seven Priority 
Zones where deprivation is most severe. Four of these are 
in the inner city (Fig. 5.1.1); they include the Betgrave 
and Highfields areas where the Asian and West Indian 
are 
populations respectively, 4concentrated. The remaining 
three zones lie in the outer city areas and contain 
Leicester's oldest and least popular council housing estates. 
In 1980 the City Council developed a six-fold approach 
to the problems of the priority zones. The six elements 
formed the basis of the Council's Inner Area Programme 
bid and included policies for alleviating personal 
disadvantage, developing community life, and improving 
housing provision, educational opportunities and the 
quality of the environment. The dominant issues by far 
was that of unemployment, both as a problem in itself and 
as a context within which other issues became more pressing: 
9. 
Unless otherwise stated, population figures in this section are taken from 
Leicester City Council's Survey of Leicester 1983. 
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Figure 5.1.1 Leicester City : Priority Zones 
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5.1.2 The scale of unemployment in Leicester 
In late 1980 the unemployment rate in Leicester was 8.9%, 
somewhat lower than the national average of 9.8%. 
Compared to the country's unemployment blackspots, such 
as Derwentside and north-west England, the Leicester 
figure was not conspicuously high. Within the City, 
however, perceptions were very different. Prior to the 
1970s Leicester had a high employment economy: unemployment 
was approximately 2%0 except in short-lived periods of 
intense recession. During the 1970s this picture changed 
as the base of the local economy, concentrated on a small 
number of now declining industries, led to increases in 
the numbers unemployed. Figure 5.1.2 illustrates the rise 
which occurred during the decade, particularly in the 
middle years; in 18 months between January 1974 and January 
1976 unemployment quadrupled to 12,000, continuing to 
rise thereafter to 18,000 in late 1980, and the upward 
trend continued in the 1980s (Table 5.1.1). 
Table 5.1.1 Unemployment in Leicester 1981-1985 
Registered MSC placements Leicester 
unemployed unemployment 
Year in Leicester rate 
January, 1981 20834 700 8.9 
January, 1982 25677 1413 11.0 
January, 1983 27155* NA 11.4 
January, 1984 26615* 2349 11.4* 
January, 1985 28141* 2961 12.0* 
National 
unemployment 
rate 
9.8 
12.5 
13.7 
13.2 
13.8 
*Leicester City Council estimate 
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5.1.3 The structure of unemployment 
(a) Sex and unemployment 
One of the conspicuous features of the increased unemploy- 
ment in Leicester from the mid-1970s was the change in the 
proportions of men and women unemployed. Between 1965 and 
1975 women had accounted for less than a sixth of the 
registered unemployed. By 1980 they accounted for 30%, 
reflecting the extent to which unemployment was hitting 
those industries - notably hosiery - which had traditionally 
employed female labour. Between 1981 and 1985 the in- 
creases in unemployment affected both sexes equally 
(Table 5.1.2) although it was assumed by the City Council 
that there was. a considerable amount of hidden female 
unemployment amongst women who were unemployed but did not 
register as such. 
Table 5.1.2 Male and female unemployment in Leicester 1981-1985 
Year Male unemployment Female unemployment 
number °o of total number % of total 
January, 1981 13214 69.5 5792 30.5 
January, 1982 18485 72.0 7192 28.0 
January, 1983 20209 74.4 6946 25.6 
January, 1984 18937 71.1 7678 28.9 
January, 1985 19250 68.4 8891 31.6 
(b) Age and unemployment 
The age distribution of the registered unemployed changed 
slightly between 1981 and 1985 (Table 5.1.3). As mentioned 
in the Inner Area Programme bid in 1984, in numerical terms 
the young were most severely hit; during the years that the 
STARS scheme was in operation the average unemployment 
rate for the under-24 age group was approximately 20%. 
The official count for this age-group underestimated the 
total number without paid employment by excluding those 
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who were enrolled on Manpower Services Commission schemes; 
in January 1985 this figure was 2,841, which would have 
increased the size of the under 24 age group by more than 
a quarter. 
Table 5.1.3 Age structure of unemployment in Leicester in 1981 and 1985 
Age category* January 1981 January 1985** 
Under 19 (18) 12.4% 4.6% 
19 (18) - 24 28.8% 31.5% 
25 - 54 47.3% 53.6% 
55 - 59 6.2% 8.5% 
600/ 5.3°ö 1.8°ö 
Source: Leicester City Council 
* Change in age category from under 19 (1981) to under 18 (1985) 
** Major change in central government methods of data collection and classification 
of the unemployed; men over 60 who no longer need to register to protect their 
pension rights, and men over 60 who are entitled to higher benefits and are 
effectively retired, are unlikely to register. 
(c) Ethnicity and unemployment 
As in many multi-racial communities, unemployment in 
Leicester is highest amongst ethnic minority groups for 
whom the unemployment rate is almost double that of the 
white population. In 1983, when the unemployment rate 
for whites in the city was 12.9°0, the proportions of 
Asians, West Indians and other non-white groups registered 
as unemployed were 21.7%, 23.7% and 19.6% respectively 
(Leicester City Council, Survey of Leicester, 1983). 
Within these groups there were strong variations by age 
(Table 5.1.4). The highest unemployment rates were 
those of the 16 - 19 year old West Indians and Asians, 
of whom in 1983 45.5% and 38.5% respectively were unem- 
ployed, compared to just under a quarter (23.6%) of whites 
of the same age. Although the unemployment rates for the 
ethnic minority 20 - 24 year olds were considerably lower 
they too were much higher than for whites (ibid). 
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Table 5.1.4 Duration of unemployment by age and ethnic origin, Leicester 1983 
AGE GROUP ETHNIC ORIGIN TOTAL 
WHITE ASIAN WEST INDIAN OTHER 
16 - 19 YEARS 
Number unemployed 1,921 565 157 38 2,681 
Number economically active 8,147 1,468 345 107 10,067 
% unemployed 23.6 38.5 45.5 35.5 26.6 
20 - 24 YEARS 
Number unemployed 2,242 1,293 157 50 3,742 
Number economically active 14,339 5,435 546 193 20,513 
% unemployed 15.6 23.8 28.0 25.9 18.2 
25 - 29 YEARS 
Number unemployed 1,676 961 75 43 2y755 
Number economically active 12,121 5,970 345 205 18,641 
unemployed 13.8 16.1 21.7 21.0 14.8 
30 - 44 YEARS 
Number unemployed 2,868 1,789 144 63 4,864 
Number economically active 29,936 10,645 821 375 41,777 
% unemployed 9.6 16.8 17.5 16.8 11.6 
45 - 59 YEARS 
Number unemployed 2,786 1,344 69 25 4,224 
Number economically active 26,762 4,426 552 251 31,991 
% unemployed 10.4 30.4 12.5 10.0 13.2 
60 - 64 YEARS 
Number unemployed 874 188 31 6 1,099 
Number economically active 4, 't63 346 56 19 4,884 
% unemployed 19.6 54.3 55.4 31.6 22.5 
TOTAL Aged 16 - 64 YEARS 
Number unemployed 12 , 364 6,140 
633 225 19,365 
Number economically active 95,768 28,290 2,665 1,150 
127,873 
% unemployed 12.9 21.7 23.7 19.6 
15.1 
Source : Survey of Leicester, Leicester City Council, 1983. 
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(d) Location of unemployment 
The uneven geographical distribution of unemployment through- 
out the city strongly reflected the concentration of urban 
deprivation in certain areas (Fig. 5.1.3). In general 
unemployment was highest in the Inner Area except in the 
cases of the large council estates near the city boundary. 
All seven Priority Zones - in which the STARS scheme was to 
concentrate its activities - were areas of above-average 
unemployment. 
5.1.4 The duration of unemployment 
In the early 1980s Leicester reflected the national trend 
towards increased duration of unemployment for indivduals, 
affecting in particular the older age groups. Table 5.1.5 
summarises the changes since 1981. 
Table 5.1.5 
Duration of 
unemployment 
Oý6 months 
6X12 months 
Over 1 year 
Source: Leicester City Council; 
Employment Gazette. 
1981 1985 1981 1985 
68 61 43 
16 56 20 17 
16 44 19 40 
Between 1981 and 1985 there was a large increase in the 
numbers of long-term unemployed in Leicester, the propor- 
tion of claimants who had been unemployed for a year or 
more rising from 16% to 44%, (more than 12,300 people). 
By far the hardest hit by this trend were the older unem- 
ployed, especially those in the latter half of their 'work- 
ing life: in 1985 almost two thirds (66.5%) of the unem- 
ployed in Leicester aged 45 or more had been unemployed 
for at least a year (Table 5.1.6). The increased duration 
Changes in the duration of unemployment in Leicester and the 
United Kingdom between 1981 and 1985 
% of Leicester registered % of UK registered 
unemployed unemployed 
Figure 5.1.3 Unemployment in Leicester : geographical 'distribution, 
1981 
Source : Leicester City 
Council 
Based on 1981 Census. 
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of unemployment also affected the young unemployed, although 
to a lesser degree; even amongst the 19-24 year olds a 
third were long-term unemployed in 1985. The only age- 
group relatively unaffected were the 16-18 year olds, a 
proportion of whom were too young to have been unemployed 
for 12 months and many of whom were absorbed into MSC pro- 
grammes. 
Table 5.1.6 
Duration of 
unemployment 
Age category 
Under 19 
19 - 24 
25 - 34 
35 - 44 
45 - 54 
55 - 59 
60 + 
All 
Duration of unemployment in Leicester, by age-group, January 1985 
Registered unemployed: 
Up to 12 months 1-2 years 
93 
69 
57 
49 
39 
28 
67 
57 
Source: Leicester City Council. 
7 
17 
18 
17 
21 
27 
15 
18 
5.1.5 The target group for the STARS scheme 
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From the outset STARS had a large target group: the regi- 
stered unemployed numbered more than 28,000 by 1985, and 
the management of STARS estimated that several thousand more 
city residents, although technically not unemployed, were 
eligible to participate in the scheme. The total potential 
usage of STARS was therefore in excess of 30,000 users, many 
of them residents of the four Priority Zones in which the 
scheme was to be most active. 
The unemployed were diverse as well as numerous. There were 
several sub-groups within the overall target group for the 
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scheme who were identifiable at the simplest level by 
characteristics such as age, sex and ethnicity; within 
these there were likely to be further, less identifiable 
variations such as individual preference. If STARS was to 
meet the needs of its target group it needed to provide 
not simply for 'the unemployed' but for the different types 
of unemployed people within the city, many of whom lived in 
areas with the more fundamental problems of poor housing 
and low quality community facilities. Recreation provision 
was unlikely to be their primary need. 
The unemployed shared one characteristic of particular 
relevance to the operation of the scheme: many of them 
were also members of those demographic groups within the 
population as a whole which are known to have below-average 
levels of participation in sport and active recreation. 
For unemployed people who were from the lower socio-economic 
groups, members of ethnic minorities, females or among the 
older age groups there were fundamental barriers to partici- 
pation to be overcome, over and above those stemming from 
the experience of unemployment. In addition to this, the 
experience of unemployment was intensifying during the 
lifetime of the scheme as the duration of unemployment for 
individuals increased. 
5.2 The response by the unemployed (1): Users of STARS 
The monitoring of STARS provided a comprehensive assessment 
of its usage which identified the scale of usage, types of 
users, and the frequency and patterns of their attendance 
at activities provided by the scheme. 
5.2.1 Attendqnce levels 
The STARS scheme started its weekly activities programme 
in September 1981, several weeks before the monitoring 
programme began. For the first six weeks of operation 
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attendance levels were recorded in the form of Iheadcounts' 
collected by STARS organisers for internal evaluation. 
These records did not identify individual users or user 
characteristics. 
The headcounts showed that during October and early November 
1981 STARS provided 125 separate sports sessions at 9 
different facilities. These generated 1,504 attendances, 
a weekly average of approximately 250. This was equivalent 
to participation in the scheme by 6% of the city's regis- 
tered unemployed, if each attendance had been made by a 
f 
different individual ie. if there were not repeat attendances. '; 
On this basis a maximum of l of the local unemployed had 
taken part in the scheme each week. However, the total of 
1,504 included more than 500 trainees on Manpower Services 
Commission schemes. This meant that the participation 
rates for the unattached unemployed for the six-week and 
one-week periods were only 4% and 0.7% respectively. If, 
as was hoped, some users were attending the scheme more 
than once then those figures would be lower still. In its 
opening weeks the scheme had thus only achieved very limited 
penetration of its target group. 
In mid-November the attendance records were brought into 
operation, providing more detailed information about 
users' characteristics and participation patterns. The 
records were first used on 18th November 1981, and the 
details of more than four thousand different sessions were 
recorded during the next 3 years. The records were 
completed by the Sports Leaders at each session; an 
example of a completed record, showing the range of infor- 
mation recorded, is given in Figure 5.2.1. In year 4 
the records` reverted to a form of headcount, including 
limited details of users' characteristics but not identify- 
ing individual participants. 
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Figure 5.2.1 
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The attendance records showed that between November 1981 and 
December 1984 6,442 participants attended the scheme, gener- 
ating 30,120 attendances (Table 5.2.1). In year 4a further 
16,450 attendances - by an unknown number of participants - 
were recorded. 
Table 5.2.1 
Year 1 
Year 2 
Year 3 
Year 4 
Attendances at the STARS scheme, years 1-4; data from the 
monitoring programme 
Total, years 1- 3 
Total, years 1- 4 
Number of attendances 
7791 
9804 
12525 
16450 
30120 
46570 
Number of participants 
2022 
2544 
2359 
6442 
These were substantial discrepancies between the attendance 
figures obtained from the monitoring programme in years 1-3 
and those obtained from records kept by STARS management 
during the same period. The number of attendances indicated 
by the attendance records was less than two-thirds of the 
total recorded on the STARS headcounts (Table 5.2.2). 
Table 5.2.2 Comparison of attendance levels recorded by the monitoring 
programme and by STARS management, years 1-4 
(a) (b) 
Number of attendances Number of attendances (a) as percentage of (b) 
from monitoring from STARS' records 
Year 1 7791 13581 57% 
Year 2 9804 14678 67% 
Year 3 12525 22764 55% 
Year 4 16450 16450 100°0 
Years 1-4 46570 67473 69% 
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The discrepancy arose from aspects of each method of record- 
keeping. There were a number of reasons for believing 
that the levels of attendance recorded by the scheme manage- 
ment were too high. It seems improbable that the average 
attendance levels for years 1-3, when the scheme was estab- 
lishing itself from scratch, were in fact higher than that 
for year 4 when the scheme had noticeably reached maturity 
and overcome many of its earlier operational problems, in- 
cluding the basic difficulty of attracting participants. 
The figures derived from the attendance records were accep- 
ted by STARS staff and management both during the operation 
of the scheme and later when published in the report to 
the Sports Council on the monitoring programme, suggesting 
that they were not as grossly misleading as the comparison 
suggests. There was, however, considerable pressure on the 
Sports Leaders to generate high numbers of attendances and 
this encouraged exaggeration of the numbers given in the 
headcounts, which were the more immediate and more manip- 
ulable form of feedback used in the day-to-day management 
of the scheme. 
For the first two and a half years of the scheme's 
operation the attendance records appear to be an acceptably 
accurate record of usage of the scheme. In the latter 
stages of the monitoring programme, however, it is known 
that the records underestimate actual attendance. During 
the earlier period staff errors were primarily of an 
accidental or careless nature; late arrivals at sessions 
might not be included, the leader might simply forget to 
complete the record at all, the attendance sheet might 
have been finished at the previous session and a new one 
not yet obtained. In some sessions where outside coaches 
were employed their commitment to record keeping was less 
than that of the Sports Leaders and the records were 
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correspondingly erratic. In the third year the problem 
became more acute as the Sports Leaders felt unable and 
unwilling to continue the records for a number of reasons. 
Attendance records therefore terminated in 1984, although 
it was apparent that the quality of record keeping had 
already deteriorated significantly over the weeks prior 
to the cut-off date. 
By taking into account the above factors and identifying 
gaps within the attendance records an estimate of the 
actual level of attendance at the scheme can be made, 
accommodating as far as possible the known weaknesses of 
each method. Where gaps occurred in the records, average 
attendance levels were assumed. - The estimate suggests 
that the attendance records recorded approximately 82% 
of all attendances in years 1-3 and 87% for years 1 to 4 
(Table 5.2.3), a significantly higher proportion than 
the 69% suggested by Table 5.2.2; in other words, the 
scheme's internal figures were exaggerated. An equivalent 
adjustment to the number of users of the scheme suggests 
that in years 1-3 the estimated 36700 attendances were 
generated by approximately 7300 participants. 
Table 5.2.3 Estimated actual attendance at STARS, years 1-4 
(a) 
Number of 
attendances from 
monitoring 
(b) 
Number of 
attendances from 
STARS records 
(c) 
Estimated 
attendance 
(d) 
(a) as 
percentage 
of (c) 
Year 1 7791 13581 9500 82% 
Year 2 9804 14578 11200 87% 
Year 3 12525 22764 16000 78% 
Year 4 16450 16450 16450 100°0 
Years 1-3 30120 51023 36700 82°% 
All 46570 67473 53150 88ö 
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The total attendance at the scheme was equivalent to an 
average total attendance of 717 at each different type of 
session over the three year period. There were however very 
substantial variations in the attendance levels for differ- 
ent sessions, as shown in Table 5.2.4. 
Table 5.2.4 Attendance levels at selected STARS sessions, years 1-4 
Session Number of °o of all STARS 
attendances attendances 
Betgrave S. T. H. multi-activity 4969 12.1 
Granby Halls, rollerskating 3087 7.5 
Braunstone Recreation Centre 2903 7.1 
Betgrave S. T. H., ladies keep-fit 1205 3.1 
New Parks, squash 1107 2.7 
Moat C. C., rock climbing 614 1.5 
Y. M. C. A., multi-activity 496 1.2 
Granby Halls, trampolining* 469* 1.6* 
Saffron Lane, marathon training* 333* 1.1* 
St. Margarets Baths, canoeing 146 0.4 
*Years 1-3 only. 
The level of attendance at STARS was substantially lower 
than the initial expectations of the scheme's Sports Leaders 
and Coordinator, whose own commitment to sport led them 
to overestimate STARS' attractiveness to the target group. 
The fact that attendance levels remained fairly constant 
over the four years, despite changes and substantial im- 
provements to the scheme itself, indicated that there were 
limits to the level of response which could be elicited - 
and that these limits were fairly low. 
The problem'of low attendance was by no means peculiar to 
STARS; it was experienced by the other demonstration pro- 
jects, and reviews of the other local authority schemes for 
the unemployed found evidence of low take-up elsewhere, in a 
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wide range of types of provision. There were, however, 
considerable variations in levels of participation within 
the scheme, some sessions consistently attracting higher 
levels of attendance than others. Such variations appeared 
unrelated to tangible characteristics of the sessions. 
such as the activity provided, the Sports Leaders involved, 
the facility used or the timing of the session, and appeared 
to originate instead from a combination of these factors 
and the attitudes, expectations and characteristics of the 
users involved. 
5.2.2 User characteristics 
During the period when the attendance records were being 
used the unemployment total in Leicester averaged more than 
26,0`00, equivalent to a rate of 1.1.0.90. The STARS scheme 
was attended by approximately 2,500 different individuals 
each year, ie. by just under 10% of the target group. 
The attendance data available for years 1-3 confirmed that 
the scheme was attracting its intended target; 98% of the 
users were unemployed, and of these less than a tenth 
were 'attached' unemployed. 
Table 5.2.5 Employment status of STARS participants, years 1-3 
Status Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 
'Unattached' unemployed 80% 92°6 95% 89°0 
`Attached' unemployed 17% 6°ö 3°ö 9°ö 
Employed 30/ 1°0 l/ä 1 
Students - 1°ö 1°ö 0.5% 
Other 1°ä - 1°ö 0.5°ö 
Of the three demonstration projects the STARS scheme stood 
out for its exceptional persistence in trying to provide 
for the 'unattached' unemployed despite the early realisa- 
tion of the difficulty of the task. By contrast 
both the 
Hockley Port project and the Derwentside Recreation Scheme 
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compromised their initial objectives at an early stage, 
Hockley Port by directing most of its work at young 
unemployed people already attached to one of Birmingham 
City Council's 'Job Preparation Units', and the Derwentside 
project by opening the scheme to the whole community on 
the grounds that in an area of such high unemployment 
this approach was an effective way of reaching the intended 
target group. STARS did the opposite; it became more 
stringent as time passed, reducing its involvement with 
Manpower Services Commission (MSC) schemes after the 
first few months to allow it to concentrate its resources 
instead on unemployed people who were not involved with 
any existing group or organisation. The decision was 
not solely altruistic; there were other reasons for 
reducing involvement with MSC schemes, notably the 
realisation that initial hopes that sessions would 
benefit from a guaranteed nucleus of users from YOPS 
(later YTS) groups were unrealistic. Members of these 
groups were not necessarily motivated to take part in 
the activities available, attending as they did as a 
compulsory part of their training scheme; this and the 
large numbers involved placed a heavy burden on the 
scheme's limited manpower. Many members of the MSC 
schemes suffered from a range of personal and social 
problems and lacked the social skills to allow them to 
mix easily with other participants; their participation 
in the same sessions as other types of users often 
detracted from the quality of the session as whole. In 
the scheme's second and third years the proportion of 
unattached unemployed accordingly rose from 80% to an 
average of 93% as the involvement of the MSC groups was 
deliberately reduced. 
Although the STARS management were willing to accommodate 
attached users in any sessions which they wished to attend, 
participation by these users tended to be concentrated at 
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a small number of sessions. The choice of sessions 
available to them was usually limited by the constraints 
of their own timetable as they could only attend those 
sessions which were taking place during the time allocated 
within their training scheme programme. Over the three 
years the sessions most used by attached users were those 
held at Granby Halls, including rollerskating; swimming 
and other activities at Aylestone Baths and Sports Hall; 
and swimming at Spence Street Pool. 
In contrast to the attached users, for whom the organisers 
found it difficult to provide, the much smaller number of 
employed participants made a very positive contribution 
to the scheme. Although the sessions in which they became 
involved were few in number it appeared that these 
benefitted from the greater commitment which the employed 
users brought to the session, which unemployed participants 
seldom showed. As with the attached users, participation 
by the employed was unevenly distributed in the scheme. 
As the scheme operated mainly during normal weekly working 
hours three types of participation were possible; 
participation by those in full-time employment are sessions 
held outside work hours (marathon training sessions, 
Tuesday and Thursday evenings); participation during the 
time when they were not working by those who worked part- 
time; and participation by shiftworkers who were 
occasionally available during STARS hours. In practice 
the full-time employed took part only in the marathon 
training sessions, part-time workers attended archery 
and rock climbing sessions, and nurses working at 
Leicester Hospital, 200 yards from Granby Halls, took 
advantage, of their proximity to attend STARS sessions 
immediately before or after their shift. 
It was apparent at an early stage that while STARS was 
reaching its main target group its appeal was strongest 
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for certain types of unemployed people; in particular, 
the scheme attracted far more male than female participants 
(Table 5.2.6). 
Table 5.2.6 Sex of STARS participants and of registered unemployed people 
in Leicester, years 1-4 
STARS users Leicester registered unemployed 
Male Female Male Female 
Year 1 71°6 29°0 7256 2856 
Year 2 74% 26% 74% 26% 
Year 3 70°ö 30°ö 71°ö 29°ö 
Year 4 0/ 64% 0/ 36% 72% 28% 
All 73°ö 27 °o 0, - 72/o 28°ö 
*Source: Leicester City Council. 
Year 4 data is based on headcounts which included 
in each session; this data therefore represents 
It is not directly comparable with data for years 
female participants. As female participants were 
more frequently than their male counterparts some 
the change in method of calculation. 
a breakdown by sex of participants 
the number of female attendances. 
1-3 which represents the number of 
found to a attend STARS slightly 
increase would be expected with 
From the outset the scheme attracted substantially more 
male than female participants. Although the proportions 
of each sex closely reflected the split within the local 
registered unemployed the scheme's management, aware that 
there was considerable 'invisible' unregistered female 
unemployment, were keen to increase participation by women. 
During the three years activities believed to be more 
attractive to women such as keep fit and popmobility sessions, 
horse-riding, archery and women's weight training were in- 
troduced into the scheme's weekly programme and creche 
facilities were provided at a number of centres to overcome 
some of the constraints which could affect participation by 
women with pre-school children. Despite these efforts the 
numbers and proportion of women using the scheme remained 
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around the 30% level. One problem was the difficulty 
in recruiting female leaders, although this was by no 
means always a barrier:; the male Sports Leaders were 
often conspicuously successful in encouraging female 
participation. 
The uneven representation of the two sexes was one of the 
main variations between sessions. In some cases such 
variation reflected the success of discriminatory policies 
adopted by the scheme managment; in others it indicated 
a failure to give the session a broad appeal. Two 
categories of sessions were deliberately oriented towards 
women: sessions for women only, such as keep fit, 
popmobility and women's weight training sessions, from 
which men were excluded, and sessions which were open to 
both sexes but offered activities believed to be particularly 
attractive. to women (e. g. archery, horse riding). There 
were a small number of male-only sessions in which the 
activities available were those in which women seldom 
participate, such as football and boxing; in these sessions 
the absence of female participants was regarded as 
'natural' and di-d not arouse concern. 
In addition to the sessions which were either intended or 
expected to be used primarily by a single sex there were 
sessions which were intended to attract men and women 
equally but failed to do so. In all of these the number 
of male participants was much greater than the number of 
females. Table 5.2.7 shows the proportions of male and 
female participants attending STARS sessions in year 3, 
by which time several steps had been taken to bolster 
participation by women and girls. 
Initially most STARS participants were the very young 
unemployed but this changed substantially over the 
three year period during which participants' ages were 
recorded (Table 5.2.8). 
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Table 5.2.7 Proportions of male and female participants attending each STARS session, Year 3 
Percentages of figures of less than 100 are given for ease of comparison only 
Male Female 
All Number No. ö No. °o Not known 
Anstey, Riding, Mon. 32 18 56% 14 44% - Anstey, Riding, Thur. 57 36 630% 20 35% 2o 
Aylestone, General, Wed. 112 100 8900 12 11% - Aylestone, T-tennis, Wed. 14 10 71% 4 29% - Aylestone, swimming, Wed. 181 160 88,10 21 12ä - Aylestone, archery, Wed. Thur. 120 98 82% 22 1800 - Babington, badminton, Wed. 57 28 49% 28 49% 2% 
Babington, football, Wed. 46 46 10010 - - 
Belgrave, Ladies keep fit, Mon. 50 1 2% 49 981% - 
Belgrave, badminton & weights, Tue. Wed. 78 67 8600 11 140ä - 
Belgrave, 5-a-side, Thur. 36 36 10000 - - - 
Cossington, swimming, Tues. 239 99 4100 140 59% - 
Braunstone Rec. General, Tues. 22 20 9110 2 9% - 
Braunstone Rec. Ladies keep fit, Wed. 31 - - 31 10000 - 
Braunstone Rec. 5-a-side & badminton, Fri. 8 8 100% - - - 
Evington Pool, canoe & swim, Thur. 19 13 68% 6 3200 - 
Granby Halls, mens weights, Mon. 80 77 96% 3 4% - 
Granby Halls, 5-a-side, Tues. 34 34 100% - - - 
Granby Halls, rollerskating, Tues. 146 114 78% 32 22% - 
Granhy Halls, Ladies weights, Wed. 86 1 1°a 85 9900 - 
Granby Halls, Squash, Thurs. 53 45 85% B 15% - 
Granhy Halle, hadmintnn, Fri 14`i 115 811% 29 20% - 
Kinyt isher, Variouu, Mon. 45 41) 89111ý 5 11% - 
Moat CC, rock, Tues. Thur. 22 21 95°% 1 5% - 
N. W. L. squash club, squash, Tue. 39 35 9010 4 1000 - 
N. Parks, swimming, Wed. 69 23 33% 33 48% 19% 
OPC, canoeing, Tues. 22 22 100% - - - 
PV Eq. Centre, horse-riding, Thur. (1) 14 4 29% 6 43% 29% 
PV Eq. Centre, horse-riding, Thur. (2) 12 8 6710 4 33% - 
Saffron Lane, archery, Wed. 34 31 91% 3 9% - 
Saffron Lane, football and weights, Thur. 182 165 91°% 17 910 - 
St. Margarets baths, canoeing, Tues. 18 17 94% 1 6% - 
St. Margarets baths, Ladies swimming, Thur. 77 1 1% 76 9900 - 
St. Margarets pastures, football, Tues. 217 213 98,10 - - 
2% 
Slater Street, squash and-badminton, Mon. 140 115 82% 25 
1800 - 
Slater Street, squash, Wed. 107 82 77% 25 23% - 
Southfields Drive, Ladies morning, Mon. 28 - - 28 
10000 - 
Southfields Drive, football, Tues. 15 15 100°0 - - - 
Southfields Drive, netball, Fri. 10 3 30% 
7 70% - 
Southfields Drive, badminton,. Fri. 28 18 6L% 10 36% - 
Southfields Drive, football and badminton. Fri 34 23 68% 11 
32% - 
Spence St., Swimming, Wed. 410 318 i8'0 92 22% - 
Badminton camp and preselection (9; 84) 37 26 
70% 11 30% - 
Source: Glyptis, Kay and Donkin 1986 (a) 
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Table 5.2.8 Age of STARS participants, years 1-3 
% of known ages 
Age Group Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 All 
Under 16 2.7 1.0 1.4 1.5 
16 - 19 57.1 42.4 31.0 42.4 
20 - 24 23.6 33.0 35.1 30.9 
25 - 29 8.6 12.1 14.4 11.9 
30 - 34 4.3 5.9 7.3 5.9 
35 - 39 2.1 Z. 9 4.6 3.2 
40 + 1.6 2.7 6.8 4.1 
In years 2 and 3a much smaller proportion of users were 
drawn from the young unemployed. The under-20 age group 
fell from almost 60% of all users in Year 1 to just over 
30% in Year 3, matched by corresponding increases in 
20-24 age group, the 25-29 age group and the over-30s. 
A substantial part of this change stemmed from the 
reduction in usage of the scheme by MSC groups, most of 
whose members were school-leavers aged 16 to 18; in the 
first year the MSC groups had constituted more than half 
of the under-20 category. The MSC programme of training 
and work experience schemes was itself extended several 
times during the lifetime of STARS to include increased 
numbers of young people, reducing the number of young 
unattached unemployed people in Leicester who might attend 
STARS. The change in the age-profile did not however stem 
solely from the reduction in young users; it also reflected 
positive steps by STARS management to increase usage by the 
older unemployed. When initial feedback from the atten- 
dance records in the first year had indicated that very 
few of this group were using the scheme attempts were made 
to increase their numbers by the introduction of less 
vigorous activities. 
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In general male participants were slightly younger than 
female participants. To an extent this was reflected in 
the variations in the age-structure of individual sessions, 
some of which paralleled variations in male and female 
usage; the less vigorous activities introduced to attract 
women were also those expected to appeal to older 
participants, of both sexes. 
A further variation in the characteristics of users of 
different sessions was their ethnicity or, more accurately, 
colour. The attendance records did not include data on 
ethnicity because of the sensitivity of the topic and the 
complexity of the questioning required to establish 
ethnicity. It was however possible to observe which 
sessions were dominated by users who were white, of 
Asian or Afro-Caribbean colouring and which attracted 
users of all colours. In this respect the ethnic 
composition of individual sessions often, but not always, 
reflected that of the immediate neighbourhood. There were 
however examples of different sessions at the same facility 
being dominated by different ethnic groups; at Moat 
Community College in the Highfields area, with a strong 
Afro-Caribbean community, the weekly five-a-side football 
session was attended by black males, while almost all 
participants in the rock climbing sessions in the same 
building were white. Similarly, at Belgrave Sports 
Training Hall the multi-activity sessions were dominated 
by young unemployed Asians, but the women's keep-fit 
sessions were attended by white and coloured women alike. 
It became apparent over the four years that the type of 
user attracted to a particular session could be self- 
perpetuating: the type of users already attending a 
session influenced the behaviour of newcomers. The 
strongest example of this seemed to be in the ethnic 
composition of different sessions. Ethnic groups appeared 
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to be particularly cohesive and thus in some instances off- 
, putting for other types of users. Comparable processes 
could be identified in the effective exclusion of women by 
the male dominance of certain sessions, and the exclusion 
of older users by the actual - or in some cases assumed - 
dominance of some sessions by younger people. The exclusion 
of new users by existing users did not necessarily relate 
to a common characteristic shared by the latter; in some 
sessions the development of strong group feeling by a core 
of regular users appeared to act as some sort of social 
filter which made it difficult for new users to feel part 
of the session. 
STARS sessions varied widely in their geographical catchment. 
The scheme as a whole concentrated its activities in areas 
of particularly high unemployment and this was reflected in 
the overall distribution of users, recorded first in year 2 
and again in year 4 (Figure 5.2.2 a-b). The catchment 
of individual sessions differed greatly, partly reflecting 
the activities available and the status and location of the 
facility in which they were held. Sessions taking place 
at Granby Halls, a major facility in the city centre, 
attracted participants from all parts of Leicester (Figure 
5.2.3 a-d) as did unusual activities - such as archery, 
rock climbing and horse-riding - available at smaller venues 
(Figure 5.2.3 e-f). Multi-activity sessions were available 
at several locations, usually in community oriented 
facilities, and correspondingly attracted users primarily 
- but not exclusively - from their immediate neighbourhoods 
(Figure 5.2.3 g-i). 
The user survey, conducted in the scheme's first year of op- 
eration (between February and November 1982), provided more 
detailed information about users' characteristics. The 
characteristics of the 258 interviewees are summarised 
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Figure 5.2.2a STARS catchment, Year 2 
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Figure 5.2.2b STARS catchment, year 4 
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Figure 5.2.3 a-d Catchments of selected sessions held at Granby Halls 
d. Granby Halls 
a. Granby Halls 
Badminton 
b. Granby Halls 
Five a side 
c. Granby Halls 
Squash Rollerskatin2 
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Figure 5.2.3 e-f Catchments of sessions offering 'unusual' acfivities 
Moat Community College 
Climbing 
Aviestone Sports Training Hall 
Archery 
Figure 5.2.3 g-i Catchments of multi-activity sessions 
Babington Community College 
Multi-activity 
Spence Street Baths 
Multi-activity 
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Source : Glyptis, Kay and Donkin 
1986a 
Braunstore Recreation Centre 
Multi-activity 
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and compared to the overall user profile in Table 5.2.9 
a-d. The table shows a number of discrepancies between 
the characteristics of survey respondents and the user 
profile of the scheme for Year 1. These are the result of 
deliberate oversampling of minority groups during the user 
survey to ensure that all types of users were represented, 
both for the scheme as a whole and within individual 
sessions. The main differences are the under-representation 
of unattached unemployed people, a result of accommodating 
the employed and student users of sessions, and the under- 
representation of the 16-19 group, a consequence of inter- 
viewing the small number of older users at each session. 
The employment history of STARS users indicated that, for 
most, unemployment was long-term. Tables 5.21E and 5.2.11 
summarise the employment history of respondents in the 
three years prior to interview. Almost 90% of users had 
been unemployed, and not attending a training scheme, at 
some time during that period. More than half the sample 
had been in paid employment. One in five had been unemployed 
for the whole period, while only one in 16 had worked 
throughout. 
There was considerable variation in the length of time 
individuals had been unemployed at the time of interview 
(Table 5.2.11). 
More than half the STARS users were long-term unemployed 
- ie. unemployed for one year or more. 
The older 
unemployed had been out of work longest. Most of those 
who had previously worked - who could therefore be cate- 
gorised by their previous employment - had held skilled, 
semi-skilled, or unskilled jobs 
(Table 5.2.12). 
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Table 5.2.9 Characteristics of STARS users interviewed during user survey, 
Year 1 (n = 258) 
(a) Employment status:. survey respondents compared to Year 1 attendance 
record data 
Status 
Unattached unemployed 
Attached unemployed 
Employed 
Students 
Other 
User survey 
61/0 
18/0 
10°0 
oý 
/o 
,o 40/ 
Attendance records 
80/0 
17 °ö 
ßr 
,0 
1 0i 
i0 
(b) Sex of user survey respondents compared to Year 1 attendance record 
data 
Sex User survey Attendance records 
Male 68/6 71% 
Female 32 ä 29% 
(c) Age of user survey respondents compared to Year 1 attendance record 
data 
Age User survey Attendance records 
(°o of known ages) 
Under 16 3°ö 3°ö 
16 - 19 41% 
57% 
20 - 24 30% 
25% 
25 - 39 14% 
15% 
40 + 0/ 6°ö 
0/ 3/0 
Not known To 
(d) Ethnic origin of users survey respondents; place of 
birth of participant, 
participants father and participant's mother 
Leicester 
U. K. 
African 
Asian/Indian 
USA/Canada 
Caribbean 
European 
Other 
Participant father mother Attendance 
birthplace records 
% 47 31% 29% N. A. 
24% 34% 40% N. A. 
% 13 14% 14% N. A. 
8/0 /0 11 990 N. A. 
'0 3 4°ö 2/0 N. A. 
2/a °ö 4 5/0 N. A. 
o, 2,0 0/ 2,0 , 1, o ° N 
2Jo - - N. A. 
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Table 5.2.1-0 Employment history in last 3 years (n = 258) 
% of respondents % of respondents 
Time Unemployed (°b) on training scheme 
('o} 
Less than 1 month 41 
1-3 months 74 
3-6 months 83 
6 -12 months 12 6 
1-2 years 17 1 
2-3 years 17 - 3 years 22 - 
No time 13 85 
All 100 100 
Table 5.2.1 1 Length of current unemployment (n = 258) 
% of respondents 
employed (°o) 
3 
4 
3 
9 
13 
14 
6 
48 
100 
h 
C_ 
ý r_ 
% of all respondents % of unemployed respondents 
Less than 1 month 3 4 
1-3 months 8 10 
3-6 months 9 13 
6 -12 months 14 20 
1-2 years 12 16 
2-3 years 8 11 
3 years 19 26 
Employed 9 
On training scheme 18 
Table 5.2.1 2 Socio-economic group of user survey respondents (n = 258) 
% of all respondents % classifiable respondents only 
(n = 258) (n = 124) 
Intermediate, non-manual 
Junior, non-manual 
Skilled manual 
Semi-skilled manual 
Unskilled manual 
- 8°' 
11 °ö 21°ä 
°ö 17 33°ö 
°ä 19 37°ö 
,° 1°' -2 ,° 
No classification possible 48% 
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Most STARS users lived with or knew other unemployed people. 
More than half (56%) lived in a household in which someone 
else was unemployed, over a quarter (26%) had other rela- 
tives who were unemployed, and 70% had close friends who 
were unemployed. Most participants (76%) lived with their 
family, usually parents and siblings; only 16% were married, 
although another 14°0 were cohabiting. The remaining 10% 
split equally between those who lived alone and those who 
lived with friends. There were considerable variations in 
household size which averaged 3.8 persons but included a few 
very large households. Most users had lived at their 
present address for several years (Table 5.2.12). 
Table 5.2.13 Length of residence at present address (n = 258) 
Length of residence 
Less than 6 months 
6- 12 months 
1- 2 years 
2- 3 years 
3- 5 years 
5- 10 years 
More than 10 years 
5.3 The nature of usage 
14 
10 
14 
7 
13 
15 
27 
By recording attendances by named individuals the attendance 
records made it possible to examine the frequency, regu- 
larity, diversity and duration of usage, as well as the 
characteristics of users. There were considerable varia- 
tions in the usage of the scheme within STARS as a whole and 
within individual sessions.. 
5.3.1 Frequency of attendance 
The attendance records, for years 
1-3, showed that on 
average participants atttended 
infrequently (Table 5.3.1). 
% of respondents 
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Table 5.3.1 Average frequency of attendance, years 1-3 
Users Total attendances Average number of attendances/user 
Year 1 2022 7791 3.9 
Year 2 2544 9804 3.9 
Year 3 2395 12525 5.2 
All 6442 30120 4.7 
The average frequency of attendance per participant for the 
scheme as whole was 4.7 attendances over the 3 years. 
This was equivalent to a total attendance by each user of 
approximately 10 hours, although the STARS scheme provided 
more than 70 hours of activities each week. The low prop- 
ortion of the local unemployed who participated at STARS 
indicated that there were problems to be overcome in motiva- 
ting non-participants to attend; the low frequency of 
attendance by participants indicated that there were further 
difficulties in maintaining the interest and commitment of 
those who did attend STARS sessions. 
A breakdown of the attendance frequencies over the three 
years (Table 5.3.2) showed that the average participation 
figure was derived from very diverse participation frequen- 
cies by individuals. The majority of participants attended 
STARS very infrequently. Only a small proportion attended 
on several occasions. During the three years a third of 
users attended only once, and more than half attended only 
once or twice. Each year on average almost three-quarters 
of participants attended 5 times or less and even in year 
3, when most sessions had stabilised and overcome initial 
difficulties, this figure was 71%. At the other extreme 
there were from the start a minority who used the scheme 
very frequently; in the first year 10% of all users 
attended more than 10 times and a handful attended on 30 
occasions or more. By the end of the third year the most 
frequent attenders had participated in the scheme more 
than 100 times. 
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Table 5.3.2 Attendance frequencies, years 1-3 
Number of Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 All 
attendances % of respondents ö of respondents % of respondents % of respondents 
1 36 42 33 37 
2-5 40 41 38 39 
6 -10 13 11 14 13 
11+ 12 7 14 11 
Certain types of participants were more frequent attenders 
than others. The most prominent variations were between 
users of different employment status; a far greater propor- 
tion of the unattached unemployed, the scheme's primary 
target group, stopped participating after a single attendance 
than did employed users. Figure 5.3.1 shows that the 
priority groups were the least frequent attenders while 
those to whom the scheme gave lower priority were in fact 
the most likely to become regular users. 
Figure 5.3.1 Attendance frequency by employment status 
unattached 
unemployed 
attached 
unemployed 
students 
employed 
proportion of employment status group 
01 
attendance 6-10 
El 2-5 11+ 
0 50 100 
I 
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During the three years there were consistent small-scale 
differences in the average attendance by men and women; 
although fewer women than men took part in the scheme, 
women attended slightly more often than men in each year 
(Table 5.3.3). 
Table 5.3.3 Average participation by sex, years 1-3 
Average attendance Average attendance Average attendance 
men women all 
Year 1 3.6 4.1 3.9 
Year 2 3.5 4.1 3.9 
Year 3 4.9 6.1 5.2 
All 4.0 4.8 4.7 
The higher average attendance by women reflected their 
lower tendency to stop participating after a single 
attendance (Table 5.3.4). In general, women were less 
likely to feature in either of the two extremes; there 
were fewer one-off attendances and fewer very high 
attendances than by men. While 55% of men dropped out 
of the scheme after 2 attendances, only 38% of women 
did so; 74% of men had stopped attending after 4 attendances 
but only 63% of women. 
Table 5.3.4 Attendance frequency by sex, years 1-3 
Number of attendances % of men ö of women % of all 
1 39 32 37 
2-5 39 39 39 
6 -10 12 16 
13 
11 + 10 13 11 
There were further variations in attendance frequencies 
by age (Table 5.3.5), with younger participants attending 
less frequently than older users. 
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Table 5.3.5 Attendance frequency by age, years 1-3 
Number of Under 
attendances 16 16-19 20-24 25-29 30 -34 35-39 40+ All 
1 40 40 35 34 29 29 29 37 
2-5 37 40 40 37 42 37 33 39 
6-10 12 13 14 12 21 21 16 13 
11+ 11 8 12 15 17 13 17 11 
The attendance records did not provide any direct evidence 
about the attendance frequencies of participants of 
different ethnic groups. A certain amount could be 
deduced by direct observation, by examination of the 
attendance records of sessions observed to be dominated 
by a particular group, and through discussion with the 
Sports Leaders. It appeared that sessions dominated 
by a particular ethnic group - mentioned previously as 
amongst the most cohesive within the scheme - generated 
some of the most frequent attendances. Two sessions 
which consistently attracted regular users were the multi- 
activity sessions held three times a week at Belgrave 
Sports Training Hall, which were used by unemployed 
members of the local Asian population, and the weekly 
five-a-side football session held at Moat Community 
College and attended by young male Afro-Carribeans from 
the Highfieldsarea. 
The variations between different types of users showed 
that the most common type of participant, the young 
unemployed male, was the least likely to attend frequently. 
The minority groups tended to be more regular attenders 
i. e. women, older participants and those who were not 
unemployed. Thus the type of user who found it easiest 
to drop into the scheme also found it easiest to drop 
out of it; those who were harder to attract in the first 
place proved to be more committed to the scheme once they 
started participating. The characteristics of users 
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cannot be regarded as an explanation of attendance 
patterns, but as a feature of them: they are not an 
indicator of a causal relationship. 
Variations in attendance frequencies by different users 
could be affected by the type and quality of the session 
which they were attending. Sessions which introduced 
beginners to a new sport or enabled existing participants 
to obtain proficiency awards provided a more structured 
progression from one week to the next than those based 
on informal, turn-up-and-play participation. Sessions 
such as archery at Aylestone Sports Hall, which was 
generally attended by people who had minimal previous 
experience of the sport who gained in proficiency over a 
period of a few weeks, and horse riding, which was run 
as a series of 10-week courses, encouraged relatively 
regular participation; the use of these sessions by women 
and the older unemployed was consequently reflected in 
the attendance patterns associated with these groups. 
There were however other sessions which were much less 
structured but attracted the highest proportions of 
frequent attenders in the scheme. Sessions at Belgrave 
Sports Training Hall and Braunstone Recreation Centre 
consistently attracted regular participants who appeared 
to be at least partly influenced by the regularity of 
these two sessions, each of which took place on three days 
each week. In both cases there was a relative paucity 
of alternative leisure provision in the neighbourhood and 
observation of these sessions showed that they fulfilled 
an important role as a meeting place for users as well as 
offering them the opportunity to take part in sport. 
Different sessions attracted different types of participa- 
tion for different reasons : generalisations cannot be 
made on the strength of the attendance data alone about 
what constituted a 'good' session. 
One conspicuous 
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contradiction in the attendance data was that some sessions 
which had very low average attendance frequencies were 
nonetheless good quality sessions by other criteria. In 
particular, several session-types which were regularly 
attended by very large numbers of participants. and could 
be repeatedly observed to have a 'good' atmosphere, to be 
efficiently run and to be obviously enjoyed by their users 
nonetheless had surprisingly low average attendances for 
individual participants. The inconsistent relationship 
between numbers of participants attracted to a session- 
type and the frequency of attendance is illustrated in 
Fig 5.3.2. 
In addition to the variation in average attendance 
frequencies between different sessions there were variations 
within sessions. Most sessions attracted some very 
frequent users and some one-off attenders, although there 
were differences in the proportions of these attending 
different sessions. It was clear that the same session 
could have a different attraction for different users 
and this suggested that the explanation for individuals' 
different participation patterns was more likely to be 
found through an examination of the users rather than 
of the sessions. 
5.3.2 'Single-session attenders' and 'Multiple-session attenders' 
The wide range in attendance frequencies of participants 
in the same session is one indicator of the diversity of 
response which the scheme elicited from its users. 
Detailed examination of the attendance patterns of 
individual users shows variations even between those who 
attended with equal frequency. While most were 'single' 
users, attending only one type of session, a minority 
(10%) were 'multiple' users who attended two or more. 
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Figure 5.3.2 Numbers of users and attendance frequencies for 
selected sessions, yr. 3. 
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Table 5.3.6 Attendance at different numbers of sessions by STARS participants 
Number of sessions Number of participants % of participants 
1 5775 89.6 
2 404 6.3 
3 157 2.4 
4 53 0.8 
5 22 0.3 
6 19 0.3 
7 10 0.1 
820.0 
During the scheme's first three years 667 participants 
attended more than one type of session. Although these 
participants made up only one-tenth of all users of the 
scheme they generated 9752 attendances, almost one-third 
(32.4%) of all attendances. In general multiple-session 
attenders participated in the scheme more frequently than 
single attenders (Table 5.3.7). 
Table 5.3.7 Attendance frequencies of multiple and single attenders 
(10) (/a) (1,10) 
Frequency of attendance Multiple attenders Single attenders All 
(n = 667) (n = 5775) (n = 6442) 
1 - 41 37 
2- 5 28 40 39 
6-10 27 11 13 
11-20 24 6 48 
21-30 12 0.4 2 
31-40 2 0.2 0.4 
41+ 7 0.1 0.8 
% of attendances' 32.4% 67.6% 
100/0 
Average attendance per user 14.6 3.5 4.7 
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Single attenders were dominant amongst those who attended 
up to 20 times; beyond this the multiple attenders make 
up the larger proportion of users. Over the first three 
years single attenders had an average total attendance of 
3.5. Multiple attenders had a much higher average of 14.6. 
In most cases, users who attended a higher number of 
different types of session had a higher total attendance 
than those who attended . 
=fewer (Table 5.3.8). 
Table 5.3.9 distinguishes between multiple attenders' total 
attendance at all sessions, and their average attendance at 
each individual session at which they participated. While 
the total attendance usually rose for those who had 
attended more sessions, the average attendance for each 
session did not. 
Multiple attenders' average participation for each session 
was 5.4 compared to their average total attendance of 14.6. 
Although their total attendance was much higher than that 
of single attenders their average total attendance at each 
session was only 1.5 times as high. This much narrower 
margin suggests that although multiple attenders demonstrated 
higher commitment to the scheme as a whole, by attending 
on many occasions, they showed less commitment to individual 
sessions than their total attendance suggested. There was 
much less difference in the average attendance of multiple 
and single users at individual sessions than had been indi- 
cated by their total attendance. 
The disaggregation of the data shows that the attendances 
of most multiple attenders were not evenly distributed: 
most attended a 'dominant' session, which accounted for 
most of their total attendance, and supplemented this by 
much less frequent attendance at up to seven other sessions. 
There were therefore considerable differences in the patterns 
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Table 5.3.8 Total attendance by the number of different sessions attended 
Number of/sessions Number of users Average total attendance per L 
user 
1 2389 3.5 
2 404 9.2 
3 157 18.2 
4 53 23.8 
5 22 19.6 
6 19 47.1 
7 10 55.3 
82 25.5 
Table 5.3.9 Average attendance at each session by numer of sessions 
attended 
Number of sessions Average total attendances 
per user 
1 3.5 
2 9.2 
3 18.2 
4 23.8 
5 19.6 
6 47.1 
7 55.3 
8 25.5 
Average attendance 
per session per user 
3.5 
4.6 
6.1 
5.9 
3.9 
7.9 
7.9 
3.2 
of participation by multiple and single attenders. These 
differences can be investigated most clearly by examining 
the attendance of committed users - those whose total 
attendance was frequent enough to allow patterns to be 
identified within it. 
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5.3.3 Committed users 
It is difficult to define 'commitment' to the STARS scheme. 
Was a participant who attended a session once a week for 
several months, and then ceased to attend, more or less 
committed tu the scheme than another who participated much 
more frequently but irregularly? Was someone who attended 
infrequently over a long period more or less committed than 
a participant who attended on as many occasions but in a 
concentrated burst over a period of a few weeks? Were users 
with a 100% attendance record at a once-weekly session more 
or less committed than others who attended two out of every 
three sessions of a different, more frequently held session. 
As section 5.3.2 indicated, users' participation in the 
scheme had a number of dimensions. The simplest of these 
concerned their volume of attendances - their total number 
of attendances for the scheme as a whole and for individual 
sessions. The other dimensions of commitment, which are 
harder to define, are those derived from users' patterns 
of attendance; they include, for example, regularity of 
participants' attendance, duration of involvement in the 
scheme, and the range of activities and sessions in 
which they became involved. Yet despite the complex 
nature of 'commitment', the only practical criterion for 
the initial selection of subjects for a study of the 
participation patterns of the more committed users remains 
participants' total attendances. This section examines 
the nature of commitment as illustrated by the 183 
participants who over the three year period had a minimum 
total recorded attendance of 21. The cut-off point is 
necessarily arbitrary but has been chosen amongst other 
reasons to 'give reasonably high 'per-session" averages 
for the multiple attenders. 
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The characteristics of committed users are summarised in 
Table 5.3.10. They differ from users as a whole in a 
number of ways, reflecting a number of trends previously 
identified in the participation frequencies of different 
types of users. Although the proportion of unattached 
unemployed users was slightly higher than for the scheme 
as a whole, each of the non-unemployed groups was also 
slightly over-represented. The attached unemployed were 
under-represented. Men were slightly over-represented, 
making up nearly 75% of the committed users compared to 
just under 72% of all users. As previously noted, although 
women had higher average attendances than men in the 
scheme as a whole, they had a lower proportion of very 
high attendances. The most marked differences were to 
be found in the age profile of the two groups; whereas 
almost three-quarters (73.3%) of all STARS users were 
under 25, just over half (54.5%) of committed users came 
into this category. Committed users were accordingly 
over-represented in some of the older age-groups but not 
however in the oldest age-groups. 
The committed users, selected on the basis of their 
frequency of attendance, had an average total attendance 
of 37.0. Figure 5.3.3a shows the distribution of 
attendance frequencies for the group as a whole; more 
than half of the committed users fall into the lowest 
category of 21-30 attendances; less than 20% attended 
more than 50 times. The pattern recurs for each sex, 
as illustrated in Figure 5.3.3b; women are slightly 
over-represented in the 31-40 category. 
Nearly four-fifths (78.4%) of the committed users were 
multiple attenders. Table 5.3.11 shows 
that as with 
participants as a whole, the higher 
the number of dif- 
ferent sessions attended, the higher 
the total attendance. 
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Table 5.3.10 Characteristics of committed users 
a. Status 
Committed Users 
Male Female All 
"n, "n, a' 
Unattache d unemployed 130 40 93 
Full-time employed 5 1 4 
Attached unemployed 1 3 2 
Student 1 0 0.5 
Retired 0 1 0.5 
Part-time employed - 1 0.5 
b. Sex 
Number 
Percentage 
c. Age 
16 - 19 
20 - 24 
25 - 29 
30 - 34 
35 - 39 
Not known 
Average age 
Average age, 
unemployed 
committed users 
Committed Users 
Male Female 
137 46 
75 25 
Committed Users 
Male Female All 
'n' 'n' °ö 
34 11 25 
47 8 30 
19 9 15 
9 5 8 
1 1 1 
19 9 15 
24.2 26.3 24.7 
24.1 26.0 24.5 
All users 
All 
0' 
i0 
89 
1 
9 
0.5 
All users 
Male Female 
4612 1830 
72 28 
All users 
(known ages only) 
42 
31 
12 
6 
4 
22 
22 
Figure 5.3.3a Committed users' frequency of attendance. (n = 183) 
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Figure 5.3.3b Committed users' attendance frequency by sex 
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Table 5.3.11 Committed users: total attendance and the number of 
sessions attended 
Number of sessions Number in group % in group Average total attendance 
1 39 21.7 29.1 
2 39 21.7 33.6 
3 40 22.2 39.4 
4 24 13.3 36.5 
5 10 5.5 38.8 
6 15 8.3 43.8 
7 11 6.1 60.6 
8 2 1.1 25.5 
All 180 100.0 37.0 
Although in most cases overall attendance increases as 
the number of session-types rises, the increase is not a 
proportionate one. Figure 5.3.4 shows that although 
total attendance increases as the number of sessions 
does, average attendance per session falls. This 
parallels earlier findings for multiple attenders as a 
whole: the high total attendance appears to reflect 
commitment to the scheme but not necessarily commitment 
to individual sessions. 
It was decided to investigate the attendance patterns of 
committed multiple attenders in more detail. The sub-totals 
of attendances for the different sessions which each 
participant had attended were ranked in descending order - 
ie. the session which had been attended most frequently 
was regarded as the 'first' or 'dominant' session, the 
next as the 'second', and so on. It was found that the 
attendances of committed multiple users were very unevenly 
distributed across the different sessions each had attended. 
'Dominant' sessions made up only a quarter of all sessions 
but accounted for nearly two-thirds of all attendances 
(Table 5.3.12). The average attendance at the dominant 
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Table 5.3.12 Multiple attenders : attendance at individual sessions, 
in ranked order 
Ranked sessions All 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 sessions 
No. of attendances 3568 1144 403 221 88 46 18 2 5490 
°o of attendances 65% ,o 21% ,o ,o 7% ,o 4% ,o 2% 0 7% ,o 0.3% ,o - 100 
No. of participants 140 140 102 62 39 28 14 2 140 
Average attendance 25.5 8.2 4.0 3.6. 2.2 1.6 1.3 1.1 39.2 
per participant 
Table 5.3.13 Multiple attenders : proportion (°b) of attendances at 
ranked sessions by number of different types of session 
attended. 
Ranked sessions: % of attendances ö 
Number of Number of 1 23 4 5 67 8 
All 
sessions participants 
attended 
2 38 79 21 - - - -- - 19 
3 40 75 20 5 - - -- - 23 
4 23 56 27 14 6 - -- - 13 
5 11 47 21 14 10 5 -- -7 
6 14 53 18 13 9 4 3- - 10 
7 12 51 17 12 9 5 32 - 10 
8 2 39 25 10 8 6 44 1 
All 65 21 7 4 2 0.7 0.3 
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session was three times as high as that of the second 
ranked and more than six times as high as the third. 
This pattern held true regardless of the number of different 
sessions in which multiple attenders had participated. 
Table 5.3.13 groups participants according to the number 
of different sessions they had attended. There are a 
number of points of consistency between the different 
groups, notably the clear dominance of the first-ranked 
sessions and the relatively narrow range of values for lower 
ranked sessions. The few differences which occur are 
in the dominant sessions; the sub-groups of those atten- 
ding 2 and 3 different sessions have much higher 
proportions of attendance (79% and 75/10 respectively) 
attributable to their first session than do those attend- 
ing 4,5,6 and 7 (range 47-56%, average 52°0). Only two 
participants attended 8 different sessions. 
Overall, the similarities between the sub-groups were 
very strong. There were however considerable variations 
between individual users which remained obscured by the 
aggregate figure for the sub-groups. Five examples of 
the participation patterns of individual 'committed' 
users are illustrated in Figure 5.3.5. These show the 
variations in the span of participants' attendance (ie. 
the time elapsing between their first and last recorded 
attendances), the range of sessions at which they partici- 
pated, the frequency with which they did so, the continuity 
and regularity of their attendance at each session and at 
the scheme as a whole, and whether their participation at 
different sessions was parallel, sequential or overlapping. 
The five examples show that even participants whose 
participation was similar in one respect - eg. in the number 
of sessions or session-types attended - differed in the 
way in which their participation was made up. 
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The first two diagrams illustrate the participation 
patterns of the scheme's two most frequent attenders, 
Subject 1 with a total attendance of 162 and Subject 2 
with a total of 127. The participation of these two 
individuals spans a similar period (Subject 1,17 months; 
Subject 2,15 months) but is different in pattern; while 
Subject 2 participated at least once a week for every 
week of the 17 months, Subject 1 participated for about 
five months, did not attend for the next four months, 
and then came back to attend the same session for another 
six months. The dominant session for both participants 
was the thrice-weekly multi-activity session at Belgrave 
Sports Training Hall which accounted for 91°0 of Subject 
l's attendances but only 54% of those of Subject 2. 
Subject 2 had a more diverse participation pattern, 
attending seven different sessions at five different 
venues; Subject 1 attended only two different sessions 
at two venues, taking part in basketball, table-tennis 
and five-a-side football at the Belgrave session, and 
badminton at both Belgrave and Granby Halls. Except for 
a short-lived attendance at the Granby Halls session, 
Subject 1 therefore participated only at the Belgrave 
session throughout his involvement in the scheme. In 
contrast, Subject 2 initially participated in trampolining, 
archery and rollerskating sessions in city-centre venues 
but after three months ceased attending these and instead 
attended Belgrave Sports Training Hall, participating 
there for a full year before dropping out of the scheme; 
he also attended horse-riding for several weeks during 
this period. Although Subject 1 was a more frequent 
participant in the scheme, Subject 2 participated more 
consistently throughout the 17 months and made greater 
use of the scheme's diverse activities programme. 
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The remaining diagrams show three very different partici- 
pation patterns for Subjects 3,4 and 5, participants 
with similar total attendances. Subjects 3 and 4 each 
attended a single session, on 35 and 28 occasions re- 
spectively; Subject 5 also participated 28 times but 
attended 8 different types of session. 
Subject 3 attended the thrice-weekly, multi-activity ses- 
sion held at Braunstone Recreation Centre every week for 
twelve weeks, missing only four possible attendances 
during this period; her participation was therefore very 
concentrated over a three-month period. Subject 4 
attended a weekly swimming session at New Parks Swimming 
Pool, missing 19 possible attendances during the period 
in which she participated; her attendance thus spanned 
a period of almost a year. Although Subject 4's attendance 
was less frequent and much more sporadic than that of 
Subject 3 her' involvement in the scheme was of much longer 
duration. Subject 5 had a completely different participa- 
tion pattern; he participated at the archery and soccer 
skills sessions on 10 and 8 occasions respectively 
but the rest of his attendance consisted of fleeting 
involvement in a wide range of sessions including rock 
climbing (2 attendances), swimming (2), badminton and 
table tennis at the YMCA (1), rollerskating (1), squash 
(1) and parachute training. The span of Subject 5's 
attendance was 13 weeks during which he showed very limited 
commitment to any individual session but much greater 
determination to try a wide range of activities and sessions 
than most participants who were more frequent attenders. 
The detailed participation patternSof STARS users illustrate 
the extent to which STARS participation was a matter of 
individual choice and preference. The overall attendance 
figures suggest greater uniformity of response by users 
than is borne out by investigation of the disaggregated 
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data. The fact that diverse patterns can be identified 
for users with similar personal characteristics attending 
the same sessions reinforces the point that an 
explanation of the role of STARS participation in the 
life of its users lies in the investigation of individual 
cases. 
5.4 The context of usage 
The attendance record data raised a number of questions 
about the role of the scheme in the lives of its users. 
The high drop-out rate suggested that either the scheme 
failed to satisfy the majority of its users or that there 
were obstacles to participation which most could not 
overcome. By contrast the most frequent attenders 
displayed a very strong attachment to the scheme, 
indicating that for some at least it played a prominent 
and important role in their everyday lives while they were 
unemployed. The exact nature of this role was however 
unclear; while the attendance data provided the detail of 
when, where and how frequently each user participated it 
offered no guide to how participation "fitted in" with 
other aspects of their lives. The user survey therefore 
sought to identify the broader context within which 
participation in STARS took place. 
5.4.1 Involvement in STARS 
(a) Finding out about STARS 
During the user survey respondents were interviewed at 22 
different types of sessions. Most respondents (4L. %) had 
started attending the scheme after first hearing about 
STARS from a friend: 
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'I came a -tong 
becau6 eI ways pe waded by a 6t fiend. 
'A 6 end made me come a ong .' 
'A ýte. nd in , aduced me to it about a yeah ago. ' 
Others had heard through the training scheme of which they 
were a member (ll%), or from a leaflet delivered to their 
home (5%). The remainder had learnt of the scheme through 
a wide range of institutional outlets including libraries, 
unemployment benefit offices, the careers service, local 
radio and local newspapers. 
(b) Reasons for participation 
In several cases users felt that simply finding out about 
the scheme had given them the motivation to take part, and 
gave these reasons: 
'I came aeong to Gtcanby Ha M because I heard th<. ng4 wefLe going 
on. I got toped into nat eel-hvcfzey and wao told to came along 
the next day. I came ao ng ' an. the tnampo e- in t. ng and did 
aMcheny ass weU because it wvs going on hehe on the -same day 
ass I wa-s here to do tnampat. Ln ing .' 
'Jost because I bound out that thete wa6 squash on hvLe. ' 
'On Sa unday I got th /s tea{. het saying 'came along' !' 
'Lt' ,s avaiiabte hehe, . hat' ,s why. ' 
'Somebody to td me about it so I wanted to have a go. I go to 
Spawüsh £essoivs a6teicwatd1s so I have to came into town anyway. ' 
The reason most frequently given for attending was because 
it was something to do, to help fill free time or prevent 
boredom. Several respondents also saw STARS as giving them 
a reason for getting out of the house: 
' Theke' ,6 nothing eze to 
do helfe. ' (Several respondents) 
' Thene', s nothing to do at home ... You meet people 
here and so 
you fleet like doing it and join in. ' 
'Seemed . -<i! ie a good idea - something to do. ' 
'I was too fing {ion something to do out o4 the home. ' 
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'It didn't seem too energetic. I waz , 2oofacing dot something to pazz the time, to get out o the house away {nom the 
ne-. ghbouA , you want to keep yawn bn. ain active. ' 
Several users had started to attend because of their 
interest in a specific activity, while others had a more 
general interest in sport and the health and fitness 
benefits which participation could bring: 
'I'm a Wness ýav. a-tic -I £ove tunning and wa efa-ing .I wao told I wou(? dn. ' -t be abte to watt a6tvt an accident. I'd 
nutan ted doing ýspo tts about . thnee months be6one I came 
atongg to STARS. ' 
'I wanted to do mane 5 potc t in my teisune time. ' 
'It ways ju, 5t a ch. a. ievige. I'd been tt icing by myzeZi 6vn 
the maAachon ý, o i about a month be6ane I came a tong to 
STARS. ' 
'I way , oolong bon badminton at 4iut, them zomeone to td 
me about the keep-fit. ' 
'Badminton -. o oomeTh-. ng to do to keep ý%it. I £. Cfze badminton 
and I £-Lfae to keep {it. You meet peopte hvie and so you 
ý, eet tike doing it and Join in. ' 
'I wa intvLezted in doing some ko ck- ce imb Lng .' 
'I've been £aoFiing ban zomewhene to do keep-4-. -t then 
zvmebvdy told me about thL [u. .P i-action ty zeo -ion]. ' 
'I wanted to have a go at the ma uz-thon. ' 
'Just picked . 6ometh-. ng atom the STARS pnagnamme to do on Monday. I do exenc- 5e2S at home too, to music - exenc- 6e4 
1nam the Heaeth Education passten. ' 
'I'd atwa yes wanted to do keep-(it but didn't get the chance 
because of the Füdhs. ' 
'I've been inteh. ested in it dot a white -I juxt am! ' 
There was a slight predominance of reasons related to the 
experience of being unemployed (time, money shortage etc) 
over those related to enjoyment of sport. 
(c) Awareness of the scheme 
Awareness of the scope of the STARS scheme was very poor. 
Nearly three-quarters (70°0) of respondents had only 
attended the session-type at which they were interviewdd 
and very few realised that the scheme offered a much more 
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extensive programme of activities. Only 16°0' had detailed 
knowledge of other types of session provided, although 
another 10% knew that there were such sessions and a 
further 5% could not remember specific sessions but 
claimed to have a copy of the STARS publicity leaflet 
which provided these details. In all, 69% knew only of 
the session(s) in which they participated and most were 
therefore only aware of the single session which they 
attended, out of a programme of approximately 30. Those 
who attended more than one type o. f session were more likely 
to know of further sessions which they did not attend; 
only 17°0 of single attenders knew of other sessions 
whereas more than half of the multiple attenders (55'°0) 
were aware of at least one. This suggested that lack of 
knowledge of the other opportunities available within the 
scheme was one of the most important factors inhibiting 
wider participation by existing users. 
(d) Methods of transport 
Most respondents had come to the session either alone (31%) 
or with a small number of friends (44%), either travelling 
to the facility by bus or walking. Only one-third of 
respondents owned their own transport, and for most 
walking and taking a bus were their usual methods for 
travelling around the city. Respondents lived on average 
just under 2 miles from the sessions they attended, , 
although a large proportion (39%) lived within half a mile. 
Participants who lived closer to the session were more 
likely to walk to it: 56% of those who lived within a mile 
did so, compared to 38% of all respondents, while those 
who lived 2 miles or more away were most likely to travel 
by bus (416/6, compared to 22% of all respondents). 
Participants did not necessarily travel to STARS sessions 
direct from hone; most 'attached' respondents had been 
brought from their training centre by the staff of their 
MSC scheme, the employed users travelled straight from work, 
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and a number of unattached users attending sessions in the 
more central facilities did so immediately before or after 
fulfilling other commitments in the city-centre. 
(e) Participation in sport 
Respondents were taking part in a total of 21 different 
sports at the sessions they attended, most (8500) doing a 
single activity. Although the majority (60%) had already 
taken part in the activity/ties before attending the 
scheme, at the time when they first came along to STARS 
only 26% were active participants. Nearly all of those 
who were previous participants had taken part in the sport 
before they were unemployed - in most cases at school or 
college, giving up when they left full-time education. Only 
2°o had started activities for the first time while out of 
work. Three-quarters of respondents were therefore either 
starting an activity in which they had never previously 
participated, or restarting one which they had given up. 
Table 5.4.1 summarises information about respondents' pre- 
vious participation in sports they took part in at STARS. 
(f) The benefits of participation 
Respondents felt there were a number of benefits for the 
unemployed generally from participating in STARS: 
'A ups e6u2 community scheme bAxng-. ng added -. n-vte st to the week. ' 
'I co u»LdeA the STARS scheme to be an exceRent idea. We . 6houtd 
a 6ace up to £nc eaz ed Ze w' e time and pets i odes o unempto y- 
mevrt ... Keep 
it up. ' 
'7 think that STAR scheme- arte veh. y good, they keep people vi6 
the stnee and g Lve4 them something to do. I think thexe, 
,s houtd be move STAR schemes, Sat young people. ' 
I think' that the STARS pno v ided 6 of the unemp. 2a yed is one o6 
the b e, 6-t things that ha-s happened it na bit ends. y pev pI e who 
wank on it and some o6 the -things we have done ... wooed nevm 
have been po4z'. b- e without the scheme. ' 
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Table 5.4.1 Particinntinn in cnnrt kv CTORC Ll. 19Jul 1I 
t' 7 
a. Activities in which part icipants 
J 
at STARS [User Survey 1; n= 258] 
n /0 n 0/ ,o 
Badminton 66 25.6 Running 7 2.7 
Five-a-side 38 14.7 Swimming 6 2.3 
Squash 34 13.2 Rock-climbing 5 1.9 
Rollerhockey 29 11.2 Boxing 3 1.1 
Trampolining 23 8.9 Table-Tennis 3 1.1 
Football 22 8.5 Weight-training 3 1.1 
Keep-fit 13 5.0 Volleyball 3 1.1 
Archery 12 4.7 Netball 3 1.1 
Fitness training 12 4.7 Gymnastics 2 0.7 
Horse-riding 7 2.7 Basketball 2 0.7 
b. Previous participation in activities done at STARS sessions 
[User Survey 2; n= 124] 
Participants who had not previously participated 40 
Participants who had previously participated : 
a. Those participating at time came to STARS 26 
b. Those not participating when came to STARS 34 
c. Current participation in activities at STARS scheme 
[User Survey 2; n= 124] 
Participants currently participating in the same 31 
activity, outside the STARS scheme 
Participants whose only current participation in 69 
activity is at STARS 
Several commented on the benefits which they themselves de- 
rived : 
' Vw Lng the weeks that T was out o wo'dz it gave me an intene st 
to takle my mind o66 the woJULy o6 being out o wo th. ... I can't know what I would have done without STARS. ' 
'The STARS scheme hats given me something to took 6oi wutc. d to each 
week and £wt'wduced me to a ýs path which I would never have fed 
o/ dinaA, L y. ' 
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'STARS schemes he ep you to tetax and enjoy your e6. Squash i, s av en y chat2enging spaart and I can say I have thanaug hZ y 
enjoyed myseZ 6 white patc tic t, pat i. ng in the o par t. I tike the 
coach who can be v uL y 6'i-Landa y and hetp, s to bui d up some 
can{tidence. A good a6-tennoon', 6 enjoyment. ' 
Iý . nd 
it very ne-2axing to get out into the cou. k my ion an hau, an o [during ho oe-ti iding ýsusion4] -since I £t. ve, by 
neca, s, i ty, in town. ' 
'I tho Loug h1 y enjoyed going to squash twice a week it ways 
, something to oofz 6oitwand to. We had a nea, san to get up in 
the mohn ing . At 6iut 16eZt tike a ýs pongeh . 16et-t gu Ply about not having to pay, but the enjoyment o6 squash out- 
weighed the gummy 6eeeLngz. It was ao one o the 'tea. _l 
ýo, tm4 o exencize I got apaht 6nam s-(gning on event' other 
Tuesday. I thanoughty enjoyed STARS. ' 
'T ptay basfae ba, J evVLy weefa with EnienpAi e [a V. 0. P., schere] 
and I {-nd that ,i t' .s great, . ißt' 4 en jo yab.! e, cha J eng<. ng . Good teadvrzhip and vvty 6niendey and I hope to continue going 
san. as tong as posy-. bte. ' 
Wt the STARS spot t. 5 I pa ic ipate in arte weit anganis ed with 
good Spouts Leadci .I 
have become mote coniyidevrt with peopPe 
, since z to Lng -these 4panes. Tt giva me something to took 
io wand to sham weefa to week. T hehe is nothing wou e than 
having a tat o spate time on yawt hands when you axe on the 
do-ee, and having nvwhe to to ne tease e yawn boredom. So . hi, 6 
STARS -, scheme has pnaved bene(Lc-. aJ to me in sevv at ways. ' 
' 0vena 
. 
it', s good. The vw2y peopPe who appose it a tie peop-. e 
who arte jeatows and don't want to see money spent on it. 
Pe ona tyI get activity, enjoyment and satis iac tion {, tom 
it. 
Several respondents specifically mentioned that minimal 
charges were important to enable the unemployed to 
participate. 
'I think the scheme .ta gnea t chance Sat pea pie who arte 
gene aL g baited with theirs £. ü eis to get out and do something 
they've avwa yes wanted to do - without having to pay extan- 
to rate pn ceo ... 
' 
'At such a taw cost to patt tic i pa to in these va't ed ac tiv, -t ia, 
theAe is no need dot the unemp. Lo yed in Leices. tetc to be . 
die 
an boned. ' 
I think it , vs v e't y good to pna v-. de ac tivit a son the an- 
emp. e-a yed which iz inexpervs4. ve and do not nequiAe any pneviou5 
1anowedg e o4 the 5 pant. 
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'My mum and dad went a tong to STARS scheme my 6athe)L 
being at ptcment unemployed, but my moThen was made 
to pay. Can't you see that i6 my 4a-then'4s unemployed 
they. it' 6 cite -irrpo s6 ib. 2e Kok my mothe& to pay! 
She's not at wank ! Pethaps they could teca vt ide t this 
idea! ' 
'It , üs vent' di66icu tj o'L unempZo yed pevpte to pay j! ly 
ees howeve t smaU and to induce juL attendance the 
, scheme . shouX-d be comp. 2etef-y {nee. ' 
(g) Criticisms of STARS 
They were a number of criticisms of the scheme, most of 
which referred to either the poor level of publicity or 
dissatisfaction with specific sessions: 
'I think pub icily cvuPd be impnaved - once you heap about 
STARS thene -L a tot oý, 4. n6vnmact. on ava-, 2ab. 2e but I on y 
heand about it by chance and wa-s then ist p't sed to 
d-l coven -therLe way so much going on. ' 
' It',, good {gun. It can be a bit dav. gvLows - when I {LtusA 
carne a. eong I grcazed my head doing a oame, r, sau, et. ' 
'16 this STARS scheme is 6 on the unempto yed WHY isn't T hvt . 
any poztvi o STARS schemes in the unemptvymen. t v{ý-ice in 
which I sign on. AZ , 5o pfacez that vý6en STARS 5chemes 
,s hawed have ac eeatc pays den, at that peace Teetute y . 5how ng 
that -L 6nee at a ce t ta-in. atme and day at that peace on.. 
the unemp. ev yed. ' 
'I t' 4s gone down. No ass many peop& come - they' ). e a. 2t 
down the bookies. ' 
'Lt' z quite botL i. ng, they've on! y gat badminton and that' z 
aU you can do .' 
'I t'is not too bad, Lt'. s a' gh-t. You cow d do with £avagec 
on the cowLt at a time .. 
' 
'I didn't enjoy today', s Fzeep-6ý-it. La. 5t weefa'4s was good, 
X gave us the exuL iseis and -toed ups how to do it and how 
many to do. With V we ztant (the exenc-vs e) with hen, 
we' ne not to d how many to do, we' ne not att in time 
tog ethers - especiaUy without muzic, that' .6 impvn-tant. 
' 
Some respondents had slight reservations about the effect 
of enjoyable participation at STARS on what they felt was 
more important for the unemployed - the search for paid 
employment: 
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'The ov. P-y bad thing Lo that you enjoy it ZO much, and took. 
Ao wand to the next z eis zio n Aso that it ze emz to h-tv p you 
took ing 'so hand fan a job, I know I would miss home 
, tiding a gn. ectt deae now. ' 
'There i, s one thing I diýsagnee about Ls, that the unemployed 
on the STARS ate just ýokgettincg that they ain't go a job 
not 6okgett . ng, 
but getting uzed to being on the dote, and 
we ate not doing what we shoutd be do-t. ng, FIGHTING FOR JOBS. ' 
One participant made a more fundamental criticism of the 
scheme. 
' 14ee.. that the STARS scheme is an ivr5 - to a peuon', s 
-identity. I have come to the cvnciuýsion that it wou,. d be betten i6 unempZo yed people could get reduced en cy 
to upon s sa, 5ions aLe the time (not ju, 5t 9-5) Asa as to 
pnezenve one's dignity and -sense o wane.. Th-LS wvutd 
mean that we cou.. d then do spoit with out {gyn. -. ends who 
wokk. The STARS scheme is a bit tike going on an outing 
ban. undenpkü LPedged (, sic) kids and everyone 6eeting 
-sonny ývn you because you've neuen peen the . sea begone. 
Being unemp-aged Ls bad enough without new st-igmaz being 
cnea-ted (6vt which someone is getting pa-Ld to o)LganL e. 
them! ). ' 
Most participants were however strongly supportive of 
STARS as a form of provision for unemployed people. 
'I th-Lnfz that the STARS pnvvided 6vn the unempto yed i's 
one o the begs- thing ,5 that haz happened ... 
' 
'The whvee idea o6 STARS is a61satutety 1sptendid. ' 
'The STARS scheme is an exceJ en-t idea ýof the unempto yed. ' 
'I am vent' i. mpne4sed with the STARS scheme and 6 ee. 2 that 
Leice, stelz. City Counci 5houtd be ph. aJ e. d {pan th. e. L't e64ofs 
in Vic. y-<ing to make £-<4e mote inteAe s Ling son -those who ate 
unempta yed. ' 
(h) Reasons for 'dropping out' of STARS 
In the light of the appreciative comments made by 
participants the high drop-out rate appeared somewhat 
incongruous and the 'Drop-out' survey accordingly 
examined the reasons for individuals ceasing 
to attend 
STARS. 
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The results of the 'Drop-out' survey indicated that in most 
cases those who had stopped attending had done so for 
personal reasons rather than through dissatisfaction with 
the scheme: the reason most frequently given was that the 
participant had obtained paid employment (15 out of 50 
'drop-outs'). Other participants had moved from the area 
(5), stopped attending due to ill-health, or had other 
commitments which conflicted with their attendance at 
STARS. Transport was a problem for several, six respon- 
dents mentioning either the difficulty of travelling to 
the session or the cost of doing so. 
There were a few respondents who had dropped out for reasons 
connected with the session itself, although these were not 
always criticisms: 
'At tvc. s ev vLat pnac t,. cez it reached a stage whvc. e I was 
sat 6. ied by my pen6vnman. ce and needed no mote training 
because I no tongQJL had the motivation to eeann a new 
, sFiiU. ' 
'I feanned how to do it. ' 
The main criticisms of the sessions themselves were peculiar 
to particular types of sessions: 
'The teache't shouted at me again and to td me she catü d "fZ me 
to heave. ' [A'tcheny su sionl 
'Theke wette too many peop. 2e and not enough toom. ' 
[Anche'i y se/s. s io n] 
'I wao the oney 4ema,. e and the men didn't tike being beaten 
by a woman. ' f Squa- his n/s ionl 
' 14s ,e go, but onI y occ"iona. Jy 
because o the tack o coaching 
and peopte o my 4 tandatd. ' [Squash use zionl 
'The o then gJs weAen' -v en, yJ tiendJ y and when an ins uc ton 
a4 Fzed one o6 them to show w how to do something she wa-o quite 
o66-hard. They nesewted ups 'pushing' into the it allhough 
the ivvs c. uc tot shoAed his time between evvLyone. ' 
ITtcampo. Ini, ng se/ ! ion] 
' Becauze the otheft g-L't ' wette pnoýezziona, e at it and Looked 
down 
on you and . laughed when you made mJ ta! aa. 
' 
[TAampotin ng zes, s_. an1 
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On the whole the survey . generated surprisingly positive 
comments from respondents who might have been expected to 
be rather more critical of the sessions from which they 
had chosen to withdraw. To an extent the favourable re- 
sponse may have been a biased one; those who had found 
the sessions unsatisfactory were likely to have least 
interest in responding to the survey while those who had 
enjoyed the sessions may have been willing or even eager 
to acknowledge this. The Drop-out survey nonetheless 
suggested that a large number of participants who stopped 
attending sessions did so for reasons outside the control 
of the scheme rather than through dissatisfaction with it. 
5.4.2 The leisure participation of STARS users 
A large proportion of respondents to the User Survey were 
active in sports outside the STARS scheme (Table 5.4.2); 
almost two-thirds (63%) took part in at least one 
additional, different sport elsewhere. Much of this par- 
ticipation was, however, infrequent and casual, with 
few respondents participating regularly. Swimming was 
the most popular activity, cited by 16% of respondents, 
most of whom swam 'occasionally' at a local pool; those 
who played football (the second most popular activity) 
usually did so with friends at various times during the 
week, at several parks and open spaces in the city, with 
only a minority taking part in regular organised local 
league games. Amongst respondents as a whole only a few 
had a strong regular commitment to a sport. Once again, 
most had started participating in these activities before 
becoming unemployed, although 10% had done so since. 
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Table 5.4.2 Participation in other sports [User Survey 2; n= 124] 
(a) Participants taking part in other sports outside the STARS scheme 
R 0' /o 
Participants participating in 1 other sport : 78 63 
Participants participating in 2 other sports: 41 33 
Participants participating in 3 other psorts: 22 18 
Participants participating in 4 other sports: 12 10 
Participants participating in 5 other sports: 2 2 
Participants participating in 6 other sports: 1 1 
(b) Most popular 'other' sports 
Swimming 20 16 
Football 18 14 
Badminton 13 10 
Table-tennis 12 10 
Tennis 9 7 
Weight-training 7 6 
Running/jogging 7 6 
Squash 6 5 
Very few respondents had started to participate in a new 
sport while they were unemployed; similarly, very few had 
restarted sports they had participated in at some time in 
the past. A minority (20%) had reduced their participation, 
giving up one or more of the sports which they had done 
before they were out of work. In most cases these were 
teenagers and the sports were those which they had done 
at school or college as part of the curriculum and given 
up when they left full-time education; in such cases it 
appeared that it was the end of compulsory - or at least 
timetabled'- participation, rather than the onset of 
unemployment, which ended their involvement. A few 
mentioned aspects of unemployment as reasons for giving 
up sports; several mentioned the cost of transport, one 
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commented on the expense of participating, and another 
explained that he had been generally 'doing much less' 
since becoming unemployed. Rather more referred to 
reasons unconnected with joblessness such as a loss of 
interest in the sport concerned, the lack of facilities, 
and the fact that friends who previously participated had 
stopped doing so. 
Participation at STARS was therefore a very substantial 
part of total sports participation by its users; for 
many it was their only participation and the minority who 
participated outside the scheme did so only infrequently. 
Although STARS was a sports scheme, many participants had 
become involved in it through a general desire to find 
something to do with their time rather than through a 
commitment to sport: 
'It's juo-t something to do, I come a.. ong Geie because 
I'm boned. ' 
' Ba. 5ica Uy I just wanted to do something. ' 
' It' ,s jwo-t something to do to occupy time. ' 
For STARS users, as for the unemployed as a whole, the 
problems of boredom, too much free time and too few 
opportunities to engage in activities out of the home 
were prominent characteristics of unemployment. In their 
day-to-day lives most users (82%) were bored for at least 
some of the time and just over half (52%) felt they had 
too much free time. Many identified boredom and 
inactivity as the worst features of unemployment, and some 
commented on the way in which financial problems exacerbated 
these: 
' Banedom, depkeo4 ion and apathy. ThVie'4 a tack oý 
&out, &ie. - that might be the majok piabtem neaUy. ' 
'Boredom. That' z why I came up hefte. 16 1 don't I 
end up nagging the wL e. ' 
... ' 'Is uppa, 5 e the watest thing is ýLWing time 
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'you get bored without any worth. You've got to (keep 
yotm a occupied. ' 
'It ge-z you demanatised. (Vo'Fz L taken away 6nam you - it' ,5 such an impon tan-t aspect o6 . e, ß. 6e. Schema £A1! ae. -thiz help keep mo rate up. 16 you've something tike this 
to go aI o ng to it pt env eis yo wL sanity, doing something. ' 
'Getting boned. I get move titled now than when I was at 
wank. ' 
'The wvut thing Lo having nothing to do. 16 you've gat 
a job the day Lo p-eanned out, you do something spec talc 
. than you can came home and it davon' t mater. i6 you don't do anything then because you've Asti done something in 
the day. ' 
' T3a o'te I used to do things £iFze go to the p-ic tutce/s . TheAe' za tot £a sI can do now, because o the cos-t. ' 
'UUhat', s want -üs hating no money, because then you can't do what you want to do - you've gat a tot o6 {nee arme 
but you can't case it. You get 4ed up and deptazed. ' 
Although 51% of respondents claimed to spend most of their 
free time out of home, in the week prior to interview most 
had engaged in very little out-of-home leisure (Table 5.4.3 
(a)). Even fewer had visited major leisure facilities in 
the city during the preceding month (Table 5.4.3 (b)). There 
were higher participation rates for in-home activities than 
for out-of-home, but many of these were 'passive' forms of 
leisure such as listening to the radio and music, and watch- 
ing television. On the whole, although most participants 
attended STARS very infrequently and even the most committed 
users did so for only a few hours each week, the scheme 
seemed to provide not only the main form of sports partici- 
pation for its users but also their main form of active 
leisure of any sort. For some STARS appeared to be the only 
form of activity in which they participated which relieved 
the boredom of unemployment. 
'I'm not boned when I'm up hehe fat STARS] but evetcy o then 
day I am. ' 
'The any time I don't 4eeZ boned . üs when I'm hvLLe [at 
STARS]. The o hen. mess I Sit at home t , ten, ivig to the 
z bativcg. ' radio. U' 
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'We've got ban too much 6nee time. 
came he, -Le, we used to be boned cLU 
-tewL, s, £ tenat y. It does depre ss 
to -spend time in the pub - buy one 
evening. It', s not very stimuta t Lný 
. lemonade. ' 
IU' ,s not so bad now we 
the time, boned to 
you, neat y. We used 
dtü. nfa fan the who e. 
9, dn. -infa-ing 6. eat 
Whilst the majority of STARS participants led relatively 
inactive lives there were exceptions. A small number 
appeared to have adapted very easily to unemployment from 
the outset, or with the passage of time: 
' 'I don't ý-. nd it so bad now I've sto td doing things. 
The wont thing io having nothing to do. But you can 
be adaptable and get used to it. ' 
'I £ead quite a 6uti ti6e. I'm much mote phys icaUy active 
now. I enjoy being unempZoyed. ' 
' There' z no dL enence tea- y [in te-ivsune ac tivitiez beýane 
and dut ing une. mpZo yment] - I've just gat mvice time to spend 
on the same -things. ' 
'I'm not )Lea. - y ba-he. 't d abaci wand now. 
' 
'I give my5eZ6 set things to do -I get out o6 the hause 
be6an. e 9 a. m. I uzten to the tadio between 7-9 a. m. 
white I'm doing the hausewoiJa. ' 
'Sau have nothing to do when you' ne unempta yed 4a you go 
out to bind mote things - on.. example the . -. bnah. y, which 
I didn't do when I ways wo-'king. ' 
'I make p'wgnammels on doing . th. ing, 5 - tike I might go to 
the cinema twice a week on a month. ' 
'I'm mote active now, irº etLelsted in £a soi spaw whvLeaz 
I uzed to just do badminton. I 6eet been, 4 it. I fugst 
can't get enough money to 4 peed . But 
I think that in the 
win-ten I might get boned with 4spotct and have too much 
6nee time. ' 
'Thence' 4 no wo'ro-t thing about it I unempto yment1, no bad 
thing. I don't tike wa'Fa. ' 
Some of these participants recognised that not all unem- 
ployed people would take advantage of STARS and displayed 
varying deg-rees of sympathy towards those who remained 
inactive. 
Table 5.4.3 Leisure participation by STARS participants 
[User Survey 2; n= 124] 
(a) Activities engaged in during week prior to interview 
Out of home leisure activities % 
Visiting friends 57 
Shopping 43 
Going to the pub 40 
Going for a walk 36 
Going out for entertainment 33 
Going to Jobcentre 32 
Window-shopping 28 
Leisure activities in the home 
Watching television 70 
Listening to records or tapes 68 
Reading the newspaper 65 
Doing jobs around the house 65 
Listening to the radio 62 
Pottering 53 
Hobbies 52 
Care of members of household 47 
Gardening 24 
(b) Visits to leisure facilities during month preceding interview 
Type of facility 
Pub 
Swimming Baths 
Library 
Another sports centre* 
Cinema 
Concert Hall 
B1 Drop-in Centre 
Haymarket Theatre 
St. Matthews Community 
Wyvern Drop-in Centre 
Victoria Sports Centre 
Night Club 
Centre 
(fictitious facility) 
0 
51 
35 
31 
23 
18 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
1 
'STARS gems to pea pf e who mix w-o fy anway. It needs mane oý 
the people who don't join in eýoLey - you can oveAcome . 6hyneo 
with ptü. de and con(idence in doing 4o thing .' 
'ThLo . 6cheme'4 only going 
to a tact a ceJ tcc, Ln type o peJzoon - 
peo p1e who've gat motivation. Some o4 the anempto yed ate 
- e-thatcg Lc - they' ne pathetic. 
' 
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All, 
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As the comments indicate, respondents had adapted to unem- 
ployment with varying degrees of success. The effect of 
unemployment on leisure had in most cases been detrimental 
in the sense of reducing the range of leisure activities 
and the frequency with which they were undertaken. For 
some STARS had been an important aspect of the change, for 
others a mere continuation of the type of activities in 
which they were already involved. 
5.5 The response by the unemployed (2) : Non-usage 
5.5.1 The scale of non-usage 
During the three years in which attendance at the STARS 
scheme was monitored in detail unemployment in Leicester 
averaged around 26,000 (11%). Taking into account the flow 
of people on and off the register it was estimated that 
approximately 40,000 individuals were unemployed during 
that period, excluding those who did not register as un- 
employed or were not entitled to do so. The 6442 indi- 
viduals who attended the STARS scheme in years 1-3 there- 
fore represented 16% of the local unemployed. In itself 
this was not necessarily a very low participation rate, 
although the scheme had concentrated its activities in 
areas where unemployment was particularly severe and a 
higher response rate was hoped for. The total figure is 
however misleading; it does not incorporate the flow on 
and off the attendance records, ie. ignores the drop-out 
rate and the very low frequency of attendance by the 
majority of users. Participation rates calculated on a 
weekly, monthly and annual basis show that the proportion 
of unemployed people actively involved in the scheme 
during the 'three years was considerably lower than the 
overall total suggests (Table 5.5.1). 
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Table 5.5.1 Participation rates calculated for different time-periods 
Number of participants Number of unemployed Participation rate 
Weekly 200 - 250 c. 26000 0.7% - 1.0% 
Monthly 800 - 1000 c. 26000 3.1% - 3.8% 
Annual 2500 c. 26000 9.6% 
The weekly participation rate was low not only in relation 
to the number of unemployed in the city but also in relation 
to the capacity of the scheme. The weekly average of 200 - 
300 users was equivalent to fewer than 10 people attending 
each session held. The uneven distribution of attendances 
across sessions meant that while some (notably roller- 
hockey and some swimming sessions) could, and regularly did, 
attract 50 participants or more, for other sessions very low 
attendances of 4 or 5 were the norm. In effect each Sports 
Leader worked with only 5-10 people each day. Although a 
minority of sessions could only accommodate a low number of 
users most were capable of providing for far more partici- 
pants than actually attended. Non-usage was therefore a 
problem both in terms of the large proportion of the target 
group who did not use the scheme, and in terms of the under- 
utilisation of the scheme's capacity. 
5.5.2 Characteristics of non-users 
The STARS scheme was generally under-used by its target group 
but particularly so by women and the older unemployed. The 
imbalance between the sexes was a matter of concern to the 
management of the scheme but in fact very closely reflected 
the imbalance for the local unemployed as a whole; 72% of 
STARS users were male and 28% female, compared to 70% and 30% 
respectively of the registered unemployed in Leicester. 
The over-representation of young , 
people in the user profile 
of the scheme was, however, in marked contrast to the age- 
profile (Table 5.5.2). In the third year younger 
users 
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actually made up a lower proportion of all users than they 
had during the first two years as a consequence of the 
scheme's change in policy towards providing for MSC trainees. 
Table 5.5.2 Age-profile of STARS users compared to the local unemployed 
STARS users, year 3 (1984) Leicester registered unemployed, 1984 
16 - 19 
20 - 24 
25 + 
31.0/o 
35.1°ö 
27.1°ö 
4.6 °ö 
31.5°ö 
63.9°ö 
The discrepancy in age-groups was the main identifiable 
difference between STARS users and the local unemployed as 
a whole. It is difficult to compare ethnic composition of 
the two groups because this information was not collected 
for all users during years 1-3 and because local variations 
in sampling of the non-user survey complicate the overall 
picture. The ethnic composition can be to some extent 
linked to the geographical catchment of the scheme; the 
two address collections had shown that STARS attracted most 
users from the high unemployment areas including areas with 
large ethnic minority populations. In statistical terms 
the problem of non-usage was therefore one of the overall 
low levels of participation, and particularly low partici- 
pation by the 'older' (25+) unemployed, although the scheme 
management felt that the low level of female participation 
was also a matter for special attention. 
5.5.3 Survey of the local unemployed 
A survey of the local unemployed was undertaken in 1983 to 
investigate levels of awareness of STARS amongst the 
unemployed, ' non-users' reasons (if any) for non-participa- 
tion, the forms of sport and leisure in which non-users 
engaged and the type of provision which they would like to 
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see made for the unemployed. The survey covered two of 
the Priority Zones, both areas of high unemployment in 
which STARS had concentrated its efforts and which were 
chosen to include the main ethnic groups in the city. A 
total of 264 interviews were conducted, 67% with men. 
The age profile closely reflected that of the local unem- 
ployed rather than that of STARS users (Table 5.5.3). 
Table 5.5.3 Non-user" survey: age of respondents [n = 264] 
Age category % of respondents 
16 - 19 13 
20 - 24 27 
25 - 34 28 
35 - 44 16 
45 - 64 14 
Not known 3 
i 
Respondents' ethnic origin, as indicated by place of birth, 
compared closely with that of STARS users 
(Table 5.5.4). 
Table 5.5.4 Place of birth of respondent and respondent's parents 
[n = 264] 
% of respondents % of fathers 
% of mothers 
Leicester 39 42 42 
Other UK 23 19 19 
Asian-Indian 15 18 25 
African 15 5 5 
Caribbean 4 5 5 
Other 4 4 4 
There were a number of differences between 
the employment 
histories of non-users and users. At the time of 
interview 
non-users had been unemployed 
for an average of 21 months, 
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compared to 18* months for unattached unemployed users 
and 15** months for all users. A higher proportion of non- 
users had been unemployed for a year or more (64% compared 
to 53% of users). Fewer non-users had spent time on a work 
experience or training scheme during that period - 10% of 
non-users compared to 15% of users - and non-users had on 
average spent less time in employment than other users had. 
The differences in employment history reflected the 
differences in ages between the two groups, with older 
respondents more likely to have been unemployed for a year 
or more and less likely to have been engaged on primarily 
youth-oriented MSC schemes. 
The home circumstances of non-users closely resembled those 
of users. Most non-users lived with their family (69°0), 
some by themselves (14%), and others with friends (10.0). 
The majority (54%) were living in a household in which at 
least one other person was unemployed and almost three- 
quarters (71%) had friends who were unemployed. In general 
there were few differences between the characteristics and 
circumstances of users and non-users other than the 
difference in age-profile and related variations in unem- 
ployment history. 
5.5.4 Awareness, usage and non-usage of STARS 
The majority of respondents were simply unaware of the 
existence of STARS. Three-quarters (76%) had never heard 
of the scheme despite living in an area where it was par- 
ticularly active. Of the remaining 64 respondents only 12 
(5%) had tried the scheme at some point. 
The few respondents who had heard of the scheme had done so 
from a friend (9 respondents), from an unemployment benefit 
*This figure excludes those users who were not unemployed at the time of interview. 
**This figure includes users who were not unemployed at time of interview but had been 
unemployed at some time during the preceding three years. 
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0`', ice (9), community college (4) or from a range of other 
outlets including local papers, social workers, sports 
centres and STARS staff. In addition to the 12 who had 
attended the scheme another 34 had considered attending 
but had not done so. Respondents offered little insight 
into their reasons for not attending the scheme; of the 
52 who knew of it but had not attended 42 said they had 
'no real reason'. Those who did give a reason cited 
family commitments, lack of motivation, and dislike of 
'authority' and of schemes at which 'everybody is unemployed'. 
A few felt that there were things which would encourage 
them to take part in STARS including 'having someone to go 
with' (5 respondents), being interested in a specific 
activity available at STARS (5), or being able to increase 
future employment possibilities by taking part. 
Respondents were relatively forthcoming when asked about 
the types of provision which should be made for the 
unemployed. Two-thirds (67%) felt that some form of 
provision was needed and most (61°0) made a specific sugges- 
tion; several suggested sporting activities (Table 5.5.5). 
Non-users expressed little interest in the STARS scheme 
although many of the forms of provision suggested by them 
were activities already provided by STARS. This indicated 
that the scheme was an appropriate form of provison for 
at least/ some non-users, but also that there was a lack of 
understanding of what was already provided by STARS. 
On the whole non-users' suggestions for provision 
contained fewer forms of leisure provision than did users': 
there appeared to be a stronger job-orientation amongst 
non-users than amongst STARS participants. This was 
apparent in the suggestions which non-users put forward 
for forms of provision for the unemployed, in which the 
most frequent mentioned items were vocational, educational 
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Table 5.5.5 "Non-user survey: respondents' suggestions for provision 
for the unemployed [n - 264] 
(a) General provision n% 
Skill centre 11 4 
Educational classes 93 
Voluntary work 9 
(b) Sports activities n % 
Badminton 6 2 
Martial Arts 6 2 
Swimming 5 2 
Keep fit 5 2 
Weight-training 5 2 
Parachuting 4 1.5 
Tennis 4 1.5 
Sport (general) 5 2 
Other sports 8 3 
All sports 48 18 
or work substitutes rather than leisure activities. Although 
this attitude was expressed by only a minority of respondents 
it nonetheless emerged more strongly from non-users than it had 
from STARS participants. 
5.5.5 The leisure participation of non-users 
The activities which non-users took part in while unemployed 
are shown in Table 5.5.6. Fewer non-users than users par- 
ticipated in out of home leisure activities such as visiting 
friends, going to the pub or going out for entertainment, 
but more non-users had done the more 'purposeful' activities, 
such as visiting the Jobcentre or going s-hopping. The 
picture which emerged of the use of leisure facilities was 
less clear-cut; during the month preceding interview fewer 
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Table 5.5.6 Leisure participation by STARS users and non-users 
(a) Activities engaged in during week prior to interview 
[User survey 2, n= 124; non-user survey, n= 264] 
Out-of-home leisure activities Non- users Users 
0' 
,0 
0' 
,0 
Shopping 61 43 
Going for a walk 51 36 
Visting friends 45 57 
Going to Jobcentre 43 32 
Window-shopping 27 28 
Going to the pub 26 40 
Going out for entertainment 19 33 
Leisure activities in the home Non-users Users 
0i 
/0 
0' 
/0 
Watching television 84 80 
Doing jobs around the house 68 76 
Reading the newspaper 66 79 
Listening to the radio 62 76 
Listening to records or tapes 58 76 
Care of members of household 44 62 
Hobbies 31 65 
Gardening 15 37 
(b) Visits to leisure facilities during month preceding interview 
[User survey 2, 
Type of facility 
n= 124; non-user survey, n= 262] 
Pub 
Library 
Swimming Baths 
Cinema 
Haymarket Theatre 
Another sports centre 
BI Drop-in Centre 
Concert Hall 
St. Matthews Community 
Wyvern Drop-in Centre 
Victoria Sports Centre 
(fictitious facility) 
Non-users Users 
r0 r0 
34 51 
30 31 
22 35 
12 18 
10 5 
8 23 
6 5 
5 5 
Centre 5 4 
3 4 
1 4 
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non-users than users had been to the pub or to a cinema, 
and far fewer had been to a sports centre or swimming 
baths. Slightly more had visited the Haymarket Theatre, 
and comparable proportions had been to drop-in centres 
and concert halls. 
Non-users' sports participation was markedly lower than 
that of STARS participants. At the time of interview the 
average STARS user was an active participant in 3.7 
different sports whereas on average non-users took part 
in 1.5 sports. Many of the non-user sports were pub 
games, not prompted for in the user survey; if darts and 
billiards are removed from the calculations the average 
becomes 1.1 sports per persom for the non-users. This 
figure was lower than participation by STARS participants 
in additional sports outside the STARS scheme; on average 
STARS users took part in 1.3 sports in addition to those 
they did within STARS. A direct comparison of the overall 
participation rates for the two groups is clearly 
meaningless because the STARS user data obviously directly 
reflects the activities available at sessions at which 
participants were interviewed; nonetheless a comparison 
of non-STARS participation by the two groups can be made. 
This shows a number of similarities (Table 5.5.7). 
Table 5.5.7 Sports participation by non-users and users, excluding 
participation within the STARS scheme 
Sport % of non-users % of users 
Swimming 19 17 
Football 15 15 
Running/jogging 10 6 
Keep-fit 94 
Weight-training 96 
Badminton 8 11 
Table Tennis 73 
Fitness training 63 
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The difference in home-based activities were more pronoun- 
ced-, with the exception of watching television non-users 
were less active in all home activities about which they 
were questioned. The differences were particularly 
marked in the two categories of active leisure, for which 
non-users' participation was less than half that of users'. 
Only 31% of non-users had spent time on hobbies during the 
week preceding interview, compared to 65% of users, and 
only 15% had done some gardening, compared to 37% of users. 
Many non-users felt that the main effect of unemployment on 
the way they used their free time was that they now spent 
more time at home than previously (Table 5.5.8). 
Table 5.5.8 Effect of unemployment on non-users' use of time 
[n = 264] 
Effect % of non-users 
More time spent at home 64 
Increased boredom 34 
More time spent on hobbies 24 
More time spent on care of family 19 
Go out for entertainment less 19 
Spend more time on housework 16 
Have less money with which to do things 14 
Spend more time job-hunting 13 
Spend more time walking around 13 
Have fewer things to do 11 
In total 162 respondents (61%) indicated that their leisure 
behaviour had been reduced or constrained by the effects of 
unemployment, 83 (31110) had been able to increase their 
frequency o-r range of participation in leisure activities, 
and some members of each of these two groups 
(29; 11°0) 
felt that they now spent longer than previously on tasks 
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related to the care of their homes and families. Although 
'boredom' featured high on the list of effects of un- 
employment for non-users, non-users did not seem to be 
significantly more bored than STARS users; in fact more 
non-users than users claimed that they were never bored 
(26% compared to 17°0) and slightly fewer said that they 
were bored most or all of the time. (20% compared to 22%). 
Like users, - non-users had responded to unemployment 
in several ways, some finding that unemployment had a det- 
rimental effect on their leisure while a minority appeared 
to have adapted to the situation more positively and become 
more active. 
5.6 The diverse response to STARS 
The response of the unemployed to the STARS scheme was 
characterised by diversity. The majority of the unemployed 
did not participate in the scheme at all; of those who 
did, most did so very infrequently. Despite this predomin- 
antly poor response, a small number of participants became 
frequent attenders at STARS sessions, although the detailed 
study of their participation patterns showed that they too 
varied in their involvement in individual sessions and in 
the scheme as a whole. 
Chapter 6 examines the role of sport and leisure in the 
lives of committed users, and places their involvement 
in STARS within the context of their overall lifestyle. 
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Chapter 6 Leisure in the lifestyle of committed users 
6.1 Characteristics of respondents 
Between August and December 1985 interviews were conducted 
with 18 'committed users' of the STARS scheme, nine men 
and nine women, all of them registered as unemployed. 
Respondents were somewhat older than STARS participants 
as a whole, with an average age of just over 25 years and 
an age range of 20-39; within the group of 18 the women 
were slightly older than the men, with an average age of 
26.4 years compared to 24.2 years. 
The group were of diverse ethnic origin and nationality. 
Thirteen were white (eleven British by birth, one Dutch 
and one Italian), four of Asian origin (2 second-generation, 
ie. born in Britain), and one a British-born West Indian. 
Most were single (12), three were married and one divorced, 
and two were unmarried mothers. Seven of the group were 
living in private rented accommodation, four were owner- 
occupiers and three tenants in council-owned flats; the 
remaining four (the Asians) lived at their parents' homes. 
In total the 18 respondents had used 20 different types of 
STARS session during their involvement with the scheme, 
attending an average of 3.4 different types of sessions 
each; most were 'multiple attenders', although three had 
generated their attendance at a single type of session. 
As the attendance records had been abandoned the year be- 
fore the interviews were conducted no record of actual 
frequency of attendance is available, although the span 
and estimated frequency of attendance - as recalled by the 
respondents - are discussed later. 
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6.2 The pattern of adult life 
The interviews with committed users were concerned with 
individuals' overall adult life patterns, the develop- 
ment of their leisure behaviour since leaving school, 
and the relationship if any between their leisure parti- 
cipation and other domains of adult life such as 
employment, unemployment, marriage and parenthood. 
Respondents' adult lives followed very diverse paths. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.1 which distinguishes 
between time spent in full-time employment, in full-time 
education, on vocational training schemes, unemployed or 
in some other way; it is clear that individual respondents' 
adult lives varied in several ways including length (ie. 
the number of post-school years, ranging from 5 to 18 years 
for different respondents, with an average for the group 
of 10 years), in types of events (for example, although 
all became unemployed only three underwent periods of 
training; only 10 went into full-time education), in the 
frequency of events (most were only unemployed once or 
twice - but some four or five times), in the sequencing of 
events, and in the age at which events occurred. These 
variations mean that although the basis of the 'life-history' 
approach is a chronological one, it is in practice neither 
possible nor useful to produce a summation of the life- 
patterns of the 18 respondents, nor even a representative 
one: partly as a consequence of the small numbers involved, 
no 'typical' life-history emerges. This does not, however, 
undermine the value of the life-histories in shedding light 
upon the relationship, if any, between changes in leisure 
behaviour and other aspects of life. It is therefore 
appropriate to approach the life-history data at aggregate 
level by initially disregarding the chronological dimension 
and concentrating instead on instances of change, in both 
life patterns and leisure patterns, regardless of when they 
occur. 
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For the group as a whole, who between them had 182 'adult 
years', most time had been spent in full-time employment, 
followed by unemployment and post-school education (Table 
6.2.1). 
Table 6.2.1 Employment status of respondents in adult life 
Number of respondents °ä, all years* average years" % of years** 
Full-time employment 16 50.2 5 yr 10 mt 58.4 
Unemployment 18 24.9 2 yr 7 mt 24.9 
Education 10 20.1 3 yr 6 mt 37.7 
Training 3 2.1 1 yr 3 mt 9.7 
Other 4 2.8 1 yr 1 mt 14.7 
* for all respondents 
** for respondents affected only. 
The group as a whole had spent just over half of their adult 
years in full-time employment, an average of 5 years 10 
months for the 16 respondents who had at some time been 
employed. For individuals the total time spent in employ- 
ment ranged from 3 months to 20 years. Much less time had 
been spent unemployed, although obviously all had experien- 
ced unemployment, the average total time being 2 years 7 
months although again there were considerable differences 
between individuals who had spent between 11 months and 5 
years unemployed. The longest continual spell of unemploy- 
ment recorded by any one respondent was 57 months and the 
shortest 2 months. On average respondents had been unem- 
ployed on 1.6 separate occasions each although half the 
group had only been unemployed once (ie. for the current 
spell) while one respondent had been unemployed five times. 
More than half (10/18) had spent some time in full-time 
further or higher education. These respondents had spent 
on average 33/4 years in full-time post-school education, 
although the time spent by individuals varied between 10 
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months and 7 years. A further three respondents had been 
involved in vocational training, for between 9 and 15 
months each. 
Some periods fall outside the categories used above. One 
respondent had spent 8 months on a kibbutz in Israel; 
another had lived on a canal boat for two years during 
which she had alternated between drawing the dole and 
taking numerous short term, official and unofficial jobs; 
a third had been ill for almost two years for most of which 
she had been unable to work. 
For the group as a whole, therefore, employment accounted 
for approximately half the time since leaving school 
(although two had not been employed at all) and unemploy- 
ment for a quarter; time spent unemployed tended to be 
concentrated in respondents' most recent history. Full-time 
education accounted for a fifth of group time but for 
nearly two-fifths of the time of the ten respondents in- 
volved and usually occurred immediately after leaving school. 
Training accounted for very little - 2% of the time for the 
whole group and only 10% of the time of the respondents in- 
voIved. 
The life-histories revealed a range of events other than 
changes in work status. Moving house was the most freq- 
uently mentioned substantial change in respondents' 
personal lives: at the time of leaving school all respon- 
dents were living at the homes of parents or guardians and 
although 3 still did so at the time of interview, most had 
by then moved at least once with greater or lesser degrees 
of geographical dislocation. Three respondents moved to 
England from India, the Netherlands and Italy; others 
moved from one part of England to another; some moved to 
different parts of the same town. Moving could also in- 
volve living in a different type of residence (including 
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flat, house, but also canal boat), joining a different 
type of community (including educational establishment, 
canal 'boat people', kibbutz, nurses' residences), and 
becoming part of a different type of household (single, 
shared, 'partnered`, etc). Although moves could reflect 
a simple desire to change the immediate living environment, 
in most cases they were connected with other significant 
events including change of job, start of full-time 
education or training course, emigration and marriage or 
the decision to live with a partner; more unusally, one 
married respondent moved when he and his wife won money on 
the football pools. 
A number of changes took place in respondents' personal 
lives in the post-school years. Changes in marital status 
were few: four respondents (three women and one man) had 
married, although one of the women subsequently divorced. 
Four respondents had in the past lived with a partner 
although only one was doing so at the time of interview: 
another was engaged and hoped to be married the following 
year. Four female respondents, including the divorcee and 
two unmarried mothers, were bringing up a child of pre- 
school age single-handed. Another, female, respondent had 
become lesbian two years after leaving school; although 
this was not in fact associated with major practical 
changes, it was obviously a major and significant departure 
from her previous lifestyle. 
The life histories identified a number of events in the 
lives of respondents which might affect their leisure be- 
haviour. Often events were interrelated, as illustrated, 
for example, by the varied circumstances surrounding 
moving house. Section 6.3 examines the pattern of leisure 
in adult life and explores the relationships, if any, 
be- 
tween leisure behaviour and changes in other aspects of 
respondents' lives. 
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6.3 Leisure in adult life 
Leisure behaviour has many aspects - the activities 
themselves (type, number, range) the time (amount, sequence, 
frequency), location (home, out-of-home, facility/resource 
based), social context (alone, accompanied; number of, and 
relationship to, companions) , and the meaning and attributes 
of the activities perceived by the respondent (relaxation, 
stimulation, change etc). It is therefore obvious that 
there are several dimensions to consider when studying any 
type of change in leisure behaviour - for example, activi- 
ties may change, yet be replaced by others which fulfil 
exactly the same functions for the respondent as the 
apparently different previous activity. Alternatively, 
activities may remain the same but take on different meanings 
with the passage of time - for example, sport may become a 
source of relaxation, having previously provided competition. 
Details of committed users' past and current leisure life- 
styles were collected through the activities checklists, 
leisure histories and time-budget diaries and related to 
other aspects of respondents' lives. The resulting data 
gives a comprehensive account of the leisure behaviour of 
respondents at the time of interview and at earlier stages 
of adulthood. In accordance with the focus of this study 
special attention was paid to the relationship between un- 
employment and leisure behaviour, although care was taken 
not to over-emphasise this. The discussion of leisure 
during unemployment, which includes both the time-budget 
diary data and specific information about participation 
in the STARS scheme, is given in section 6.4. The present 
section considers other influences on respondents' leisure 
behaviour.. 
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6.3.1 Leisure activities in adult life 
The activities checklist, derived from that used by 
Gershuny and Thomas (1981) and Glyptis and McInnes (1987) 
provided a comprehensive comparison of participation in 
a wide range of leisure activities both in and out of 
unemployment. 
The checklist specified 61 activity-types grouped into 
9 categories, five of them out-of-home (education, civic, 
active out-of-home leisure, sport and out-of-home 
entertainment) and four within the home (active in-home 
leisure, passive in-home leisure, social and study/hobbies). 
Levels of participation during unemployment and at other 
times were calculated in the form of'% of maximum possible 
participation', the maximum possible participation (mpp) 
being (the number of respondents x the number of activity- 
types), ie. the figure which would result if all 18 
respondents had participated in all 61 activities. 
The total participation possible, for all activities, was 
1,098. Actual participation levels at different stages 
are shown in Table 6.3.1, which compares participation dur- 
ing employment and unemployment with total participation 
in adult life. 
Table 6.3.1 Committed Users' participation in leisure activities: Table shows 
(a) number of participations and (b) participations as 
proportion of all participations since leaving school 
(a) (b) 
At any time since school: 664 100°0 
At any time when employed* 538* 86%* 
At any time when unemployed 548 83% 
Currently (unemployed) 548 83% 
*These figures are based on 17 respondents, not 18, as one had never been employed. 
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The table indicates that both during periods of employment 
and periods of unemployment, overall participation in the 
listed activities was lower than for the entire post-school 
period. There is therefore a certain amount of wastage and 
change in leisure activities during adult life: respondents 
did not participate in the full range of their adult 
leisure activities while they were unemployed, but nor did 
they do so while employed. The level of participation for 
periods of unemployment is very little lower than that for 
periods of employment; perhaps surprisingly, the com- 
parison does not indicate a reduction in participation 
uniquely related to unemployment. Respondents' leisure 
activities clearly changed during adult life but the evi- 
dence from the checklists alone is clearly inadequate to 
suggest how such changes come about. 
6.3.2 Influences on leisure behaviour in adult life 
The activities checklists revealed changes in leisure 
participation in adult life and indicated in general terms 
the types of activities which respondents participated in, 
did not participate in, or stopped or started participating 
in. The checklists did not however provide information 
about the precise activities which were stopped/started, nor 
the context in which this happened. Evidence of the 
detailed changes in respondents' main leisure activities, 
and explanation of the factors affecting the changes, was 
found in the life-histories and accompanying interview 
material. 
Six main contexts for changesi*n, leisure behaviour were 
identified: employment (ie. change of status to employed 
from, eg. school pupil/student/unemployed, or change of 
job), full-time education, marriage, other substantial 
development in personal relationships, parenthood, and 
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unemployment. It was evident that in most cases by far 
the most significant changes for the individual were those 
associated with unemployment, and these are dealt with in 
detail in section 6.4. There were however a number of other 
influences on respondents' leisure: 
a. Full-time post-school education 
On leaving school 8 respondents proceeded to full-time 
further or higher education. In many cases this meant 
moving away from the parental home for the first time and 
unsurprisingly this led to considerable changes both in 
lifestyle in general and in leisure activites in particular. 
Three respondents provided contrasting examples of the 
effect their new environment had on them. Týe first, an 
undergraduate living away from the parental home, simply 
described his time at university as 'three years geared 
towards hedonism' in which leisure was all-important and 
consisted of socialising, drinking, listening to music and 
supporting his football team. A second, attending art 
college and also living away from home, had a more mixed 
experience: 
'Going to cottege, I Laved it at {iut, I -hnew myze i into it 
with a vengeance a6tvL a yeah. o6 not having any neap Gtr Lend6 , 
of not going aut. I {yet £Lbvcaued away atom home, I coutd do 
what I want, I did ban the 6Ltvs-t yeah. I enjoyed myzet6 
1svc LaUy, I got a job in the un iveuity bail which I enjoyed 
veAy much. I got a tat o 6rciendz. I did the things studen to 
do, dt n! a ing, dfr in! a ng, di into ng, I wasn't inte sited in spart 
at that time, I did the natunat /student things, went to 
pa tc. e4 and to the pub. We cured to go to conceh tis , we went to 
a Leguthan. d. vsco ca ed the Pav-c, 2ian in the gnaunds - it wai 
bunny going thii. augh muddy 6ietd<5 when you weAe dnunca, 
u pec, La, Py i4 it wall wet. I tAied to have good bun . thetc. e, I 
tike d vs coo ... W e, 
J on the whot e -L I took back at co-eg e 
I'd say I didn't enjoy it,, you get the beef-ing oý £ ibena-t-. an 
when you 6 -t go -thvice, yvu' he on a high, but in act I came 
to neatize I'd done the wrong thing. I . 6houJdn't have gone to 
do 6 hon de-sign I'm mohLe a pnacticaUy minded peu on and I 
didn't nea ey get on with the pea pte who weAe at wt cotteg e- 
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I got on with them on a supe t6 ciai . levee, which L6 otaay at t, but I neat-aed that a. though I way quite good at des 
. gn, 
just as good " eveitybvdy 2Lse, I wasn't teaUy 
enjoying it because oý . the sott o3 peap! e who wehe -there. 
So to Asta t o6 with I ways having a ba. U then nea isa-ian 
dawned, anaund the midd. 2e o6 the -second years, maybe a bit 
eattUen. 16tit went out to pan tu but I didn't enjoy 
m ys eZ6 pour t i. cutaAt y towciLcLs the end o6 the caucus e. I statted 
going home at weekends aus I'd had a ti6t with one o the 
g-itzL I was L<-v-. ng with ... I would have been belieh. to have 
cut my £azze4 and . Pelt the couu e which I wanted to do in the 2nd yeah but something in you teLfo you that i6 you give up 
you've baited. I ways peuuaded to stay on and I comp. 2e ted 
the coute. 
[Respondent K] 
The life-history chart (Fig. 6.3.1) for this respondent 
clearly illustrates the adoption ofýnew activities at the 
time of going to college - activities which are very 
different from her previous ones, being much more sociable. 
Despite the respondent's reservations about her time at 
college asa whole these activities persist throughout 
subsequent years despite major changes in other aspects 
of her life. It is notable that there is no evidence of 
involvement in sport although post-school education is 
often associated with high levels of participation. 
A third respondent, attending a full-time college course 
but still living at home, achieved a more even balance of 
work and leisure although he found that during the week 
his leisure activities were virtually non-existent: 
[Q] When you wentto cottege did the way you spent youtc 
time change at a. J ?' 
'[A] A tat, I took my work a tot mane 4utiousey ... wem I woutdn' t neatt y be watching the TV. Wett, my dad', s the 
one san education and things tike that so I cou2dn' -t hand1' y 
evetc, watch TV, I way 4an-t o6 -tod to do my cotiege wank ... I wa4 doing an HND bu inaz studi e/s ... -thvLe ways mane wonFa 
and spate time ways something that just went out o6 the 
window. * W eefiend, 6 wetze atwayz something to took 6anwand to 
nett y- breaking the pa ttenn o6 wank. Kana-te ways nea Jy the 
av, P-y spot t that I Fiept gong, 6ootba 1I did Sa. unday 
mannv. ng, s but fzaAa te' ,s something that I did twice a week, 
duning the week. ' 
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'The week wads very di64eAent, ctubz ate out, ai tet that pubs but I think I way pnw bab ey just Babb Q ng to see what it wat5 L tze. A -teer. that I didn't nea. P. ey have the money, when I 
was at coZtege we had this 4oi. t of grant. I jwo-t u &-d to came in and see some 6, c, iend-o o something. As I gat olden I Ju4-t 
went out mate to see my 6, tienc%s, we just used to sit down and chat about anything and evetc. y-thing. CULege way a wayz new 6' iend, s, making 4, tiends at my c asps and coLege you -so' t o6 
pta y 6an the Pot y ýootba. team so you get to know peo pL e on 
v-then. cow wes and you get to know some g-tcts. I mean at that time I waz rceaL y into the gis and that wa, another thing 
that took my time up jut at cotiiege, untie coLege I sntct o 
never went out with ag o- saw anyone. It way wh ieI ways 
at co lege I ways seeing anothvt gitr. 2 eveh, y day, you know what I mean. I wa-s vvty very lshy at school, yeah, I think g. i 
were a zigvri6-. cant change. ' 
He regarded the time he spent at college as different from 
what he then went on to do - and felt that he had known at 
the time that this was what would happen: 
' Kana-te -is the ont y thing out oý ctU the things I used to do 
that I'm z ,f doing ... when I wau 20, when I wa-o f eav, ing 
ccsUege, I moved into a . totia.. y di66e. cent citcte o 6n iend6, 
my attitude to tho oez o- t o6 things changed ... I think -thais e -two we to the big th ing. s . My attitude to a tot o6 things 
changed and I moved to a to-taUy di66e u ni approach. I mean 
I wo ed to £ Lv e with those dAedz, not utz t ", I ups ed to £ iv e 
with them but I was neuen. one o6 them and when I ztah ed to 
wo'th 14 otr t o4 won}zed with b&acfz guys and white guyz and 
Indian guys who' ne, weJ thei tat ti tudoz tvwan. dts -theo e -o o 
6a things ways ve ty di66enevrt 'so I moved away {tam that . writ 
o6 thing, a. P. that I wat5 into bejvne. I'd atway. 5 put my 
, 6tud-. e s tJitu t, a fwa yz decided that that was what I was going 
to do and becua-s eI had that a-o my goat I knew that even taa y 
I wowed b teak away but I ways joust enjoying the time that I 
had, with them. ' 
[Respondent F] 
The sharp changes in his leisure behaviour when he left 
college are illustrated in his life-history chart (Fig. 6.3.2). 
b. Employment 
Other respondents went straight into employment on leaving 
c 
school. The changes for them tended to be less dramatic 
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than for those who became full-time students: on the whole, 
work had the sort of effect which might be expected, and 
in most cases respondents got to know new people, became 
involved with them socially, and had more money to spend, 
particularly on commercial leisure and entertainment such 
as pubs and going to the cinema, discos and nightclubs. 
Those who went straight into employment from school tended 
to be less involved in sport than those who went on to 
further or higher education. The effect of employment 
could be all-pervasive when it entailed other changes - 
such as the complete change in lifestyle of au pairing in 
a foreign country: 
' BniUý. an-t, I loved it ... I 
had a 6antao. tLc time oven thv , 
they wehe AmeAicans, quite heathy, gneat dun to be with, the 
kids wevze Iov ety they wehe 6,9 and 11 and vetyi ndependent- 
m. inded. ReaUy it wa-a money 'arc ofd nape, I didn't do 
anything just had a gneat timt, the woman Judy was a Lttte 
bit £o net y and t ifzed 6 errat e companionship and I think I wa15 
then e ban, hen sake a-a much as the fads' .I used to 
do the 
occa/s. anae babyls . ng 
but they we .e veh. y good, 
they sent 
me to 4 cho o each day. I met £a-s o6 pea pte that way and 
I tea1'Lnt to ýspeak Fnench. It way a £avety time. I didn't 
have much spane time, I went to ca6ea to meet pea pie, tack, 
, sunbathing, Iovfü. ng 'wund PCVLLa I went to a 
the museumms 
I did aii the . owtLa tb... 6ancy going to PWLLa and not 
Looking 'wund museums ... I way at ca1ege 
sah. 2 haut every 
day, we . 
Uv ed on the o utz kite so Pa Lis and I used to c. av et 
in each day to co. Piege and than took round ... I 
became much 
mane outgoing, it gave me a tot o con1Ldence, I don't mean 
, speaking to pea pf e oh. anything 
tike that, I mean in my wakf2, 
myeseth. When I went to Patis I got on 1so weU and they £. Lfaed 
me and ... wette 
Ln tenet-ted in me and that gave me a tot o 
cvn6Ldence, de6Ln teI y it gave me mate covt1 Ldence, tha-t', s the 
main di66eJLence. I 
[Respondent K] 
One respondent who had recently emigrated to England from 
Uganda found that the contacts he made through his first 
job here went some way towards solving the problems of 
loneliness, even if his new friends had different interests 
from his own: 
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'(Ai, ten coming to England) it heeped when I got a job, I 
66ta ted making 4rr-Le. nd, 6, going out to dUcoo and the cinema, 
But I didn't do many 5 pats in London a-o I had no Etc, lend s in, te, tu t ed ... going out with (wo'tia-) mates who weiten' t in tene sied in 3 pot meant I didn't do any, ovy zwimm ing 
o cca io natty .W went 4 an dt it kz ,' e- aw'tan o and . date-night pic tunLu . 
[Respondent Si 
On the whole, however, respondents who started or changed 
their jobs usually experienced continuity in other areas 
of their lives, such as where they lived and with whom, 
and the effect of work on leisure was limited to a modifi- 
cation of existing habits. 
c. Personal relationships 
Personal relationships affected the leisure behaviour of 
some respondents more than others. The leisure lifestyle 
of one female respondent appeared to have been totally 
influenced, in opposite ways, by her relationship with two 
successive boyfriends, as can be seen clearly from her 
life-history chart (Fig. 6.3.3): 
'To begin with I was a bit shy about going out, I didn't go 
out much at ate, mo tty watching TV and when I went out with 
my z-vs-teh. once I met my bo yýh i. end and we z-tatr ted going out 
negut v y, that was about the 6-vr st time I eveh ztatr ted going 
out, I ways 15, neaAiy 16.1 ways ashy about meeting peapfe, my 
z-üste . encouraged me 
to go out one night and then I went out 
neguta y with him, d üs co s etc. I used to just stay in and 
watch TV, I wa4 boned 14uppo e. I dike knitting and -thingz 
tike that but I don't 4uppo eI ways doing things tike that at 
that one, I heaped my mum quite a tat, ceean &ig and -th inp 
£c: UZe that. I didn't neatt y do that much, I 6tah ted wmk and 
went out dw ng the day and Asta yed in at night untie I met my 
bo y6tiend ... 
' 
'When I met my bo y4 fiend I changed but not in the way I wowed 
have wanted to.. now my pnez end bo y4tr i. end and I matte an tees 
go auf "togethet whvtea-o with my 4, üvst bo y4tA end we did what 
he wanted to do aU the time ... When we wvte £-ü' 
ing together. 
we saw molLe o4 each o thm whuLeaz when I ways t v, Lng with my 
mum and dad on my own I used to zee him about twice a weft zo 
14pent mast o my time at home. To begin with (when they 
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moved in tg elc) 
"I wuýs 
used to go out to pubs but I didn't 
neýty enjoy we hadn't keaU y got that much in 
common. Just to go out bon a dnivth ng ýsess ion iz not the 
, sott o6 thing I'd £-Lfae, I didn't think thene wa anything 
enjo yab-ee about it an as you wette ac tuatiy going out to do something, on just ion 6peciat occ" io" . It wann'; just once a weefa, it wa. 5 evmy night, a bit boning ... When I wcvs with my ý, itt t bo yýtc iend he nevVL botheited that much (about hof idayes) 
, 
hoP. Ldayes wen. e just 4o-' t o5 camping, Lake Disttic-t 
and watez, £-i t e. hof idayo but once I statc ted going abnoad 
I took a bancy to that. At camping hol idayes we mainey did 
6i6 hing, I used to enjoy wa Ja ing but eveny day we uo ed to 
go 6, ish ng .I enjoy being out but I don't ac tuaLP y £. <. Fze 6i, s h ing ,I think Lt' -o a bit ctcuet. Ac tua. Jy k. i, U, ing them, I don't tike that ... I'm a bit -so6t when it comers to an ma, t/s 
, so I didn't Pike that aspect o6 it. I'm a member o6 RSPB 
now but I wasn't then, I've a&ayys had an in teneo- in b-Ltds, 
I nevVL ac tuaU y went b-Lkdwatch ing but when you ac tua- y see 
b 
. 
dis when you' ne out you Zooft bon them, when you see one you 
took Gott o. theme ... I jwo-t tike being out when the weathetc', s 
nice ... it was nice -L you couYd go out toge. hen and do the 
Game -things, but we just werkt out because he . Liked ý-vsh. ing and 
-that's what him hobby was, not a shaned hobby. Low oý ti mu 
I suggested we Juxt go out war ling, fuss- talke an inie/teýs-t in 
the counJLysLde but he wa-on' t that -vrtene-sted. He used to 
go out in aU wea, hetus, even when it ways 'La ining he used to 
go out bis hing ,I thought that wa-o a 
bit mi s e'tab. e, I didn't 
neaJy enjoy it. ' 
With her second boyfriend she shared far more activities, 
both things which she had done herself in moderation 
previously and things which he introduced her to which she 
found she enjoyed: 
'Now we both tie . 
boo-tbcJ and . thea-r. e and music. I enjoy 
watching 4oo. bati on TV, I haven't been (to a boo-tbati match) 
bon a .W tee white, money's so tight and 
its Aso expensive ... 
Ro44 . A. h. e, 6 boo-tba t but -i t', s neveh. something 
he tafae4 patt 
in, he £. i ke. 5 watching it but tha t' 4s a4 ban ass it goes. ' 
ý1 4-tcL ted to be very pot tica' when I met Ro 4, I think I 
gat invafved with it becauze o Rozz, the way he th, n! a-o, I 
, see things a bit ct eanerc now and d-i6 6 vLent now than I ups ed 
to. When I went to Rcus4-. a £as-t yeah, I wou,. d neveiL have 
thought, o going (be6o te) ,i t', 6 
juzt the way I am now, I take 
an inte'test in what happews a-fl oven the wo'i2d now, whenecus 
I didn't be6on e. I'm not active ey . nvofved 
but tike South 
A4tu;. ca, I'm mane awa Le o6 what' z happening o veer.. theh. e than I 
ways be6o ke, I think you -Uten and falze mane -. nn-tviat the 
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mofle you know above 
that I ways toed on 
thought the police 
mee tt. ngz , 
j" tz 
-say ... Roo is in became invotved in 
t -c t, it au Loma t ica. Jy comes. Evvc. yth ing 
the TV an media, was ac tuaL y goo pe, I 
wetce 6antaot is but now ... I go to pubf. ic and tc o ten but I tike to heat what pea pte 
the Uon. fien, ý' Revo ionany Patciy. 16, Ln t 
a ti -thL a6ten I met Rozz. ' 
... I went to Ame't ica just 6vn a hoZiday, ban 10 dayz, Razes tüaes tnave, 2Ung and I quite enjoy . it. We've been to quite 
a hew p1aca teaUy when we 6L'ts t ztatc ted going out, because 
I hadn't %ea ey been anywhvLe, once you went on holiday 
a6ten that had ended you wanted to -save up and go . 6arnewhvte 
eLs e, I don't ac tuaUy -f. -Lfze getting to p1acevs you know tnaveJLng, but once you' n. e -theAe -i t' ,s gnea-t ... 
'With Ro-z, we {pound that we had a tot oJ . thLngz in common, 
you know, music, bands, move on tezz eve)Ly week we went to 
see a band and we went to zee Jootba. 2e and whateveA ways on 
at the thea tre and went to . 6ee a good 6LQm at the pLciuneis 
whe-. ea, s I vuLy tatety went to the p-ctunes beýo'te. I was 
doing dL e'ien- th ingz ,o {ten going out with a ti the o-thews, it keat. E' y bn ought out what I waz -. wtenated in. I knew that 
I enjoyed going out to the p-. c iuta and thLng4 but I neuen 
ac tua, y went to see a pta y. It wars o ne y when 16-L t went 
that I neat ed how en jo yabte it i z, -th z was the 6t time 
that I went to the theatre. I think I way in-eJte- ted in 
totz o6 -th-. ng/s but it wa-s just binding -someone to go with 
me. 
[Respondent P] 
A second respondent had been affected by a more general 
change in her personal relationships: during her second 
college course she became lesbian and thereafter, increas- 
ingly confined her leisure to mixing with the gay community: 
I My soc-Lat . Qi6e now is with gay pewp/e, I don't 'ea y mix 
with st'taigh t people -I don't beet corn o abI e in 
'4 La igh t' ptace4. 
[Respondent A] 
A third respondent's personal relationship affected her 
leisure pursuits both directly and indirectly when she 
lived on a'canal boat with a boyfriend for nearly two 
years. Prior to the two of them living on the boat, her 
boyfriend had already affected her leisure pattern as she 
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had stopped karate, her main sports interest, and had 
also stopped seeing friends as much as previously. 
Once they began their canal life her leisure seemed to 
reflect the conditions of her new way of life more than 
any direct influence of her boyfriend: 
'On the canatz . thene' 4s a community o6 boat pea pte with their 'own' pubs and shops. You spend a tot o6 time just 
chatting ovet cups o6 tea. Thetc. e axe neat chanactetvs on 
the canao - -thene was Chocolate Chatctie who had wan ae. d 
at Cadbunyes and atways gave choc chips to the fzi. d, 6. I too Fz 
up heading -I hadn't nead much be6ote -I nead chitdnen' 4s boofa, s, that . improved my teadLng ab-lJ ty a . eat. I did painting - I'd done it at art ýschoul but hadn't been 
pwiticutvut y intec. ated - then I was Ln-tnvduced to it by 
ano then canal. ' boa. en' who taught me the technique and 
the hilstany o6 the cana . which I became veAy intenes-ted 
in and /started heading about. We tnave. Ued quite a tot 
in andeA not to became boned - eg. the ' Cha hire Ring', 
. omait and big, Notc th to Manchaten, BilLm, ingham, Ma vclz, 
Wa. ee o; once we got to a ptace we wowed moat up with others 
boa ,s e4s pecia ly at pubis kecommended between boat people. 
I spent two summe and two w inte-' o on the boat. I 
pne6nAed w in to t without ho Lday-ma! aex? , but it wao cord. I enjoyed it because it was veh, y d i66eten, 6, tom my pn. eviou/s 
ti6e, s-ty. ee. We used to cetebna-te týLaditionat j esti. vaI-o such 
ao summen. Aso- -t-Lce by the boas congLegating with deco/, La ions 
on. ' 
[Respondent E] 
d. Marriage 
The group included three respondents who were married and 
a fourth who was divorced. The four respondents were a 
33-year-old white British male, a 21-year-old white British 
woman, a 23-year-old Dutch woman with a daughter and a 
39-year-old Italian woman, divorced, with a son. 
There was considerable variation in the extent to which 
they felt that their leisure behaviour had been affected 
by marriage. At one extreme was the Dutch woman, who had 
led a very varied life as a teenager, leaving home at the 
age of 18 to live firstly in her own flat and subsequently 
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on a kibbutz in Israel, where she met her (English) husband 
with whom she later came to Britain. Both before and dur- 
ing marriage she had a very active leisure lifestyle, 
participating in sport and active recreation, and she 
felt that 'marriage hasn't really changed my leisure'. 
Her husband's income did, however, enable her to continue 
the types of activities in which she liked to participate 
by providing financial security: she was able to go horse 
riding, for example, which she had not previously been 
able to afford. In this instance, rather unusually, marriage 
appeared to be the means of avoiding change in leisure 
behaviour rather than an instrument of change. 
More substantial changes were described by the male 
repsondent who prior to marriage had spent much of his 
leisure time, mostly at weekends, socialising with other 
young men, 'boozing and having a laugh'. He described the 
changes which took place from the time he first began to 
spend time with his future wife: 
'Once I had met my wi6e the soc Lat acLv ez changed; I'd 
go out once a week with the tad, 6. I'd -see hetz moist n t. gh s 
which fed to ma tiage. Once we wene married we stayed in 
mo, s-t ruight, s, 5av ing money, we wenen'-t bothered about going 
out; we'd go out with othetc coup1eo ... 
[having pnev iowsty 
p. eayed £oo tbaJJ I didn't do any phyz icat . fie-ivsune activities 
once I was mcvc . ed. 
' 
[Respondent Cl 
On the whole, he appeared to have had a much more conven- 
tional life-pattern than the Dutch woman had had and the 
effect of marriage on his leisure behaviour was a 
fairly 
conventional one. 
The 21-year-old felt that her marriage had 
'Stowed me down. ass I don't go to discaps any mane, rin 
d'tezz up 
much ... 
I go naund tike a zcAu66. I've £e-t myye. -6 go 
whe. te" I used to dne/s-s up eveny night o the week, with 
the 
'paint' on, zFZ-Lii- o, the tat, but I don't botheA now, un, 
Qa s 
'z 6vn a chAiztening an a wedding. '. 
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She felt that a general change in her leisure behaviour, 
stemming from marriage, was the increased amount of time 
she spent in the home (partly on housework and domestic 
chores) and the consequent reduction in her out-of-home 
activities. She did however retain some previous habits: 
'76 my husband wams to zee a 6iZm then we' Zi both go to 
the cinema, but i6 we' ne in town and we see a {y. Jm I want 
to zee, he'd go oýý to hL6 b-w-then and I'tt go on my 
own, which doesn't botheA me. ' 
This was a throwback to her teenage days: 
'I coed to go to the cinema evetcy Sunday j O/L two yeatz, on 
my own, I'm the type o peo p 2e who wow? d wa, 2Fz into a pub 
on my own when I was 16 to meet {, bends and I'd even catch 
a bu on my own. 14pent a tat of time on my own, doing 
my own th ingz. I'd go to the cinema on Sunday' ., s a- you 
can get a good seat then, eopeciaYJy at the ABC, and Sunday 
-vs the mozt botü, ng day o the weefz ... Asa I went be. a- 
ngi ng in the makning and the evening and went to the 
cinema in the a6tetnoon. ' 
[Respondent RI 
Overall, this respondent felt that marriage had had söme 
effects on her leisure behaviour and general lifestyle, 
but the main differences between her current and previous 
leisure behaviour she attributed primarily not to marriage 
but to the financial constraints imposed by unemployment. 
The fourth respondent whose leisure had been affected by 
marriage was the divorced Italian woman who had come to 
England at the age of 18 to work and study. The influence 
of marriage was complicated by other accompanying changes 
in her circumstances. She and her husband initially 
married, despite her private misgivings, when she became 
pregnant and wished to avoid causing distress to her Roman 
Catholic parents; their son was born within a few months 
of their marriage. They had moved house on marrying and 
initial changes in lifestyle including leisure activities 
were affected by this: 
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' Lib e ways "cu4s hed ass the new house way ba'Le, so theAe way to to do £ üa putting in the centAa. 2 heating and the 
etec ft is c ty ... ti6e wals not ptea/sant at a, U, als my Top Schot-. (, study) cowvse was 15o demanding - and I ways 
pnegnant - Asa I came harne exhausted eveny day. it wa 
a- 4 Heading, studying, and vo'th . ng on the house. ' 
The marriage was an unhappy one and the divorce acrimonious. 
At an early stage she felt restricted by her husband: 
'He used stopping my money a-o a weapon. At2 he did way a 
meagre weeUy shop and he didn't buy toy4 bon the boy. 
I wa-s Aso upset I even Aso. -d one o6 my peiusona . coa-s to buy toy's. I would have to zeanch the house bon 5p on 70p to 
go to the church co66ee-monnLng, which w" aw6u-. ' 
He particularly affected her social activities, although 
she was determined to continue these as far as possible, 
apparently with some success: 
'My husband ways a 4ee6 k peuon so I Fiept thAeatari<. ng to . leave. 16 the two o wo went to a patt ty and I -spoke to z omeo ne he 
would get jea o"o, which gnadua. Jy a6ýectad my Zi6eýs-tyte. I 
ways becoming what I wasn't. He d. üs. P. ked having people in the 
hause but I'm an exttova t, Asa I invited peop-e atthvugh he 
gave me no money. I think he was jwo. t mean, because when I 
did have a patty he enjoyed it. So I had -ea-5 o6 par, t-. e s with 
6tüendz 1i om watch. ' 
Her husband left when their son was 5 years old and was 
starting school. She took a job with British Telecom 
whch involved a lot of evening and night work but allowed 
her to be at home when her son came back from school. 
'I 6e that my teisw e began when my husband £eýt, because 
I' ta, ted to think oýmyse jj .I . staJr ted pia ying ýs q ua/sh and did moire cyct ing and gat invo ved in many -tk ng s. I'd even 
get up eaA y . 6ome days and go cycling aU over. I'd go hale kiding with STARS. I ca f. ected stamp, 5, to pa-oh on to 
my hon. When I ways wo't i. ng dwing the night I'd spend time 
tteepl. ng duct ng the day. Sometimez the duty £nvotved two 
whale nights and two ev en-ing/s but I'd /s-t- Lf go to dance and 
f-ten to mw, c. I ways a. eways out o' ais. eep dwiing the day 
- i6 I wa-s out I'd 4wim, an do modenn dance oti tap dance. 
At the moment I am teanning Indian coo!. etc, y. Thee one at 
ct"/se, s which wette on two days each week. I only went to 
one conceit a- concur L ake in the evening and I had to 6Lt 
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in my £eisune in the daytime which wars cyc, Qivcg, Swimming, 
, tiding, squash, badminton and tap-dancing. ' 
[Respondent D] 
After the constraints of marriage her husband's departure 
allowed her to once more pursue the active lifestyle she 
had previously known. 
e. Parenthood 
Four female respondents each had a child. In two cases, 
mentioned in the previous section, the mothers were married 
although one subsequently divorced; the other two women 
were single parents each of whom had brought her child up 
alone from birth. Three of the four were particularly 
active and relatively unconstrained although obviously 
affected to some extent by the responsibility of a child. 
They differed in the way they approached their leisure. 
One included her daughter in all she herself wanted to do; 
another made her daughter the focus of her own leisure; a 
third pursued her own leisure activities while her six-year- 
old son was at school, and the fourth attempted to balance 
the conflicting demands of her own interests against the 
needs of her child. 
The Dutch woman was once again least affected by what is 
often a cause of major lifestyle change: 
'I didn't tike being pnegnant because IIe -t gnea t and wanted 
to do evenything (but was not allowed to) . Afiten. 6 weeks (ie. a4ten the bar ih) I put the hid in the creche at Granby 
Ha, P, e, s and went to a. U the sess onz again. I wanted to get 
back into shape a qu ck y as pozzibte again. I tooia the 
kid swimming. I think I do a, 5 much spot t now ... I do matte 
keep-6Lt (than be6oa Le the chid ways bahn) ... I want to teach 
keep- 6it. I'm not doing it 6m the money but I want to keep 
in shape. ' 
'I wLU not watch TV dtv ing the day no mattest how boned I am. 
I'd tike to tannt more. My husband watches too much TV. 
Pea pte came 4nam Holland to v. i. 6-i t me. I play with Natasha 
(daughter) in the evenings. I do the same thing ,5 (ie. a-s 
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did be6o to had daughters) and take Natasha cdong, she's 
quite happy in the creche. ' 
[Respondent B] 
The Italian woman saw her son as the central focus of her 
life, emphasising the importance of giving him stability. 
She was strongly committed to playing an active role in 
his education and general upbringing, but despite this, 
once her son started to attend school she began to lead 
a very varied life of her own. 
The two unmarried mothers had differed from each other in 
their experiences. In both cases, the child was under 
school age at the time of interview. In one case, the 
mother felt somewhat restricted in her social network and 
activities - although she was active, her activities were 
relatively child-centred and included childminding, helping 
to run a pl. ayschool, and attending only sports activities 
in which her son could be accommodated such as swimming 
and sports in facilities where a creche was available. 
The other single mother had felt at an early stage that 
she required more than the company of_her daughter and 
other mothers with young children, and had deliberately 
built up a varied lifestyle. She was perceptive about both 
the constraints and benefits of her situation: 
'A 5n 
. end 4ugguted a women' z gnaup 
because I didn't know 
anyone and I 6e. P, t I needed 4ome th ing mane than jw -t me and 
my daughter a it the time. Then the women's g'wup 6o ded 
. 6o me and my 1ju: end z-ta, cted it up again with an exetci6e 
gnaup and a d-üs cuzzion. I z-taq ted going to Gnanb y HaM - 
I enjoyed getting back into spo t, we-. ght--tnain.. ng was a 
new activity 6cn me, and 14-tah ted tcunn-ing again but I had 
pkobtew getting a babyz.. tten 4an my daughtvt; I cawed 
have gone to Gnanb y Hatiz three times a weeia but becauz e o6 
my dangh en it ways Vmited to once a wee! a. Having a child 
can be vv y £. ixtiLtLng, upec iatiy in the even. inp, but we've 
, 5e -t up a ch 
d-mu. nd ng ci tree now. I'd tike to do same 
pottery c, Qa/sze-s, maybe when my daughteti you to ýschoo ... 
My -ee-iýsuAe £ ii e -üs now - mpkov-. ng through my 6ttAiend-o 
but 
having my dangh-te t mean/5 very t tt e £eL wte at ati - one 
mo/Lv ng and one evening each week. 
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76I had the chance to put my daugh vi. in a good 6uL -. ime cneche I wouJdn't tae it, beccw e I'm enjoying the time I've 
got with heft ... the but thing about being unempto yed Ls being abbe to 4pend time with my daughter. -I don't know how 
pevp2. e do it who don't have a chid ... It's a good thing 4she', s -thene becawoe thvLe', s not a tat to do by youtuset6 ... I enjoy being with my daughteh., thVLe' d be nothing to do - 
z he wa-o n' -t -thene. Some peo pte need mane time away 6, tom Füdz than o-the . I'm Lucky because I enjoy having my dang h tuL 
anaund a. 2e the törne. I £. i_Fze to take my daugh-ten out with me 
even iL we do di66eJLent -thLnp when we get -theke, we 6tiU go 
and came back -tage-their,. I wouJdn' -t £P. i. Fze to . heave hen -same- whe e eLe. Gnanby Haffs tepnae. n the same to my daughtuL 
as it does to me --she en jo y, o the outing .' 
[Respondent E] 
Her daughter was both the focus of her leisure and of her 
life as a whole: 
'My daughtetc gives me evu thing - teii sutce tarne, playing about, 
,s he's ev en ythývcg .' 
6.3.3 Leisure and life-events 
A complicated picture emerges - different respondents are 
affected by different events, and they are affected dif- 
ferently by them. For example, in the cases discussed, for 
one respondent post-school education saw the start of 
activities which over 10 years have remained her main 
leisure activities, but for another college was almost 
totally disconnected from the leisure behaviour which pre- 
ceded and succeeded it. Employment had similarly diverse 
effects, increasing the leisure activity of some respondents 
through increased spending power and the influence of new 
friends, modifying that of others through the attitudes of 
more 'adult' companions, reducing that of a third through 
the debilitating demands of heavy physical labour. The 
influences of personal relationships were even seen to 
produce opposing effects in the same respondent, who first 
adopted the leisure pursuits of a boyfriend whose interests 
were very different from her own, then later changed these 
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through a second relationship in which she felt her own 
leisure interests were much better complemented. Similar 
diversity of response was evident in the case of marriage 
and parenthood. 
The life-histories seemed to indicate that respondents' 
leisure had been affected by certain events and change of 
circumstance, although caution need be applied in attribut- 
ing causal links and in distinguishing between the influence 
of different factors. It could not be established that 
particular types of events and changes in life as a whole 
produced specific effects on leisure behaviour: too often, 
respondents reacted in different and often diametrically 
opposing fashions to ostensibly similar situations. This 
further evidence of the individuality of the commited users 
suggested that similar diversity might be found in their 
general responses to the experience of unemployment and in 
their development of unemployed leisure lifestyles. 
6.4 The experience of unemployment 
As at all stages of this research, in section 6.3 great 
diversity was found amongst respondents in their reactions 
to the same type of event. This was true also of respon- 
dents' reactions to unemployment. Some considered unemploy- 
ment to be a great opportunity, others a great misfortune; 
some held a middle ground between these two extremes, others 
had moved from one stance to the other with the passage of 
time and with successive episodes of unemployment. But 
although there were these differences in perceptions of how 
unemployment had affected their lives, there was consider- 
able consensus amongst committed users on the extent to 
which it had done so: with few exceptions respondents felt 
that of all the changes which had influenced their lives, 
for good or ill, the most comprehensive and acute in its 
effects had been unemployment. 
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One main theme emerges from the varied comments of respon- 
dents: that while the impact of unemployment on their lives 
has been all-pervasive, on the whole committed users of 
the scheme have a positive attitude to unemployment. It is 
clear that in this respect they differ from the unemployed 
in general. The difference lies not in the effects of un- 
employment but in expressed attitudes towards them: the 
contrast between committed users and other unemployed people 
is all the stronger precisely because the dimensions of 
unemployment are the same for each. Committed users' 
discussion of unemployment revolves around familiar themes: 
they comment, often with some venom, on the financial 
difficulties of unemployment, the lack of purpose in day-to- 
day life, the boredom and the lack of things to do, the 
social isolation, and the problems of finding work and 
coping with an uncertain future. But for each of these 
matters, while a minority subscribe to the stereotyped 
attitudes often attributed to the unemployed as a whole, 
the majority display a more positive approach. 
6.4.1 Reactions to unemployment 
When considering their overall feelings about unemployment, 
a small number of respondents described the depression and 
misery frequently associated with unemployment: 
'The &t time I was uvicempto yed 16 e. P m. s e)tabte - I'd 
been wo tking on and o44 zince I .e e6-t is cho o and I didn't know what to do with myz ef6 .' 
[Respondent R] 
' Unempto yrnen-t way depnuzing { wm the ztatc t ... 15 pent my 
time at the job cerlti e., apptyLng sot jobb and being m. i seJrabJe. 
I {gat my . taient wars going to wallte, which I gelt way a 
wate o6 money bon the people who pay Ooh my keep. 16ett 
.oc, y 
ban . these peo p. 2e. I'd zit -there and thAinia I'm no uze 
at aU, which -üs v e)t y {rLuO t)La Lng . I. 
' .6 okay at pke o en t 
but 
I Asti think oý getting a job and £eav ing home. I'ti walze 
up at -th/tee in the moAn ing thinking about it, . 6o 
it 5tiU 
a66ect-s me. ' 
[Respondent J] 
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One felt the injustice of a situation for which he felt 
he was only partly responsible: 
'I waz &. ink ng too much and not enjoying it, dtc, i n! a ing on my own and wnecfa.. vlg m yes et6, my dale money way spent, I ways 
accumu, ea t-ing debt. I didn't have much hope {ion £ie in 
g envt. at. I used to btame myz ee6, 'an not making an ei iS ant. I know now it wasn't enti, ýe2y my haw -t - unemp, 2o yment, the job situation was hopete, 3s in Leicestvc when I moved heue. A compA e-te waste o time. You get the attitude o 'sad it! ' 
I started o by going to the job centite., evetcy day at t mess, then I'd £ eav e and say that' ,s it. Th . ngo g envz: ai y get wove because o it. Unemployment i/5 the nea on. At {iut 
Lt /s not bad, because Lt -s money jan nothing. But a6-ten a cL'z - {yew month-o you tea ise that -there cute no jabs cJJ'rd its 
a po tica e situation -T ha tchen' ,s at the tap and i S. not 
on your -side - the nüch get n<. chen and the paar gei: paaren - Zf', s an o td cLLche but tit', s -true. ' 
[Respondent H] 
For this respondent, continued unemployment brought acute 
misery and increased bitterness: 
'Thene ane no good aspects about being unemp&yed. The wont 
thing about being unemp. _a yed -vs having no money. It' z £. ke doing time - that' z what it ýeetz Litze - the e. ', s no way out 
06y it. In the p'tuent zLtuat-. an you can get u . en and you 
can't get good. I get vvty depn. e e. d -I beet tike tapping 
mys e6- that' /s not the ea/siat way and it -takes s guts to do 
it, and I'm a cowand. S au'ne be te-'t o66 dead - -i you've 
tong- te'zm unempto yed you've gat no hope ývn the 4u tune - 
e, specia Jy a 40-yeatc-o d. I've became very bittet, sad it 
a you know, I've come to hate t ich peapfe I don't even 
know - joust becauze they arte t ich. Capita. iz s. I've 
aLwayys been 4oc o-iy aware about whau'4 going on eve Ay /since 
I wa-6 young - I'm now malte potiticaLy awatce and I head 
ße6-t-wing newt papetvs tatheA than night-wing anus. I've gat 
the same attitudes ats bejote but I juws-t hate the Queen mote 
than a {yew yeatcz ago. I can't dens-tray myyset6 because o4 the 
prcezou, te put on me -I can ov y{ ight back.. ' 
[Respondent H] 
These negative reactions are familiar as typical of the 
unemployed'as a whole. Within the group of committed 
users they were very much minority opinions, especially 
in relation to the respondent's current spell of unemployment. 
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In all, although several respondents had at some time felt 
unhappy about being unemployed, only three currently held 
such feelings and most committed users were characterised 
by their positive attitude to unemployment. 
The majority were at the very least accepting of their 
current status: 
'16 you do what you enjoy it' z 6ivice. I can handt e being 
unemp. eo yed. I'm not gneaL y demoitaZized an have a 6eeting 
o reject-LO V., nothing tike that. ' 
[Respondent Cl 
' Unemp. Eo yment isn't a pnvbterm. ' 
[Respondent G] 
'My Zije is jcus-t one phase astet anothen. 
TGt i, 5 iz 1wo-t one oý thohe. ' 
[Respondent K) 
One male respondent, who at the time of interview had been 
unemployed since leaving higher education four years pre- 
viously, had never been concerned about this state of 
affairs and did not feel he would be in the forseeable 
future: 
'When I became unempto yed it didn't nea? ty 6eet any di66enent 
{ywm being a unive tt-L y, except that I'd no tec, utceo to go 
to ... My view o6 anern pta ym ewt 
hays n' -t changed, at tho ug hI 
don't know what -i t'tt be . '. Fze in the 6u tune, -thai, s a bit 
wvrvcy-ing a6 to what 'l do when I 'teach ne. -L't. - ng age. But I 
don't wo ti. y about that becaw e we'f pAobabty a, & get blown 
up anyhow. ' 
[Respondent G] 
Another described his current perspective on an earlier 
spell of unemployment, which he had at the time disliked, 
then went on to enlarge on his present, very different, 
attitude: 
'I didn't tike it because I'd neve't been unemployed be4ote and 
yet it was the best thing that happened to me, to be unempto yed. 
it btcough-t me back to the gnaund and made me ilea, Le that 
piiobaby yI wa going a bit thick and a bit big-headed thinking 
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'who am I to be on the dote? ', so I think being unempta yed did a good thing {pan me. I zotc to expected to come out 
(oj cottege) , get a job s c. aigGet away and I didn't. So that bnaught me down with a bump, but £-Uae I said it w one 
o6 the but th Lng, s that happened to me 'tea. U y. It just 
changed my who e hoc" on what I ways thinking about -a 
taute o same-thing £ iae that - neat y good {ion you, it', s 
b&oadened my thinking on th ingls ... Now I don't nea. fy wantcy about being unempZv yed, I mean -thene one people who 
ate in a wows e situation than I am who one stiU coping. 
And the way I /see Chit-. ant ty La that I thy not to woo y 
about anything b ecauo e the wo t ying doesn't rmafae anything 
any beaten ... . it's a mattet oý date n. ea ey. I knew in time 
/some thing wou'd come a. tong and it wind be /something that I 
wanted to do. What wL be w. i, 2. be, whatever you do to make 
it beteten, -6 Lt's going to be that you'. 2t get a job, 
eventuaJJy you' Zi get a job, I think i6 tha t'. o how you be ß ieve 
you've gat to go someway to make it happen in, 5tead o6 just 
, siting back. To have a bit vj betie6. I don't woAAy a- I did be6one. I've aJways gat people to go and see, -th ing/s to do and even -. 6 I don't want to do anything I've a, eways got 
thin p-face to just sit hehe and do nothing, so I can handee 
. ißt, the pnac t-. cat /side o6 things anyway. ' 
[Respondent F] 
The social dimension was one which some found difficult: 
' It', s vent' tonely, espen- a22y Zing on yow own. It 
aý6ec-tos youL ý, ti.. end, 6 as yow't depn. a/sion can aýýect 'owz. 
ýtLiend/s and 4amiZy. ' 
[Respondent M] 
'I miss the c,. ase invotvemevt with other. pea pfe at wo'Fi, I 
mZm 6eeting4 o4 doing th ng4 that beneý- to their, pea pte. ' 
[Respondent M) 
'The suicide 15e ow is the one who's atone at weekends. ' 
[Respondent Cl 
Two respondents pointed out, however, that for them at 
least isolation was not confined to unemployment: 
'I-'o 2onj, some tcmez, but I might get tone e. y i4 I wars 
wo, t kingg .' 
[Respondent K] 
'You £oze contacts, you can be pw h. ed away, sucked down into 
it and it is dß. 44- cut t to get o66. So unempto yment can be 
L ofating ... 
6 Asa can wo tk. I4 o. 2atio n can be -tkvte on 
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not. I 6ett I to" in a box when I way wa'Füng, ýett a tot more ivs a. e. ated when I wa/s at wonfi ... ' 
[Respondent A] 
Not everyone saw the isolation as a problem: 
'Unemp. eoymevtt gat me to know myeseel bettete. because -the)Le was 
Asa much tcunn ing anaund beJoAe, doing th<ingz, I neuen. 
got time to myzet6. I go {'an wa U now and am on my 
own mane and mone, that' z , ampo avc t. ' 
[Respondent F] 
There were a number of committed users who were positively 
enthusiastic about unemployment: 
'I'm pv ecte-y happy doing what I'm doing, I'm not unhappy being unempZo yed. ' 
[Respondent E] 
'I've nevetc had it -so good in tvu oo doing what I want 
to do. ' 
[Respondent D] 
Often the strength of the positive feelings was striking: 
' Unemp. -a ymen is a manveiio us 6i. eedom. ' 
[Respondent A] 
'I {yet gat when I 4-i -t became unempto yed, I . 2oofzed 
upon it as 6izeedom. ' 
[Respondent K] 
It is perhaps unsurprising that people who viewed their 
own unemployment in such favourable terms appeared 
relatively unperturbed by the stigma of unemployment: 
although one respondent felt that 'the worst thing about 
being unemployed is being treated as unemployed', this 
sweeping condemnation was somewhat tempered by his descrip- 
tion of unemployment as 'fun'. Those who were actually 
pleased to be unemployed were particularly unconcerned: 
'I dovc'-t Wet . hvte'z a . 6tLgma), o. thetas 4eem to. My dad did, he atwayes a6Ia5 me when I'm going to get a job, he's 
given up now pnobab4y because he wao getting nowhece. ' 
[Respondent G] - 
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'I'm not bo. hvLed about the stigma. I'm o td enough to 
-. gnane peopPe who put me dawn. ' 
[Respondent K) 
One respondent who found unemployment particularly depres- 
sing had nonetheless come to terms with the attitudes of 
others: 
'I don't mind teZZing peo p. -e I'm unempZo yed, I've got ups ed 
to t' . 
[Respondent J] 
It is evident from these comments that extremely positve 
attitudes to unemployment existed amongst the group -a 
contrast to the extremely negative ones more commonly 
found amongst the unemployed as a whole. The severity of 
the problems for the few respondents who did, more typi- 
cally, find unemployment a cause of great hardship should 
not of course be dismissed. But in numerical terms these 
were few: 3 currently, another 3 previously. At the time 
of interview 15 of the 18 respondents appeared relatively 
happy in their unemployment. 
6.4.2 Financial aspects of unemployment 
The degree to which committed users differed from the un- 
employed stereotype in terms of attitudes to unemployment 
was conspicuous; it seemed likely, however, that there 
would be less variation in a key aspect of unemployment 
which respondents shared with each other and with other 
unemployed people - namely, their reliance on unemployment 
benefit. Money has repeatedly been cited as a major 
constraint on life when unemployed, and the underlying 
cause of many other problems: on this practical matter 
committed users might be expected to have more in common 
with unemployed as a whole. 
There was evidence that for some committed users money was 
indeed the major - some said, the only - problem of unemployment: 
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'The on, 2y Hemson to think about unemptoymewt (at the moment) 
ivs money, o. h. Jwise I'm pvL6ectty happy doing what I'm doing. ' 
[Respondent E] 
'I can handle being unempto yed, it' z just the having no 
money . ice the pnob. 2em. ' 
[Respondent Cl 
'I quite enjoy being at home but it wa jwo-t having no 
money. ' 
[Respondent P] 
One found his financial position embarrassing in his 
personal life while others were more resentful of the 
attitude of officialdom: 
'I'm bcus ica Jy a pnaud petero't and I nea Uy don't ti peapee doing thivcgz iah, me a ti the time and 16ind that my 
g uJL 6,, Liend doe., I don't tike it. When a woman /say. 5 that he. wave tt to do thingo on me it h me as a pe on, I'd 
na-heat do it jan het. I mean the molt gage, Lt'' too much. 
I neaUy fee Z that I'd Bike to keep hen. Theke' z oome 
p)Lide thvLe thinking that I'd Y-i as to do. The money side 
o6 th Lngz Lo nea, Uy the bad aspect. ' 
[Respondent F] 
'The money L vehy di66icutt, upecia y when you 4 ign on 
and they don't give you any money. Getting the money out 
o6 them is a tot o6 hazste, they seem to think you're 
a6 tvi. cha. y and you joust don't . eAike to be invotved in that, vuLy degkadL. ng I think. It too! z them 3 weeU to give 
me anything and then they ovi y gave me 9 dayes money. ' 
[Respondent P] 
'I think that unemployed people have been kept down a tot - 
the dote hetpz you zunvive but Fieepz you in yours place. ' 
[Respondent H] 
Another resented the restrictions on day-to-day life: 
'The want thing about being unemp. 2a yed Lo not being abte 
to do what you want, due to tack o' money. You can't 
even eat pnape Ly, we have ch ipz a. ema4-t eveAy night which 
<i4 neatty bad as you can't do much with £51 a week. Fart a 
`maurAied couple that is tidLcuto", we've got te9ephone biUA 
and the TV Licence which zhoutd have been paid today but 
we cou? dn' t becawo e Lt' z £58. You jut can't a6ýo d it on 
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the soc <iat. We gat E103 bat two weeks today and we've only 
got about £20 £e6-t. The z-i, tuat on is getting woue becauze 
the b. iL get h.. ghvc and we'te getting poo e1't. You just 
can't zunv. ive on the zociaP un-e. z you' ne sing. ee. 16 you' ne 
z ing& you don't bothet about anybody eae, a-o you can eat 
when you want and can, and -i you don't have the money you 
can statve. But with a husband you wo1 y about him. 16 my husband don't eat, he getz (epif-ep-tic) 6Lts, iso he hail to. 
The dog', s got to eat, the houz e has got to be cen. na. J y heated ass Lt', s card. A issngte pewson getw £27 which Lon't 
much di6ýen. ence, but you get matte in the tong tun., a-s you'rce 
open to mane (-. e. ent-, t ed to mote add-c, t-Lonat beneýit6) . You could nun to your paten s, but you can't when you'tce 
ma, tt. ied. E vty-th-. ng except out . etephone -üs on me-ten., the 
ga-s and the el ec ttr. -ic and the TV, becauis e we cou f dn' -t pay the bWis. The onty benefits o unempý-ayment are cheap 2e i/3wte 
and having the tent paid 6o't. But 1' d na then be empZo yed 
with a b&ädy, goad job and do what I b. ýoody I ize - have the 
ga-s on 6cZ bZaot a. U- yeaPL and be ab-ee to pay the bLfs at 
the end. 
[Respondent RI 
For one respondent, unemployed almost continuously for 6 
years, financial hardship had been acute: 
' Vou' ne got bites which dead to pnuzune - magiztna-te4 ate 
appiwached 6m wwt'tanto to get in to cut you o{6, -thL 
d tü'es you to the booze, d&üve you ctcadaet 6. Sau any 
and exp-ain to -these people that you haven't got the money, 
-L-t'4 £50 and you've ov y got £30 - pay uZ E75 a week - you 
can't do that -T o64e-'t £5 a weetz and they won't accept it. 
[Respondent H] 
He described the wider effects of this situation: 
'Being - fz int i6 -tad in with o the)L things - you've gat au 
the time in the wo d to 4pend money you haven't gat but 
then again you've got no identity - no hope - you can't 
think poziti. ve ey. You just wait ban the next payday and 
uze the money on b. z. You don't think about going into 
the counttLyside to pick (ZoweJus, you think about going to 
a m, iddf-e- c as s cvtea and bugting a hour e. Being skint i's 
Umpo Cant but it' ". 5oct. a-ted with evehy-thi. ng aze. ' 
[Respondent H] 
The monitoring surveys of STARS users, conducted in 1982, 
had confirmed that the financial problem was an important 
one for participants. Despite the above views, held by 5 
respondents, this on the whole appeared to be less true of 
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committed users. Although a number of respondents did in 
fact consider themselves constrained by their lack of 
funds, several implied that these limitations were toler- 
able and that their current financial situation caused 
them relatively little hardship: 
'I'm not dupena-te fan money although I could quite happity 
, spend mvne. I think 14ind money no mane oa conottcaint 
than someone who's wo ! a-. ng, some wonLke o seem wowse o44, 
their, money', s spent on booze, cigane u. I just have to 
be a bit mane cateiuL. ' 
[Respondent G) 
'The wort thing about unemp. Zoyment not to have any money 
at a, 22 ... 
but money -Ls my zs -ave, 
I'm not money' z z&ve. ' 
[Respondent D] 
'I think ptect6u ce mane impotc tont than money in £L. ass 
tong "I can eat, smoke, d/ü. nfa. ' 
[Respondent K] 
Some committed users were primarily concerned with the 
long-term financial implications of-unemployment, being 
relatively unperturbed by their immediate situation: 
'I don't mind, Lt' z jw -t the money - we can manage but 
we' ne not 4av-. ng any. ' 
[Respondent Cl 
'I'd tike to . shay at home now but it me. cuv that you'ne juxt 
tiv-, ng 7nom day to day. You can't neaUy p-an anything on 
the 6utwLe without any money. ' 
[Respondent P] 
'I don't beet that I've got . gong-te'Lm zeCLV - ty. ' 
[Respondent A] 
Several of the committed users thus appeared to cope better 
with the financial restrictions of unemployment than is 
often the case. There were in fact a number who, although 
not particularly well-off, were cushioned to some extent 
from at least the immediate and full financial impact of 
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unemployment. In several cases this was through reliance 
on the income of an employed spouse or partner, as in the 
case of the respondent who reluctantly allowed his working 
girlfriend to pay their joint mortgage. There were others: 
'I'm not i aaL2 y &o fa ing 6on. job, Jo Gin' s ea tning . Mwftiag e meant that th Lngz ate e"ien 6 inanc iaUy. ' 
[Respondent B] 
' 16ind that ß. 6 Razz' 4 (bo y6, tiend' 4) money -tos kea onab1e, ', 5 otaay. ' 
[Respondent P] 
In total, four respondents were in the position of having 
access to extra income from a partner, all considering 
this enough to make life just manageable financially. Two 
others, however, had rather different forms of financial 
assistance, in one case because of a legacy, and in the 
other by undeclared income from part-time work. In both 
cases the respondent's income remained relatively low (in 
the case of the legacy, 'about the same as social security'; 
the part-time work brought an extra £15 per week). Both 
felt, however, that although their income was by no means 
high, their financial situation was significantly different 
from that of other unemployed people and that this had an 
important influence on their experience of unemployment. 
The first of these two respondents defended her undeclared 
additional income: 
'O ý4 the tecoi. d, I wwLk 4an my i hei, one day a week 4ot 
£15.16 it wa4n'- 4an that I'd be 4tugg! i. ng, ti4e would 
be very dß. 44 icwa. But au i Ls money Lsn't a plc oA ty. 
Mo -t peopte do a bit o woida on the tide, even the wie 
o the A. nve. 5-t-. gatan at the DHSS 4 igno on and dou phatcmacy 
wo th. 14 she daan'-t deecan. e it why 6houtd I? Bve'tybody 
doe-o it. I don't took on it as 4c sewing the govetnmen-t, 
I oofa on it ass suLvivat. I pay my -taxen, -. 4 the wo'tk'4s 
-then. e -why . 6hawed I -te i them? I 
decianed the wo'dz at the 
community cen r. e and I gat Asa much hazes- eI za-. d I'd 4-tapped 
wonFüng thene. Now I do it votuntany. It just watsn' -t watt th 
the hoes-2e. I ways no been o 46 .1 
[Respondent K] 
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The respondent who relied on her legacy had mixed feelings 
about her money: 
'I don't jut five on dot money, I've got o-theA money .I didn't 6eet I'd become unempto yed, becauze I had the money 
... I've been happieA unempto yed than I've been at whiz; 6acton. y won! Z, aetcAicat won1Z is £Aike an aw6ut ptcüson, a6te. n that unemp-eoyment is wondv ue- but I think that' ,6 becau5e I've got a back-up o6 6 inance. 16eet 14how? dn' t have it 
white m, ittionz ate dying o6 ztanva Lion. 16eeý_ I ýshou. 2d hang on to it " 4ecuAity. I ýeet I shoutd wo tta so that I 
can hang on to the money - i6 I'm on the dote it wLP go . My money hays had negative a4pec s but on the whote it £e z 
me do anything. ' 
[Respondent A] 
She felt her access to money made her situation very dif- 
ferent from most unemployed people: 
'I've been 6otunaue enough to have the money, ninety-nine 
out o6 a hundkad would takte money as the majors pnob-2em. ' 
[Respondent A] 
On the whole, therefore, the committed users fell into 
three categories: those who found unemployment financially 
difficult (4 out of 18), those who had direct or indirect 
access to additional sources of income (6), and' the remain- 
der (8) who received only the benefits to which they were 
entitled but felt that this gave them a more or less 
acceptable standard of living. Those with most financial 
problems also found unemployment as a whole a depressing 
experience. Overall, however, the committed users were 
less affected by the financial dimension of unemployment 
than would be expected of most unemployed people. 
6.4.3 Attitudes to employment 
The lack of urgency amongst most respondents over their 
financial situation may have been one of the factors 
which encouraged a certain ambivalence about seeking work: 
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'I'm took i. ng 6m jobz but -thetce' 4 no point getting wo'thed 
up about it ... I'm not actuatiy tootaA. ng ion wo tJa, /Lathers 
waiting {ion thing4 to come up. I'm vetcy &tid back about 
it. I'm quite happy to have two month/5 nest, maybe 
anothvt. Iw consideir. wonfü. ng du zL ing the winters, becacuse 
thene', s nothing to do indoou. ' 
[Respondent Cl 
'It (unemp/a yment) is not a piwbtem. It's not impantant 
to me to get wonia. 16 I did get a job I wowed onty be 
taking wk oýý somebody who wann it. I do conýsi. deA 
m yes e el det-<. buca to y unemp- o yed in a way as L6 I wanted 
to I couYd pnobabty get a jab. ' 
[Respondent G] 
The lack of concern over future employment was not 
necessarily a consequence of relative financial security. 
In several cases a previous bad experience was discourag- 
ing respondents from seeking work: 
'I hated the 6- t, s-t job, it wn my . ß. 6e -theke a ti the time, 
won(2 9-5 then time up. It didn't intervt. up-t except that 
it sapped my ene't. gy, I 6ett tethangLc, I cvuedn'-t be 
bothehed to do anything. No sooneh out oý the place than 
you'd be back in again ... I 
hated -thiz (, second) job as 
we. Q.. even though it ways a' be,, tvL' job than the otheir. one 
(that way ov y copy typing) ... I've 
been papp-Let 
unempta yed than I've been at wank. ' 
[Respondent A] 
'I wa empto yed at £42 ývn a 40-haut week - it way stavety, 
T drove a van, woithad ban 6 we iai. then became unempZo yed 
a5 7 gat £22 {pan no worth. ' 
[Respondent N] 
I suddent y neafL ed £i e' 1s too damn Shonc to be doing 
, something that you, hate, that had quite an in6tuence on me. ' 
[Respondent K] 
' Unempto ymen was planned, I hated watking at Boo o. ' 
[Respondent K] 
'A job that I teats y tike Lo v etc. y 6wt and 6 ew between, I 
think thene' za tat o j, exptoi ation at the moment and taw 
wag eis and it ma! aa peapte veh, y nattezz and unhappy, I think 
that' ,s what happened to meat the mvne wo tk 
I had and 
the mane they expanded the mane woAk they put on to peopee. 
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In the end I just wanted to . heave, I'd tike a job that I 
, tea e. y tike doing and enjoy the place and the wo da .. It's very d. i66 icutt to get a job where you' ne ab/5o1ute ey happy 
... Iý I wasn't happy I'd nathen stay at home. Sometime/s you 6ee-2 that you stick a job because -thene'4s 
money but o-then -t-. mess you 6ee. 2 £ ike you spend mote time 
at wonFa, you ýs hou. Zd do something you enjoy doing and at 
time I think Lt'/s because o6 that. I mean I Loved it 
at (6inm) but Lt'-o not oº't y the money that I Zeit ... they weite £oo fzing 6on nedundanc iu and I think they made it di -icuLt bon me, -that's how I 6eet now. But I just 
tceckon that' ,sa bee e-Lng .I waz 
having a bad time at (ý i'un) , the money was very .. ow and we wonfied out how much we'd get iý we were unemp. Po yed and it wonFzed out at about the -same becau, s e o4 a- the t tcweiting and bins ýane-o to get to my 
job, I decided to just -eave anyway ... Be6one I . ee1t I wanted to get ano-then job but I wasn't veity ýsucce/5z6ue., so 
I ju/s. £e(-t and catviied on -Pooking bon ano-then job, 
penhap-s it wa-s a ziLcy thing to do but by the end I hated 
Zt Iso much I couidn' -t bean to go in, 7 Fiept taking dayz o66. 
[Respondent P] 
There were, however, those for whom 
important: once again, these tended 
who found unemployment as a whole a 
sequences particularly distressing. 
low expectations, based on previous 
chances of gaining employment: 
obtaining work was 
to be the respondents 
nd its financial con- 
These respondents had 
experience, of their 
'I haven't wo tk db an zo tang that I tend to think, what 
can I do Son a job. ' 
[Respondent H] 
'16 you can neuen get the (wo' ! a) expvi-I ence you can nevvt 
get anything (d. e. a job), it' ,5 tike a vicious c vccee. ' 
[Respondent A] 
'It is veýcy impo) Cant bon me to get a job - the tongeA 
you' ne out o wotk the handc. & it Lo to £oo(z son. it. ' 
[Respondent Q] 
... It'. 6 a vicious c Ac, ee and you can't nea. 
2ey get out o 
it. We you can get out o it but it -tafaa time though. 
The onY_y way to get out . is get a job, se e down and stant 
a new £. i e, aU ovet again the way you want it; not £-. fze 
the way people want you to have it. I wou. 2d go to an .. n. vt- 
vi ew a. e e /smatc tI y dne o ed up and at the end o4 the int e view 
they say -they'U put you on the 4hott £-vst. You get a phone 
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catPJ about 3 in the a6te iiioon -teUiing you you' ne an4at tab. 2e, 
you team' y have to pu J. your ham. The in tenv iewe no {ten don't know what -they' ne tatking about in my expetr ience. ' 
[Respondent J] 
This sort of experience could itself act as a disincentive 
to seek work: 
'To beg.? 
-n with 
I belt a5 though I was enthusiastic about 
getting anothetc job but when you go to zo many intenv iewz 
and get Ze-, tens 5ayLng you haven't got the job you 6ee- 
a, s though you'n. e teJected, Lt', s ati a waste o6 time took . ng io, L a job. ' 
[Respondent P] 
Although respondents differed in the degree to which they 
were interested in and actively seeking employment, there 
was a common thread running through their attitudes to the 
type of work they would consider: without exception, all 
were particular about the standard and conditions of work 
which they were prepared to undertake. In some cases 
their concern was with the practical features of the work: 
'I wart, a job wheAe I can do my bit, but I need- i, ý2exibte 
... I want a 
job 2-3 days a week paJ t- t- ne. ' 
[Respondent A] 
Above all, they were concerned with the content and quality 
of the job: 
'STARS aý jec ted my attitude to wonLk -2 yeaAz ago I wou'd have 
apptied f an -tempotaty 1ob4 - now I've got STARS I won't took 
son tempota)Ly job4. But I'm 4-tL 1I oo! a-Lng don.. 6wß -atme worcfa 
- . i6 anything, I'm move committed than 
I W", 2 yecvvs ago., 
I've got mate 'go' now. ' 
[Respondent M] 
' I6 I took a job now I wowed want it to be a 4potct6 one: 
I do some badminton coaching and enjoy it and want to 
do move - I've got the quaXi6icatio too. 
[Respondent N] 
ºI tº s vent' , impo' tcu t Jon me to get work 
but it muo-t be the 
tight wontz - not POPS. Just something wo)1A hwhi .' 
[Respondent Q] 
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'I-t'4 vety impoAtan-t sah me to get a job - a6teh, 4 yeas 
unempta yed, which coot d ea, 5 it y be 10 yeau. The degnee 
Lo to get out o the 4Ltuation. At one time I wo fd do 
any job that ways o etced -I wow dn'. t now. I'm mane 
watc, th yo 'something ease - I've done the bolüng nepe t it Lve 
job4, they (ve been patt o why I've Landed up hehe now. 
I've gat a change o education mo -t peopte don't get - it ', s 
an un1a-). '5 yztem. I've woAked in tvvü. b/ e cond. i t-iono and 
I haven't enjoyed it but .i t' -o been money - now I won't, 
uºitms .t t', s tempokvLy. 
[Respondent H] 
6.4.4 The effect of unemployment 
The committed users were different - different from other 
STARS users and different from the unemployed as a whole. 
There was some evidence that they were themselves aware 
of this. In some cases they saw it as a general difference: 
'The di6 enence between me and the o theA unempf a yed pea p-e 
. ice age, that and the act that I've been e. mpXoyed jvn a 
tang time and sinew the good t-{mu - then. e WLe young 
unernp. 2v yed peo pte who've nev eh, known thiz. AU they know 
-vs dninfü. ng and 1-. g ht Lng and so on. ' 
[Respondent Cl 
Other differences were more specific: perhaps most strik- 
ingly, for a surprising number the financial factor did 
not apply: 
'I See tI'm not a typicat peAz on -I go on about not having a 
job but my . 6-itua-tLon i/s 
di66e'tert-t ... I can stiit go on 
hotLda yes ... with o-theta pea pf. e 
they axe c&ippted by money, 
with me it/s £-üae a p/aygnaund, a month-tong hof i. day because 
I've gat the mean- ... 
' 
[Respondent A] 
There was evidence of a continued social network: 
'We have Zo-t oý {)ü. endts who we see now and then we have to 
... ' jag9-e them aU in 
[Respondent Cl 
Obtaining employment was relatively unimportant: 
'I dauet see myeset4 ass typ icat o4 the uvtemp! oyed ass I cou,. d 
get a job Li I chose to. ' 
[Respondent D] 
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The sense of stigma was weak: 
don't 6 eel -theAe', s a stigma, oche L4 seem to. ' 
[Respondent G] 
These expressed differences are one thing - they are often 
fairly easily identified, practical matters. But the 
interviews also convey something less tangible -a strong 
sense of self-identity, a sense of self -a type of 
confidence usually lacking in the dialogue of the unemployed. 
Some committed users displayed an impressive confidence and 
sense of purpose: 
'I hegarcded uvicerpfo yment as a time to . ot`op, think and decide. I'm at an age whvLe I must took at my caneeh.. ThVLe wLe 
-tkings I can do I'm very good at. I wanted a -space, a 
ne, spite fnom wo da. I didn't want auto-theft. temponahy job. 
I wanted to stop dtri6 ng .I intended to be unemptoyed ban at £eau-t 9 movrtGvs. I thought I'd end up on a couze. ' 
[Respondent K] 
With this often came an appreciation of the need for control 
over one's own life: 
'Whey. you' ne at wo tk you've gat to be -there at 8.30 ot9, 
you've gat no choice whetceaz when you' ne at home you can 
do what you £-11ae, you' ne yowt own bo .' 
[Respondent P] 
'When I wads dot unempto yed, I didn't thLnta about it -I 
enjoyed having the one to decide what I ways going to do. ' 
[Respondent P] 
'The best aApec to unempto ymevtt i/s the 6, teedom, making my 
own deciz ionz, tike moving hehe - that gave me my 
independence. ' 
[Respondent K] 
One respondent at least was aware of a difference in, 
attitude and belief which underlay committed users'- com- 
paratively'successful adaptation to unemployment: 
'STARS pea pie ane a--typ Lcat: most unempto yed peo pfe joust give 
up, you can 5 ee it in theiJL ýace/s at the uvicempto ymevr tv7 6ice. 
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I took on ti6e ass a cha tenge, otheme took on it a-s anotheh. blow, anv-the teason to give up: it might be the way 
you' ne bnaught up, the peopte you' ne with. ' 
[Respondent K] 
In their current unemployment respondents appeared to 
differ from the unemployed as a whole in both the practi- 
calities of their experience and their attitude to their 
situation - the two being undoubtedly related. Section 6.5 
investigates the extent to which this essentially 
different experience of unemployment in, turn had an effect 
on the leisure behaviour of committed users. 
6.5 Leisure, unemployment and the use of time 
Previous research has found that in most cases the nature 
of leisure changes in unemployment. Unemployed people 
tend to become less active, more housebound, more socially 
isolated, more passive, and narrower in their range of 
activities. Apathy or financial constraints result in 
participation in some activities ceasing. There are in- 
dications that the meaning of activities changes: they 
become a way of filling time rather than being pursued 
for their own intrinsic satisfactions. To what extent do 
STARS committed users, whose experience of unemployment 
has been found to differ from that of the majority of the 
unemployed, also differ in their leisure during unemploy- 
ment? 
6.5.1 General changes in leisure behaviour during unemployment 
Unemployment had a substantial effect on respondents' 
lifestyles, even though, as section 6.4 indicated, the 
often liberating and stimulating nature of that effect 
for committed users was very different from that usually 
associated with unemployment. Unemployment was obviously 
likely to affect respondents' leisure behaviour and this 
section examines the nature of any associated changes and 
how these compare with those generally found in lives of the unemployed. 
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As seen previously (Section 6.3.1), participation in 
leisure activities while either unemployed or employed was 
narrower than for adult life as a whole: neither when 
working nor when without a job did respondents participate 
in the full range of their adult leisure pursuits. The 
activities checklists indicated changes of two types - 
changes in the the types of activities in which respon- 
dents participated, and changes in the frequency with 
which they did so. The checklists showed which activities 
were most widely participated in by respondents at four 
stages - (a) at any time in adult life, (b) at any time 
when employed, (c) at any time when unemployed, and (d) 
while currently unemployed (Table 6.5.1). 
Table 6.5.1 Participation in leisure activities in adult life. 
Percentage of possible participations. 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Adult Any Any Current Change while 
life employed unemployed unemployed unemployed 
Home, passive 8ý% 78% 81% 78% =-3% 
Home, social 77% 76% 0/ 77% 0/ 77% +1% 
Sport 68% 61% 57% 52% -4°0 
Entert ainment, 'out' 61% 60% 55% 52% -5% 
Study, hobbies 60% 53% 54% 50% +1°b 
Active leisure, 'out' 55% 53% 50% 48% -3°6 
Home, active 54% 54% 50°% 48% -4°ö 
Educat ion 50% 9°0 38% 28% +29% 
Civic 26% 16% 23% 22% + 7% 
There is almost complete consistency in the rank order of 
the activity-types for each of the four categories - 
ie. 
in all four instances 'passive, in-home' activities are 
highest ranked, 'civic' activities are lowest-ranked 
in 
three cases and second-lowest in the fourth, with 
the re- 
maining categories following almost identical orders 
in 
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each case. It is clear that relatively informal home 
activities were participated in most widely, in line with 
leisure participation patterns for the population as a 
whole. The prominence of sport is a deviation from the 
national norm but obviously to be expected in a sample of 
STARS participants. 
The 'effect', if any, of unemployment on leisure behaviour 
is indicated by a comparison of participation 'at any time 
when employed' with participation 'at any time when unem- 
ployed'. In five cases, participation is higher for periods 
of unemployment than for times when respondents were work- 
ing - marginally so in the cases of study/hobbies (+1°0), 
home social (+1%) and home passive (+3%), more clearly in 
the case of civic activities (+7%), andsubstantially so for 
education (+29%). The remaining four categories showed 
drops of 3-5% each; active out-of-home leisure fell by 3%, 
sport and active leisure in the home each by 4%, and out-of- 
home entertainment by 5%. In some respects the changes are 
as would be expected given what is known of the leisure be- 
haviour of the unemployed in general; in particular the in- 
creases in some home-based activities and the decrease in 
active, out-of-home leisure, especially that likely to in- 
volve relatively high expenditure such as entertainment 
and travel are reasonably predictable. In other respects, 
however, the changes are surprising: there are unexpected 
increases, if only slight, in some categories (civic, 
education and studies/hobbies) where decreases would be 
anticipated: the increase in home-based passive activities 
is very small; and finally, the reductions in the more 
active categories are surprisingly low. The effect of un- 
employment. on overall participation levels therefore appears 
weaker than would have been expected indicating that STARS 
committed users are less likely than the unemployed as a 
whole to adopt a passive, home-based leisure lifestyle at 
the expense of more active, sociable, out-of-home pursuits- 
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The activity groupings, which are a useful indication of 
overall trends, mask some differences in participation in 
activities within the groups: the fact that participation 
has fallen for the group as a whole does not necessarily 
mean that it has done so for every activity in that group. 
Table 6.5.2 categorises the checklist activities to show 
whether the level of participation in each rose, fell or 
remained constant when respondents were unemployed. 
This categorisation identified some contrasts within the 
groupings. In the case of sport, for example, partici- 
pation fell in four types of of sports (team, outdoor, 
water and racquet) but rose in individual sports. Within 
the home, watching television and playing records increased, 
watching video decreased, and listening to the radio re- 
mained the same; also in the home, most of the activities 
in the study/hobbies category fell (books, magazines, 
hobbies, crafts etc) although studying, home exercises and 
doing puzzles rose. There was more consistency, within some 
of the groupings: four out of five categories of civic 
activity rose, with the fifth remaining constant, all 
'home social' activities remained the same, and all the 
educational activities increased. 
Respondents were asked to indicate how their current fre- 
quency of participation in activities compared with their 
frequency of participation, if any, when they were not 
unemployed. Of 548 current participations, 176 (31.7%) 
were said to be more frequent, 206 (37.6%) less frequent, 
and the remainder (166: 30.7%) the same. There were 
variations for the different types of activities (Table 
6.5.3). 
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Table 6.5.2 Changes in participation levels in leisure activities when 
unemployed 
a. Activities in which b. Activities in which c. Activities in which 
participation rose participation fell participation remained 
constant 
college going to museums church-going 
evening classes visits to towns social groups 
training courses countryside trips going for a drive 
education courses places of interest shopping 
religious groups walking the dog going to the theatre 
political groups team sports parties (out) 
voluntary groups racquet sports visits to friends 
walking water sports receptions 
individual sports outdoor pursuits DIY/home repairs 
records cinema radio 
television theatre entertain friends 
studying opera talk/chat 
puzzles pubs play games 
home exercises cafes, restaurants parties (at home) 
discos, nightclubs play with children 
gardening computer/video games 
care of pets writing (letters etc) 
watching videos bingo 
reading books 
magazines 
newspapers 
hobbies 
crafts 
musical instruments 
motor maintenance 
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Table 6.5.3 Frequency of current participation compared to periods when 
not unemployed: table shows total number of participants 
within activity group for all respondents 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Current par- More frequent Less frequent Same frequency Change since 
ticipations part'n part'n part'n unemployed 
Home passive 56 28 11 17 +17 
Sport 46 28 13 5 +15 
Home, active 25 11 7 7 +4 
Civic 23 11 7 5 +4 
Education 19 8 5 6 +3 
Home social 68 19 21 28 -2 
Home study 125 39 41 45 -2 
Out-of-home active 94 21 42 31 -21 
Entertainment, 'out' 92 11 59 22 -48 
All 548 176 206 166 -40 
In terms of frequency of participation, there were increases 
in home passive (all items), sport (especially individual 
and racquet sports), civic activities (especially voluntary 
work, which had increased in frequency in 5 cases out of 7) 
and education. There were substantial decreases in entertain- 
ment (especially cinema (-10), theatre (-7), pubs (-9), and 
parties (-10)), and in active out-of-home leisure (especially 
visits to museums (-7), to towns and cities (-8), to places 
of interest (-5) and to the countryside (-5)). The smaller 
increases in other categories were attributable to decreases 
in reading magazines and books in 'home study', and in all 
activities in 'home active' and most activities in 'home 
social'; in the latter cases there were comparable increases 
by some participants which balanced out the decrease by others. 
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The activities checklists suggested two things about 
committed users' leisure behaviour. On the one hand, 
participation during unemployment was not as diverse or 
plentiful as during adult life as a whole - in all, 
committed users took part in only about four-fifths of 
their adult activities while they were unemployed. This 
was, however, equally true of periods of employment and 
not necessarily an effect of unemployment. Both the 
changes in overall participation, and changes in partici- 
pation in sub-groups of activities, were not as substantial 
as would be expected of the unemployed as a whole. In 
terms of absolute participation committed users' leisure 
therefore appeared less affected by unemployment than anti- 
cipated. On the other hand, the frequency with which 
users participated showed changes more in line with leisure 
behaviour of most of the unemployed, with reductions in 
many active out-of-home leisure activities in particular. 
There were however increases in some forms of sports 
participation, showing that yet again the picture was more 
complex than the overview would suggest. Overall STARS 
committed users appeared much less likely than the unem- 
ployed as a whole to give up activities completely, did 
however reduce the frequency of their participation in 
certain types of activities (especially those involving 
expense), but also increased the frequency of their in- 
volvement in sport, civic and educational activities and 
a number of forms of home-based leisure. 
6.5.2 Unemployment and main leisure activities : Reduced participation 
The checklists gave an : '. overview of the leisure behaviour 
of committed users, showing that all respondents partici- 
pated in a wide range of leisure activities and associated 
unemployment with changes which affected most of these. 
The prominence of the same activities could differ greatly 
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in the lifestyles of different respondents: for example, 
all watched television but for some this was a major 
activity which took place regularly every day for several 
hours, while others watched very infrequently and 
sporadically. In most cases individual respondents' 
leisure was dominated by a small number of activities. 
The checklists did not distinguish between the relative 
importance of different activities to the individual where- 
as the life-histories, which concentrated on respondents' 
self-defined main leisure activities during adult life, 
allowed the impact of unemployment on the overall character 
of respondents' leisure behaviour to be more clearly 
identified. 
All respondents demonstrated change in their main leisure 
activities connected with unemployment and these changes 
varied greatly in detail from one to the other. In 
general, however, the effects of unemployment can be simply 
expressed as engendering either a more active or less 
active leisure lifestyle than prior to unemployment. These 
two basic changes could involve a greater or lesser degree 
of continuity in the actual activities in which the re- 
spondent participated. Both types of change were evident 
amongst committed users and in some cases each had affected 
the same individual at different times during unemployment. 
The adoption of a less active leisure lifestyle is of 
course the stereotype associated with the unemployed. In 
the case of the committed users, 11 of the 18 had experien- 
ced a noticeable reduction of leisure activity during unem- 
ployment although in several cases this was a temporary 
phase or one experienced during an earlier period of 
unemployment. At the time of interview only three respondents 
(all female) were currently relatively inactive. Of these 
only one was seriously distressed by her situation, which 
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was not solely caused by her unemployment: she had 
recently moved with her parents from Bolton to Leicester 
and the move had meant a substantial loss of friends and 
social contacts. This had in turn affected her leisure 
pursuits which in Bolton had included socialising with 
friends at her own and their houses, playing badminton 
with friends, and going out for drinks and meals with them. 
On moving to Leicester these activities ceased and the 
situation was accentuated by her unemployment: without 
work it was harder for her to meet people with whom to 
continue these activities. The interview took place 15 
months after she came to Leicester, at which point she had 
also been unemployed for 15 months, and at this stage she 
was beginning to build up a more active lifestyle again, 
initially through activities she could undertake by herself 
(eg. college) which in turn brought contact with other 
people with whom she could then socialise. Her leisure 
clearly had been affected by the twin impact of the move 
and unemployment but she appeared to be overcoming this. 
The other two respondents were less distressed by their 
apparent inactivity. One relished her time at home: 
'I quite £. -<i! ze being at 
home, I don't get bated, I nevevt get 
boned, the/te' 4 atway6 Tats o4 things I tike doing £ i. tie 
potteh. ing anaund the ga/tden. I tike to do the cooking, I 
don't mind cleaning o washing alt things Uke that, I tike 
Uo. te. n<ing to music, wheneve t I'm doing anything I'm atways 
£Lotening to music. 7t' z nice jut to be able to do what 
you tike. I do a tot o4 gardening, I went . thnaug 
ha phaze 
where I grew aß. 2 my own henb4 and used them in cooking, 
that w" very inte Luting. It's something that you need 
a bit o money ban though, to buy a the gatcden toot-s, 
pta tos. 
[Respondent P] 
She had been similarly busy during an earlier phase of 
unemployment: 
'The ýL't - time I way unempto yed I wao £ Lv ing with mum and 
dad Aso I ja4-t helped them 15uppose at home. I didn't 
teatty do anything m tafle anything up, any 4p0 .I 
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enjoyed being at home. I didn't nea. J y enjoy cooking and being anaund the house ... the time I spent at home wa, quite busy, I don't tike to i3Lt and do nothing. When I 
ways at home with my mum and dad it woo just (doing) what 
needed to be done, -there ate seven ch-iidnen in the 4amity 
, so . thane' 1s a tat to do. So I way 6a. ,y 
bw y at home. 
[Respondent P] 
For this respondent both phases of unemployment had led to 
a reduction in socialising and going out, mainly as a 
result of the financial constraints. This was also the 
case for the third respondent who mentioned that while 
she was unemployed she could not afford to go to the 
cinema, discos, or to a new leisure pool in Leicester which 
she had once visited. She had had an earlier experience of 
the boredom of unemployment: 
'The 6ii't t time I was unemp. -v yed Ij eft mis v Labte about it, 
I'd been wo'iFa-. ng on and o46 . 6ince 4 cho v1 zoI didn't know 
what to do with myse f and I didn't know about STARS m 
anything. My bnvthe't waz wvnfü. ng so he didn't have any 
time bah me. I otatcted going to discos again but I didn't 
have any money to go evoLy othetc day, oo 11us-t toddled 
an. aund ass bust I could and -I went to d üs co/s -I coutd 
ovi y have one dtcinfa aU night. 
[Respondent R] 
Her feelings about her current situation were mixed - on 
the one hand she felt the restrictions of unemployment on 
her leisure activities, but on the other she seemed con- 
tent to be lazy at times, busy at others: 
'I've been unempto yed ban a coupte o6 yeaAs which £et, 5 me do 
mane teisune o the type I £Lfze. So I can go swimming an 
whatevvt £6 I want to, but I {ind I get boned quick as I 
don't have the money to do what I want, -so I can't go on 
to tip4 of ho i. dayz . So you' ne given mane power 
in some ways, 
but not in atheu. I can't be bothmed at the moment. I 
go out with Jackie ({, bend), hiite video and take the dog 
{yon a wa k. Thatt', s about it, I spend most oiS my te. üsute 
firne in the home at the momevt - -tha i' ,sa change, it' z due 
to getting maA)Lied and money being the main pnabtem ... I don't go to cinema ass much a/s I wait to, I'd spend eve'zy day 
in . the to ... I 
don't 6-. nd it any eazien to { Lnd things to do 
now, but I don't neat y get boned ... ' 
[Respondent R] 
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Her current unemployment had lasted longer than her first 
spell and the financial problems were more acute as she 
was now living away from home with her husband who was 
also unemployed. Despite these greater difficulties she 
seemed to be finding it easier to cope with her time than 
she had previously, being prepared to accept a more 
domestic role and to spend more time in the house. 
There were several who had in the past experienced great 
loss of activity when unemployed: 
'At 6 -t the -typ-icat day way zpent £oo! ing Kok, wonFa but I 
was getting goo many ne6u5atz I . 5tatc ied to . daze about, d&ü. nking, not eating much ... zpate--ime ac . vit 
m weie 
non-exiv5tent. I way just doing nothing, watching TV, 
mu, 5. Cc, nead. ng a boo(a an two ... you would wake up ao . ate as pozzib1e Asa the day wou'd go ass quick ass potz ib-e - 
but then you'd get pnabfemz o sZeep ing at night. It', s 
a mauen o6 getting out o6 -themee faun wa . L, tying to 6 ind th-. ng4 to do, unempto yment centne. 5 etc. But I can't 
do that aL the time, Some people can. It'. a tLeat 
nowhvice fand, nowhene to go, nothing to do and no money. 
You've got aU the time in the wo ktd to 4 pend money you 
haven't gat but then again you've gat no identify, no hope, 
you can't think po tLvety ... ' 
[Respondent H] 
'When I way 4L t unemployed I ju6 , sa-t -the e. and went into 
town, 4aw the tads I ways at cotiege with ... But I wa/s veAy 
taz y, I couPdn' t be bothepced to do anything. I juo. t kept 
writing 4an job4 and -th-. ngz £-üaa that ... I Fiept w 
it.. ing 
don. jobis, zart o4 one a week but I cou dn'-t be botheh. ed 
neapy. ' 
[Respondent F] 
' UnempP. o yment aý6ec ted my £eisune time a gneat dea e. I'm 
into STARS now but be6ote I pfrayed candy and smoked dope 
a! J the time. Theke have been seve' a2 changes, 6. tiendz 
change. I got into dtcugs quite heavily with o theft. &tiend s 
on the da/ e, we had nothing ea e to do, we were using them 
none and mane. The wont thing ways that I wa-a so pooh, a1 
the time, not a tat I could do. T hefte wehe -things I wanted 
to da but couJdn' -t, I mi. s sed the money: one evening oü ta 
fan twt, gh t waa aU I could a66md, so it wa-s dnugs aU the 
time, not jw. -t son o caps uaJy. 
The dnug-a .. nctceaa ed the 
apathy to do anything, when I think o6 aU the things I 
cowed have done ... I wa-s 
in a . spL' at and I coutdn'-t do 
anything about it, I wau e66ectivay uzeea/s ... When 
I 
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wa-o unem pt o yed I ups ed to get up . late, Steeping . lute wa k about, go back to bed, not Batty doing a 
, tot 
... 
[Respondent M] 
Later during their unemployment these respondents began to 
develop a more active lifestyle. In three cases the ex- 
perience of unemployment encouraged the respondent to become 
involved in some form of left-wing political activity, as in 
this case: 
'I did attend an unemp, eo yed cen 't. e in Leicuten, doing 
photognaphy which way something new, doing my own prr intLng. I took up photography bot a white and zatd the nesutts, 
coveting pol it icae manchem and -so on - made a hew bob. I 
got invoe-ved with a .? ocat ananchLo t gnaup and £acat communio t 
group, on and o16, about three yeaz ago - attending 
meeting ,s and becoming mane poZ t Lca Jy awcvte o6 what ways 
going on. My own situation tt ggerred it obi -I wa-s 
going to meetings once a week, a , sv ýsociat gathvzing, s to taFa potitic/s - 6-. ndLng out that the estate puui the 
wool. oven your eye/s through the media - Lt', s ago-vending to 
neaZize the £ e/s they t YJ. you about thLng, 5 tike Rust-. a 
... I bno 
fze away a yeatc ago, because the gn. oup I wo -6 with wette dictating too much 'what we say is tight' - just filze 
the T o'z i e/s but the others /side o6 the d ence ... IsL know 
pea p. 2e who pubLP zh the odd £ea62e-t now and again - but my 
involvement -Lo nothing too 4eciouo at the moment, -I. -t'- jut an vccasionat thing. People I see occasionaJy ahe 
-. nvotved - but I keep myeseE vv. y much to my-se26. ' 
[Respondent H] 
Respondents deliberately sought opportunities to become 
more active: 
'I got into thiz ztide, two yea u on the dote, IzU 
went to watch LCFC; I didn't play Eva-tbaU because I didn't 
have the Etc, iend. o. I had vets y6 ew 6tr iendo , it way 
di 6 6icc 
to meet new peopte, zo I took up vo untany wo'th in 1981, 
working in a specta . tees 
iden tat home sat kicbs, 30 how a 
week. ' 
[Respondent M] 
Sometimes a specific event helped to break the pattern of 
inactivity: 
'Thüs time I'm detuun i ced to maize a go o6 it which is why 
I'm keen on STARS. The job4 gat me out oa nut, right and 
day jabs I . toola becawoe. I owed the coutctýo money. ' 
[Respondent M] 
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ways unemp. 2o yed I cus ed to get up . date, zZeep ng £a e, 
wa. 2fa about, go back to bed, not &eatt y doing a tot ... 
[Respondent M] 
Later during their unemployment these respondents began to 
develop a more active lifestyle. In three cases the 
experience of unemployment encouraged the respondent to 
become involved in some form of left-wing political 
activity, as in this case: 
'I did attend an unempta yed centne in Le-. ceo-tvL, doing 
pho tognaph y which was something new, doing my own pjü. nt Lng . I toofa up photogkaphy don.. a white and soZd the tau , 
coveALng po ticat mwLchez and -so on - made a hew bob. I 
got invotved with a tocat ana, cch zt group and £acal 
commu. n c, st ghaup, on and o66, about thnee yearns ago - 
attending mee ng, 5 and becoming muhe potitica. l y awah. e o6 
what was going on. My own situation tit ggvi. ed it o66 -I 
was gong to meet-Lng4 once a week, a so soci_a-P gather Lngz 
to tat k potiti s- 6ind(. ng out that the estate puh the 
woof . oveA your. eye4 -tht ough the media - 
it', s astounding to 
nea is e the tim they teU you about things tike Ruzzia 
... I 
bnafze away a yeah. ago, because the gnaup I wa-o with 
wett dictating too much 'what we say L6 tight' - just £Lfae. 
the To iia but the othvt 4-Lde o6 the fence ... I 
st-i, 22 know 
pea p/e who pubti sh the odd tea{. 2e t now and again - but my 
-Lnva-evernen-t L nothing too z et iouz at the moment, Lt' ,s 
just an o cca, sLo na.. thing. Peo p-ee I see o cccto-Lo na fy cote 
invotved - but I keep my45et6 veAy much to myye 6. ' 
[Respondent H] 
Respondents deliberately sought opportunities to become 
more active: 
'I got into this . 6t ide, two yea tz on the 
date, I zti 
went to watch LCFC; I didn't pIay jootbaU becauze I didn't 
have the jtiendt. I had v vt y' ew 6, i. encts, it waz d4ý Lcut t 
to meet new peap. 2e. 16 you' ne woithivig you have a neady- 
made c, vcc e.. so I took up vo-Pavi, tcJty watch in 1981, wo/da.. ng in 
a speclat hezidewtia. 2 home ban fa- d6,30 hvuAs a weeFk. ' 
[Respondent M] 
Sometimes a specific event helped to break the, pattern of 
inactivity: 
'Thus time I'm de tvvn Lned to maize a go o4 it which iz why 
I'm (keen on STARS. The job4 got me out oa nut, night and 
day job4 I took becauze I owed the couttz money. ' 
[Respondent MI 
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Having once adopted a more active lifestyle, respondents 
were adamant about the need to maintain it - they 
considered their activities essential to their well-'being. 
In some respects their expectations were low: it was not 
the positive pleasures of leisure which they sought, but 
simply an acceptable way of passing their time: 
'The day . isn't teivsuAe, it'4 juxt 4LeL ng in time ... tome ac tivit, 'ez ane en jo yrnent, same Wte joust 6. t, Uing in time. 
I do 6itt up time now, I maze an eý4oirt. Bejote, I uzed to J"t Sit auund watching tetevLs ion, thinking a tat. Now I my and get out mane even ij I don't have any money 
to do what I want to do - a-a tong as I get aut. I'm not 
ac tua, e ey . 5tudying at the moment, -I was mane time wou'd be 6iUed up with it. ' 
[Respondent H] 
'I'm lea ing much be , tvc. -th. Li inne with my Labour Panty 
commitment-, 5, cvtteg e, vvtun-tany wo/Ja, much ba vL than 
beýan. e when I cured to stay in bed art day. But in the 
zummvt Va be boned to -tecv with no cottege and no 
voZuntahy woiLk ... My -spane time now, a6tett. I've done 
co. 2teg e and the v v. l un-tah. y worth, I've gat most ev en.. ng s 
6nee axcept when -thvte ai. e Labour. Panay meet- ngo . It' z the . same " being at with with cot ege. Up at night, 6ouA 
da y, 5 a week, bitting yv ut da yy in, that' ,s the main thing, 
6 iJJ ng yawn days in. ' 
[Respondent Q] 
STARS committed users differed from the unemployed as a 
whole in the way in which unemployment affected their 
leisure. It would be wrong to make an absolute distinction: 
some had in the past experienced the reduced level of 
activity held to be typical of the unemployed; some were 
currently less active than they hadbeen_before they were 
unemployed; others had experienced selective reduction of 
activities - usually the expected ones such as going out, 
entertainment, etc-, - so there was some evidence of the 
typical effect. But on the whole, very little: for nearly 
all respondents their current spell of unemployment was 
asssociated with an overall increase in their leisure 
activity . In this respect, committed users were quite atypical. 
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6.5.3 Increased leisure participation during unemployment: participation 
in sport 
By far the most striking effect of unemployment on the 
leisure behaviour of committed users was. the number of 
instances in which unemployment was associated with an 
increase in respondents' leisure participation. In all, 
no fewer than 15 of the 18 committed users had increased 
their leisure participation during their current spell of 
unemployment. There were considerable differences between 
individuals but two types of increase were prevalent - 
increases in sports participation, which are examined in 
this section, and increases in 'purposeful activities', 
discussed in section 6.5.4. 
It is self-evident that sports participation was a reason- 
ably prominent aspect of committed users' leisure behaviour 
at the time of interview, their substantial involvement in 
the STARS scheme being the sole criterion for their 
selection as research subjects. However, as-the user 
survey had previously indicated, participation in STARS 
could take many forms. For some it could be their sole 
participation in sport; for others, their only participation 
in particular activities, but complementing their partici- 
pation outwith the scheme in other, different sports; for still 
others, STARS could simply provide an opportunity for 
additional participation in an activity also done elsewhere. 
Similarly, the scheme could offer users the chance-to take 
up a sport they had never tried before, or to restart a 
previous activity which they had for some reason dropped, or 
give the opportunity to continue participating in a current 
activity. For the committed users, as for STARS participants 
as a whole; there were a wide range of contexts and attrib- 
uted meanings for users' involvement in sport. 
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At the time of interview committed users had participated 
in a total of 69 sports during their current period of 
unemployment. Of thesesports, 40 were new sports - ie. 
ones in which the respondent had not previously partici- 
pated as a main leisure activity in adult life. A 
further 13 were sports which had previously been respondents' 
main leisure activities, had been dropped, then restarted 
while unemployed. Only 16 of the sports (approximately one- 
quarter) were main leisure activities in which the respon- 
dent had participated before becoming unemployed and had 
continued to do so. By far the greatest proportion of the 
69 sports were those participated in through the STARS 
scheme, as shown in Table 6.5.4: the scheme accounted for 
59 of the 69 sports, 39 of the 40 new sports, all 13 of 
the restarted sports and 7 of the 16 continued ones. STARS 
was thus a particularly significant contr*ibut-or to the new 
and restarted activities. 
Table 6.5.4 Sports participation by committed users during current 
unemployment: number of involvements in sport 
All STARS 
participation participation 
New sports 40 39 
Re-started sports 13 13 
Continued sports 16 7 
Sports participation was thus a very significant aspect of 
committed users' relatively active way of life while 
unemployed - although not necessarily the only, or even 
the most important, contributor to every respondents' 
leisure lifestyle. Respondents' participation in STARS 
had followed very different patterns, as shown in Fig. 6.5.1: 
there were variations in the duration of respondents' 
involvement in the scheme and in the number of sessions and 
t 
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Figure 6.5.1 a Committed users: Selected examples of STARS participation patterns 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
Respondent C 
Horse-riding f A 
Respondent G 
Rock climbin g 
Badminton 1 
Badminton 2 
Respondent S 
Weight training 
Badminton 1 
Multi-activity 
Badminton 2 
Respondent J 
Badminton 1 
Badminton 2 
Badminton 3 
Badminton 4 
Respondent N 
Badminton 1 
Squash 
Football 1 
Football 2 
Badminton 2 
Horse-riding 
Canoeing 
Swimming 
f one-off attendance -0 activity stops 
--+ activity continues 
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different sports in which they' participated, and in the 
loyalty they showed to individual sessions. In some 
cases participation had lasted continuously for two or 
three years; in others it had spanned a similar period 
but been interrupted by periods of employment and full- 
time study. 
The relationship between STARS participation, other sports 
participation and other leisure pursuits is illustrated in 
Figs. 6.5.2-4 which show the life-history charts of three 
respondents with differing leisure patterns. In the case 
of respondent C, previous and current involvement in 
sport is minimal: his attendance at STARS horse riding 
sessions represents his only adult sports participation 
since giving up football shortly after meeting his wife 
ten years previously. For him, taking part in STARS was 
both an increase in sports participation and an adoption 
of a new activity. Although his life-history displays 
other activities undertaken in his free time while unem- 
ployed, he regards horse riding as his only real leisure 
activity, believing that he should not over-indulge in 
pleasurable pursuits while unemployed: 
'I ý you' ne 21 and tiv ing with yow parents, you may need 
extra activtit-i s, but ß. 6 you have you, L own hause, you do 
hing at home, and yowt to zu ac tiv. i t e-o shoutd on y 
be once a week. ' 
[Respondent Cl 
Although his involvement with sport was the lowest of all 
respondents', being confined to this single activity, he 
derived great pleasure from his participation, especially 
during the first few months: 
' Ho'z e tiding ways mote -cmpoh tan-t when I ýL'u-t did it. I 
wcvs conýiden-t at i st. But a6teh -thing, 5 £Aize bad ýatis 
I've £o t /same o the in, i t La. ý enthcusialsm, but I Stitt 
enjoy it. I don't tegand it a/s a sociat ou. Lfet -I JLL4t 
enjoy it. It w" the high, Qight o the weep. (at ýL't t) , 
but now -ißt' 4 not zo much. It wL nevetc, 
be as good as 
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it wars ta/st years ... It was ahg hL<ig ht Z" t yeah be caws e it wao new - £'. Fze 6a, PLcing in tove, it neache/s a peak - it goes downhLf - the 6iu-t 6 montho arse gneat. I'd give it 
up 6on. a 6u, ß. 2-time job but I'd z-tiU mizz it ... ' 
[Respondent Cl 
In the context of these comments the low prominence of 
sport in the life-history chart for Respondent C appears 
almost deceptive, accurately reflecting the scale of his 
participation in sport but not the importance he 
attributes to this single activity. 
Respondent M participated in sport on a larger scale - in 
squash, five-a-side football and badminton through the 
STARS scheme, and in swimming by taking advantage of the 
concessionary charges available for the unemployed at City 
Council swimming baths. These four activities were the 
respondent's first substantial involvement in sport since 
leaving school: during his time at university he had 
abandoned physical activities in favour of socialising, 
describing this period as 'three years geared to hedonism'. 
Badminton and football were both sports he had played as a 
teenager; squash and swimming were both new main leisure 
activities. When his unemployment was interrupted by a 
year spent on an MSC training scheme he had dropped all 
four activities, returning to them when he was once more 
unemployed. His reasons for taking part were the desire to 
keep himself active, maintain some form of social contact 
and use his time constructively. 
Of all respondents, Respondent N was the most strongly 
committed to sport. As his life-Lstory shows, he had been 
involved in a wide range of sports throughout his adult 
life. Sports were apparently a very significant part of 
his leisure - but at the time of interview he 
did not 
consider sport to be leisure' at all. His attitudes had 
changed during unemployment: having originally participated 
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in STARS for pleasure and enjoyment he had come to regard 
sport as a potential area of employment 
'I've £ecuLnt a tat {ynam STARS, I bound £ß. 6e ways mane than joust wanking, the e ways spoktz; a6tVL I did 4pofl. A eveny 
day 
... My o)LiginaZ mo tiva t. o" bon doing STARS, being 
unemployed I thought I'd make use o my time. With 
z quays h and badminton I expected enjoyment an, d to get 6it. 
Now I want cetr ti6ica-tes and quati6ica onz to use. Now 
I've 6vund that .. 6 Ist'cfz at it and take it se iiow y, 
with a coach you can . impnave dnamuticuety. Meeting people 
. üs not ao Ampw tan- at it woo be6vne now that I p. Pay badminton mane 4etious1. y. 
[Respondent N] 
These three respondents give an indication of the different 
forms which involvement in sport could take for committed 
users, and the very different meanings individuals attribu- 
ted to their participation. Increased sports participation 
was by far the greatest increase in a single type of 
leisure activity for the sample as a whole, and within this 
almost all increases in participation - as opposed to 
continuations of existing participation - were through the 
STARS scheme. Respondents had become involved in the 
scheme for a number of different reasons. Some had done so 
because they were keen to become more active: 
'I gat invafved because o a. PJ the time I had -I zaw it 
adv v t-tL ed b ecauM eI waz too Fing 6m hing z to do ... 
I got invafved in zpo/ t because I wanted to become active, 
get 6. it and it coincided with ztoppLng dt nfu: ng. It wals a 
gtcaduat thing -I wou. 2d . heave the booze atone, do 4ome thing 
ease - then z top and go back to the booze. The STARS 
ocheme hays heaped a tat, the 'took a6-ten youuef6' 
attitude there. ' 
[Respondent H] 
'I went to gei 4t, meet di44e tent peop. 2e, and get invafved 
in some son to physicat activity ... I'd 
done badminton 
at scho o2 but not zince then and 4L h ng and shooting ate 
not exac tty active, 14e t out o condition. ' 
[Respondent Q] 
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For others it was the attraction of a particular activity: 
' We want hares e tiding "a gnaup and .6 orne o4 my 4 t, ends at wo )Lk came ao ng .I 2iked the -idea that hares e tiding ways uppers- cta, s, , expen, 5 iu e. I'd atwa ys 4anc ied doing it. I viLt La eeyI went hawse tiding ban two weeks, h. eaU y £, i_ked it, mentioned it to my w., ie who ways keen and z he went too. ' 
[Respondent C] 
'I had c imbc. ng gears o my own. I wanted to zta tt again. I didn't (know what the Hsu sion ways £fae. I went down and it 5eemed v etc y ýtc, Lend e y... it way n' t heavy coaching, that 
way attnactive, not being to'd what to do aU the time. I ca, tcied on ma iney to . impnave my c iibing. Badminton 
wa&s an excuoe to get aut. I many p. eayed 'o& {gun. Now badminton -Lo my main . aL wte intenut. ' 
[Respondent GI 
In one case finding out about the scheme was itself the 
trigger to participation: 
'I 'wund out about STARS in the ýacat Zibrcan. y. I -saw the 
Zeal e zo I thought the uoutd be good so I just picked 
one up and decided to ... Iz tv ted about 2-3 weeU 
. 4ateA. I del. betr. ateey didn't tr. y the o hen STARS zezs. Lon-s. When I 6iu-t went to the YMCA -sus-Lon I £iFzed it. I made 
4 ends with Ge'u y (Spots L eadeh. j pZuz -the)te wehen'- zo 
many pea pte -theAe zo the amount o6 zpace we had woo ri-. g ht, 
a good numbetr, and it' z not nea. Uy too 4an, -i t', s just down the 'wad and that wa-o it. He -tod me about anothet just 
necen-tf yzoI went up -there, I go -there becaue o4 the 
.3 ho t -tennis a/s op poz ed to this one which I go to jo the 
zhaut -tennLs and the company. ' 
[Respondent F] 
One of the main themes to come through in respondents' 
comments about how they became involved in the scheme 
initially and, more strongly, as a reason why they contin- 
ued to participate, was the social element. One girl was 
very dependent on-: having someone to accompany her, whether 
to STARS sessions or in other forms of activity: 
'I got Znvafved because a 6nL end o mine waz veAy zpvtcty, 
z he £: Fzed to keep 6Lt, I think that' z the vnI y time I've 
gone to weight tAa in-. ng, I went weight titaLn<. ng with hex, 
thi. 3 wa-o when I was unempto yed in 1983. The 6 -t STARS 
4 e-64-. on I went to way in 1984 - when I wa-o wo/thA ng at the 
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ha s p-i tat I had days v 6ý and -thL wads when I met my 6n fiend 
... On 
heu day o66 . she used to go to po pmo bitfit y one weetz, 
which was on the Wednesday, then the ý oP owing weefa she'd 
take the Thutc! da yo6ý and we went weight ttai i. ng , so that''s when I ztatc ted going. We went weight tAa Lnc. ng ev etc y 
4 ecvnd weetz white I wad won king. Thi £azted anti I £e6t 
the ho4pJ ia1 ... once I got my next job I obv. i o"t y couedn' t 
go du tang the day zo we went weight tr. a-nAng in the evening., 
I was mane in-teueo ted in popmobitity but my 6, tiend', 5 mane 
int vLe/sted in weight tna-. ning so we did that but it wah n' -t 
ass en jo yabte az in the day-time because you had zupeh. vi ion. 
I ztauted jogg-ng a bit but juxt at tte bit but I 4oon 
. holst in-eh. e/s-t because o doing it on my own. I've gat eveny intention o6 getting 1Lt. I've z tatted getting up eauy 
and doing exen. ciza but -i t', s mane en jo yab. 2e when you' ne 
taking patzt with otheu peapte than by my/seti. You've go 
no-one to encouh. age you and it doe-on'-t teem als enjoyabPe 
... att I need 
La 4omebody that I know who Vive, s neon me. 
I have a 6t fiend on the o-thuL z-de o town who gae4 jogging 
evvty day and I thought I'd have to do that, but I don't want 
to do it on my own. I'd na, heu do th<, ng/s with otheuL peop. Pe 
than on my own. I did po terry on my own but that woo easy. 
I knew peapZe -theue -so it waa dL 6etcen-t, but to go nunn. ing 
'wund the . 6-tnee-t -üs anv-then thing .' 
[Respondent P] 
In some cases the influence of friends seemed to persuade 
respondents to participate in activities which they did 
not really enjoy: 
'When I ztatcted it ways goad dun, meeting new ýtü. end, 6 ... a 
{bend got me .. nvotved in weight tAaining at Gnanb y Ha A 
on Monday mo ningo, I wcusn'. Ewen on body bwi1. d ing but I 
went son my 6nüend ... I . sta -ted 4w-. mining zm& onz when 
I 
picked up a tea6tet at G'tanb y HaUA,. I ttu. ed to tea to to 
, swim but I don't tike it. ' 
[Respondent S] 
In another case a respondent had switched from playing 
squash at standard rates to a STARS badminton session 
taking place in the same facility at the same time. In 
this case part of the reason for switching was financial: 
'I was paying bee-payJng 6qua5h and ýouvtd out about 
badminton a couple o months ago. I don't enjoy it 
az much ass squash but Lt'. s 6nee and I didn't have 
anything to do zoI went down ... 
' 
[Respondent K] 
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Respondents described what they felt they got out of the 
scheme. The most frequently mentioned aspect was the 
social one: 
cased STARS to make 6h iendz ass I didn't know anybody when 16iA/st came avert., I've made qLt-Lte a {. ew 6n iend, s now. ' 
[Respondent B] 
'With the STARS thing .i t' Ia community teal y, pea pZe ane 
vetc. y 6, tiendf y and they encowtage you to take paint. ' 
[Respondent P] 
'I onI y expected o po t and o6 couL e to meet a-theh, pop ee 
which was a good pos peat. I do e ike to meet o then peopPe. I pne6eA. to be atone tome imeo, 15uppooe eveAyone does - I can't tea ty explain it, I'd need to think about it. 
But I did enjoy meeting pea pie - but the past and the 6ac i 
that I was d estna y ing myse 6 had made me int'to vz ted and 
at times I wocJd Lodz myoet6 away. But at tma I woued 
maize an e. i otc t to go out ... STARS way juo-t an oppatc tunity to be active and zince 14-tati ted badminton I've found it to 
be an exce . e. n-t game and I've neatty enjoyed it. ' 
[Respondent H] 
'It 6i, 2Pz one's time and gives you a sense o6 tespo"ibiUty, 
a6 en, 5e o6 being patt o6 something which I think bon an 
unemp1o yed peoon , ü5 veAy . i. mpoh Cant. ' 
[Respondent F] 
'Without STARS I'd be boned, I'd m. üss the activity but mozt 
o6 aU I'd mizz the peo pte. 16 it way n' - bon STARS I 
wou. 2dn' -t go out, I wou edn' t meet people ... the £ad6 go 4on the activity, but one gL' had tennis elbow and can't play 
but . 6tite goes bon the sociat side, to meet peopte. Living 
on your own you can 6a-tut in { to yr t o6 the TV zo ,i t' 4 
imporr tan t to do that 4 otc t o6 thing whitzt you' ne on your 
own - get out and meet peo pte. ' 
[Respondent K] 
The influence of other participants had affected this 
respondent's leisure beyond her involvement in the STARS 
scheme: 
'The type o petr3on at STARS -vs the type o peAzon who wants 
to 6, t, U . theme. time up. I doubt you' U {J. nd anyone who stay. 6 
at home, boned aU day, active peopte use the STARS scheme. 
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STARS canoed me to be mote active as I met o. theh, active 
peop/Ee who made me wan-c to go on and do mane. I met 
peopte and bound out about mane schemes ava tab. ee. 
[Respondent K] 
In many cases respondents' hopes of meeting people through 
STARS had been part of their initial motivation for 
attending the scheme. - Even those who had attended for 
other reasons had, however, come to value the social side 
of the sessions: 
' In t ia, 1y I went to ptay ýootbaU, I expected a good game. I at so now took ý o, ' wand to zee . ng cec, ain pea pf e down there. Exce ci e cameos 6iut but I can't sepa ate that ýnam the 
peop. 2e. I go because it' za good c owd, I think the two go hand-in- hand. ' 
[Respondent M] 
The scheme had other attractions for its users. Some 
mentioned the enjoyment of the activities themselves: 
'I went to get 4Lt, now I enjoy it, I'm o-tiU getting 'Lt 
and aLso meeting di46ekent pevp1e. The ischeme piav-des 
coaching, 6nee wie oý equipment, ava itab ty o teaching 
.ý you wanted 
it. I've no c tci is isms o6 the scheme, 
except that I can't get to them, which . vs no the scheme', s 4au. P. ' 
[Respondent Q] 
'Y went on two weekend badminton coutvs u thnwugh the STARS 
, scheme which weite good. Peop! e arte hetp6u.? - the cowtse 
wars goad to ýA. nd auf what yo u' ne doing wrong. ' 
[Respondent H] 
The health and fitness motive was particularly important 
to two of the female respondents: 
'The STARS ac tiv. c tia cute vitae 4o t heat th, aSI coutdn't 
do them o therm e. At, 5o I meet pea p. 2e. 14 STARS ways n' -t 
there I'd go without flood to do the ac . iv. t t-ies, so it is hetp6ut as Lt' 4s 6nee. 16 -t got invoIved . 
Gviaugh a 
£ea4te t and jw t picked out what I wanted to do. The 
. 6chem2 makes me think that . i4 I ways . s-. ngte, I'd get a job and do £eizuAe in the even-. ng4 .' 
[Respondent D] 
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'Now, I want to took aite't m yes e6. I'm intetcated in heath 
now, I don't want to get at and gabby. ' 
[Respondent B] 
One respondent gave an unusual, very personal explanation 
for his participation: 
'I /Lead a . fat, Napv1 eon Lo my he to, the arcmy and a. 1 that, 
wan on holt back. TkL is the neason ban gaJoping 
acito, s, s the ýietd6 , and why I don't £. LFze te &s a vvs ... Houeitd Lng ban me , cz 6u, t6iUi. ng a 6anta/s yo ga iop ing 
ac. ko the 6. i ac%s , Beading a cava ity cGiwig e- that , üs the way I -see it. PeopPe do enjoy .i ion di66vLent tea onz. ' 
[Respondent Cl 
For this respondent, the Thursday STARS session had pro- 
vided the focal point of the week: 
'You use your time d. L6ýenen ty. When you work weekends 
atie spec is , now . they' ne not so. Last yeah it way Thuuday which ways the hightight - but I stiU enjoy 
the weekend. The week tea, Uy cen t to s Hound spec ia. e 
ach-. v. it-. ems - e. g. signing on, job centAe, home-, tiding. ' 
[Respondent Cl 
Others feltwi'der benefits of their participation: 
'I payed badminton, it made me 6eeQ good me v any. ' 
[Respondent S] 
In one case these benefits had developed as the respondent 
continued to participate: 
11h. ea iy enjoyed STARS but at 5L't t it didn't go deepe)L than 
that. My attitude has changed, I value it moire now, I pia y 
, squa1s h twice a week I couPdn' t nanma. l y do that. It 
hetp4 
my unemp! a yed £i6e because it gets me out o the hause, meet 
and so ciati. 6 e with v, thet pevpte, been on ho. Uda y with them. 
It g ive2s me something to tctha to other people about. When I 
had jobs it boo4ted my con6 idence, STARS ha's a oo done that. 
I've gat a gii Lt6jLiend at STARS, Aso it means it', s impkoved 
my Isaciat £ e.. A v. üsL to STARS meat/ I don't 6eet gummy 
any metre £i I spend the evening in, 16 eet I've done my bit 
o exeh. c e. The week has got mote z-r. uc tune, it g.. va me 
, Something to took 6o wand to. I go to STARS -th'Lee time65 a 
week ... I aha go swimming once a week at St. 
Ma Lgane 5 0n 
Ayee tone, not on STARS. I walsn' t swimming %egw&ViI. y but 
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STARS made me neap. e how un6, i tI ways 4o it had an 
oveJvspiU e66ect. ' 
[Respondent M] 
Respondents often took their involvement in STARS seriously. 
One girl had taken control of a STARS horse riding group 
and relished the responsibility: 
'STARS hays given me zome-thing to aim {pan, ass hate tiding bon 
in5tance, I woutdn' t have thought about it be4ote and now it Ls MY gkoup; oo I'm the ýoundan. o it and the one who zayz 
I' . Pt phone up the 6an. m and "k Fz them how much they' tt change. ' 
[Respondent RI 
The most practical approach to the scheme was that of a 
respondent who had taken qualifications through the scheme 
to equip himself for a future career as a self-employed 
badminton coach: 
'I've got what I warted out 06 STARS, I'm qua, 2i6. ted, I can go 
and open my own sa - ionz with a,, t anged cheap na te4 with the 
zpow centtce manag eAz , 
PU teU my 6, tiend, 5 and i6 they 
want to -they' tt come. I'm hoping to 4-ta, t couAz eis bon beg in- 
netv5 , I'm 4 eh, iou. 5 about the game. T hetce ane 80 -teamo in L eice-o-tvt zoI can w Lice to them and "k about coaching. 16 
. that' -o no good VU get the wou-t p! ayeu and ongan oe a 
4 cheme and take them into betteA competition. ' 
[Respondent N] 
But although this respondent had probably reaped more 
tangible benefits from the scheme than any other partici- 
pant, he felt that as he had become more active as a 
whole the scheme had diminished in importance - he had 
almost outgrown it: 
'The scheme is patt t o4 my to utine .I t' ,sa 4ma-f2 pat o4 
my ti 6e now, be6ote it was a big patt o my ti 6e ass I had 
nothing to do. ' 
[Respondent N] 
In contrast to the very real benefits enjoyed by this re- 
spondent, another had very mixed feelings about the 
scheme's worth and about her own involvement in it: 
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'I coutd do mope va. 2uab. 2e things ... I wow dn'. t £iiae STARS not to exist. It's nice to see it -thetce even i6 I cowed Only go occaskona. Uy. It can estop peop. ¬e stagnating, it 
get4 peop. ee going. I'd be sad . i6 it 6otded, , it's an ai- 'tetnative something to do ... I went -thtr. ough a phase when I decided I ways n' -t going to do s potc. an ymone. it ways 
wasteýul but I came out o6 that phase and wens bacia, I 
think becau, 3 eI needed it. I oß1 y go to the STARS scheme But I don't think STARS £eadz anywhene ... I beet it (STARS) L not 6ut6ii. Ung. It', s just hitting a bat again/5t a wa. l, it' 6 not doing your bit, you' h. e not working bon anything .' 
[Respondent A] 
The same respondent was, however, amongst those who felt 
their involvement in STARS was important enough to affect 
their attitude to paid employment: 
'I'm tu s keen to get a job, I think 'oh good I can go and 
play zqu"h when I've -ee6-t wotk. ' 
[Respondent A] 
'I didn't mind becoming unempf a yed much, I could do aU the 
spat I £. c: fzed, I could go haue tiding which be6ote ways 
too expensive ... Invv! vem n- in STARS meant I no ! anget 
needed something to do so it took away the need 'an a job 
... 
(the sezzions) gave me something to do, and I enjoyed 
it, be6oi eI didn't have the time. I didn't 6ancy sitting 
in the hause aU day. ' 
[Respondent B] 
'STARS maue, me £ e2s4 A. nc, . ned to get wo 
! a, which iza to nibte 
thing to hay ao they might 4-top it. It maiaeo me ignotte 
baiting job4 but i6 I saw a tea, Uy imuhe. Ling job it would be 
matte A. mpo )ant to me than STARS although I'd mizs it ... you 
can't ccvv y on p? aying 6aneveh,, onI yzo tang then you need 
employment. ' 
[Respondent K] 
It was evident that respondents greatly valued their par- 
ticipation in STARS and other forms of involvement in 
sport, feeling that these contributed positively to their 
way of life while they were unemployed. In most cases, 
however, sports were only one aspect of a more va. r. ied 
leisure lifestyle. Their overall importance can only be 
assessed in the context of respondents' other activities, 
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and in particular in relation to the other major area of 
increased leisure participation - involvement in 'pur- 
poseful activity'. 
6.5.4 Increased - 
leisure participation during unemployment: participation 
in 'purposeful activities' 
In contrast to the unstructured, directionless pattern of 
most unemployed people, all committed users appeared to be 
engaged in some form of purposeful activity. Their view 
that it was important to fill their time in this way was 
evident in the general comments some made about unemploy- 
ment: 
'16 you' n. e unempZo yed now you can do I atz vý things, -hehe' ,s 
vofa tarry wo fz e ke heep ng peop. 2e, you can do anything 
bazica ey -L you' ne that way Lnctined. It' ,s just doing 
th=ing s, I mean Leading , you can pnv 
baba y stant a co uA se at 
coUege an something Uke that. ' 
[Respondent F] 
' It' 45 impart avt t wh. -U you' ne unempto yed to 
keep yaw. mind active, 
o thet e you' tt veg. eta. te, empto yews wou, xdn' -t be inietcezted 
.6 you've 
just been . 5-. t. ng watching -te-ev, 
i -Lon and getting 
boned. you need to get up and go. ' 
[Respondent K] 
These attitudes mirrored respondents' own approaches to 
unemployment: 
'IýI beet unhappy I c'iavige it. I stalz ted to 6eet aim- e, 5,6 
Asa 7 went to ca-Ueg e. ' 
[Respondent K] 
'I've -tried to wo th fan myeset4 ie. my health, I tegc td it 
a6 a project, -i '4 4oci. a. Uy uzet, w to 
keep yvuAv5e24 happy 
and hea° hy, then 4oc ie ty wouidn' t have to do it. So 
4 patz t and education can 4o'vn patzt o4 th wo, Lk. I've 
atz o done decanat i. ng and zo on. 14 you wo da i. n4o'vna, U y 
4vn yOWt4 eJ1ß Lt' 4s di44icu. Q. t to say whvte . Ee-üswLe Asta s 
and wank ztop. ' 
[Respondent A] 
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For some the commitment to specific activities had emerged 
after earlier, bad experiences with an unstructured life- 
style, closer to the unemployed stereotype: 
'My 6L't -t 6eeting4 about unempto ymevº, t wvte, 'no hasste' , but that changed oven time. It wou'd be a nea, 2 drag now i6 it 
wann' t son the STARS 4cheme, vn maybe I can . iandIe it besten now. It maiaeo me took to 6i in time, po tive o negative, 
you need to 6i, Pi time. The but aspect o unemptvyment i6 
. eeann(ng how to use yawn time consttLuc. %.. veJy, £6 you'n. e given the vppo' tan ty. ' 
[Respondent M] 
'Now I 2i fke being unemp. 2ayed. I can do 4 poems suz ions ... 4o unemp.. oyment can be bun. I do opoAts evehy day in 
ti 6e - go, came back, have d inneh. and go again. lt' z 
£lCFae wotJaing. Tha ', s de iben. ate. ' 
[Respondent N] 
'The 6iAst time I ways unemployed way good -I was £, ivJ. ng at 
home and didn't have to pay tent. Second time being 
unempto yed w"n' t the same. But it ýee-s much be . test th, iý6 (-th-, td) time with the comma tme. v tt I've gat - much betten 
than be6 one when I joust 4-ta yed in bed aL day. ' 
[Respondent Q] 
Those who were solely responsible for bringing up their 
child found purpose in this role: 
'l JI hadn't had a chid, 1 wowed have 'e t bad about being 
unempto yed but I 4aw tookC, ng a6te't my 4an az an i. mpoti tant 
job. It ways my dec zion to do hLo education and Asa I wowed 
have been unempfo yed anyway. I ýeet unempI o ymen t Zs a bl-law 
to my pelt on 4o I need to keep my dignity othvw, vse it'4 
4souf-del tJLo ying pis ycho ogJ. ca, J, ey. Being unempto yed i, 5 my 
doing az i6 I wanted to work I cou-d get a job, but I have 
a 4on, Zv I want to get my pxioA t, <. e4 tight. I zee the 
impo tance o6 my commitment to my 4 vn, nathen than 5eek ng 
doc to '4 hetp (die. when the ýc then had upset het ovn by 
-te, Q. Q. ing him ishe wcvs not ho motheA) . So I 
don't ýeeA a 
parcals ito being unempta yed because I'm p to v- d- ng a ýu tuAe 
citizen with 4tabLF. y, who may as a co vu equence not need 
money z pent on him to keep him in a pis ych-. atAic unit. I 
6eet I'm doing agood job in this tapect and 14hawfd get 
paid mane by the gove'tnment. The govvtnmewt shoutd give 
pJLLo . 
Lty to 4u tute genera t onss a took what is happening, 
6ootbaU hoot ganizm and Asa on ... I £Lfae to 
be at home when 
my son gets home., to provide 4-tabitity. ' 
[Respondent D] 
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'The beint thing Iz being able to 4 pend time with my kid. I have to put up with the same -th. Lngz (ass otheA unemp-. a yed 
peop. ee) but I'm tuck Vt than most because I've gat my daughter. ' 
[Respondent E] 
Six respondents were taking part-time educational courses. 
Two of these were taking qualifications which would allow 
them to proceed to further, career oriented study. One 
was intending to train as a teacher and taking qualifica- 
tions to obtain a place on an appropriate course: he was 
currently attending college four days a week, starting at 
9 a. m., which he felt was 'just like work'. Another, 
after four years unemployment, hoped to gain a place on a 
degree course at Nottingham University and had studied 
through the Open University for two years in preparation 
for this. He had found studying at home demanding and at 
times had been forced to sacrifice other activities: 
'I do tt y and do th-. np -I did vo untvLy wo'th, 3ou& mavi the 
wo' th, that's aU. I 5topped because I ways getting behind 
with my studies - that tao-t couAz e woo teaUy heavy, tough, 
I had to zPend a tat mo)Le time on it, mvh. e than the 
p). ev-. ocvs ones. ' 
[Respondent H] 
This commitment had affected his whole experience of un- 
employment: 
' It', s diggeAeht being unemployed now because I've got a goat 
to wo tk toww d/S ,a degnee 
£eadc. ng to a job. ' 
[Respondent H] 
Four other respondents were taking courses which were not 
aimed at specific jobs but which they expected to generally 
improve their chances of employment. One of these felt 
that the course was worthwhile in itself but also made an 
important contribution to her whole lifestyle, including 
her involvement in sport: 
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'I opt my teils u to and wo , -Lk time - cat2eg e is my worth, 
4qua, sh in the monvi np . iss my £eLsune. I don't take it bm gnanted. ' 
She felt that without the contrast of the college course 
the enjoyment she derived from sport would be curtailed: 
'A tat o6 peo pte make the mistake when they' n, e unempf a yed 
oý thinking the y' ne ups etess but Lt' ,5 not c. ue, they shou. ed keep themsetva bins y. Unemptoymen, hals a cetta in aim. 2ezsne/5's 
about it, I6 dA ass i6 I wa/s dh, t. 6ting, Lt' .s okay going 
aio ng pta ying z quests h twice a week but you wunden how tong it 
can ca, vAy on, you need an aim. That's why I'm g.. ad I ztatr ted 
that couue, I went ban something to do to use time 
con, stnuctive) y. Without the educat ionat couue I'd be tost, 
I wou dn' t have anything to aim fan, squash woutd become an 
end in Ltset6 tathen than a . 2e üsu'. e activity. The course 
and squash atce theh. e6ane quite comptementvLy. ' 
[Respondent K] 
A further two respondents were taking non-vocational study 
courses, one attending creative writing and calligraphy 
classes while another was currently, or had been recently, 
involved in classes for dance, Indian cookery, homeopathic 
medicine, English language and Spanish. In the latter 
case these classes were part of a programme of commitments 
which took up every morning and afternoon bar one, Monday 
to Friday each week. She explained: 
'I'm happy u4LvLg my time in a tm ouhce4ct mannen - what mane 
can I say? ' 
[Respondent D] 
Five respondents were involved in voluntary work - four of 
them those who were also undertaking vocational educational 
courses. While educational courses had often been under- 
taken with a view to an end benefit, voluntary work had 
usually been taken up to fill time and relieve the more 
immediate problems of unemployment: 
' 11statited vo antaJty wmk because I wall u iempl o yed and had 
got to do some thin - I'm 22, haven't any money, what 
pnwzpec t, s have I got, I cow dn' - . see myys e6 going an ywheAe 
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oo I thought about voIuntany wnFa, I was gene to ty 6 Luz ated, the getting up . date was Eine ban a white but gat botr ng .' 
[Respondent Q] 
Another had sought to overcome the social isolation of 
unemployment in this way, explaining that: 
'I ý yo u' ne wok king you have a n. ead y made soc. at c vzc, ee .' 
[Respondent M] 
Voluntary work was not necessarily enjoyable and it was 
questionable whether it was leisure: 
' It', s de6iwc. te. y not wvnk. - but Lt'. s de{yiniteZy not . ne une. I-t'. 5 punpo etw .I don't neaUy enjoy it, - t'z tea. Uy ha, i. d wank. ' 
[Respondent K] 
Three respondents were also involved in other forms of 
voluntary activity, as members of political groups. For 
one this was his main form of commitment while unemployed, 
as shown in his life-history chart (Fig. 6.5.5): 
'I've been invafved in po it ices zLnce 1983,1 gat very 
intvt. ated in the etec ton, it 4-taAted o4ý with CND but 
now I'm in the LabouA Patty, I'm a member v6 the Ca/s-e 
G1a Ld Labowt Patt ty. I'm a zteep Lng membeA o CND now. 
I wa a membet o CND be6vne the 1983 erection then a6teA 
the eJec t on I joined the Labor Pavr ty. Now I go to 
meetings twice a week, do the m4. net z 's , t. Fze cotiec Lion 
once a weed., and I'm the /sa c iat z ecAe to ty th vs yeah, -i t' 4s 
my main 6nee--time activity. ' 
[Respondent Q] 
Unemployment had fuelled his political interest: 
' Unempla ymen t ways a ma jo lac tan in joining CNV and the Labou)L 
Pa, ty. Dutt i. ng the Thatcheic peAiod Iw tote 6vn hundned's o 
jabs, gat i teAv. iews but couedn'-t get woida. In my 6L'L -t 
,s pe-fJ o unempto ymevt I ways not pcvr '. 
icutaA y too king ban WO)th, 
the second time I was. L oadts o6 other. pea pZe I ! anew cv u. dn' -t 
get woiifz. It changed my attitude a6te't I became unempfayed 
the second time 6, tom being pto-Coº ec. va . ve to 
the Labowt 
Pcvr y ... F tom the Labours 
Patty, I don't know what I get. 
I be <ieve in the pot icy, t'ty to get otheir, people to beiieve ao 
I do. ' 
[Respondent Q] 
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It was through this political activity that he had become 
involved in his voluntary work, and through the voluntary 
work that he had in turn developed his aspirations to be- 
come a teacher: 
'I do votuntany worth two days a wee! a a6te, t co- e. ge, a, 2. ß 
£Vedne sday and Thuuday a6tennoon , wo/Uaing in a jun io / pn, cmai y schoot doing a vat ie ty o6 wo'zia with 3-11 yeah 
ozd15. I take the jun-. aha zwimming, he ep with treading, 
w. titing, co outing . It's a hough wz. ea, the kids arte {sham d, i 6 icutt bacfagtound, 5. I gat -. nvo ved becawse I'd spent 
2 yeau on the dote, then I had chats with -teachetvs in the 
Labours Patty which made me intetated, I went down to the 
voZun. eve. bureau ... I wa-o placed at the 4chooZ which gave 
me an incentive to get '0' £evet/s and 'A' teve vs to go 
into teaching which I'm doing now and ho pe6uU y next yeah 
I'. P. f- go to teaching co eg e. ' 
[Respondent Q] 
Purposeful activity did not necessarily involve regular 
commitments to external agencies and groups such as 
colleges and political parties. Some found purpose 
closer to home, either through activities geared towards 
personal well-being (especially health) or through domestic 
tasks such as decorating, gardening and household repairs. 
Even those whose activities appeared less structured and 
less clearly defined appeared to find purpose in them: 
'I don't mind (being unempto yed) because I tike to have 
the time ... I think the 
one zeem4 mohe impotCant. I 
a,. wayz have th ngz I can do, atwa yz putting - hA. ng s o66. ' 
[Respondent G] 
Purposeful activity could take many forms - indeed the 
essence lay not in the activity, but in the sense of pur- 
pose attached to it. This sense of purpose came from 
respondents themselves. The benefits which respondents 
derived from purposeful activity seemed more fundamental 
than those they derived from that other area of increased 
activity - sport. Sport could of course be purposeful, 
and for some it was, but for most sport appeared to retain 
something of a purely 'leisurely' nature. Purposeful 
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activity, by its very nature, was less oriented towards 
enjoyment and pleasure which most respondents regarded 
as an essential aspect of leisure. It is hard to escape 
the conclusion that while sport made a bigger contribution 
to respondents' leisure while they were unemployed, 
purposeful activities made a more substantial contribution 
to their lives as a whole. 
6.5.5 Leisure in everyday life 
Seventeen of the 18 respondents provided time-budget diaries 
which covered the two weekdays prior to interview. 
Activities were recorded in half-hour time-slots, together 
with their location, social context and the respondent's 
classification of the type of activity as work, leisure, 
personal care etc. 
a. The waking day 
For the sample as a whole the day divided into a 15.5 hour 
waking day with an average 8.5 hours spent asleep per 
respondent. Most time was spent in the home (15.4 hours; 
standard deviation 4.5 hours); of time spent awake, how- 
ever, most time was spent Out of the home (8.5 hours out 
of 15.5 hours, ie. 55%; s. d. 4.5 hours). Committed users 
were therefore not particularly housebound in their activi- 
ties although there were variations between individuals 
and in some cases substantial differences between the two 
diary-days of a single respondent. 
b. The context of activity 
Respondents spent almost two-thirds of _the-ir waking 
time in 
the company of other people although there were 
large 
variations between individuals (Table 6.5.5). 
The variations between the amount of time respondents spent 
in the company of others were very considerable and 
it was 
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Table 6.5.5 Social context of activities during waking day 
Mean (hours) Standard Deviation (hours) 
Time spent alone 5.2 5.2 
Time spent in company 10.3 5.2 
Types of company* 
With friends 3.8 3.5 
With family 3.8 5.5 
At STARS 1.1 1.6 
Colleagues 1.0 1.6 
Partner only 0.9 1.4 
Other 0.6 1.8 
*categories may overlap 
expected that this would reflect differences in household 
composition. Those who shared accommodation obviously had 
the opportunity to encounter other people in the course of 
day-to-day life without necessarily engaging in overtly 
sociable activity; correspondingly, those who lived alone 
would not experience this effortless contact. The time- 
budgets however showed that the differences between the 
two groups were minimal. The five respondents who lived 
alone had spent on average an hour less than the group as 
a whole in the company of others (9.1 hours compared to 
10.3; s. d. 2.8 hours), although this was greatly influenced 
by one respondent who had spent only 5 hours in company on 
each day: excluding this respondent gave an average of 10.2 
hours in company for the others who lived alone, s. d 1.97. 
c. Activities and events 
A total of 555 events (separate instances of activity) 
were recorded in the diaries - an average of 32.6 for each 
respondent for the full diary period and 16.3 for each 
respondent for each day. There were very wide variations 
in the amount of time and number of events for different 
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types of activity (Table 6.5.6). A standardised categorisa- 
tion of activities was applied initially to all diary 
entries to allow comparison between different respondents. 
This categorisation of activities showed that by far the 
most '. prominent type of events were leisure activities, 
which accounted for the greatest proportion of time each 
day - 8.9 hours, equivalent to 57°0 of the waking day. 
Table 6.5.6 Number and duration of types of events 
All diarists For each diarist/day 
Number of Total Duration Number o f Total 
Type of event events time per event events duration 
Leisure 212 303 1.4 hrs 6.2 8.9 hrs 
Travel 145 50 0.3 hrs 4.2 1.4 hrs 
Personal care 70 52 0.7 hrs 2.1 1.5 hrs 
Chores 57 54 0.9 hrs 1.7 1.6 hrs 
Sleep 34 290 8.5 hrs 1.0 8.5 hrs 
Study 12 30 2.5 hrs 0.4- 0.9 hrs 
Work 7 16 2.3 hrs 0.2 0.5 hrs 
Other 18 21 1.2 hrs 0.6 0.7 hrs 
Total 555 816 --- ---- 16.2 24.0 hrs 
Leisure activities were obviously a very major part of life 
- they were by far the greatest number of events recorded 
by all diarists and accounted for the greatest proportion of 
time. They were split almost equally between those at 
home and those out of the home - 49.1% compared to 50.9%. 
The social context was less evenly distributed - 41.00 of 
leisure events were carried out alone compared to 59% in the 
company of others. Almost three-quarters of leisure events 
carried out alone took place in the home, compared to only 
one-sixth of leisure events taking place out of the home. 
There were also differences in the type of company in which 
*Categorisation based on that developed by Gershuny and Thomas (1981), 
Glyptis, McInnes and Patmore (1987). 
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home and out-of-home leisure was carried out: within the 
home, events were more likely to involve the company of 
pa rents, partner, or child while out-of-home events more 
frequently involved friends, colleagues or other STARS 
participants. 
In total repsondents had participated in 41 different 
leisure activities. Those accounting for most diary-time 
are listed in Table 6.5.7. 
Table 6.5.7 Leisure activities participated in by committed users: 
activities in ranked order of total time for 2-day period 
Home(H)/ No. of Time/ No. of Time/ Total % of 
Out (0) resps. resp. events event time time* 
Activity 
Television/video H 14 5.1 38 1.9 71.0 18 
STARS 0 14 2.3 16 2.0 32.5 8 
Visiting friends 0 8 3.8 11 2.8 30.5 8 
Potter/nothing H 13 2.2 19 1.5 28.5 7 
Going out for a drink 0 5 4.1 10 2.1 20.5 5 
Daytime study course 0 4 4.1 6 2.8 16.5 4 
Taking drugs H 2 7.3 5 2.9 14.5 4 
Non-STARS sport 0 3 4.7 4 3.5 14.0 4 
Shopping 0 5 2.6 8 1.7 13.5 3 
Work 0 2 5.5 3 3.7 11.0 3 
Listening to music H 2 5.3 3 3.5 10.5 3 
Reading a book H 5 2.1 8 1.3 10.5 3 
Entertain at home H 5 2.0 8 1.3 10.0 3 
Visit relatives 0 5 2.0 6 1.6 9.5 2 
Walk around town 0 5 2.0 7 1.4 9.5 2 
Voluntary work 0 3 3.0 4 2.3 9.0 2 
DIY, decorating H 2 4.3 4 2.1 8.5 2 
Hobby H 1 8.0 3 2.7 8.0 2 
Library 0 5 1.4 5 1.4 6.5 2 
Disco/party 0 1 1.4 5 3.2 6.5 2 
Studying at home H 1 6.0 2 3.0 6.0 2 
--- --- --- 172 --- 
347.5 
% of time = percentage of all time spent on leisure activities, 
ie. 395 hours. 
(includes study at home and in college, and time spent on low-participation events not 
listed). Note that some activities which may occur simultaneously, eg. television, 
listening to music, are included separately in this table. 
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As a result of overlap between some activites which could be 
undertaken simultaneously, and the inclusion of 'study' 
and 'work', these leisure activities account for 10.2 hours 
of each day for each respondent (total, 347.5 hours) com- 
pared to the actual average of 8.9 hours (total 303), which 
excludes study and work and 'single-counts' time when more 
than one leisure activity is undertaken simultaneously. In 
the following discussion reference is made to proportions 
of actual time, ie. the lower figure. 
By far the most time-consuming activity was watching tele- 
vision, which took place mostly in the evenings, often very 
late. Only two respondents watched television in the 
afternoon and one respondent was adamant that she would not 
watch television during the day, 'no matter how bored I am'. 
Another, who spent most of both evenings watching, did so 
reluctantly: on the first evening he pointed out that 'it 
depends what's on - tonight I would have preferred to go 
out so it was just a way of passing time 'til bedtime', 
and similarly, on the second, 'there was nothing else to do 
but go home and watch TV -I would have preferred to go out 
to the pub for just a couple of pints but I'd no money'. 
He did, however, watch a television programme he particularly 
wanted to see for a couple of hours one afternoon and this 
was the only part of his viewing which he classed as 
leisure. Despite the very large proportion of time attrib- 
uted to television, viewing was not as prominent in the 
lives of committed users as has been found-in other research: 
committed users spent on average 2 hours 5 minutes watching 
television (23% of all leisure time), compared to approxi- 
mately 5 hours per day by the unemployed respondents in the 
study by Kelvin el al (1984). 
Respondents participated in a wide range of activities, 
from the very informal to the highly structured. Activities 
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such as STARS sessions, voluntary work and educational 
courses took place at set times in set places, and these 
fixed, out-of-home commitments accounted for another 24% 
of leisure time and usually involved additional time 
spent travelling. Sport accounted for 46.5 hours, ie. 
15%, of which STARS activities made up approximately one- 
third. Another 30% of leisure time was spent in social 
activities which included visiting friends, going out for 
a drink, entertaining friends at homes and taking drugs 
in the company of others. 
As noted previously, there was a very even balance between 
total time spent on home leisure. There were however some 
differences in the duration of leisure events: those 
taking place within the home lasted an average of 1.8 
hours compared to those out-of-home which lasted 2.2 hours. 
The total time required to undertake out-of-home 
activities was obviously further increased if the associated 
travel time was taken into account. 
The time-budget diaries confirmed the impression gained from 
other aspects of the data that committed users' lifestyles 
were different in many ways from the stereotype associated 
with the unemployed. In particular, they differed in three 
key respects - in the high proportions of time spent out of 
the home, in the company of others, and engaged in 'active' 
pursuits. All three of these characteristics were embodied 
in the many structured activities (such as voluntary work 
and educational courses) which had been prominent in the 
checklists and life-histories: these more purposeful pur- 
suits were also strongly represented in the time-budget 
diaries and increasingly appeared to be a significant dis- 
tinguishing feature of committed users' lifestyles. Figure 
6.5.6 highlights these characteristics through illustrative 
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examples of three respondents' daily patterns of activity 
and compares these with a time-budget of a more 'typical' 
unemployed person, constructed from the information on use 
of time contained in the work of Kelvin et al (1984). 
On completing the record of activities in the time-budget 
diary respondents were asked to provide their own classi- 
fication for each given activity. This identified 
several anomalies between the standardised categorisation 
of leisure activities employed above, and the definitions 
attributed to the same activities by respondents. The 
main differences are listed in Table 6.5.8. 
The list indicates that activities did not have intrinisic 
qualities which made them 'leisure' activities: different 
respondents attributed different classifications to the 
same activity. The table also shows that many activities 
commonly classified as 'leisure' were not regarded as such 
by at least some of the committed users. Respondents 
explained what, to them, constituted leisure, and why some 
activities - including several which they themselves had 
mentioned as 'main leisure activities' for the purpose of 
the leisure histories - could not be considered 'leisurely'. 
One respondent felt that activities were not leisure 
activities when they were simply a way of using spare time. 
He felt this was true of most of his time while he was un- 
employed: 
'Th. P., day -ü5n' t Ze-üscvz, e, W'5 just f eing in time. 
The 
£ibi'zatcy was 6iUing in time. Enjoying a game o6 badminton 
ivs £eisw e, something I can enjoy. Some ac t, 
ivitim ane 
enjoyment, some ate jwot 6iUing in time. ' 
[Respondent H] 
For another, sport was not always leisure: 
'With 4wimming, I go 6o t exencis e not juxt sun. When you' ne 
uvtempto yed you find what you can do, what you can't do .' 
[Respondent M] 
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Figure 6.5.6 Committed users: leisure in daily life 
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Table 6.5.8 Respondents' categorisation of 'leisure' activities 
Activity Respondents description 
voluntary work 
going for a drink 
educational course 
watching TV 
library 
horse-riding meeting 
decorating 
tea at mother's 
Labour Party meeting 
drink after Labour Party meeting 
drink with friends 
weight training 
drativing with kid 
shopping 
shopping with friend 
chat at friend's house 
visit by sister + kids 
entertaining friends 
playing pool in pub 
mending TV (hobby) 
badminton 
fixing friend's stereo 
playing monopoly 
pottering 
visiting friend, to help with printing 
walk : with child 
playing viith child 
looking at photography equipment 
restaurant 
home: "iork 
helping photographer 
sport 
Labour Party Disco 
housework (cleaning) 
radio 
sitting up late at night eating 
cereal at friend's house 
volunteering 
socialising 
(1) study (2) 'aimed at degree' (3) work 
(1) leisure but background 
(2` just passing the time until bedtime 
(3; 'nothing to do, not leisure' 
(1: 'rioL leisure' 
(2` leisure, filling in a bit of time 
(3) business 
necessity 
'work after a fashion - in a way I have to, feel 
I ought to' 
'leisure, but really something I do for mother' 
'fairly necessary' 
part-leisure 
leisure 
(1' 'a bit of time on my own - leisure' 
(2 'Leisure - really good fun, let off steam - 
derinitely leisure though it's really ha rd work' 
'not classed as leisure, waste of time' 
fun, leisure 
'company' 
social 
'pandemonium' 
'mixed - looking after guests, so work' 
work 
'leisure but you're actually working' 
'leisure, it's personal; rather than trying to beat 
the other person, you're pushing yourself' 
doing a favour 
'more social, but leisure' 
passing time 
Thursday commitment - and social -a mixture' 
'o: iigation' 
not leisure 
'part of photography' 
socialising 
education 
'leisure because meeting people' 
(About STARS sport) 'It's sport - NOT leisure 
work and leisure 
'quite enjoyable' 
're: axing' 
leisure 
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One of the unmarried mothers gave a particularly com- 
prehensive description of the variable nature of 'leisure' 
for her: 
' It', s di6j-. cult to know what tis Zeizuhe - now I con i. den having a bath by mysetý is Zeisune. Weight tAa icing is 
a bit o6 time on my own away 1n. om my danghtetc,, that'd teivswte. The ki pfraying somet ma wa! ih, sometimels 
tei/ u.. e, it depends whe-ihejt you ate enjoying it. Le, Lsune 
depends on whe then. you have to do it on. not. Haying with Fü. d, 6 is wo th. when they cme bed up and you have to maize an 
e16 an t to maize them -. n teAe/s-ted, change the env. üco nmen t, go into a new )Loom of to the path. But when they ptay and 
Lt' /s rnohe .s pontaneou/s it can be -eetisune. Cooking L5 some- 
L. tmels won. Fa when you have to cooia to eat but an iý you' ne 
gating away 6nam the Faits and can enjoy it. Sometimes s 
, something Zitze ceean-ing can be L eL utLe a-s it' /s a change, a 
chance to get away ... Haying with my dang h tetr, used to be woiJa but now can be L. elvsune - going home -iss going to be 
upec. taLy nice because my 6n. e. nd and but on one going too. 
Doing things tike joust going son a chat is L ei u Le. ' 
[Respondent E] 
Another, a respondent particularly concerned with using 
her time in a worthwhile fashion, commented on the general 
problems which she felt surrounded work and leisure which 
she believed made it increasingly misleading to apply con- 
ventional distinctions to them: 
'Thetie is a btuAvLing between work and to üsune ass Aso 
many people don't have 6ohmat jobs and don't have a chance 
o6 6o. una e jobs. We ane going to have to pede 6ine what we 
mean by wokFa a/s r. adLt-iona, . pa--tenn4 o6 wok! a cute going to 
4hitzo ju4-t becau, 5e peo p/ e atcen' t wo'th- ng in the 6o'ma e 
economy we' ne going to have to make up new 6onmz o6 wotda. 
Peop-. e ate going to have to wont. son themzetva, ztw t-. ng 
in a . 5ma J. way and pnogne44A. ng. ' 
[Respondent A] 
Finally, one respondent dismissed the notion of leisure 
completely: 
'The wand £e zuAe doesn't come into my mind, doesn't came 
into my thinking at a, U -I wou) dn't think oý tuning it. 
Leiüsutce o& tecAeat ion atce not wands I use. ' 
[Respondent Cl 
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With this one exception the committed users, unlike some 
unemployed people, did not feel that the absence of work 
made leisure a meaningless concept or an unachievable 
reality: like the population at large they viewed leisure 
as variable. To respondents, the same activity undertaken 
at different times in different contexts could be 
leisurely or not. Purposeful activities, regarded as 
'leisure' by the external viewer, were generally not de- 
fined as 'leisure' by committed users: in several cases 
respondents implied or stated that these provided a com- 
mitment comparable to work, in contrast to which other 
activities became leisure. 
-d 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 
This study set out to do two things. The first of these 
was to examine the overall response to a sports leader- 
ship scheme for the unemployed by its target population 
and from this to gain an insight into the role which such 
provision played in the lives of its users. Secondly, the 
research explored in considerable depth the leisure life- 
style and total lifestyle of those who, on the evidence of 
their participation in the scheme alone, were more 
'active' than most unemployed people. The two stages of 
the research were closely related, the second stemming 
directly from the first; the main emphasis was, however, 
on the latter and the specific hypotheses proposed 
concerned the leisure behaviour of the 'active' unemployed. 
Since the inception of this project a number of writers 
have likewise turned their attention to the 'active' 
unemployed. Since Hepworth's (1980) finding that the 
best predictor of an unemployed man's mental health was 
whether or not he felt his time was occupied, several 
psychologists have studied the link between activity and 
well-being. They have broadly concluded that certain types 
of activity are positively correlated with better well- 
being, but not all; those most likely to be are 
activities which are 'personally meaningful' or contain 
an element of enjoyment (Haworth and Evans, 1987). For the 
most part the research undertaken in this area during the 
1980s has involved the correlation of personality 
characteristics with levels of activity, and Haworth and 
Evans have recently concluded that while this is useful 
there is a, need for a broader approach: 
'Obv<. au, 5-Py, 4w then nezeanch into unemp. 2oymewt nequuna the use 
o bath I ongitudt. nat studia and qua eito ve me-thodýs . Such 
ne o eanch w-iU give uo a mane 4o phiz--Lca-ted appnai/sa2 o4 the 
tcetative impo tance v4 'wokta' and 'teisune' and ... wA . coo 
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be uoe6we in-it2umLnat ing the pnvicusao used by ind, it idea. in ke. i pO nd c: ng to change ... ' 
(Haworth and Evans, 1987) 
The distinctive characteristics of the present research lie 
in the wealth of contextual material which it provides with- 
in which to examine respondents' leisure lifestyle during 
unemployment. The study provides the breadth of coverage 
of respondents' total activity patterns which is typical 
of time-budget research, supplementing this with informa- 
tion about other current leisure participation outside the 
time-budget period obtained through the use of the 
activities checklist. The checklist also identified 
changes in leisure participation during unemployment. 
The use of the life-history charts provided a record of 
longer-term change, tracing the main developments in 
respondents' leisure behaviour since leaving school and re- 
lating these to significant 'life-events', including 
unemployment, where appropriate. This allowed the process 
of change in leisure behaviour to be explored. 
Together the different research tools placed leisure 
activities within the context of all activities, unemploy- 
ment within the overall pattern of adult life, and allowed 
comparisons to be made between leisure behaviour during 
unemployment and at other times. The approach thus contains 
both cross-sectional and longitudinal perspectives, giving a 
greater insight into the processes affecting leisure be- 
haviour in unemployment than could be obtained from cross- 
sectional data alone. Kelvin and Jarrett (1985) warn that 
'(then o dAnan y peo pte -ta fz o4 . the- 
't patt expeAü. ences they may, 
in -thaL't eý4otts to undo tand the past themsetvu, give it 
tie o, 6 pec.. t-. veJ ' much gneaty t coherence than it had at the 
time. ' 
(Kelvin and Jarrett, 1985) 
and the possibility of this, and of simple inaccuracy of 
memory, must always be taken into account when dealing with 
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recall longitudinal data. At the very least, however, 
respondents' accounts of the past provide a description of 
the factors which they perceive have affected their 
current situation; at best, they provide real explanation. 
The amount and range of information collected during the 
two-stage research programme was dictated by the nature of 
the project: initially oriented towards the practitioner, 
the second stage necessarily incorporated additional, more 
complex and detailed data-collection to permit a more fund- 
amental study of the leisure participation of 'committed 
users'. Further data-collection required additional 
research methods, adding to the already diverse range 
employed: together these threatened to be an over- 
complicated, unwieldy tool. Yet this method has been 
justified by the insight which this research gives into 
the overall role of leisure within unemployment, and one 
of the general contributions of the study to the broader 
development of leisure research is that it demonstrates 
some of the advantages of this approach. The merging of 
quantitative and qualitative methods is appropriate to 
leisure studies and one of the, strengths of a multi- 
disciplinary subject area. The current research further 
demonstrates that practical and academic questions may be 
addressed within a single project. Stockdale has 
recently defended both the use of 'mixed' methodologies, 
and the junction of the pragmatic with the conceptual: 
Both quantitative and 
antay4Lo have a note 
appnaach iz zupe t oiT 
coheAev , -iwtegta ted between ivc iat h. ea, .L 
4s euvzch. ' 
qua, P, i tatLve tezeakch data and methods o 
to p&a y in tei/s une ne/s eanch; n¬Lt he L 
to the other but tog e theJL they v66 etc a 
4s))Lateg y bah. 4s eng-thening the £. <in(a 
ty and 5ociaf- theany within teüswLe ne- 
(Stockdale, 1987) 
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She has warned against the tyranny of method over purpose: 
' Raea. tch shoutd be angan sed anaund -theory, q uer iovi and hypotheses nathvt. than evtaui. d me thodo og, LcaJ pneditec t i. on. Thene -vs a Meeting in teisune tueanch that methodo ogy hays became the mastvt - and o fiten a 6ec a .e sus one at that - nathe, #L than the 'sercvavit. Me-thodo ogy and Asta . izt . ca.. anal y/sL6 ane integna2 pwt-ts o6 the ne/s eah. ch pna ce/ss but the 
ne/s eanch qua-ivws mu/s- came 6i 't t. The /Lu eatch and 
anaeytic techvt que/s ane impa/r tak t oviJ y in so ban a/s they 
pnavide the mean o4 avtswer,, ing -those que, 5t on .' 
(ibid) 
This chapter reviews the main results pertaining to the 
four hypotheses proposed in chapter 3. The hypotheses 
move from a relatively narrow focus on committed users' 
leisure behaviour while unemployed to a more general con- 
sideration of the contribution leisure makes to their 
overall lifestyle and to their experience of unemployment. 
A number of general conclusions are drawn about the role 
of leisure during unemployment and the implications for 
academics and practitioners. 
7.1 The Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1: 'Committed users will have more active leisure lifestyles - 
and, therefore, more active total lifestyles - than those typically displayed 
by the unemployed, in respect of : 
type of activities 
location of activities 
social context of activities' 
The first hypothesis was concerned with committed users' 
leisure behaviour. The emphasis was therefore on the type 
of activities in which respondents engaged, rather than 
the values they attributed to them. To allow comparisons 
to be made with other studies, the activities which made 
up the 'leisure lifestyles' were defined conventionally, 
adopting a broad residual definition similar to that used 
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by Kelvin et al (1984): according to this, 'leisure' en- 
compassed virtually all activities other than those which 
were 'subsistence', 'work' or 'personal care'. The 
meanings attributed to activities by respondents, which 
changed this categorisation markedly, were examined sub- 
sequently. 
The activities which make up the leisure lifestyle of 
'typical' unemployed people have been shown to be passive, 
home-based and solitary (Kelvin et al, 1984; Miles, 1984, inter 
alia). The findings of the current research, concentrating 
on a sub-group of a-typical, 'committed' unemployed 
participants in the STARS scheme, showed that respondents' 
leisure lifestyles diverged from this stereotype in a 
number of ways. The life-histories showed that most of 
the committed users' main - as defined by themselves - 
leisure activities during unemployment were 'active' 
(involving either physical activity or positive mental 
effort), took place out of the home, and took place in the 
company of other people. Participation in the sports 
scheme accounted for several of the 'main' leisure 
activities, but not for all of them: respondents also 
took part in other sport outside the scheme, attended 
educational courses, undertook voluntary work and were in- 
volved in voluntary organisations. 
The level of participation in 'active' leisure was not 
confined to main leisure pursuits: the activities check- 
lists confirmed that in their leisure participation as a 
whole, committed users showed higher participation levels 
in active leisure than are usually associated with the 
unemployed. There had been decreases in the frequency of 
participation in some activities, but although respondents 
said that they participated in some activities less often 
when unemployed than they had at other times, there were 
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relatively few instances of activities ceasing 
completely. The activities in which participation declined 
tended to be those involving expense; several were enter- 
tainment activities. Participation in a number of 
activities increased, including individual sports (but not 
team, outdoor, racquet or water sports) and involvement in 
'purposeful' activities - ie. the types of activities 
regarded by respondents as their 'main' forms of leisure. 
The hypothesis proposed that committed users' leisure would 
be characterised by being more active, sociable and more 
frequently taking place out of the home, compared to the 
leisure of other unemployed people. In addition, a further 
distinguishing feature of committed users' leisure life- 
styles was identified. As well as attending STARS sports 
sessions, committed users were involved in a number of 
other activities which occurred at set times and places, 
including part-time day-time college courses, evening 
classes, and regular voluntary work. They thus had regular 
commitments to be at certain places at set times, and 
these provided a number of fixed points in daily and weekly 
life around which they could structure the rest of their 
time. 
The contrast between committed users' leisure and that of 
the unemployed as a whole was not absolute; there were 
variations amongst the committed users, and a minority 
spent most of their leisure in the home, spent little 
time with other people and a lot of time on passive leisure. 
There were also some similarities between committed users' 
leisure lifestyles as a whole, and those of the 'typical' 
unemployed. The time-budget data showed that, as for the 
unemployed as a whole, more time was spent on watching 
television than any other single leisure activity during 
the period under study. The amount of time spent watching 
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television was however much lower, being an average of 
2 hours 5 minutes, less than half that found in other 
studies of the unemployed (Kelvin et al 1984). The figure 
for committed users was surprisingly close to the 
average of 2 hours 7 minutes found by Glyptis, McInnes 
and Patmore (1987) in a sample of people of varied economic 
status. 
By adopting a residual definition, leisure activities 
accounted for almost 60% of the waking day. It followed 
that the activities which made up the 'leisure lifestyle' 
substantially influenced the character of the overall 
lifestyle. Committed users' lifestyles as a whole were 
therefore more active, out-of-home and sociable than the 
typical lifestyles of unemployed people. 
Hypotheses 2: 'Leisure will be qualitatively different for committed users - 
a more positive aspect of life than for most of the unemployed' 
Previous research has shown that as well as reducing in 
scale, for most unemployed people leisure declines in 
quality: many leisure activities become simply a way of 
filling time rather than a source of enjoyment and other 
benefits. In contrast, many of the committed users ex- 
pressed very positive feelings about their leisure 
activities. In some cases these feelings were strong 
enough to affect respondents' attitudes to obtaining work; 
even those who were very anxious to gain employment felt 
that their involvement in satisfying leisure pursuits 
allowed them to be more discriminating than they would 
other-wise have been about the type of work they would 
accept. Amongst the benefits committed user derived from 
I< 
their leisure activities were commitment, purpose, direction, 
a sense of responsibility, a sense of community, mental 
well-being, a feeling of support, stimulation, and enjoyment. 
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Committed users were not, however, immune to the problems 
of leisure which affect other unemployed people. A number 
felt constrained in their choice of activities - usually 
by lack of money - at least part of the time. Some were 
self-consciously filling time to avoid the problems which 
they knew were associated with boredom and inactivity, 
rather than to obtain positive enjoyment from their 
participation. On the whole, respondents derived the most 
benefit from their 'active' leisure, undertaken by choice, 
and least benefit from passive activities if they resorted 
to these ou'- of necessity. There were exceptions to both: 
at least one respondent derived considerable pleasure from 
an apparently 'typical' unstructured, home-based, passive 
and relatively solitary lifestyle, because she enjoyed 
domestic activities; by contrast, a woman who was an 
active squash-player felt she should be using her time 
more productively, and that her involvement in squash was 
unrewarding and pointless. 
On the whole, committed users derived more positive benefits 
from leisure than the unemployed as a whole, but in several 
instances individuals also experienced the problems of con- 
straint on choice and lack of purpose in the activities 
they did. 
Hypothesis 3: 'The experience of unemployment will be less negative for 
committed users than for the unemployed as a whole' 
Individually, committed users responded to unemployment in 
very diverse ways. Their responses can be grouped into 
four broad categories. Firstly, there were those who re- 
garded their current spell of unemployment as a positive 
experience, ' and had done so virtually since its start; for 
the eight respondents in this category, unemployment was an 
opportunity rather than a problem. At the other extreme, 
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three respondents regarded unemployment as a predominantly 
bad experience, and suffered many of the practical and 
psychological problems commonly associated with unemploy- 
ment; for these people, unemployment was very destructive. 
Thirdly, there were two respondents who had in the past 
reacted unfavourably to unemployment but had developed a 
constructive approach with time; when interviewed they 
were relatively positive about their situation. Finally, 
there were three respondents - all women - whose reaction 
is best described as neutral: they had not sought 
unemployment, and they did not regard it as favourably as 
those who considered it an opportunity, but having become 
unemployed they c ccpbbd this status, mainly through 
adopting a domestic role. 
On the whole, therefore, committed users showed a less 
negative response to unemployment than the unemployed as 
a whole; only three found it seriously problematic and 
almost half regarded unemployment as a positive experience. 
It would be a mistake to exaggerate the positive response: 
only one respondent regarded unemployment as an acceptable 
permanent way of life. Others who found unemployment 
beneficial nonetheless regarded it as a phase; for some, 
their positive or improved attitude stemmed from the 
belief that they were now taking steps to escape from 
unemployment - for example, through attending college to 
obtain qualifications which would lead to a 'good' 
job. At the time of interview, nearly all the committed 
users appeared much less negative about unemployment 
than the unemployed as a whole - but not to the extent of 
fully accepting it as a long-term status. 
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Hypothesis 4: 'For committed users, leisure will be an important 
contributor to their relatively good experience of unemployment' 
The extent to which leisure appeared an important 
contributor to respondents' 'relatively good' response to 
unemployment varied substantially and was linked to their 
underlying attitudes to unemployment, outlined above. 
For those who regarded unemployment as an opportunity, 
activities were engaged in for their own sake rather than 
as deliberate strategies to cope with being out of work. 
According to the conventional residual approach these 
activities were 'leisure' activities, but respondents made 
clear distinctions between those which they themselves 
considered leisure, which were essentailly characterised 
by enjoyment, and those which were more purposeful. For 
most respondents, 'purposeful activities' took the form 
of either educational courses or voluntary work (several 
being involved in both); one male respondent participated 
in sport virtually 'full-time' both within and outside 
the STARS scheme and another spent his time primarily en- 
gaged in household work, such as decorating. With the 
exception of the latter case, all these 'purposeful 
activities' possessed a certain degree of external compul- 
sion, imposed structure on the use of time, involved 
contact with other people, and required commitment from the 
participant. Conventionally categorised as 'leisure', 
respondents more frequently described these activities as 
'work' and it was apparent that they had characteristics 
close to, and fulfilled functions similar to, those of 
paid employment. The purposeful activities came close to 
satisfying people's needs for the five areas of experiences 
described by Jahoda (1984; quoted in Haworth and Evans, 1987) - 
the needs to structure time, engage in social contact be- 
yond the home, participate in collective and purposeful 
enterprises, have a recognised place in society, and be active. 
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The second category of activities for these respondents 
were those which they themselves classified as 'leisure'. 
These varied in nature, although most respondents regarded 
their participation in the sports scheme as 'leisure'. 
There was consistency in respondents' views that their 
'leisure' activities were 'leisure' by virtue of their 
contrast with the more purposeful activities undertaken; 
the experience of leisure seemed reliant on this difference. 
Involvement in both 'purposeful' and 'enjoyable' activities 
was important for the, committed users who regarded unemploy- 
ment as a positive experience. It is, however, necessary 
to note two points. Firstly, the positive experience of 
unemployment was a precondition of participation in 
activities, rather than a consequence of it - it stemmed 
from an already existing 'positive' attitude to unemploy- 
ment. Secondly, these respondents expressed the need to 
have direction an. d purpose in their lives while unemployed, 
and the 'purposeful' activities from which they derived 
these benefits were not regarded by them as 'leisure'. 
For the first group of respondents, described above, 
unemployment was not problematic. Their involvement in 
activities, while contributing to a satisfactory lifestyle 
while unemployed, was not required to be a solution to the 
problems of unemployment - although several were conscious 
that problems could arise for unemployed people, including 
themselves, if their time was not occupied. The situation 
was similar for the 'neutral' respondents - those who 
neither regarded unemployment as an opportunity, nor as a 
problem. For them too, activities were undertaken 
for their 
own sake, rather than as a strategy to cope with 
the 
problems of unemployment. Once again, respondents' under- 
lying attitudes to unemployment appeared to 
be an important 
factor: their acceptance of unemployment allowed them 
to 
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develop a relatively active lifestyle without being 
constrained by depression and self-doubt. The 'neutral' 
respondents were less involved in constructive 
activities, such as educational courses, than the 'positive' 
respondents; instead, more of their time was spent in the 
home where domestic chores provided the contrast to more 
leisurely activity. 
The respondents whose benefits from involvement inleisure 
activities were most easily identified were the two who 
had previously found unemployment problematic but had 
developed a more satisfactory lifestyle by becoming more 
active. These committed users had deliberately adopted 
'activity' as a strategy for coping with unemployment, 
realising that the problems of depression and self-doubt 
which they had experienced previously could be alleviated 
by involvement in sociable, out-of-home, purposeful and/or 
enjoyable activity. They were not wholly satisfied with 
their new lifestyles. Both referred to boredom and the 
problems of filling time more frequently when the 'positive' 
or 'neutral' respondents had done, but both also made it 
clear that the transformation of their lives while unem- 
ployed from depressing to relatively fulfilling was a direct 
consequence of their decision to be involved in activities. 
The activities fell into the two categories referred to pre- 
viously - purposeful activities, which were not regarded as 
'leisure', and more enjoyable activities including partici- 
pation in the STARS scheme, which were. Both respondents 
specifically mentioned the likenesses between their purpose- 
ful activities (in one case, an educational course; in the 
other, voluntary work) and paid employment. 
The final category of respondents were those who, at the 
time of interview, found unemployment depressing and un- 
rewarding. There were parallels between these people and 
the two described above, who had substantially overcome 
these problems. The 'depressed' respondents appeared to 
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have made similar attempts to cope with the problems of 
unemployment but to have had less success in doing so. 
All three were involved in some purposeful activities, 
but these were less time consuming than those engaged in 
by other respondents, less sociable, and took place 
within the home, whenever the individual chose. The 
activities (private study for vocational qualifications) 
provided fewer of Jahoda's 'essential' categories of ex- 
perience, and placed greater onus on the abilities of the 
individual to generate the motivation to undertake them. 
The contrast between the benefits derived by these respon- 
dents from their studying, and the benefits derived by 
those undertaking similar work through college courses, 
emphasises the importance of the context of activity. 
Activities provided most benefit to the committed users 
when they were a vehicle for overcoming the isolation, 
aimlessness and lack of structure of daily life during 
unemployment. Like other respondents, the 'depressed' 
committed users did not regard their purposeful activities 
as leisure. Their participation in activities which they 
did regard as leisure was less frequent than other respon- 
dents', and less satisfying: their participation in sport 
appeared to be their main 'real' leisure activity, from 
which they derived enjoyment, but a considerable amount 
of their uncommitted time was spent 'filling in time' as 
many of the unemployed do - by watching television at home 
because there was simply nothing else to do. 
For the 'depressed' respondents, purposeful activities 
gave some direction and hope for the future, but did not 
alleviate the day-to-day problems of unemployment to the 
extent which similar activities, undertaken in a different 
context, did for others. The activities which they re- 
garded as 'leisure' provided the limited pleasure they 
obtained from their way of life, but this was not much. 
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Their leisure as a whole was in many ways unsatisfying, 
and they had been unable to develop the satisfactory 
lifestyle based on the combination of 'purposeful' and 
'enjoyable' leisure activities which other respondents 
had adopted. The relatively poor experiences of the 
'depressed' respondents should not be exaggerated. At 
the time of interview they themselves described their 
current situation as comparing favourably to earlier phases 
of unemployment, when they had been less active and more 
depressed. Compared to the other committed users, they 
found unemployment difficult - but they were still more 
purposeful, active and optimistic than the unemployed as 
a whole. 
7.2 Conclusions 
' Le-vsune neseattche)vs cannot assetrt monopoly 't-. gh-to, but they 
ane pnobabey bete]. -equipped than any o-theta investiga oo to 
exptone what it mean to be unempto yed. Le, vsune 5tudLes has 
the nez eah. ch Lnz; ft men tos and concepts to examine. -to tat 
, Ueistyp'eis, to dvscovetc how the unempfoyed use whatever ne- 
osouncez £-ie at -theft düspozat - money, soct. ai ne ati. onship6, 
cuttunat capital and time - and -theneb y attempt to ne- of ve 
the-itt own pi o b. eemz .' 
(Roberts, 1982) 
The 'committed users' differed from 'the typical unemployed' 
- they were more active, experienced more social contact, 
and spent more time out of the home. For the most part they 
were (relatively) content with unemployment, and certainly 
appeared less distressed than less active unemployed people 
described in other research. There were, however, 
differences amongst the committed users themselves, and these 
differences highlighted the strong relationship between their 
involvement in leisure activity and their overall experience 
of unemployment. There is no uniform explanation for the 
committed users' experiences o. f'leisure and unemployment: 
different individuals were influenced by different factors. 
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This section examines the factors which may account for 
the differences between committed users and the rest of 
the unemployed, and those which shed light on the differences 
which existed amongst the committed users. 
This study suggests that there were a number of ways in 
which committed users were protected from the full effects 
of unemployment. These varied between individuals. One 
of the unexpected findings of the research was that so many 
respondents were protected from unemployment's full finan- 
cial impact, commonly regarded as its most fundamental 
problem. In some cases this was through access to higher 
income than is usually available to the unemployed; in one 
or two cases, respondents were content with the standard 
of living they could maintain with normal levels of benefit 
payments and were not therefore conscious of a financial 
constraint. The importance of the financial factor was 
reinforced by the contrast with the few committed users who 
did find unemployment at least sporadically problematic: 
all of these respondents said that money was a major problem. 
This finding reinforces what other researchers have 
written about the impossibility of separating the effects 
of unemployment and poverty, and supports Kelvin and 
Jarrett's (1985) suggestion that there is a strong link 
between financial resources and overall level of coping. 
This is a line of enquiry which could be productively pur- 
sued by future research. 
Jahoda (1984; quoted in Haworth and Evans, 1987) has pointed out 
that 'the supportive character of many institutions is so 
taken for granted that it becomes visible only when they J 
break down, as in unemployment'. For most of the committed 
users, the breakdown of institutions was not total: 
becoming unemployed did not completely change their way of 
life. There were a number of ways in which committed users' 
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unemployed lifestyles continued elements of their previous 
ones. The student who had been unemployed since 
graduating four years previously was one example of this: 
he regarded unemployment as similar to being at university 
in terms of the flexibility of time and was accustomed to 
organising his own day before he became unemployed. 
Several others who had been full-time students had also 
had previous experience of structuring their own time, as 
had the two respondents who had lived on a kibbutz and on 
a canal boat. Structuring time was a less prominent 
problem for the committed users than the unemployed in 
general, especially amongst those with previous experience 
of a relatively unstructured lifestyle, and also for the 
few respondents who had felt oppressed by the restrictions 
of rigid work hours when they had been employed. The women 
appeared most successful in developing non-working, 
purposeful roles, supporting Rapoport's suggestion that 
'When net eatcch a unde a! zen with unemp .o yed women, 
it wLJ 
be -impon ctnt to . 2eann whe thv z. they tu pond pond to the ' de. zuc twLing oj time' di {uLentI y 4nam men. Most 
unemp. ev yed women today pnvbabZy have mane expe Lience than 
men. in,. ups-. ng time in o the i meaning 4u, e ways. ' 
(Rapoport, 1982) 
There were other ways in which the continuation of 
characteristics of respondents' previous lifestyles was 
evident. The unemployed student was one of the respondents 
who considered his income from benefit payments adequate to 
live on - and it was clear that this 
income could support a 
'student' lifestyle reasonably well, and had not 
necessitated the major changes which would have affected 
someone who had previously been employed on a full wage. 
Others had been able to avoid change in overall lifestyle 
through their access to higher income - such as the 
married respondent whose wife worked full-time, who con- 
tinued to socialise with her and their mutual 
friends as 
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much as previously. Several respondents had maintained 
their social networks to a greater extent than the un- 
employed usually do, or had developed new networks comparable 
to previous ones through their involvement in 'purposeful' 
activities: there was thus a continuation of the previous 
level of social activity, even if this involved different 
people. In these ways many respondents were neither iso- 
lated from their own previous lifestyles nor from the 
mainstream of social activity, and thus avoided the feeling 
of 'being an outsider' (Kelvin, 1982) which can afflict the 
unemployed. 
It had not been anticipated that committed users would have 
more favourable financial circumstances than the unemployed 
as a whole. A second unexpected finding was that post- 
school education was prominent both in committed users' 
past lifestyles, in the number who had previously attended 
institutions of higher and further education, and in their 
current lifestyles, ie. in the number attending taught 
courses or undertaking private study at the time of inter- 
view. Current involvement in education was not confined to 
those who had previously been full-time students: two 
respondents with no previous post-school education were 
studying to obtain qualifications which would allow them 
to undertake university courses. It appeared that the 
capacity to undertake further study - rather than just the 
experience of having done so in the past - was a 
characteristic shared by many committed users. Another, who 
had undergone no. post-school education, demonstrated similar 
capabilities through his involvement in politics. 
In considering the findings relating to the third and 
fourth hypotheses (section 7.1), a distinction was made 
between the four types of experience of unemployment demon- 
strated by, respondents. These can be grouped into 
two broad 
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categories - those who had found unemployment problematic 
(the 'depressed' respondents, and those who had 
previously been depressed but since improved), and those 
who had not (the 'positive' and 'neutral' respondents). 
Respondents in the first of these categories tended to 
display the 'avoidance' behaviour noted by Haworth and 
Evans (1987) - they deliberately sought to avoid the prob- 
lems of unemployment which they had personally experienced 
previously, by engaging in activity. For these people, 
being active was not an automatic response to unemployment 
- it was a deliberate coping strategy. 
Rapoport (1982) has described the importance of resource- 
fulness in dealing with aspects of unemployment: 
'A key capacity in neuespovtdL. ng coy t rLuc iveey to the cha, Jenge oý 
uncommitted time . vs to outccejuf-na s- the capacity o an individuaJ to uze peuonai and ýsociaZ nezow&cez to deveeop in- 
te'tas, to teaZi e those intenezts in ac, tiv, c, t-. eis and thus to 
move -tawand5 gnea tvL sati, s 6action with £-cuing. ' 
(Rapoport, 1982) 
All committed users displayed resourcefulness - but the 
extent to which they did so, and the process by which they 
came to do so, differed greatly. The respondents who did 
not find unemployment problematic displayed a 'natural' 
resourcefulness - they appeared intrinsically motivated to 
undertake activities. Those who found unemployment a more 
negative experience had to make a more deliberate, and on 
the whole slightly less successful, attempt to develop an 
active lifestyle. The respondents who most successfully 
displayed 'resourcefulness' were those who had either chosen 
to enter unemployment in the first place, or decided with 
time to use their unemployment to a particular end. For 
them, the sense of deliberate choice countered some of the 
psychological problems of unemployment, giving the 
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individual an underlying sense of purpose and an element 
of control over his or her unemployment. Purposefulness 
could also develop as unemployment continued - sometimes, 
paradoxically, through the determination to escape it by 
obtaining qualifications while unemployed. 
7.3. Implications 
The research demonstrated the limitations of leisure in 
unemployment. 
7.3.1 Implications for policy-makers and providers 
The practical implications of this study are straightfor- 
ward. The first stage of the research showed that only a 
minority of participants in the sports scheme became 
'committed users'. The second stage showed that for the 
committed users, the scheme provided pleasurable, enjoy- 
able leisure, and the opportunity to engage in sociable 
activity. Most committed users were, however, also in- 
volved in more purposeful activities without which they 
felt their participation in STARS would be less rewarding; 
they needed the contrast of more meaningful activities to 
enjoy the relative relaxation of taking part in sport. The 
activities made a very susbstantial contribution to a 
'better' experience of unemployment than usually found 
amongst unemployed people but even these activities were 
not regarded as an adequate basis for a long-term, non- 
employed life. 
The implications for those concerned with the provision 
of activities for the unemployed are: 
1. The unemployed benefit from involvement in activities 
which allow them to participate in mainstream society and 
offer purpose, direction and external compulsion. These 
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are activities such as educational courses and voluntary 
work, which also generally provide opportunities for social 
contact, out-of-home activity and a degree of time- 
structure - all of which counter common problems of unem- 
ployment. The provision of purposeful activities can thus 
contribute markedly to the well-being of unemployed people 
who engage in them. Providers of leisure activities for 
the unemployed should consider: 
- the provision of purposeful activities 
the development of mechanisms for involving 
greater numbers of unemployed people in 
purposeful activities 
2. The provision of sport for the unemployed provides 
opportunities for genuine leisure - committed users derived 
pleasure from their participation. Apart from exceptional 
cases, sports activities do not alleviate the underlying 
problems of unemployment. Unemployed users need to 
satisfy their requirements for purpose and direction in 
their way of life before they can enjoy the benefits of 
leisure participation. Providers should: 
- acknowledge the limited role which sports provision 
can play in the lives of most unemployed people 
- recognise the link between participation in 
purposeful activities and beneficial participation 
in sport, and explore methods of encouraging 
participants in each type of activity to addition- 
ally engage in the other. 
3. Committed users varied in their overall level of 
activity. Those who were 'busiest', spending large amounts 
of time on active, out-of-home, purposeful and sociable 
activity were also those whose unemployment was least 
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problematic, and those whose financial situation was most 
favourable. The study therefore suggests ä positive 
correlation between financial resources, activity and 
general well-being. There are implications here for 
broader unemployment policy: 
- to improve the overall experience of 
unemployment, payments to the unemployed should 
be sufficient to meet their subsistence needs 
and additionally enable them to participate in 
purposeful activity. 
7.3.2 Implications for future research 
'Tkette is an impeccable £agi. c in tcuLduat angumen-s that 
Leave te-üoune among the 4ew pta" ib/e zotutLonz to 
contemponatcy unemp. ea yme. n t. The emp. vü. caJ evidence o 
unemptv yrne. nt deprceszing i4 not e tim ina , ing genuine teivsune is equa y impne o o<ve. Can the anaJyys es be 
neconai led? ' 
(Roberts, 1982) 
This study sought to inform the academic as well as the 
practical debate on the role of leisure in unemployment. 
The findings suggest that leisure activities, as conven- 
tionally defined, may provide a valid alternative to work 
in the lives of a minority of the unemployed - notably if 
these are 'purposeful' or 'serious' forms of leisure. 
Equally, other forms of leisure may provide the 'genuine 
leisure' to which Roberts refers - and this was the role 
which participation in the STARS sports scheme fulfilled 
for most of the committed users. There may be exceptions, 
as with the respondent for whom sport was purposeful, who 
had developed a sports 'career', obtaining coaching and 
proficiency awards; this emphasises the very individual 
nature of leisure experience, for the unemployed as for 
others in the population. Nonetheless, in most cases the 
activities which respondents regarded as 'work' were those 
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in which the external observer could also identify work- 
like characteristics - those of structure, compulsion and 
anchorage. Those which they regarded as leisure could 
be broadly described as those with a less obvious functional 
role, providing more immediate intrinsic satisfaction. 
The findings suggest that the unemployed do not adopt or 
seek an alternative way of life: when unemployed, even 
those committed users who had deliberately sought 
unemployment developed lifestyles in which the forms of 
experience which make up conventional employed daily life 
were closely replicated. They essentially reproduced the 
work-leisure dichotomy, with 'purposeful' leisure taking 
the place of work and 'genuine leisure' that of leisure; 
the contrast provided by the more work-like activities was 
an important contributor to the experience of leisure. 
'Leisure activities' thus fulfilled two roles - some 
provided work substitutes, others provided leisure. For 
many of the committed users, leisure activities formed a 
plausible, temporary solution to the problems of unemploy- 
ment - and genuine leisure within unemployment was 
attainable. 
The variations within even this small sample, selected on 
the basis of the shared characteristic of substantial 
sports participation, emphasise that leisure is a solution 
for only a small minority of the unemployed. Very few 
unemployed people have the capacity to generate and sustain 
this form of lifestyle. The research indicated some 
differences between those who were able to do so and those 
who did not, identifying financial circumstances while 
unemployed as a key practical factor, and past or current 
involvement in post-school education as a shared 
characteristic amongst those who coped most successfully 
with unemployment. The main distinction, however, appeared 
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to be that of attitude: unsurprisingly, those who were 
most active and had adapted well expressed a positive 
attitude, while the least active found unemployment prob- 
lematic and wished only to escape from it. These under- 
lying attitudes preceded involvement in activity. There 
were no instances of committed users attributing the cause 
of their good or improved attitude to unemployment to their 
involvement in STARS or any other specific activities. 
Although leisure participation made substantial, positive 
contributions to respondents' overall experience of un- 
employment, it was a consequence rather than a cause of 
positive attitude. 
The broad approach taken by this research, encompassing 
respondents' past and current attitudes and behaviour, 
indicated the importance of psychological factors in 
affecting their experience of unemployment. Although the 
techniques of psychological research were not used, 
respondents' expressed attitudes towards leisure and un- 
employment nonetheless indicated a number of'psychological 
dimensions and it may be appropriate to incorporate 
systematic assessment of these within the design of future 
research on leisure and lifestyle. Three particular 
dimensions are suggested by this study: the relationship 
between level of coping and financial circumstances, 
suggested by the more positive attitudes expressed by those 
without financial problems; the relationship between level 
of coping and locus 
control, 
suggested by the number of 
respondents who had deliberately chosen to be unemployed; 
and the relationship between self-concept and level of 
coping, suggested by the strong sense of self-confidence 
expressed by those who felt immune to the problems of stigma. 
These dimensions appear closely interrelated and should not 
be studied-in isolation. 
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The study as a whole demonstrated the effectiveness of 
combining cross-sectional and longitudinal perspectives, 
and employing a range of research tools to obtain the 
information relevant to these. The main limitations of 
the exercise stemmed from the small and selective sample 
to which the approach was applied. Committed sports 
participants are unlikely to be typical of the unemployed 
as a whole, and the characteristics of the 18 committed 
users confirms this: the sample disproportionately 
represented the 20-35 age group, single people, people 
without dependents, and those who had undergone higher or 
further education. It under-represented the very young 
unemployed, married people with or without dependents, the 
older unemployed and the less educated. One of the 
strengths of the sample was that it included respondents 
with very diverse adult life-patterns, offering an initial 
insight into the different circumstances within which 
unemployment may occur and the effects these may have on 
the experience of unemployment; at the same time this 
diversity was in some senses a weakness, preventing com- 
parisons between large numbers of unemployed people with 
similar circumstances and thus weakening the conclusions 
which could be drawn. 
This study confirms Roberts' suggestion that leisure 
researchers are especially well-equpped to study unemploy- 
ment, and Bunker's (1984) affirmation that concentration on 
the behavioural aspects of unemployment is an appropriate but 
neglected component of research into the unemployed. 
Further research into the leisure behaviour of unemployed 
people is desirable: this study explored the issue with a 
very select group, yet still yielded insights into the 
interrelation of factors affecting the experience of un- 
employment and the role of leisure within it. Further 
research along similar lines may be approached either from 
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the point of view of representing different forms of 
leisure behaviour, or different types of unemployed people. 
There are a number of areas which would benefit from 
larger scale, comparable study. 
(a) Different forms of leisure behaviour: 
1. Unemployed people involved in 'purposeful 
activities' - do they engage in 'genuine 
leisure' to the extent which committed users 
engage in purposeful activity, thus confirming 
or refuting the suggestions that those who 
cope successfully with unemployment require 
contrast in their lives comparable to that 
usually provided by work and leisure? 
2. Unemployed people who are active in other 
forms of leisure - do they, too, require the 
counterbalance of 'purposeful' activities, or 
is this only the case with sports participants? 
(b) Different types of unemployed people of both sexes, 
including the young unemployed, older unemployed people 
and unemployed people with dependents. 
One final avenue of enquiry is suggested. The study of 
'committed users' sought to increase knowledge of unemploy- 
ment and leisure by looking at a group of the unemployed 
who have received little attention. The findings of the 
study were enhanced by the availability of broadly com- 
parable information about the main body of unemployed 
people, which highlighted significant differences in the 
circumstances, behaviour and attitudes of the active 
unemployed. Equally useful comparisons may be made between 
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the unemployed and other non-employed groups who may have 
similar lifestyles but seldom experience the problems 
associated with unemployment: the BBC (1984) data in 
particular suggests that the use of time by the unemployed 
has much in common with that of others without paid 
employment. Comparisons with these sectors of the 
population, whose behaviour may be similar but whose quality 
of life appears higher, may shed light on the barriers to 
fulfilling 'leisure' participation which are peculiar to 
unemployment. 
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HELP US TO PLAN STARS! 
This sports session is one of several being provided in Leicester 
by the 'STARS' scheme. To help us plan future sessions we need to 
know what you like and dislike about the sessions, how you heard about 
them, what activities you take part in and how far you have to travel 
to get to the session. 
We hope you will help us by answering the questions below. 
All your answers will be confidential - we shall simply be adding 
them to everyone else's answers to find out how many people like and 
dislike the same things, how many live near the sports sessions etc. 
If you want to know anything more about this survey or about 
the STARS scheme, please ask the interviewer who gave this to you. 
Thank you for your help. 
PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED FORM TO THE INTERVIEWER. 
I 4 
All Information given by you will be treated 
as STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
If you are unsure about the meaning of a 
question, please ask the interviewer who 
gave you this questionnaire. 
1. Please fill in details of where and when you were given 
this questionnaire: 
Place: ............................. Date................. 
2. What activity or activities are you doing here today? 
Please list all activities you are taking part in. 
=OFFICE USE ONLY 
[ii 
m 
LI' 
nil 
3. When did you first come along to this session? 
(Please 
........ 
state month 
........... 
and 
..... 
year e. g. 
......... 
November 1981) 
...................... 
4. Do you ever GO to any other STARS sports sessions, at 
other times of the week? Please give details of STARS 
sessions you go to 
ACTIVITIES PLACE TIME & DAY(S) 
ri I 
II 
m 
I 
I 
I 
5. Have you HEARD ABOUT any other STARS sports sessions, 
which you do not go to? Please circle one number 
NO 1 
YES 2 
If you do know about any other STARS sessions, please 
give details 
ACTIVITY PLACE BAY OF WEEK 
How did you first hear about STARS? Please circle one number. 
FROM FRIEND ........................................... 
1 
FROM FAMILY ........................................... 
2 
LEICESTER MERCURY ..................................... 
3 
OTHER NEWSPAPER........... ............................ 
4 
LOCAL RADIO ........................................... 
5 
AT DOLE OFFICE ........................................ 
6 
FROM CAREERS SERVICE .................................. 
7 
AT COMMUNITY COLLEGE .................................. 
8 
LEAFLET DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME ........................ 
9 
AT JOB CENTRE ........................................ 
10 
THROUGH TRAINING SCHEME .............................. 
11 
ANY OTHER WAY ...................................... . 
12 
(please specify) ..................................... 
..................................................... 
DON'T KNOW ........................................... 
13 
7. Did you come here today by yourself, or with someone else? 
Please circle one number. 
Came by myself. ..................................... 
1 
.2 
6 Came with friends .................................... 
Came with other people on training scheme ............. 
3 
Came with members of family ........................... 
4 
Other ................................................. 
5 
(please specify) ...................................... 
[Il 
I Ii 
Li 'I 
II 
II 
11 
8. How many other people did you. come. with? .................. 
9. How did you travel here today? Please dircle one or more number(s) 
SPORTSMOBILE/'STARS' TRANSPORT ......... . I .... . 
YOP (or other scheme) TRANSPORT ........ 2 ................... 
BUS ....................................................... 3 
OWN CAR .............. ... 4 .. ................................ 
5 FRIEND'S OR OTHER CAR........ .... ... . 
. 
.. .... .............. 
OWN MOTORCYCLE .............. . 6 .. ........................... 
FRIEND'S OR OTHER MOTORCYCLE .............................. 7 
BICYCLE ............... ... 8 . ................................ 
WALK ................ .... . 9 . . ....................... ... 
OTHER(please specify) .................................... 10 
......................................................... 
DON'T KNOW ............................................... 11 
10. How do you usually travel around the city? 
Please circle one number. 
BUS ..................................................... 
2 
OWN CAR ................................................. 
3 
FRIEND'S OR OTHER CAR ................................... 
4 
5 
a 
OWN MOTORCYCLE .......................................... 
FRIEND'S OR OTHER MOTORCYCLE ............................ 
6 
7 BICYCLE ................................................. 
WALK .................................................... 
8 
OTHER ................................................... 
9 
(please specify) ........................................ 
DON'T KNOW ............................................. 
10 
11. Do you own your own transport? Please circle one number 
NO 1 
YES 2 
If you do what sort of transport? Please circle one 
or more number;. 
1 CAR ................................................. 
MOTORCYCLE .......................................... 
2 
....................................... 
3 
... BICYCLE . .. 4 OTHER ............................................. . 
(please specify) .................................... 
.................................................... 
4 
12.1 Where do you live? Please give street name and neighbourhood 
............................................................. 
............................................................. 
13. How long have you lived at that address? Please circle one 
number. 
LESS THAN 6 MONTHS.................................... 1 
6 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN 12 MONTHS ...................... 2 
1 YEAR BUT UNDER 2 YEARS .............................. 3 
2 YEARS BUT UNDER 3 YEARS ............................. 4 
3 YEARS BUT UNDER 5 YEARS ............................. 5 
5 YEARS BUT UNDER 10 YEARS ............................ 
6 
10 YEARS OR MORE ...................................... 
7 
DON'T KNOW ............................................ 
8 
Ii 
14. Were you born in Leicester? Please circle one number 
YES 1 
NO 2 
DON'T KNOW 3 
15. Are you living by yourself, or with your family, or with 
friends Please circle one number. 
BY SELF ............................................. 
1 
WITH FAMILY ......................................... 
2 
WITH FRIENDS ........................................ 
3 
WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS ............................. 
4 
OTHER .................................... .......... 
5 
(please specify) .................................... 
16. 
H 
Please list other members of the household - for example, 
brother, sister, mother, wife, friend - end give their-ages. 
17. Are any of these people unemployed? Please circle one number 
YES 1 
NO 2 
DON'T KNOW 3 
18. Is anyone else in your family (apart. from those you live with, l 
unemployed? Please circle one number 
YES 1 Li 
NO 2 
DON'T KNOW 3 
19. Are any of your best friends unemployed? Please circle one 
number 
YES 1 
NO 2 
DON'T KNOW 3 
20. Please circle one number: 
Are you now 
- Unemployed, but on a training or work experience 
scheme (e. g. YOPS, Community Industry) ............... 
1 
- Unemployed and not an any sort of scheme ............. 
2 
Q 
- Employed full-time ................................... 
3 
- Employed part-time ................................... 
4 
- Other (please specify) ............................... 
5 
...................................................... 
21 When did you leave school? .............. month......... year 
111 
22. Have you been employed at all in the last three years? 
YES 1 
NO 2 
DON'T KNOW 3 
23. If you have been employed in the last three years, please list 
the dates and types of job you have had. 
e. g. June 1981 - August 1981 : shop assistant 
January 1982 - March 1982 : packer 
DATES JOB DESCRIPTION 
Finally, could you please fill in the following personal details 
24. NAME (or Nick-name): ........................................... 
25. AGE: ............................................................ 
26. SEX(please circle one number) 
MALE 1 
FEMALE 2 
27. Are you (please circle one number) 
SINGLE 1 
1] 
MARRIED 2 
OTHER 3 
(please specify) ................. 
................................ 
Thank you for your help. Please return the completed 
questionnaire to the interviewer. 
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Profile of the Unemployed in the Local Community 
(LEICESTER) 
ca 
no 
Respondent number 
Date ............... 
Location ............. 
1. Did you do any of these things yesterday (show Card A)? 
2. Did you do any of these things in the last week (show Card A)? 
Yesterday In last wee 
Read Newspaper 
Jobs around the House 
Watch Television 
Just Potter Around 
Listen to Radio 
Gardening 
Crosswords 
Hobbies 
Listen to records/tapes 
Look after younger/older members of family 
Visit Friends 
Visit Relatives 
Go out for entertainment (e. g. cinema 
theatre) 
Take part in something active (e. g. 
sport, dancing) 
Go window shopping 
Walk around 
Go to Job Centre 
Go Shopping 
Go to the Pub 
I 
App. Id 
FOR OFFICE USE 
r17Ij Q9 
I'. 
Sý 
_z- 3. Have you taken up any new activities since you became unemployed? 
YES / NO / DON'T KNC 
(a) If 'YES' please specify (a) Which activities? 
(b) What made you take them up? 
(c) Where you go to take part? 
(a) Activities (b) Why taken up (c) Where 
FOR OFFTrr utc 
came, 
1 
, 0 
""". """""""". ""I"".. """. """"""""""". """""".. ". "".. t .... """... "". " 
4. Are there any other changes in the way you spend your time now compared 
with when you were at work/at school/college? 
YES / NO / DON'T KNOW 
(a) If 'YES' please specify ............................ ...........: 
7 
5. 
s ......... ". """. ". ". ".. "...... ""... "".. "................. ". ".. ".. 
Did you do any of these things in the last month (show Card B)? 
6. Which of these activities did you take part in regularly before you 
became unemployed (show Card 8)? 
7. (For each activity in Qn 6 but not Qn 5) Why did you give up (activity) 
Taken part in 
past month 
Taken part 
before 
Unemployed 
Reason fo 
Giving up 
Visiting the Countryside 
Visiting Museums, Historic Blgs 
Going to Parks, Gardens 
Watching Sport (Live) 
Going to Cin a 
Going to Theatre 
Pop Concert 
Disco 
Going to Pub 
Bingo 
setting 
Gardening 
7 
J 
- ,_ 
-3- 
Taken part in 
past month 
Taken part 
before 
Unemployed 
Reason for 
Giving up 
Hobbies 
Reading Books 
Listening to records, tapes 
Social. Voluntary work 
Visiting/Entertaining friends 
Going to Church/Mosque/Other 
Classes 
Watch Television 
Watch Video 
Take dog for walk 
ILL 
5-a-side football 
Badminton 
Table Tennis 
Squash 
Climbing 
Boxing 
Roller Skating/Roller Hockey 
Horse Riding 
Volleyball 
Trampolining 
Archery 
Weight Training 
Basketball 
Popmobility 
Fitness training 
swimming 
Canoeing 
Parachuting 
Sailing 
Running/Jogging 
FOR OFFICE USE 
0 
c -A A. f 
qcc'll 
-4- 
Walking for Pleasure (2 miles+) 
Go lf 
Fishing 
Bowl s 
Darts 
Billiards/Snooker 
Keep fit/Yoga 
Ten Pin Bowling 
Ice Skating 
Buda / KovoJ 
Taken part in Taken part Reason for 
past month before Giving up Unemployed 
Have you ever heard of the 'STARS' scheme? YES / NO / DON'T KNOW 
If 'NO' go to Qn. 14; if 'YES' continue. 
(a) If 'YES' how did you first hear about 'STARS' 
Friend Community College 
Family Leaflet Delivered home 
F 
Leicester Mercury 
Other News pa pe r 
Local Radio 
At Dole Office 
Careers Service 
At Job Centre 
Through Training Scheme 
Other (specify) 
Don't Know 
(b) Do you attend any 'STARS' activities at present? YES / NO / DON'T KNOW 
If 'NO' go to Qn. 10. 
If 'YES'. which activities and where? 
Activity Venue 
."""0"isaas. """4""""""""""""""""i 
.................................... 
................................ 
9 
...... .......................... 
.................................... 
................................... 
FOR OFFICE USE 
EI' 
r 
l _____J cA . N0 . 
-5- 
10. Have you ever attended any (other) 'STARS' activities in the past? 
YES / NO / DON'T KNOW 
If 'NO' go to Qn 11. 
(a) If 'YES', which activities did you attend, and where? 
Activity Venue 
..................... 0.......... 
........ 0....................... 
"""""""".. ".... ". ""f""""""". "".. 
(b) Why did you stop attending? 
....................... 0 ...... 
.............................. 
a 
........ 1........ 0................................ 0................ 
11. Have you ever thought of going along to 'STARS'? YES / NO / DON'T KNO,! 
12. Is there anything which would encourage you to attend 'STARS'? 
YES / NO / DON'T KNOW 
(a) If 'YES' please specify ........................................... 
.0.......................... 0...................................... 
13. Is there anything which puts you off attending? YES / NO / DON'T KNOW 
If 'NO' go to Qn 15. 
(a) If 'YES' please specify ........................................... 
0.............. 4.0......... 0................ 0........ 0............. 
14. Do you enjoy taking part in any sports? YES / NO / DON'T KNOW 
15. Are there any activities (sport or otherwise) which you would really lik 
to take part in whilst you are out of a job. 
YES / NO / DON'T KNOW 
(a) If 'YES' which activities, and why do you not take part at the morgen, 
Activity Reason for not taking part 
I 
... ............................ 0 
""i""""""1"i"""1""""" i'" I""T! t""f 
.. 0f. 0"0"""""". ""............. 
...................... 0........ 
"I1""""0""I""""""""10""0 
16. Is there anything else that you think should be provided for the 
unemployed? 
YES / NO / DON'T KNOW 
FOR OFFICE USE 
I 
LY 
AM an 
NA ILI 
jt2 
-i", 
0 
u Caro. 
-7 - 
Employment History - Qn. 24,25a, 25b 
Checklist 
1. Length of present unemployment. 
2. Dates and descriptions of all jobs held in last 3 years. 
3. Dates and descriptions of all training schemesJwork experience 
schemes attended in the last 3 years. (Full-time and 
Part-time). 
4. Dates of all spells of complete unemployment in last 3 years. 
5. School leaving date. 
Code: 
Length present unemployment 
Total time in jobs in last 3 years 
Total time on schemes in last 3 years 
Total time unemployed in last 3 years 
FOR OFFICE USE 
O-, an 
OW 
-..,.: gig 
" Now long have you-_Ifved at your present a ress 
FOR OFFICE USE 
6 months /6 months but less than 12 /1 year but under 2/ 
2r but yeas under 3/3 years but under 5/5 years but under 10 / 
10 years or more / Don't know 
Were you born in Leicester? YES / NO / DON'T KNOW 
".. ""... ". "".. ". "6". ""r. ".. ". "". "".. """"".. """". "... "..... f....... i.. " 
(a) If 'NO' where were you born?.............. .. ..................... 
(b) If 'NO' were your parents from Leicester? YES / NO / DON'T KNOW 
[ j4 
(c) If 'NO' where were they from? ................................... 
Do you own your own transport? YES / NO 
(a) If 'YES' what sort of transport? 
CAR / MOTOR CYCLE / BICYCLE / OTHER (specify) .................... 
.................. "............................................... 
Ii 
3. Are you living by yourself, or with your, family or friends? ........... 
__ _v 
e . 
_s 
". ""... f. r.. ". """... w". "".. "".... "".. "" 
't 
-. "" 
(a) If not living alone: Please list the other members of your house- 
_.. 
hold. 
fib} Does anyone else in the household have a paid job? I 
HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS 
Cori 
Relationship to respondent Full-time Part-time Unemployed Other , ref 
30. Are any of your friends unemployed? YES / NO / DON'T KNOW 
(a) If 'YES' about how many of them are uiployed 
ALL /MOST /AF EW /ONE OR TWO 
31, If you would like to receive more Information on 
'STARS', please write 
your raw and address below: 
LJ" 
NAME ""f. """".. """"""". """""". """". r". """"""". r""". """.. ""+"+""""""r"""J 
APPENDIX 2 
2a : Leisure history chart 
2b : STARS participation chart 
2c : Recall time-budget diary 
2d : Activities checklist 
App. 2a 
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App. 2d 
RESPONDENT: since 
school. 
do 
now. 
done when 
working. 
when 
'd. 
M/L/S 
now. 
college/fe courses 
U U 
evening classes 
Ä MSC/work experience courses 
W other education/training 
religious (e. g. church-going) 
religious group activities 
political group activities y 
social group activities 
voluntary group activities 
ocher 
visiting museums, exhibitions 
visiting towns or cities t 
visiting countryside 
visiting places of interest M 
going for a drive 
vý going to libra-y 
W 
other leisure outings 
walking 
walking dog 
other active leisure 
shopping 
individual sports 
team sports 
racquet sports 
P. water sports 
outdoor pursuits 
cinema 
theatre 
0 opera 
H pubs z 
social/night clubs/discos 
restaurants/cafes 
< bingo 
parties (out of own home) 
- entertainment at friends'/relatives' Z 
receptions and entertainments 
Gardening 
DIY 
Care of pets 
Other 
radio 
records, cassette 
television 
ä video o 
a other 
entertaining friends/relatives at home 
chatting (incl. phone) talkin g, 
laying games p 
arties at home ° p 
laying with children 
studying 
reading - books x 
- magazines 
- newspapers 
puzzles crosswords W , bbies h 
w 
o 
rafts 
° c 
musical instruments 
video games uter com , p 
writing/reading private correspondence 
motor-cycle maintenance car , 
ing with pets la p y 
other pastimes 
physical exercise at home 
other (1) ................ 
other (2) ................ (3): h ............... ot er 
.. . (4) h ...... ....... er ot 
other (5). 
